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Abstract 
Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) combustion is a promising research sub-
ject due to its characteristics of high efficiency and low emissions. These are highly desirable, 
given the global picture of increased energy requirements coupled with serious environmental 
implications. However, one of the main considerations of HCCI implementation is its control 
strategies which are not straightforward as in conventional Spark Ignition (SI) or Compression 
Ignition (Cl) engines. 
In order for closed loop control strategies to be successful, appropriate signals must be se-
lected. In this research, experimental in-cylinder signals have been collected for pressure and ion 
current. These have been processed and evaluated as regards their suitability for HCCI control. 
During this process, physical based models have been developed both for treating experimental 
data as well as simulating theoretical cases. Using these tools, the behaviour of unstable HCCI 
operation has also been explored. 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Global Outlook 
The lion's share of contemporary industrialised societies' energy needs is covered by burning 
fossil fuels. When considering transportation alone, burning fossil fuels in Internal Combustion 
(le) engines is the norm. This is mainly because of the high energy density and proven service 
record of the IC engine. Unfortunately, there are many associated drawbacks, which are becoming 
increasingly pressing as societies become increasingly industrialised in a world of finite resources. 
To begin with, there is the unsettled question to what extent a non renewable resource, like 
fossil fuels, can keep providing the ever growing energy needs of the global population. However, 
even assuming that the available supply is adequate, the problem of traditional pollution resulting 
from hydrocarbon combustion residues or Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) leading to acid rain remains. 
To compound this problem, any form of burning a hydrocarbon fuel results in the release of 
carbon dioxide, whose effects on global warming, though ferociously contested, are alarming. 
A large amount of the pollution produced by IC engines comes from the road transport sector, 
an issue which is particularly problematic in cities where population density is greatest. 
Hence, the automotive industry is faced with two main issues, first how to make more efficient 
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engines so as to make the increasing energy demands rely on less fuel and second, how to use the 
available fuel in such a way as to reduce pollution. 
To that end, various alternatives have been proposed and are under development. Hybrid 
cars, fuel cells and the like are all attempts at downplaying or replacing the role of the IC engine. 
However, none of these are capable of offering a realistic alternative as yet. In the case of fuel 
cells, cost is still a big issue. However, hydrogen as a fuel is also problematic since, unlike fossil 
fuels, it must be produced, thus requiring energy. Burning a fossil fuel to produce energy to 
produce hydrogen is not a viable solution. Similarly, chemical extraction from fossil fuels still 
does not solve the fossil fuel dependency. Alternatives based on carbon neutral sources are also 
investigated but are still in very early stages of development. Nuclear power might provide a vast 
energy source, thus providing the energy to produce large quantities of hydrogen but does not 
come without major drawbacks of its own, like high cost and risk. 
On the other hand, the IC engine has been developed continuously for a century, in fact, the his-
tory of the 20th century is in many levels interwoven with the history of the IC engine. Technology 
still advances in leaps and bounds, and IC engines have benefited immensely from technological 
advances (electronic control, catalysts, fuel injection to name but a few). However, the question 
still remains of how much more performance can be squeezed out of what is still, in effect, the 
same process. Although alternatives are still not particularly attractive, the amount of time and 
funding which have gone into their research is negligible compared to that of IC engines. 
1.2 Internal Combustion engines 
At present, IC piston engines used in road transport are divided into two main groups: Spark 
Ignition (SI) and Compression Ignition (Cl). 
In general, before looking at each individual engine type, it can be said that there are limited 
areas where improvements can be made. These are reduction in pumping losses, improvement in 
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the compression and expansion work (Atkinson Miller cycles), improvement in combustion dura-
tion (more efficient Otto cycle), improvement in chemical conversion efficiency (i.e. completeness 
of combustion) and reduction in mechanical friction. 
1.2.1 Spark Ignition Engines 
SI engines inhale a homogeneous mixture of air and fuel. A spark plug is used to ignite this 
mixture. Combustion then relies on the flame propagation to achieve as complete a chemical 
transformation of the fuel as possible. In order for this flame propagation to occur, stoichiometric 
or near stoichiometric mixtures have to be used. Stoichiometric mixtures also provide a means of 
using a Three Way Catalyst (TWC) as an exhaust after treatment method. The spark ignited engines 
at the moment achieve quite low emissions, however their efficiency is low thus a large amount of 
C02 is produced. 
The limitation for the SI engines comes from two main sources: one is that throttling is needed 
in order to control the load, thus imposing pumping losses during the gas exchange process. In ad-
dition the resulting effective compression ratio is low thus decreasing thermodynamic efficiency. 
The second drawback comes from the reliance on flame propagation itself. Flame propagation, 
even at the pressures reached after the compression of the air-fuel mixture, attains speeds of around 
30-40 m/s. In order to follow the Otto cycle more closely higher flame speeds are needed. How-
ever, the use of higher Compression Ratio ( CR) which would promote higher flame speeds cannot 
be realized since knocking would occur. Knocking occurs when the mixture outside the "flame 
ball" propagating inside the combustion chamber, auto-ignites due to the higher ambient pressures 
and temperatures. When auto ignition occurs flame propagation reaches supersonic speeds (in the 
order of 2000 m/sec) and instead of achieving deflagration, detonation ensues. 
An engine which accommodates all these considerations of allowable CR and throttling for the 
whole operating range, unfortunately compromises part load efficiency to a great extent. 
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Special cases 
Gasoline Direct Injection (GDI) engines do not rely on an overall homogeneous mixture but use 
specially shaped turbulence to achieve a local ignitable mixture in the vicinity of the spark plug. 
Thus, the combustion occurs in a confined area, in a cylinder with an overall excess of air. This 
stratified combustion allows them to operate throttleless, thus achieving higher efficiencies. 
However, due to the stratified combustion, high amounts of NO, are created which require the 
use of a NO, trap, since they cannot be used in direct conjunction with a TWC. 
1.2.2 Compression Ignition Engines 
Cl engines can use very high compression ratios and also operate unthrottled throughout the oper-
ating range. This means that very high part-load efficiencies are achievable. This is because. these 
engines operate on the principle of compressing the inhaled air to the point at which fuel, which is 
directly injected in the combustion chamber, ignites. 
Again, it is this principle of operation that, although giving high efficiency potential, imposes 
limitations on emissions reduction. Since the fuel is ignited a5 it is injected inside the combustion 
chamber it is burnt through diffusion flaine. This means that on the outside boundanes of the fuel 
jet very lean combustion occurs while inside the jet core very rich combustion occurs. Although 
this inadequate mixing is tackled through the use of swirl imposed on the intake air-steams by 
swirl pots or specially shaped inlet tracts the results can't match the emission levels of SI engines. 
In addition, due to the necessarily low air utilization, as stoichiometric mixtures would result in 
very high particulate emissions, specific power outputs of normally aspirated diesels is low. 
However, Cl engines can be perfectly complemented with turbochargers that further increase 
their efficiency and (recently in combination with common rail systems) put their power density 
on a par with SI engines. Most importantly, turbocharging can be used without the compression 
ratio reduction requirement which is necessary for turbocharged SI engines. Again this comes as a 
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direct result of the knock free operation of diffusion flame combustion. 
1.3 Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition engines 
Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) is an attempt at getting the advantages of both 
SI and Cl engines in the same engine. As the name implies, the idea is to ignite a homogeneous 
charge through compression. There are many ways in which this can be achieved and HCCI-type 
combustion has been discovered in many different guises as will be discussed later on. However, 
the main theme is that the homogeneous mixture is diluted by a hot gas and then compressed. 
The increased starting temperature causes the mixture to combust. In normal circumstances, an 
autoigniting homogeneous mixture can result in a powerful detonation, damaging or destroying 
the engine. However, due to the presence of the hot gas, the released energy is distributed to a 
larger mass, which acts as a cushion. In this way, both the speed of the reaction and the maximum 
temperatures involved are moderated, leading to a manageable release of energy . 
• <I(J()()()()()()()()()()()l) 
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Figure 1.1: Comparison of SI (top) and HCCI (bottom) combustion duration, 1500rpm, 2.5 bar IMEP 
The benefits of such an engine is that it can operate unthrottled, thus reducing pumping losses. 
Because it relies on autoignition, rather than flame propagation, combustion duration is shorter, 
resembling more closely an ideal Otto cycle as seen on figure 1.1 [1], where the white regions 
indicate the presence of flame. On the emissions side, due to the lower maximum temperatures 
reached, NOx emissions are dramatically reduced as seen on figure 1.2, where HCCI engine emis-
sions are compared to those of Direct Injection (DI) engines. Since the combustion is not stratified, 
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particulate emissions are also reduced. The drawbacks are that, due to these lower temperatures, 
unburnt Hydrocarbons {HC} and Carbon Monoxide (CO) levels rise. 
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Figure 1.2: Comparison of NO., emissions for different engines) combustion duration, 1500rpm, 2.5bar 
IMEP 
To implement an HCCI engine, the hot gas has to be present in the cylinder alongside the charge. 
This is done either by retaining or rebreathing an amount of exhaust gases or by introducing 
preheated air in the inlet. 
1.3.1 HCCI history 
While research interest in HCCI has grown in recent years, HCCI itself is not a new discovery. Over 
the years, similar processes have been recorded under various names: 
• Active Thermo Atmosphere Combustion (ATAC) [2] 
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• Activated Radicals Combustion (AR, Honda) [3] 
• Toyota Soken Combustion (TS, Toyota) [4] 
• Premixed-Charge Compression Ignition (PCCI) [5] 
• Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) 
• Controlled Auto-Ignition (CAI, Lotus, Ford) 
The first four names are mostly used in Japan, while the term HCCI is mostly used in the USA. 
CAI appears to be the preferred name in the UK. 
In 1958, experiments were performed with premixed charges of hexane and air, and n-heptane 
and air in a Diesel engine [6]. They found that under certain operating conditions their single 
cylinder engine would run quite well in a premixed mode with no direct fuel injection whatsoever. 
A few years later, in 1979, HCCI combustion, a result of unscavenged exhaust gasses from 
the previous cycle, was recorded [2], in two stroke engines. It was termed "Active Thermo-
Atmospheric Combustion" (ATAC). It was the tendency of the engine for run-on, after turning 
the ignition off, that gave away the fact that some form of autoignition was taking place. It was 
found that this was the result of the high levels of residuals at part load, in two stroke engines. By 
exploiting this unique feature, i.e. high initial charge temperatures due to high levels of residuals, 
the engine operation, fuel efficiency and refinement, were drastically improved. This came as a 
result of the cycle-to-cycle variability almost being eliminated in the "ATAC" combustion mode. 
Observations in their optical engine showed a fine pattern of density variations and gradual 
combustion reactions throughout the entire chamber during combustion, instead of the normal 
flame front propagation as shown in figure 1.3. 
The critical parameters of HCCI combustion were identified as: 
I. high levels of dilution to obtain high enough temperatures for autoignition 
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TCC 
Figure 1.3: Schlieren photogrnphy of SI (top three rows) and HCO (bottom three rows), and close ups. 
Taken from (2]. 
2. uniform mixing between residual and fresh charge 
3. repeatable cycle-to-cycle scavenging 
At the same time, experimental work performed by Toyota and Nippon So ken Inc. [ 4] revealed 
similar behavior again on two stroke engines. The authors concluded that HCCI combustion is 
very well suited for part load two stroke engine operation and that while the overall bum rates were 
very fast, combustion was smooth and fuel consumption and emissions were vastly improved. 
From optical investigations during this research at Toyota, multiple sites of ignition and no 
discernible flame front propagation were evident. Spectroscopic analysis revealed high levels of 
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CH20, H02, and 0 radicals well before autoignition. These species are characteristic of low-
temperature autoignition chemistry of larger paraffinic hydrocarbon fuels. During combustion, 
high concentrations of CH, H and OH radicals were recorded, indicative of high-temperature 
chemistry during the bulk-bum. These measurements resembled concentrations found in end-gas 
autoignition and knock, thus confirming similarities between HCCI and combustion and knock 
while also justifying the use of the term Controlled Auto Ignition (CA I). 
Work in four-stroke engines, [7], using blends of paraffinic and aromatic fuels over different 
engine speeds and loads (dilution), simulated internal residuals by heating the intake air. Chemical 
kinetic modeling and heat release analysis of experimental data showed that two semi-independent 
processes of ignition and bulk fuel combustion were present. HCCI autoignition is governed by the 
low-temperature chemistry (less than I OOOK) that leads to knock in SI engines. The bulk energy 
release comes from high temperature (above IOOOK) CO oxidation. Based on chemical kinetics 
alone, a correlation for the energy release that simulated the experimental results was developed 
that explained HCCI behavior to changes in compression ratio, equivalence ratio, dilution level, 
engine speed and fuel type. These results and the previous work on two-strokes concluded that 
HCCI is a chemical kinetic combustion process controlled by the temperature, pressure and corn-
position (which can be time dependent) of the charge. This work, [7] concluded that HCCI is not 
a mixing-controlled process, but rather resembles a compression-ignited, stirred chemical reactor. 
Further work [8] examined HCCI operation of a single-cylinder engine using fully blended 
gasoline. Again, air to fuel ratio and external Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) rates were varied 
in an attempt to find the limits of this operating regime. 
Much of our knowledge of knock chemistry has been based on experiments in shock tubes, 
constant pressure flow reactors, rapid compression machines and motored engine layouts. These 
experiments have highlighted the importance of low and intermediate temperature chemistry in 
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knock processes [9, 10]. The data have also been used to develop and validate detailed reaction 
mechanisms for higher carbon number fuels such as n-heptane and iso-octane [11, 12]. 
As with all of the above researchers, and unfortunately up to now, the limitations of speeds 
and loads that an HCCI engine can cover is always observed. A hybrid engine operating strategy 
was first suggested in 1989 [8], where part of the operation would be conventional SI, while HCCI 
could cover the more favorable, for this type of combustion, regions. 
From all of the above, it can be concluded that HCCI is a process where mechanical means 
are used to control what is basically a chemically controlled process. Still, the implementation of 
HCCI engines is not straightforward. With current technology status, HCCI can only be used for 
hybrid electric powertrain applications. This is because electric power generation does not require 
operation over a wide range of speed/load conditions, which is where HCCI engines currently 
struggle. It is the control issues of HCCI engines over wide windows of operation that are holding 
them back presently. 
1.4 Aim of this work 
The inspiration for the work presented in this thesis is a result of the control issues surrounding 
gasoline HCCI. Due to the indirect nature of the combustion initiation,.HCCI combustion is harder 
to control than more conventional methods. Hence, the question of closed loop strategies become 
more attractive. 
However, for a well tuned closed loop implementation, a suitable feedback signal is required. 
Hence, the use of pressure and ion current sensors is central to this work. 
The idea behind using both these kinds of signal come from the fact that, pressure sensors 
provide a reasonably good quality signal but are too costly and potentially unreliable to be used 
in mass production. The search for an alternative type of sensor indicates that ion current sensors 
can provide relevant combustion information that can substitute the information provided by the 
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pressure sensors at a much lower cost. The signals provided by both these two sensors have certain 
characteristics which need to be addressed in each case. Hence, the development of the algorithms 
dealing with each kind of signal and their correlations constitutes the core of this thesis. 
There is both an experimental and a modeling component to this work. The experimental 
component has focused on collecting pressure and ion current data. The modeling component has 
then been designed in order to interpret the data and hence attempt to get an understanding of the 
mechanisms involved. The structure of the thesis is presented below. 
1.4.1 Thesis Map 
Chapter 1 gives an overview of the historic and practical reasons behind HCCI research. 
Chapter 2 focuses on the practical methods involved in implementing HCCI combustion in hard-
ware (Section 2.1) and software (Section 2.3). Also, outlines the present status of ion current 
research (Section 2.2). 
Chapter 3 presents the hardware setup and strategies used in collecting the experimental data. 
Chapter 4 introduces ion current as feedback signal. The chapter describes the ion current 
related research carried out, both in an SI and an HCCI context. The algorithms dealing with the 
ion current signal, as well as its use for matching it to the pressure signal through the use of 
Artificial Neural Network(s) (ANN(s)) is described and discussed. 
Chapter 5 describes the techniques employed in dealing with the experimental data, finally 
yielding an algorithm which is useful for treating both SI and HCCI pressure traces in general. 
Chapter 6 describes the implementation of the thermodynamic model developed for this re-
search and offers some results which are useful in understanding the mechanisms of cycle to cycle 
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coupling in HCCI. 
Chapter 7 deals with the issues of autoignition and unstable HCCI combustion. The failure of 
simple Arrhenius style models is discussed and a possible autoignition mechanism for the engine 
used is suggested. 
Chapter 8 contains the final thoughts concerning the present work. 
Chapter 2 
Present Status 
At present there are various ways to implement HCCI operation, though no HCCI powered produc-
tion automobiles exist as yet. This chapter introduces the present status of HCCI research. 
There are three potentially problematic areas where HCCI operation is concerned. The first one 
is a matter of mechanical complexity. In order for autoignition to occur, a hot gas must somehow 
be introduced to the cylinder. The various ways of doing this are examined further down but all 
of them add new levels of complexity to the classic design of an SI engine. The second problem 
is that some emissions, namely HC and CO rise. The third and arguably most important problem is 
that, unlike spark controlled SI or injection controlled Cl engines, autoignition cannot be directly 
controlled but must arise as a consequence of chemical kinetics. This imposes a great uncertainty 
on what is probably the most important aspect of an IC engine, the manipulation of the heat release. 
Emissions HC and CO emissions in homogeneous charge engines mainly arise from the crevices 
in the combustion chamber. This is due to the fact that the portion of the mixture that gets trapped 
in these fails to combust completely. The cooling of this mixture in the crevices is a lot more 
pronounced since it presents a greater surface to volume ratio and also due to the difficulty of the 
flame to propagate into these crevices. 
13 
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However, in SI engines the temperatures in the cylinder are high enough to support the conver-
sion of the hydrocarbons as the piston moves down and the trapped gasses are, mostly, released. 
This is not the case in HCCI engines where peak combustion temperatures are typically less than 
1500K. At these temperatures, even the autoigniting mixture in the centre of the combustion cham-
ber fails to complete the CO to Carbon Dioxide (C02) oxidation and the combustion efficiency 
deteriorates precipitously at lower loads were the lowest temperatures occur. High combustion 
temperatures in stoichiometric SI engines allow post combustion oxidation processes to continue 
into the expansion stroke and blowdown process. In HCCI this post combustion CO oxidation be-
comes inefficient due to the lower temperatures. Fuel and intermediate species cannot react into 
ultimate products and some hydrocarbons emitted from combustion chamber crevices only par-
tially oxidize to CO [13]. 
One more issue that might arise is that the resulting exhaust gases temperature is low, which 
can result in reduced aftertreatment efficiency. This is because oxidation catalysts need to reach a 
certain operating temperature to function efficiently. However, studies have proven that the exhaust 
temperature remains between 450 and 560°C when air to fuel ratios are close to stoichiometric 
(0.95 < .X < 1.15) and for a standard SI compression ratio. This is sufficient for aftertreatment 
with an oxidation catalyst [1]. 
By having the low load operation limited due to the combustion inefficiencies that arise as a 
result of the low combustion temperatures, it immediately transpires that a multi-mode, or hybrid, 
engine is needed to serve the complete operating range. 
When one also considers that the high loads, in diesel implementations of HCCI, are also lim-
ited by the large heat release rates that occur due to the low mixture dilution and enriched mixtures, 
the seamless transition between the modes of combustion appears as a fundamental issue for the 
implementation of such an engine. Transient behaviour of HCCI engines, be it within the auto-
ignition operating region, or where mode switching is necessitated, is still an unresolved issue at 
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the centre of research attention. 
Ignition Control Ignition timing control is the most important control parameter. It is governed 
by the chemical kinetic reaction rates of the mixture, which in turn are governed by time, tem-
perature, pressure and mixture composition. If transient operation is considered, matters become 
considerably more complex due to the different timescales involved as these interlinked variables 
settle to new values. 
If full flexibility over engine operation is desired, a simple engine map like the ones currently 
used for spark ignition timing in SI engines, or injection timing in Cl engines is not adequate for 
ignition control. Some sort of closed-loop control must be employed in order to keep engine 
operation under control, avoiding driveability problems and, more importantly, engine damage. 
2.1 HCCI Implementations 
The methods used to induce autoignition can be divided in two main categories, "thermal control" 
and "chemical control". 
Thermal Control In the case of thermal control, parameters such as temperature, pressure and 
composition at Inlet Valve Closing time (Ivc) are selected so that autoignition occurs close to Top 
Dead Centre (TDC). Thermal control methods include intake air heating, variable compression 
ratio or using residual gas. 
Chemical Control Chemical control involves the use of dual fuels, where typically one fuel 
provides the energy needed to initiate combustion, while the other fuel provides the bulk of the 
heat release. 
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43.5 ms 44.6ms 45.7ms 46.7ms 47.8 ms 48.9 ms 
50.0ms 5l.l ms 52.1 ms 53.2ms 54.3 ms 55.4ms 
Figure 2.1: Rotating Ark Spark Plug (RASP) (top [14]) and Pulsed Flame Jet (PFJ) initiated HCCI combus-
tion (bottom [15]) 
Other methods Auxiliary methods used in conjunction with the above may involve the use 
of ignition systems yielding energy in amounts far greater than a conventional spark plug, thus 
aggressively pushing the mixture towards autoignition. These include the Rotating Ark Spark 
Plug (RASP) [14], figure 2.1 top, Pulsed Flame Jet (PFJ) [15], figure 2.1 bottom, and Capillary 
Force Vaporizer ( CFV) [ 16]. All of these increase the possibility of ignition at the desired point by 
providing energy, usually in the order of 1 00+ times that of a spark plug. 
2.1.1 Intake Air Heating 
The necessary temperature for promoting autoignition at the required crank angle can be achieved 
through intake air heating. Because the heated air is not inert, very violent rates of heat release 
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can be reached. To avoid damage to the engine, the mixtures must be kept very lean. A very lean 
mixture lowers the temperature, maintaining the heat release to acceptable rates [ 17]. 
This method suffers from a lot of drawbacks, the most notable of which is the large amount 
of energy needed to raise the temperature of the intake air, making overall efficiency suffer as a 
result [18]. Also, the slow transient response is a big issue if a real life implementation for this 
method is to be considered. 
2.1.2 Variable Compression Ratio 
For HCCI applications the variable compression ratio can influence the temperature level at the end 
of the compression stroke, thus affecting autoignition timing. However, typical compression ratios 
do not lead to a temperature that is high enough for autoignition at the end of the compression 
stroke. Thus this technique is usually used in conjunction with a heater or variable valve timing 
[19-22]. 
2.1.3 Dual Fuels 
In this method, two fuels of different octane number are used. The low octane fuel is used to 
trigger combustion while the high octane fuel provides the bulk of the heat release. 
Systems presented include Dimethyl Ether (DME) [23] in combination with methane, natural 
gas and naphtha fuel (gas and liquid) [24], ethanol and n-heptane [25], iso-octane and n-heptane 
[26] and also propane and ozone [27]. This last enhancer, ozone, has the added advantage of 
requiring only very small amounts of it to be added and also does not require a second fuel tank, 
since it is claimed that ozone can be produced on-board with a relatively inexpensive and fast 
response system. One more possibility is the use of natural gas and hydrogen, using hydrogen as 
the ignition improver. Again, hydrogen can be produced on board using a natural gas reformer 
[28]. 
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2.1.4 Use of Residual Gases 
Using residual gases is a combination of mainly thermal and arguably chemical control. Because 
the residual gases are hot. it raises the temperature of the mixture so that it reaches autoignition 
.. - . '• 
conditions towards the end of the compression, like in the case of preheated air. However, unlike 
in the case of preheated air, there is no excess oxygen to lead to a violent heat release, so there is 
no need to use very lean mixtures in order to avoid damaging the engine. 
The chemical effects are under debate, however, it is possible that fresh residual gases contain 
radicals which attack the fuel molecules, thus promoting autoignition. The importance of active 
species was highlighted by experiments where preheated air or nitrogen, in quantities and temper-
atures similar to residuals was used to dilute the charge. In cases where autoignition was possible 
with residuals it was not possible with the other inert substitutes [29]. 
Strategies 
The simplest way to introduce residual gases into the cylinder is to route them from the exhaust 
to the inlet manifold, hence the term Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR). While this is easy to 
implement. it incurs frictional and thermal losses. 
More elaborate methods make use of Variable Valve Timing (VVT) in order to dynamically 
control residual amounts. There are two ways in which this can be implemented as described 
below. 
Rebreathing [30] 
In this case, the exhaust gases are expelled normally, but then the exhaust gas remains open 
for part of the induction, allowing some amount of residuals to be rebreathed. This allows for less 
losses than recirculating but still, the pumping loss must be "paid" both for getting the gases out 
and for getting them back in. 
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Early EVC and late IVO [31] 
In this case, the exhaust valve closes before all the gases have been expelled. The trapped 
residual gases are then compressed and expanded during the remainder of the gas exchange cy-
cle. In addition, the opening inlet valve is delayed until the pressure of the residual gases in the 
cylinder has reached that of the inlet in order to avoid backftow from the cylinder to the inlet. The 
compression and expansion of the residuals acts as a pneumatic spring, in theory requiring no net 
work. In practice, a small amount of energy is lost as heat to the walls. 
In a normal SI engine, there is a certain amount of overlap between the inlet and exhaust 
valves. Because in this implementation, this overlap becomes negative, the region of compression 
and expansion of the residuals is termed Negative Valve Overlap (NVO). 
Because the term EGR does not adequately describe this process, the term Internal Exhaust Gas 
Recirculation (IEGR) is sometimes used. However, there is no recirculation involved so the IEGR 
term might be misleading. Hence, throughout this work, the term Trapped Residual Gas (TRG) 
will be used to describe residuals trapped through early Exhaust Valve Closing time (EVC). 
Trapping exhaust gasses, offers exceptional control and transient possibilities and is thus being 
used more and more by researchers [22, 30, 32-34 ]. It is argued that TRG has multiple effects on 
combustion. Apart from the obvious thermal effect, four others can be identified [35]. These are: 
• Heat Capacity Due to the presence of large percentage of C02 and H20 in TRG, the specific 
heat capacity of the mixture is increased, leading to lower temperatures compared to those 
reached in normal SI with the same amount of charge. 
• Dilution The introduction of an arguably inert gas slows down the reaction rate. 
• Exhaust Gas Species Concentration Increase The net production rate of C02 and H20 is 
decreased due to the non negligible concentrations of these species even before combustion. 
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• Radical Production and Destruction Influence It is claimed that, "some exhaust gas 
species, particularly residual (active) radicals (such as H, OH, H02), may influence the 
production and destruction reactions of some radicals. Also, water vapour as an effective 
third body may affect reactions where a third body plays an important role, such as in ter-
rnination reactions". 
2.2 Ion Current Research 
Ion current has long been investigated as a combustion diagnostic tool [36, 37] in SI engines. The 
principle of operation is based upon the fact that burning cylinder gases become ionized and can 
thus conduct a current when a voltage is applied to them. 
The potential of ion current has been researched and used in production as a means of misfire 
detection (a task it is well suited for as a misfire produces no ion current) and knock detection 
[38-40]. More research has focused on the estimation of Air Fuel Ratio (AFR) from manipulation 
of ion current signals [41-46] and bow to incorporate it into a closed loop control system [47-53]. 
Recent research has gone further trying to reproduce in-cylinder-pressure profile character-
istics from ion current data [54-58]. This has often been accomplished through ANN(s) meth-
ods [53, 54, 59]. In the present work, the potential use of the ion current as a feedback signal has 
been investigated in both an SI and HCCI context, using a variety of ANN(s) designs. 
2.3 Modeling Approaches 
So far, the basics of hardware implementations ofHCCI have been reviewed. However, experimen-
tation is not the only tool available to the researcher. Modeling through computer simulation is 
an attractive proposition, mainly due to the low time and financial costs involved. This research 
is based upon both an experimental and a modeling part. Hence, a brief outline of modeling 
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techniques is presented here. 
Designing a model is a balancing act between computational resources and required precision. 
Most of the relevant equations describing physical and chemical systems are available but imple-
menting them in a form which can be tackled by finite computational resources is not always easy. 
In engine modeling relevant to HCCI combustion, the task is relatively easy to visualise at least, a 
moving part (the piston), changes the volume of a cylinder containing a mixture of gases undergo-
ing chemical transformation. The system described can be thought of as consisting of three parts, 
a mechanical part (cylinder and piston), a fluid mechanical part (the gases) and a chemical part 
(the chemical reactions). 
The mechanical part is fortunately trivial. The other two however are anything but. A complete 
description of the gases' variables in both space and time requires tracking a system of gases 
whose internal variables are not necessarily described by simple mathematical functions. To make 
matters more complicated, the chemical reactions must also be taken into account, changing both 
physical and chemical properties of the mixture. 
The physical tracking of the gases can vary from a zero dimensional study [20, 60-62], where 
only intensive quantities are taken into account, to a detailed Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 
study [63-65]. In the latter case, the space to be considered is discretised into many small control 
volumes, or cells, to which the equations that govern the fluid flow are applied. The equation 
set is usually solved in an iterative manner, from which the complex behaviour of the system 
under consideration can be studied as a function of both space and time. The finer the level of 
grid resolution the better resolved the underlying flow physics, provided that the model equations 
tend to the exact value in the limit as the cell size tends to zero. However, the computational 
cost rises rapidly with increasingly fine grids. To negate the effects of the rising computational 
burden, techniques such as localised grid refinement and adaptive meshing incorporate higher cell 
densities in the main regions of interest, or where the steepest gradients in the dependent variables 
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can be observed. 
Similarly, the chemical modeling can be as simple as an instantaneous conversion from reac-
tants to products or a detailed chemical model involving a host of intermediate steps [66, 67]. 
While an ultra-fine grid CFD study with detailed chemical kinetics might yield the best results, 
the computational resources required are considerable from a research point of view (both CFD and 
chemical kinetics models can run for days on conventional high end PCs) For control applications, 
this is simply impossible. Hence, shortcuts must be made to abstract the most important aspects 
of the physical system for the research under consideration into a computationally manageable 
mathematical description. 
To that end, multi-zone [13,68-72] or Probability Density Function (PDF) [73-75] models are 
bridging the gap between zero dimensional and CFD models. The idea behind these is similar to 
that employed in the dynamically changing grids in CFD described above. That is, to focus the 
computation at the most significant points. This is done by, for example, dividing space in shapes 
that capture vital aspects of the studied processes or using stochastic methods to identify important 
points. 
Similarly for the reaction mechanisms, various models of reduced complexity can be employed 
which aim to capture the principal features of combustion. Depending on the focus of the research, 
more or less precision might be required in a particular aspect, hence appropriate hybridisation is 
at the discretion of the researcher. 
Once implemented, a well tuned model will hopefully correspond well with experimental 
data. It can then give data not covered by experiment or give insights on aspects of the process 
not directly measurable through experiment. As a tool for control, a model can be invaluable by 
supplying advance knowledge of the expected behaviour of a system. However, if designed for 
control purposes, a model has to be fast enough in order to evaluate the future system state before 
the system actually reaches it itself. In practical terms, bearing engine modeling in mind, this 
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means that any but the most computationally inexpensive models are inadequate as regards speed 
of execution. 
Chapter 3 
Experimental Setup and Strategies 
Employed 
The early EVC -late Inlet Valve Opening time (IVO) method ofTRG control has been employed for 
the experimental part of this work, due to its agreeable characteristics discussed on page 19. 
From an engineering point of view, the main issue with such an implementation is how to 
change the valve timing. Since the present research has been carried out in collaboration with 
Lotus Engineering, the specially made test rig is described in this section. 
3.1 Experimental Engine 
An engine capable of operating in HCCI as well as SI was needed, hence, the engine employed was 
a single cylinder, gasoline port fuel injected, 4-stroke research engine based on a GM Family One, 
1.8L series architecture (figure 3.1). 
A standard 4-cylinder head is mounted on top of a water cooled barrel, with a custom made 
bottom end. Only the front cylinder of the head is operational, provided with a Fully Variable Valve 
Timing (FVVT) system named Active Valve Train (AVT) manufactured by Lotus Engineering. The 
24 
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Figure 3.1: Research Engine with VT system 
VT is a high pressure hydraulic valvetrain system that uses high speed digital valve~ to con trol 
the oil pressure in a hydrau l ic piston driving the va lv stem. Detai ls of the design are displayed in 
figure 3.2. 
The AVT i · computer controlled and can change valve profile · whil ·r the engine i. running and 
within an engine cycle, thus fac ilitating the ·election of TRG quantity. Because of this, switches 
between SI and H I can be performed while the engine is running. 
The engine was equipped with an electronic thrott le, in addition to a standard mechanical one, 
that wa · u ·ed for I ad contro l, e pecially keeping th load constant whil ·t switching from SI to 
HCCI and back. 
The use of conventiona l parts in the combustion system, wherever possible. ensures that the 
cost of rebuild is low in case of any component fai lures (because of uncontrolled detonation, for 
example). The CR can easi ly be changed in this engine, both because of the :eparate barrel and, 
more importantly. because of the AVT ysrem negating the need to con ider modification to belt 
runs etc. Any chang in R i: achieved by means of the deck height being moved up and down 
by spacers or special short I in rs or a combination of the two. The bottom end can accept various 
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Figure 3.2: Details of the AVT design 
strokes up to and including IOOmm, and is capable of running to 7000rpm (depending on stroke). 
For this research, the CR was et to 10.5 and the fuel used was commercial gasoline 95 ON. 
The engine was connected to a Froude Hofmann AG30 eddy-current dynamometer. A redline 
ACAP data acquisition system from DSP Technologies Inc. was used, together with a Kistler 6123 
piezoelectric pressure transducer. A Horiba MEXA 7100 DEGR analyzer was used for emissions 
mea urement. Port fuel injection was employed, managed by a conventional Lotus VS engine 
controller. Technical information on the dynamometer, pres ure transducer and gas analyzer can 
be found in appendix A on page 223. 
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3.2 Experimental strategies 
The experimental data pre ·ented throughout this research has been collected using thi · setup unless 
otherwise stated, as in the case of the SI data in ection 4. 1. 
The data falls into three categories, one for I and two for HCCI operation. 
3.2.1 SI 
For Sl operati on the . tandard profil e used in the production engine equ ivalent was used which 
involves posi tive overl ap, high li ft (8- 1 Om m) and a fixed duration and phasi ng. 
3.2.2 HCCI with con ·tant EVO and IV 
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Figure 3.3: Valve lift trace · in the constant EYOIIYC strategy 
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In the overall early ·V strategy, the deciding factor for the amount ofTRG is in the s lection of 
the EVC. This also dictates also IVO. Hence, having selected a TRG amount effectively EVC- IVO), 
the Exhau. t Valve Opening time (EVO) and the IV are left to the discretion of the exp rimenter. 
The con ·tant EVO, IV strategy hold these two constant at typical values. This has the impli-
cation that the duration or valve opening for both valves is variable and TRG dependent (figure 
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3.3). 
3.2.3 HCCI with constant duration 
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Figure 3.4: Valve lift traces in the constant duration strategy 
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In this case, again, TRG amount dictates EVC and subsequently IVO. However, the duration of 
the valve opening event is kept constant, thus dragging both EVO and !VC along (figure 3.4). 
Although the AVT system can simu.late any valve configuration, the second (constant duration) 
valve strategy has been tried in order to simulate an operation which can be easily be implemented 
by mechanical means (e.g. phaser). The problem with the constant duration strategy is that, as 
TRG is increased, EVO is occurring earlier and rvc later. Early EVO might be a problem due to 
premature venting leading to a loss of usable energy. However, the main problem is the late IVC. 
This leads to the compression stroke starting at a point where the volume has been reduced by non 
negligible amounts, thus altering the compression ratio. It is due to this reason that the autoignition 
behaviour of the engine is greatly dependent on the strategy as discussed in Chapter 7. 
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3.2.4 HCCI-SACAI nature of experimental data 
One final point thar needs clarification is that generally experimental data are co llected with the 
park plug firing unle otherwise stated. There are various reason for thi s. The most obviou 
one is that. in HCCI (especially in a ingle cy linder engine where re iduals are retained a · pposed 
to rebrealhed) . a ingle misfire wi ll make the engi ne tall. Hence. the spark firing. even when 
not needed in general has a stabilising effect. However, there might be some controversy over 
what kind or combustion should be termed as 11 I. In a purist sense, H 1 should be able to 
op rate ·park less. Howe er, in gasoline, thi · requi rement greatly limits the operating window 
r a combustion that is otherwi ·e not pure SI. This non-pure HCCI operation is initiated by the 
~park but al most immediately autoignites. henc i n t c nventional flame propagation . more 
appropriate name for it is park Assisted Controlled A uto Ignition (SACA I) (Lotu:-.) . Of cou r~e. 
the spark timing is a helper, ra ther than the orchestrator of the combu -rion as in pure 1 and its 
influence is increa ingly limited wi th increa ing TRG. Si nce most but not all the data pre ·ented 
are SACA I, the term 11 Cl is u. d throughout the text. 
3.3 Ion Current Signal Acquisition 
The experiments also involved ion current signal acqui ·ition. This was done by locating an ioniza-
tion probe in the four-valve cy l inder head between one of the inlet and one of the exhaust valves 
as hown in figure 3.5. The probe wa electrically i ·alated from the cylinder head by mean of 
a ceramic sleeve. The diameter of the sensing el ment was slightly less than I mm, and the tip 
protrusion into the ombustion chamber was appr ximately .5 mm. 
Since the ma ·s of positive ions, such as H 30 1 . is approximately 30,000 times larger than that 
of an electron (negative charge), the light electr ns can be accelerated much more easi ly towards 
the po itive electrode than the heavy ion [761 . when driven by an applied electromagnetic field . 
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Figure 3.5: Cylinder head, showing the location of ionization probe 
The voltage polarity at the gap of sensing spark plugs was therefore selected such that the smaU 
area centre electrode was po itive, and the rest of the combu tion chamber was negative. Thjs 
coincides conveniently with the original engine polarity where the engine block is negative, earth. 
A one-off DC voltage source, as shown in Figure 3.6, was used to power the measuring probe. 
The input to the DAQ board came from the voltage djvider and was inversely proportional to the 
sensed ion current (i .e. 5V for zero ion current and OV for infinite) to avoid the possibility of 
damage caused due to excessive voltage. The signal was then inverted during the post processing 
phase. 
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Figure 3.6: Voltage source circuit diagram 
Chapter4 
Ion Current 
The work presented in this thesis focuses on two main in-cylinder signals, pressure and ion current 
Although pressure measurements via a piezoelectric transducer are standard practice, it can hardly 
be a realistic proposition for a production automotive engine. This is due to the high cost of 
piezoelectric pressure transducers as well as questionable long term performance. Hence, using 
an alternative signal, such as ion current, and trying to match its characteristics to those of the 
pressure transducer is a very promising Line of research. 
Ion current measurements are based upon the fact that the prevailjng conditions inside the 
engine during combustion cause ionization of the gases in the cylinder. By applying a voltage, a 
current is produced since the ionized gases are conductive. 
Ion current based measurements have been successfully u ed in tills research, initialJy on an 
engine under SI operation and subsequently on the Lotus engine on which the rest of the HCCl data 
has been collected. The post processing of the ion ·current data lends itself very well to treatment 
through ANN(s). This chapter describes in detail how thls has been implemented. 
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4.1 Ion Current as a diagnostic tool in SI operation 
4. 1.1 Introduction to Ion Current Measurement 
In order to u ·e ion current as a tool for in-cy l inder engine diagnostic . suitable probes have to 
be situated in: ide the combu. tion chamber. The m st obviou · way to appl y a vo ltage inside the 
cy l inder i · to use two ex isting electrodes; the spark plug tips [57], and a typica l trace of data 
acquired by this method is shown in Figure 4. 1, where the signal has been averaged over a number 
of engine cyc les that were acqu ired with the firing plug. However. such averaging of signals i. a 
c mpromi ·e that might b on ·idered unac eptable, depending on what level of per formance is 
expected of the diagnostic t ol. 
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Figure 4.1: Typical ion-current signal (and pressure signal) recorded by a c ntral plug 1571 
- l 
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It can be seen in Figure 4.1 that the ion-current signal can be generally divided into three 
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phases: the first phase consists of two sharp spikes located at 30 and 15 Crank Angle Degrees 
(CAD) before Top Dead Centre (BTDC). These are due to ignition and the measuring circuit ringing 
where the ion-current is measured most commonly from the low voltage side of the coil, and 
interference causes some spikes to appear in the ion-current signal. This problem at o occurs even 
when the less common practice of measuring from the rugh voltage side of the coil is employed. 
After the first two spikes, the second phase of the ion-current signal appears as a first hump 
at around 10 CAD BTDC. This is a result of the flame kernel development around the tips of the 
spark plug. The level of the ion-current within this region is generally high due to intense chemical 
reactivity in the vicinity of the tips. 
After the establishment of the combustion kernel, flame propagation towards the rest of the 
mixture starts. The intensified beat energy release from the burning "flame ball" growing in the 
cylinder warms the burned gasses inside it and further increases their temperature. As a result, 
the internal energy of the burned gasses increases and the ion formation rate becomes strong in 
compari on to the ion recombination rate [57]. Overall, after a short period of decline due to 
the flame front moving away from the sensor, the ion signal starts to rise again due to energy 
addition from the surrounding burning mixture. Tills gives the second hump in the signal, and 
the third phase of the ion-current signal. As the piston moves away further from TDC, the vol-
ume of the combustion chamber increases and in-cylinder pressure and temperature of the burned 
gasses decline. The ion recombination rate increases, and the measured ion-current signal starts 
to decline. This third phase of the ion-current signal is a post-flame or thermal ionization induced 
signal [ 49, 53, 58, 77-79], and it is proportional to the cylinder pressure produced by combustion. 
There are some inherent problems associated with using the spark plug as the ion-current sen-
or. In most engines there is one plug per cylinder which has to generate a spark as weiJ as measure 
ion current. Because the spark generating voltage is substantially higher than the typical voltages 
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applied in the ion current m a:uring circuit , the laner has to be protected ·omehow. This ha · been 
accompl ished for example by either measuring from the low voltage side of the ignition circuit 
or by switching the measuring circuit in and out of the high voltage side. Both these approaches 
complicate matters. th former becau ·e of increased noise and bandwidth fi ltering by the co i ls. 
the latter because of the intricacy of such a d dicated circuit. Furthermore, all approaches that 
measure ion current signals from the ignition spark plug suffer from the fact that n meaningful 
information can be gathered until the ignition ircuit has been fully discharged. As a result , the 
initial ·tage of the combustion, which corresponds to the chemical phase of the ion current signal, 
cannot be recorded 15 1, 801. 
T he be:t signal is therefore deri ed from the thermal pha:e of the signal. butthi~ o;econd hump 
is not always very well pronounced thus making it a less than perfect feedback signal for engine 
diagnostic and <.:ontr I purpose:. Moreover. cy linder pressures decrease as the engine load reduces, 
further redu ing the signal strength of thi econd hump. Con equently, the diagnosable region of 
th engine loads are limited to a minimum of75~ of fu ll load. 
In order to address these i ·sues. ion current sensi ng fr m dedicated sensors can b employed 
(remote sensing), introducing significant advantages. On the technical side, signal quality is 
great ly improved sin e data acqui ·ition does not need to be interrupted. T his continuous measure-
ment allows for acquisition of ion current data throughout the combustion pr ces ·. This allows for 
a much a greater vo lum of information to be ex tracted from the ignal at higher signal to noise 
ratio ·. Since this . ignal potentiall y holds a lot of information to be extracted, ophi ·ticated signal 
processing strategies need to be employed. 
On the cost side this approa h offers the opportunity for simpler, more robust therefore more 
eo t efficient de ign for the measuring ci rcuit, since there i no consideration of coupling with 
the ignition circuit to be taken into account. 
Finally, signa l quality is greatly improved using remote sensing, thus offering the potemial for 
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true cycle to cycle engine diagnosis and controL Thus, the need for averaging is eliminated, which 
reduces computational and time requirements. 
It might, at first , seem as a significant complication to introduce dedicated ion sensors on 
mass production engines. However, companies that already offer head gaskets with mu ltiple ion 
collectors exist. This makes it modifications to the cylinder head and engine block unnecessary 
[81,82]. 
4.1.2 Experimental Setup for SI Ion Current investigation 
The engine used was a Renault research single cylinder 4-stroke research engine, full details of 
which are presented in Table 4.1. The engine featured variable compression ratio, variable ignition 
timing, variable air to fuel ratio and four access points in the cylinder head. 
Table 4.1: Specification for engine used on SI ion current research 
Bore 80mm 
Stroke 100 mm 
-
Capacity 0.503 L 
Inlet Valve Opening 12CADBTDC 
Inlet Valve Closing 64CADABDC 
Exhaust Valve Opening 64CADBBDC 
Exhaust Valve Closing 12CADATDC 
Compression Ratio 4.5:1- 13:1 
Ignition Timing 55 CAD BTDC - 20 CAD ATDC 
Maximum Speed 4500RPM 
Maximum Power 16 bhp 
Figure 4.2 shows the arrangement of the cylinder bead and the spark plug locations. The firing 
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Cylinder Head 
Figure 4.2: Cylinder head filled with I spark plug and two remote ion ~c111 .. or~ 
Figure 4.3: Circuit Diagram of DC Source 
plug, which is located nex t to the inlet va lve was used as the ignition source whi le one, or both. 
of the two remote sensing plugs were used as th ion-current sensing units. One wac fined on the 
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other side of the inlet valve opposite to the firing plug (sensing plug (l) in the iliagram) whHst 
the other, (sensing plug (2)), was fitted next to the engine exhaust valve. The distance between 
sensing plug (1) and the firing plug was 42mm, and the ilistance between the sensing plug (2) and 
the firing plug was 55mm. The final access point was fitted with the pre sure tran ducer. 
A purpose built DC voltage source, (shown in figure 4.3), wa used to power the measuring 
plug . The output of the voltage divider was passed to a data acquisition board as the ion-current 
signal. The voltage divider would produce a voltage inversely proportional to the sensed ion-
current (i.e. 5V for zero ion-current and OV for infinite) to avoid the possibility of damage caused 
due to excessive voltage. The signal was inverted during the post processing phase. The data 
acquisition sampling rate was one sample per 2 CAD. Data were acquired using either a single 
sensing plug ((1) on figure 4.2) or both. When using both sensing plugs, these were connected 
in parallel, as shown in figure 4.3, which essentially results in the adilition of the two ion-current 
signals. 
Examples of Pressure and Ion Current logs using one or both sensors can be seen in Figure 
4.4. Results obtained using both sensors contain more information, thus generally produce higher 
correlations. For this reason, the ion current research on SI combustion has focused solely upon 
twin ion current sensor data. 
4.1.3 Signal Interpretation 
The experimental data consists of two main signals. The first one is in-cylinder pressure, measured 
from the pressure transducer. The second one is the ion current signal as measured from the two 
measuring plugs. Both of these signals are sampled every 2 CAD. Figure 4.5 shows them together 
for a typical combu tion event. 
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Figure 4.4: Pressure and ion current trace · from ·ingle and twin sensor configuration · 
Measurant 
In order to characterize the two signals, certain "measurant " have to be extracted that de ·cribe 
their features. This is done in the post processing phase of the signal manipulation and is cdrried 
out ·eparately for pressure and ion current. 
The pressure signal is the simple t of the two signals. ln order to describe it numerically. four 
characteristics or measurants are extracted for every combustion event. Figure 4.6 shows a typical 
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IC and Pressure Signals 
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Figure 4.5: TYPical pressure and ion current signals 
pressure curve and associated measurants. 
The measurants for the pressure curves are: 
• The Peak Pressure Position (x-axis) 
• The Peak Pres ure Magnitude (y-axis) 
• The width of the curve at half its height 
• The area of the curve between IVC and EVO 
The ion current is a more information rich signal. Because it is measured from two different 
plugs at different distances from the firing plug there are two distinct spikes. This is because 
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EVO 
60 
the name front will sweep through the measuring ele lro<.le at lightly different times. Arter the 
second spike there is the hump associated with the post- flame phase. 
One point to consider is how :ignals from two ·ensing plugs create a single trace. The circuit 
used impl y adds up the two ·ignal so what i een is the sum of the ion current on both plugs. 
This would lead one to expect the econd spike to be heavi ly affected by the post - flame phase, 
si nce both mea uring plug are registering at that time (whereas for the first spike, the flame has 
o.r ly reached the first plug) , degrading its information content. This, however, is not the case. 
Figure 4.7 shows a close up of an ion current trace with on ly one measuring plug and the engine 
operating highly throttled o a to minimi e the post name hump. The e are the conditi on that 
create the mo. t problems when measuring from the firing plug, a. is the usual practice. 
Hell ring et al mention that the post flame peak essentiall y vanishes if the load i. le ·s than 20~ 
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of the maximum load [58]. It is evident from Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.7 that the first spike only 
lasts for about 10 CA degrees. The post flame phase is either faint or missing completely since 
ionisation due to compression of the gases is low owing to the low load conditions. Employing 
remote sensing eliminates the dependence on the post flame signal. Employing two remote sensors 
adds further signal information. 
The third phase (thermal, post-flame hump) is a less localised, lower magnitude event. Al-
though the time window available for post flame signal acquisition is reduced when using the sum 
of the signal from the two sensors, the re ults obtained are superior. 
As in the pressure curve, some measuraots are needed to describe the ion current signaJ for a 
combustion event. In the case of ion current there are 13 such measurants. A typical ion current 
signal and its associated measurants is shown in Figure 4.8. 
• 
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The measurants for the ion current signal · are: 
• The x-ax is posi tion of the start of the signal 
• The x-axi s po ition of the first spike 
• The x-axi · po ·ition of the econd ·pike 
• The magnitude of the first spike 
• The magnitude or the second spike 
• The slope of the curve between the signal start and the first spike peak 
EVO 
0 
• The slope of the curve between the fir t spike peak and the minimum between the pikes 
• The slope of the curve between the minimum b tween the spikes and the second spike peak 
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• The slope of the curve between the second spike peak and a point on the curve at the same 
x-ax is distance as used for the previous slope 
• The area under the first spike 
• The area under the econd pike 
• The area under the po t flame section 
• The x-axis position of the end of the signal 
After comparative tests, the e mea urants were chosen as carriers of adequate information to 
de cribe thi signal. Of the e, the various x-axi po ition proved the most useful, since they 
are related to flame development. However, all selected measurants contribute in increasing the 
accuracy of the results. 
Feature Relations 
Given the measurants extracted the easiest way to look for relation is to plot them again t each 
other. Ideally, a strong relation between an ion current measurant and one or more pressure mea-
surants will settle the case in favour of ion current. However, things are not that simple. There 
are conclusions to be drawn by averaging over a number of cycles which is the technique used 
routinely in treating such signals. These however are not helpful when it comes to developing a 
tool which should, in practice, be able to help control cycle-to-cycle engine operation. 
Figures 4.9 to 4.11 show some cases of strongly related measurants. Ion Current measurants 
are on the x-axis, pressure measurants are on the y-axis. These data have been logged over a 
varying compression ratio loop, therefore each data point batch corresponds to a compre sion 
ratio between 4.5:1 and 11.2:1 as described in the figures' legends. 
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 are matches for the Peak Pressure Position (PPP) with the positions of the 
first and second ion current spikes respectively. It shows good correlation with both measurants 
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and that a delayed combu ·tion e ent re ·ults in a late pressure peak positi n. A nother point to 
not ice i that delayed combusti on re ult· in a greater uncertainty in PPP. Thi: i: due t delayed 
combu ·tion being more unstable, resulting in a higher cycle-to-cycle variati on. 
Figure 4.1 1 is a match between peak pressure magnitude and the posi tion of the se ond ion 
cu rrent spike. lt can be se n that the second peak ion current posit ion ha · a ·trong relat ionship 
with the peak cylinder pre ·sure magnitude, too. When the · cond ion current spike occur · late. the 
flame reache the econd ensing plug late which indicate late combu tion. Therefore the peak 
cylinder pressure magnitude is reduced. 
A lthough the relati onships between the fir t and se ·ond ion current spikes with the combusti on 
• event are ·trong. as can be seen in figures 4.9 to 4.11. th r is an uncertainty of the order of 10 
CA degrees re lating t the p ak pressure position and f the order of 0.4 Volts relatino to the 
peak pressure magnitude. These uncertainties are to large to be acceptabl for an engineering 
implementation f iron current use as an alternative means of measuring cy l inder pressure. For 
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this reason, a more sophisticated strategy has to be developed and employed for ion current signal 
interpretation in order to improve its correlation with the pressure signal. 
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4.1.4 Pressure Measurant Prediction 
Artificial Neural Networks 
ANN(s) are a good candidate for tackling this kind of problem [44,53,54]. These are computational 
con tructs, used in a variety of applications for dealing with complicated inputs. The notion behind 
them is loosely modeled on biological neural networks. Each artificial neuron is a node that takes 
a number of inputs. These are weighed and then summed as illustrated on the left hand side of 
Figure4.12. 
Activation 
Input 1 ) V~eignt 1 Level 
Input 2 
Input 3 
.. -
) Weight2-c~ ~~ I / / L ) .... ) , ) Weight 3 __r: - --+Output 
Input 4 VVeigt1t 4 ) ,. 
' Si QlllOI d() 
Figure 4.12: Schematic representation of an artificial neuron 
The idea is to map inputs to outputs through a set of weights. This way, an input strongly 
affecting the output will have a relatively big weight associated with it. Thus, fluctuations in 
important inputs will result in significant changes to the weighted sum. 
Finally, this weighed sum i pa sed through a transfer function to give the final output. There 
are various traditionally used transfer functions, some of which are shown in Figure 4.13. 
The role of the transfer function is to "summarize" the inputs of the neuron into a value. The 
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X 
: imple form of the top left is a tep function which basically translates to on and ff ·tate · for the 
artificial neuron. 11 the rest are variations on the ame theme, making a . moother tran. ition o 
that information i: not I ·t in the grey area where th weighted ·urn does not tran ·late clearly into 
the on or off area ·. 
1\ collection of artificial neurons is what is termed the artifi cial neural network as illustrated 
in Figure 4.14. The inputs are taken in by the input layer of artificial neuron . The e are then 
proces ed through ucce sive layer- until they reach the final "output' ' layer. 
The main ta k when choosing an artificial neural network i. to decide upon the architecture 
best suited for the ta ·k, e.g. number of layers and type of transfer functions and then tune its 
parameters, e.g. the various weights. There are many different type · of training algorithms for this 
task. Very common ar recursive algorithms wher a network is presented with successive sets 
of inputs, ·mall alteration: are made each time according to it · re ·pon ·e compared to the desired 
va lue until at some poin t tuning is decided to be ad quale for the task. 
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Output 
In the case of this research, the following considerations have been taken into account: 
First, the network has to be as uncomplicated as possible. If the model is to be usable on a 
cycle to cycle basis by an engine controller, all computations have to be completed fast enough to 
provide timely results for the next cycle for every cylinder. The simpler the network that doe this, 
the less demand there is on the signal processing electronics that will carry out those computations. 
Second, the network or some further algorithm behind it must produce continuous output. This 
is important as the measurants are numbers that cannot be repre ented by an on/off state. To code 
for such using step transfer functions requires a large amount of output artificial neurons for each 
output. 
Third, the network must be easy to train with a reasonably small amount of data. In engineering 
applications, it is impractical to require a vast amount of data to train a neural network due to the 
cost and time needed to collect these. The goal was to use a low as 70 combustion events per 
engine operating condition. 
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There are severa l network families to choose from . Keeping the above points in mind. ADAp-
ti ve LINear Elcmcnt (s) (ADALI NE( ~ l ) were chosen. These are among the class ic types of arti fic ial 
neural network. An ADALINE(s) neuron take · a weighted sum of its inputs but, instead of passing 
it through a tran ·fer function. sends it ·traight t its utput. This i · al ·o helpful for producing 
continuous output . ince a single output artificial neuron can produce an. real value. The main 
limitation of ADALI E(s) is that they will tack le linear relations bur will not b very useful be-
yond these. Looking at the data in Figur s 4.9 t 4. 11, both l inear and non linear relationships 
are indicated. Howe er. the window of engine operating condition · tested i · strongly exaggerated 
compared with normal op ration . De ·pite this and the fa t that linear approximations were used. 
the obtained results are well with in the scope of closed loop engine contro l implementati n. In 
addition. the range of operating conditions spanned hy a production engine is such that the data 
produced would be in re lati ons even more adequately modeled as linear. 
Finall y, for training purposes, ADALI E(~J can be trained using the Least Mean Square (LMS) 
algorithm. This i: a very important considera tion given the low data vo lume requirement. The 
strength of the LMS algorithm lies in that it competently handles this case where the data is limited. 
The way LMS trains the network is as fo llows: given a set of inputs and a set of desired ou tputs, 
the error i · defined as the difference between the actual and the desired output. LM minimi zes 
the average of the sum of the ·quare of the ·e error ·. ince thi · i · a quadratic function. it wi ll have 
one mjnimum. Thus. for a given set of inputs, LM will a/way tune the netw rk so that their 
averaged squared errors are minimized. Thi s i in contra ·t to recursive training algorithms where 
no guarantee of " best" training is provided and the end of the training is usually signalled once the 
error drops below a predet rmined leve l. 
In this re ·earch, two sets of networks have been developed and tested. To test these, some data 
·et · were :et aside and u:ed afterwards to asse ·: performance under unknown inputs. 
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Measurant Predicting Network 
The first network is the smallest one in terms of artificial neurons. It is a layer of four artificial 
neurons (ADALINE(s) are single layer networks), each one of which takes the thirteen ion current 
measurants as inputs and produces one of the predicted pressure measurants as an output. Each 
input is multiplied by a weight factor and all weighted inputs are then summed up into what 
becomes the output. 
Figure 4.15 shows the network architecture. The 13 ion current measurants are the set of 
circles at top left. The set under them, labelled Conditions is a string of numbers (con tant for 
each input file) that describes the operating conditions of the engine at the time. These condition 
are: throttle position, engine speed, engine load, air to fuel ratio, ignition timing advance, and 
compression ratio. 
3 on 
Current 
Measurants 
5 Conditions 
4 Pressure 
Measurants 
Figure 4.15: Schematic representation of the measurant predicting network 
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Training is done as fo llows. When data wa · logged, one of the aforementioned operating con-
ditions was vari ed and a number of files logged for various values of that condition with everything 
else kept the same. This created " families' of fi le , e.g. the Compre ion Ratio family, the ignition 
timing family etc. Of these familie , one member i · ·elec ted to be the test :et, th set of value 
to be hown to the network after training tote ·t performance. The re ·t of the famil i · then u ·ed 
to train the network. Thu ·. when testing the netw rk, it is given values not enc untered during its 
training. By choosing the te: t set to be somewhere in the " middle" of the variable condition range, 
the network arrives at the correct results since these lie within its training window. The results of 
this process can be seen in Figure · 4. 16 to 4. 19. 
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Figure 4. 16: Predictions for Peak Pressure Position 
The entries on the x-axi · are the measured values of the rneasurant , and the entries on they-
ax i · are the predicted ones. Thus. a perfect prediction would plot a diagonal line. This i · the ideal 
line mentioned in the legend and is u ·ed for re~ rcn e. The solid line indicates the data mean. 
1t often coincides to a great extent with the ideal line, which indicates a good match between 
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mea urements and predictions. The two outer dotted lines indicate the standard deviation of the 
data. In these four figures, the network performs so well that the mean of the predictions and the 
diagonal are almost identicaL The only figure in which they can be een separately is figure 4.17. 
Of the four outputs of the network, the most important are the Peak Pressure Position and 
Peak Pressure Magnitude which give the x and y coordinates respectively of the pressure curve's 
peak. Figure 4.16 shows the predictions for Peak Pressure Position. The mean of the predicted 
values i hifted by 0.062 CAD from the mean of the actual values and the standard deviation 
• of the predictions is 2.55 CAD. A similar degree of accuracy was obtained for the rest of the in 
cylinder pressure measurant predictions. Given that the ion current signal is sampled every two 
CA degrees, this result is satisfactory. 
The predictions in these figures are calculated from a mixed training set. The familie used 
are the Compression Ratio family with varying compression ratio and the Speed and Load family 
with varying speed and load. The compression ratios for the first farruly were 11.2:1, 7.6:1, 6.2: 1, 
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5 .2: I. 4 .7: I and 4.5: I. The speed/load etting · forth · cond family are 33~ at 1400rpm. 75% at 
1400rpm. Wide pen Thr ttl at 1400rpm. 33 ~ at 1750rpm and 75 % at 1700 rpm. The test ·et is 
a member of th Compre sion ratio family with a compre · ·ion ratio of 5.6: I . Ignition timing for 
these was kept con ·tarll at 30 CAD BTDC. 
What is worth pointing out is that the network gives better results when the families arc mixed 
together than when the training is done on ea h individual family. This is a satisfactory result. 
demonstrating h w the network can interpolate and select the right predictions for the te:t set, the 
perating conditions for which it hasn't encountered at all during training. 
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Curve Predicting Network 
Given the satisfactory performance of the simple ADA INE(s) in tackl ing the thirteen-input by 
four-output measurant predictions, a new network was tested predicting the whole pre ·sure curve. 
Again an A DALI Eh) was used, but thi time with the whole ion current signal as the input and the 
whole pressure ignal as the output. More ·pecifically each cyc le is examined be tween rvc and 
EVO. Given the sampling rate and the valve timing, thi: gives a data string of 117 elements for 
borh ion current and 1 rcssurc. Thus the network consists of I 17 artificial neurons. ach of which i. 
connected to all inputs and which produces one output. corresponding to a point n the predicted 
pressure curve. Figure 4.20 shows the measured and predicted pressure curve · resulting fr m thi · 
network averaged over the whole of the test ·et. The training . et and te. t set are the same as for 
the prev iow, network. 
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Figure 4.20: Averaged actual and predicted pressure curves 
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The averaged ADALINE(s) derived curve follows the target quite closely even though the corn-
press ion ratio of the test data has never been encountered in its training. However, the measurants 
extracted from the predicted curves are not as good as for the previous network. Figure 4.21 shows 
the actual and predicted values for the Peak Pressure Position. The mean of the predicted values 
rufted by 1.69 CAD (compared to 0.062 for the previous network) and the standard deviation is 
5.45 CAD (compared to 2.55 for the previous network). 
20 25 30 35 40 45 
Measured 
50 55 
Figure 4.21: Predictions for Peak Pressure Position 
Similar results are true for the rest of the measurants, with uncertainty increasing roughly 
twofold compared to the previous network. 
This network is created with the task of matcrung the curve point to point. The objective 
of training the network is to minimise the average difference between the actual and predicted 
curves, which may result in that the error between the predicted and actual in-cylinder Pressure 
Peak Position is not minimum. Since, matching PPP, or any other pressure measurant, is not a 
prime priority, performance in this respect drops. 
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4.1.5 Summary of ion current use in SI combustion 
The results presented here show how ion current data can be treated using simple techn iques to 
pr diet various feature · of the in-cy linder pre · ·ure. Of two networks pre ·en ted. the most likely to 
be . uitable for the task of engine control is the one performing measurant predicti n. This is by 
far the cheapest computati nally and i ·pecial ised in predicting the most important a ·peel of the 
pressure curve, the location of its peak. Thi · should be a welcome re ult for the further develop-
ment of engine control sys tems striving to employ fa ·t and simple al gorithms for changing engine 
parameter · on cycle-to-cycle time ·ca le ·. One drawback of this approach i · that, even though the 
network used is it:el f extremely simple, it · inputs are the resu lt of ·ome data proce:.:ing since 
the ion current measurants used are them ·elves the product of various operations. ven though 
these operations arc well wi thin the capabiliti es o f modern electronics. they can be more exp nsive 
computationally than the operation of the network itself (depending what degree of sophistication 
is required), someth ing that wi ll have to be taken into account when de ·igning uch a system. 
n ther point t take into ac ount regarding m asurant. is the y-axis data of the i n current 
signa l. A ll the measurants strongly affecting the pre: ·ure curve results were the ones on the ion 
current signal x-ax is, in other words related to the timing, not the magni tude, of the ion current 
events. Figure 4.5 shows an ion current signal. What has to be noticed is the sharp slopes leading 
up to the two peaks. In some cases, there cou ld be 2-4 data points from bollom to top of the ion 
current spike. There~ re, the ion current : ignal might contain frequencies which are too high for 
the sampling rate employed in th is part of the experiments. This might be an addit ional factor in 
that ion current magni tudes never showed any strong relati on to any pressure mcasurants in the 
measurant to measurant plots. 
The ADALI E(s) emplo ed in th is research manage their predictions based mo ·tl on x-axi · 
ion current measurants. IL might be possible that higher sampling rates can impr ve the results 
further a · the significance of y-axis ion current measurants will be taken in to account. However, 
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other researchers [80] have pointed out that large cyclic fluctuations are a typical problem with ion 
current measurements anyway. Thus, by not relying on ion current magnitude but rather on ion 
current timing (made easy by mea uring from the remote plugs) this problem can be avoided to 
some extent. This point gains significance when considering that fuel additives affect mainly the 
amplitude and not the shape of the ion signal curve [59] . Hence, relying upon x-axis mea urants 
tackles this potential problem a well. 
Apart from the most important position of the peak of the pressure curve an ADALINE(s) has 
been found to be able to tackle quite competently the task of predicting the pressure curve itself. 
Normally, such tasks are best left to more specialised (and more computationally expensive) ANN( ) 
tools Like radial basis functions. An important point to consider in this second network is that 
the input is passed to it "raw" as it were, with no need for preprocessing to extract ion current 
measurants. There is a cost to pay at the output as pressure measurants are extracted from it 
couple with higher memory costs in order to parse the whole curve but the pressure measurant 
extraction is a much simpler task a there are only 4 measurants involved in the pressure curve as 
opposed to 13 in the ion current signal. However, this network is not as effective in locating the 
peak of the pressure curve. 
It might seem to be a logical step to design an ADALINE(s) accepting a "raw" ion current signal 
and producing pressure curve measurants as output. Variations on this has been tried with poor 
re ults. Evidently, such a task is beyond the limits of the performance of the ADALINE(s). 
Finally, not all data are necessarily in linear relations. Modified networks have been tried to 
see if performance can be improved by passing the inputs through a function, thus making the 
curve resemble a more linear form . The most important measurants, Peak Pressure Position and 
Magnitude, sometimes improved by as little as 2-3%. This is not a particularly strong case for 
adding computational cost to the sy tern. It seems that, given the uncertainty in the data and the 
short segment of curve in question, a linear approximation i best suited for dealing with it. 
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4.2 Ion Current as a diagnostic tool in HCCI operation 
The promising results obtained through use of ion current and A N(s) during the 1 experiment 
have led to implementing similar techniques during the HCCI experimentati on. Again, on the 
hardware ~ide. the design phi I ·ophy has been use of a dedicated remote ·ensor. Th experimenta l 
·etup for the ·e experiments is described in Section 3. 1. 
The des ign criteria for the remaining issues have been the following: 
On the software side. the algorithm must be implemented on a cyc le to cyc le ba~ i s wi th 
no averaging involved . The next con iderati n are the algorithms themselves. The use of the 
D Ll E(~) typ of (s) ha · been quite ·u ces ·fu l in 1 operation .. o it is a candidate a it i a 
very lightweight, robust 1\ (\) de~pite it being uncomplicated. 
lt must be noted that a widely used ANN(') for this kind of task is the Multi -Layer Pcrceptron 
(MLP) [571. However, the MLP traini ng ru les d not have an unambiguous terminati n criterion 
unl ike the LMS algori thm employ d in ADALI E(\) . H nee, MLP design has been avoided and focus 
been given on the capabilities of A N(. l employing unambiguous learning ru les. U ing DALI1 Eh) 
as a starting point, the use of Generalised Regre ·sion Neural Network(') (GRN (s)) has al ·o been 
exp lored . The advantages of both ADALIN E(s) and RNN(s) lies in the re lati ve simplicity of their 
architecture, whi ch offers l itt le room for ambiguity over the optimum design. GRNN ~) are very 
similar to Radial Basis Function(s) (RB F(~)). For the data used in this research, GR hl generally 
outperform d RBF(s) so wer chosen in t ad. 
The final considerati on is the choice of preprocessing techniques. A class ic approach is to 
use signal processing algorithms in order to ex tract the various characteristi c measurams from 
the ion current signal to be u ·ed a · input to the A (s). To th i end, the possible use of wavelet 
algorithms ha· been eva luated. Wavelets are a signal processing tool that i · being u:ed in a ariety 
of applications 18 I, ion current ·ignal processing bei ng an ideal candidate [591. An intere ·ting 
advantage o f wavel ts is that the treated signal can be reduced in size, thus making th use of the 
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wavelet output directly into the ANN(s) a possibility. This approach has also been investigated. 
4.2.1 Ion Current Signal and Treatment in HCCI 
The ion current signal in both SI and HCCI is usually in the fonn of a sharp spike, sometimes 
foiJowed by a bump (figure 4.22). The spike is associated with flame in the vicinity of the sensor 
(chemical ionisation). It is the most obvious feature of the ignal and is always present if combus-
tion occurs in the chamber. The hump is associated with the increased temperatures and pressures 
foiJowing the combustion (tbennal ionisation) and is hence a good indicator of PPP. However, 
because of the need for increased temperatures and pressures, it is most prominent in high load 
SI as discussed in 4. I. In the lower loads and temperatures associated with HCCI operation, this 
feature is greatly suppressed. Since this part of the experiments is concerned with HCCI combus-
tion, where this feature is hardly noticeable as seen in the figure, only the initial spike needs to be 
considered. For this initial spike to be properJy recorded under all conditions a dedicated circuit is 
needed for all the reasons discussed in 4.1. 
The treatment of the signal requires certain operations to be performed upon it in order to 
extract certain characteristic measurants that will be used in order to quantify its features. This 
process is, in effect, a compression of the information contained in the signal into a small number 
of key variables. This has the advantage that, in the first instance, they can be directly investigated 
for correlation to corresponding measurants of the pressure trace (e.g. peak pressure position) and 
also that these can be used as a much reduced data source when using further algorithms, e.g. 
ANN(s). 
4.2.2 Ion Current Measurant Extraction 
Becau e of the single probe and lack of thermal phase, the HCCI ion current signal is much simpler 
than in the SI case previously described. The breakdown of the measurants extracted from the ion 
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Figure 4.22: Typical H I ion currell! ·ignal 
current signal are shown in figure 4.23. 
These are: 
I. The start of the signal 
2. The lope f the signal 
3. The maximum of the signal 
4. The position of the maximum of the signal 
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The easiest to extract and one of the mo ·t information rich i · position and magnitude of the 
spike s peak, which is simply extracted by means of a maximum search. The 1 case has ·hown 
that the timing of this is a go d approximate indicator of combustion timing, having a ·trong 
relation with pressure measurants such as PPP. 
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Figure 4.23: The ion current measurants 
Another important ion current measurant is the position of the tart of the signal. Coupled with 
the coordinates of the peak, it can lead to an estimation of the slope of the spike. Previous research 
on SI operation has established a correlation between this slope and AFR [43,45,54]. In HCCJ, this 
effect is further complicated by the presence of TRG but still, slope information can be a valuable 
tool. Thus, in order to acquire it, an estimation of the start of the signal is required. 
While the spike's peak is very straightforward to extract, its start can be more problematic. 
This is mainly because the base of the ion current signal can be a very noisy region. Added to that, 
is the fact that, because HCCJ combustion is very sudden compared to SI, the spike can rise in a 
very short time, typical values can be as low as 3 data points (data is sampled every 1 degree CAD) 
as is demonstrated in figure 4.24. Hence, an uncertainty of even one or two degrees can have a big 
effect on the final value for the spike rise duration and hence the slope. 
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Figure 4.24: Example of sudden ·pike ri e 
Matters are compl icated further by the fact that the start of the signal can be concealed by 
noise as is shown in fi gure 4.25. Th is should not norm ally be a problem as the spikes are usually 
high enough to eas il y rise above the noise. However, to guarantee a ·afe detection through a 
simple technique such as a static trigger level for example, ompromise · have to be made that wi ll 
erroneously classify certain cycles. 
Another problem i: that the ion current signal can suffer from a noticeable base drift, an 
ex treme example or which can be seen in figure 4.26. Coupled with the prob lem or noise and 
potentia lly weak spikes, this makes the use of a static trigger inappropriate. 
To counter the · problems, two different techniques have been tried out. One, designed for 
maximum speed, is based on classic concepts and employ: a dynamic trigger to judge how to 
classify each candidate point. T he other, des igned as a more rigorous approach, is based on wavelet 
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Figure 4.25: Detail of noisy region before spike 
analysis and classifies points by processing the high frequency part of the ion current signaL Both 
these techniques are outlined below. 
Classic Estimation of Signal Start 
The classic approach is based upon certain assumptions which work weU for the type of signal 
encountered during this research. These are that there is no combustion in the first 100 data points 
and that the base drift is not fast (high frequency) enough to affect the signal within a cycle. 
The algorithm employed uses the initial 100 data points of each cycle to work out the value for the 
ba e of the signal and to gauge its background noise by taking their tandard deviation. A dynamic 
trigger level can then be establi hed by etting a tolerance window around the base level (in this 
re ·earch and for this signal, set to 10 standard deviations). 
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The algorithm then starts from the po ition of the spike' · peak and goes backwards towards the 
cyc le's start. The c ri terion for c lassify ing a po int as the spike's start is for it to have dropped within 
the tolerance window. The va lue of ten standard deviations quoted might seem as unacceptably 
high . However, due to the sharpness of the ·pike , this va lue ha · been found to be appr priate. 
Another variation ofthi: technique can consid r a rolling window in. tead of ·ingle p ints. Thi 
is e entia ll y the same con ept, looking at individual point · backwards from the spike's maximum. 
In thi s scenari o however, the average va lue and standard deviation of a ll the points previous to the 
point being considered is b ing esti mated and us d as a criterion. This variation also yields good 
result ·. However, since, both these variations can be tuned to yield almost identical results, only 
the fir tone will he di cu · ·ed here as it i ohviou ·I the faster of the rwo. 
The advan tage of this technique is that , becaus the processing starts at the peak of the signal, 
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it usually terminates after considering very few points, given that the start and peak are normally 
very close together. It can be further speeded up by considering fewer initial points in order to 
estimate the dynamic base and trigger level. 
The disadvantage is that it needs to be presented with the whole signal since it needs to es-
tablish the position of the spike's peak first. This is a problem when considering real time, cycle 
to cycle implementation on a working engine. However, the magnitude of the spike for a non 
misfiring cycle is normally such that, even a simplistic static trigger approach should pick it out 
of the noisy signal (assuming the quality of the signal can remain imilar to that encountered in 
thi re earch, during real time implementation). If that i given, the processing for the e timation 
of the tart of the spike can start immediately after the trigger level has been reached, even if the 
actual peak has not yet been recorded. 
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Wavelet Based Estimation of Signal Start 
The second technique used for estimating the start of the ion current signal is based n wavelet de-
composition. Wavelets are a very promising tool ~ r ·ignal analy is which have been imp lemented 
in the context of ion urrent interpretation [59]. Given this particular problem. their ·trength lie 
in being able to e tabli sh the exact location of various frequency component: of a c mplicated 
signal. The results described in th is research have all been implemented using the Wavelet toolbox 
in MATLAB. 
Traditionally. a wa elet transform work · by taking a given waveform (wa elet) ~ca ling i t to 
different a elengths and comparing i t to the ~igna l acro ·s the ignal's length. Thi analy i 
give.· a very th rou~h overview of the signal comp sition. However. i t i: unreali:-. ticall time 
consuminn for the task at hand. Thus, a fas ter algorithm can be employed, the Discrete Wavelet 
Tran ·form (DWT). which in essence works by splitting the signal into a high and low frequency 
part. where the choice of wa elet acts a the kind of filter to be used. I n wavelet analy i . these 
t-. o low and high frequency component: of the signal are often referred to as approximation and 
details. Through a process called downsampling, the ·e are reduced to approximately half the 
length of the origi nal signal. 
A lthough, this process can be repeated to decompose the signal to deeper leve ls, in this case we 
are on ly imerested in the high frequency detail.·, part and one level of decomposition is adequate. 
Figure 4.28 shows the original ignal zoomed in before the tart of the ·pike, ccurring around 
20 CAD, along with its details after one decomposition. lt i: obvious how the details easi ly mark 
the start of the spike. 
This behaviour lends itself to very easy identification of the spike start by ·imply working 
backwards from the maximum alue of the d tails signal until reaching a "calm" region (imple-
mented by checking that all member of a fixed si7e window are below a tatic trigger value) 
without need for a dynamic trigger. A major advantage. visible in figure 4.28 is thar the details are 
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Figure 4.28: OriginaJ ion current signaJ and DWT generated details 
not affected by the base drift, since the latter has very long wavelength. This is why a static trigger 
can be successfully implemented in the case of the algorithm employing wavelet decomposition. 
Of the available wavelets, the Daubechies and Symlet famjlies produce results that most read-
ily resemble the results of the classic algorithm. In fact, the best agreement comes from the 
Daubechjes 1 (also Haar) wavelet, where the average error between their results is les than I 
CAD. It has to be pointed out though that the results of the classic algorithm are not necessarily a 
"correct" target to be met. In most of the ambiguous cases, the precise start of the signal is open 
to interpretation, even by a human. Having been the first to be developed, the classic algorithm 
has been the one most closely tuned to return agreeable bulk results. Hence, agreement with it is a 
good indicator of performance but is by no means a definitive test since the algorithm can always 
be tuned to yield even "better" results for a particular wavelet. 
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This very elegant implementation hides the major processing that is done behind the ·cenes by 
the DWT. However, a real Lime implementation of such a technique can potentially be optimised for 
the task to an extent much greater than was done in this re ·earch, where readily available, general 
purpose function from the MATLAB wavelet to lbo were u ·ed. In addition. the implementation 
can and indeed mu. t. be narrowed down to a . pecitic window of intere:t in a real time imple-
mentation. In this ase, tested as proof of concept on the whole length of the signal, it performed 
approxi mately 20 times slower than the class ic algorithm, which is a stripped down procedure 
designed strict ly f r identifying the ignal ·tart. A · p inted out however, thi · i!> not by any means 
r presentative of the re lati e computational p ed a purpo · built wavelet based algorithm could 
achieve. For a rea l time. cyc le to cvc le implementation. the major concern ha!> to be ~p ed and at 
this point. thi s particular implementation of wave! ts see ms tu be at a disadvantage. llowever. the 
poss ibility of treat ing additional information inherent in the wavelet decomposed ~ i gna l , coupled 
with the abi l ity to proces. the r duced size approximation and details signals make wavelet · a 
promising to I for ana lysi~ of the ion current ·ignal a~ i!> de cri bed below. 
4.2.3 The Wavelet Decomposition of the Ion Current Signal Procedure 
A major strength of the wavelet decomposition lies in the reduct ion in signal size. The measurant 
extraction method described previou ly, expl icit ly reduces the original signal to a few numbers 
describing geometrical characteri ·tics. However, decomposing the ignal through mploying the 
DWT algorithm, reduces the ignal whi le retaining . ignificant information. Figure 4.29 show an 
ion current signal and the subsequent two leve l of decomposition. TI1e figure highlight how 
varying levels of decomposition reduce the signal length whi le retaining the main features. 
By reducing the signal size in thi · way, an A (',)can be de ·igned who ·c input layer will be 
much shoner than wou ld be needed if the whole signal wa · to be u ·ed as an input. Thus, the 
reduced size A (~)wi ll be much faster. However, deeper levels of decompositi n tak more time 
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Figure 4.29: Example of two levels of wavelet decomposition of ion current signal 
on the owr. Also, deeper decomposition of the signal can potentially degrade the ANN(s) output. 
Hence, there is a tradeoff between time spent on the DWT, time spent on the ANN(s) and the 
overall performance. All these issues need to be taken into account when designing a system that 
should, in principle, be able to process cycle to cycle information from the ion current signal. 
4.2.4 Artificial Neural Network Based Predictions 
Types of Input 
In order to test the feasibility of a control system having ion current based information for the 
pressure measurants, the data extracted by the procedures de cribed previously are presented to 
variou different ANN(s). The aim is to get the best predictions possible from as uncomplicated an 
ANN(s) as possible for a wide range of operating conditions. The two types of ANN(s) investigated 
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are ADALINE(~). and GR (s). The ·e have been implemented through the corresponding functions 
supplied by the MATLAB Neural Network Toolb x. 
ADALI E(s) have been introduced in detail when describing the use of ion current in SI ex-
periment · 4.1. GR (s) arc two layer A (s)S. with a RB F s) first layer and a I in ar . ccond layer. 
In itial trial · demonstrated that GR () give promi ·ing re ·ults. The question i. to establish if their 
increased complexi ty, which incurs performance penalties, is worth their poss ible performance 
benefits. 
The AN (\) fall into two categoric . depending on what kind of input · they accept. On one 
hand, the inputs c nsist of the extracted mea:urants as described in section 4.2.2. In thi . ea ·e. the 
1 1 't'>l input layer :-iLc i:- the 4 extracted ion current mcasurants plus any addi ti onal inf rmation 
on engine operating c< nditions such as RPM . On the other hand. the input con~ists of the wave let 
decomposed signal, normally the approximation, plus any engine operating c ndit i ns. In rhi 
case. the input layer is variab le depend ing on the decompo ·ition le el. 
In the ea e of the extracted measurant data. ertain addi tional tests have to be carried our. 
Before the data i · presented to the AN1 (s), it goe. through a final selection process . The data 
is organi sed in matri ces where a set of inputs and corresponding set of ou tputs take up a row. 
Certain rows may represent cyc les where one of thes numbers has not been established, most 
likely because of a misfire. in which ea e ion current information is unavai lable. In that case. the 
whole cycle is removed by deleting the re ·pecti e row in the matrix . The ther part of the · lection 
invol ves outl iers. A ga in , cyc les which are problemati c~ r any reason can either foo l the extraction 
algorithms into returning unrealisti c values or the cyc les themselves have uncharacteri sti c values. 
This is treated by doing a histogram of the data and identifyi ng the left and right edge: at which 
point a certain percen tage of the tota l data is present (set to 1.5% in this research). Data out ·ide 
the region . pecificd by these edge: are di. carded. 
l t has to be noted that none of these techniques have to be employed in a rea ltimc implemen-
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tation. Cycles that return no ion current signal up to a certain point can be quickly classified as 
misfires anyway. Similarly, predefined triggers based on the operational conditions for the allow-
able range of values can be employed on the extracted measurants to decide quickly if a cycle is 
to be considered as normal before proceeding with the processing of its data. 
In the case of the ANN(s) using the whole decomposed signal as an input, no such processing is 
carried out. This can be considered as a token of added robustness, since there is no intermediary 
algorithm, other than the DWT itself, which might complicate the process. 
The output of the ANN(s) is always PPP. In reality, there is a host of pressure related measurants 
that can be derived from a pressure trace such as described in the ion current in SI section, 4.1, 
not to mention combustion related measurants such as start of combustion, combustion duration 
etc, derived by combustion analysis, described in chapter 5. However, PPP is preferred because its 
extraction algorithm, which is simply maximum point search, is simple to the point of guaranteed 
perfect accuracy. This is important since there is uncertainty on the input side, especially where 
the measurant extraction algorithms are concerned. Adding uncertainty on the output side through 
using a harder to extract measurant, such as start of combustion for example, will yield results 
that are more unrepresentative. At this point however, the aim is to analyse the relative merits of 
different techniques, so the chosen output used as measure is PPP, though, of course, an ANN(s) can 
be designed to predict any pressure measurant. 
ANN Testing within Different Speed Sites 
The first kind of data to be treated consists of steady state data collected at different engine speeds. 
TRG sweeps are carried out at each speed. All are WOT, with .A=L Spark advance varies among 
members of the same speed site. The Revolutions per minute (RPM) range covered is from 1500 
to 3500. 
To test performance of the algorithms described above, the initial test is done within the mem-
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bers of each speed site. The reasoning is that at the very lea ·t, a control sy: tem 'Witchi ng between 
ANN(s)s, each one trained fo r a certa in RPM region, can be implemented for steady state operation 1. 
Each training point corresponds to a cyc le. The data points are randomly ·plit into a training 
and a test gr up wi th the training group taking up 0~ of the total ample. The AN (s) i. then 
tested on the test sample, which is made up of th remain ing 20~ . Because of the random nature 
of the electi n of the test sample, no two conse utive te: ts will give the same result . For that 
reason, the numbers quoted throughout th is s cti on arc averages of mu ltiple tes ts. Thi s scheme 
has been favoured over impler ones, such as tak ing the fir ·t 20% of data f rom each data log for 
example. T he reason for thi s is that. in logs which exhibit areas of local ised behavi ur, !.Uch as a 
series of unstable cyc les, these might not b sampled. or not sampled at a representative frac tion. 
By making the se lection random. the test !-.ample is !-.pread evenly over the whol of the data. 
The errors quoted th roughout are RM S errors of the di fference between the 1\N (\) prediction 
and the actual alu of the output. The units are always in CAD. The percentage errors quoted 
corre pond to the percentage of the error a~ a fraction of the vera ll pread of the actual alue of 
the output. 
Performance of Mcasurant Based ANNs The results presented here correspond to the AN (s) 
taking extracted ion current measurants a input ·. The ·e initial trials do not upply the A (s) with 
information on any other operating condition ·. 
The performance of the ADALINE over the different speed sites is pre ·ented on table 4.2, 
which summarises the errors for PPP for each engine speed. The " Error lassie' and " Error 
Wavelet" refer to the AD error for the speed group, depending on whether lass ie or wavelet 
1 A que ·tion that might ari ~e here is why cla sify the data according to RPM and not TRG. The rea on i' that. unlike 
RPM , TRG b not di rectly mea~umblc . For a given valve \Ctt ing. the engine wi lltmp a different amount of TRG at different 
RPM. Note that, in this throttle le~~ valve strategy, load is adju\ tcd via TR , hence the RPM - TRG \pace i' equ ivalent to 
the ~ pccd and load space. 
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techniques are used to extract the ion current measurants. The number in square brackets is the 
respective percentage error. 
Table 4.2: ADALINE performance for each speed site, only ion current measurant inputs 
RPM Error Classic (CAD)(%] Error Wavelet (CAD)[%] 
1500 2.34 [8] 2.35 [9] 
2000 1.46 [6] 1.71 [8] 
2500 2.19 [9) 2.23 [9] 
3000 2.56 [10] 2.26 [10] 
3500 3.08 [13] 3.53 [15] 
The same trials, carried out on GRNN(s) are displayed on table 4.3. 
Table 4.3: GRNN performance for each speed site, only ion current measurant inputs 
RPM Error Classic (CAD)[%] Error Wavelet (CAD) [%] 
1500 2.31 [9] 2.42 [9] 
2000 1.46 [6] 1.40 (6] 
2500 2.42 [5] 1.50 [6] 
3000 2.14 [9] 1.86 [8] 
3500 2.28 [10] 2.57 [11] 
These trials demonstrate any differences between both the wavelet and classic ion current 
measurant extraction technjques as well as the relative performance of ADALINE(s) and GRNN(s). 
The differences between classic and wavelet measurant extraction methods generally appear small 
enough to be negligible. As far as the ANN(s) are concerned, the GRNN(s) seem to offer a sJjght 
advantage as well. However, it has to be noted that the present GRNN implementation takes 
approximately 7 times longer process the same input. 
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Table 4.4: Perfonnancc of conventional linear fit meLhod for two di fferent ion current mcasurant 
RPM Signal Max Pos . (CAD) Signal Start Po . (CAD) I 
1500 2.96 3. 19 
2000 2.2 1 2.64 
2500 2.50 2.53 
3000 3.70 3.62 
3500 2.93 2.95 
Table 4.4 is aimed at gauging the performance improvement of A ' < ) over con entional meth -
ods. Tht: predicti on method in thi s case is a :imple lim:ar fi t of the data for an ion current measurant 
against PPP. The error quoted in the tabl prediction is based on either of two mcasurants which 
exhibit good correlation with PPP, the pos ition of the signal ': maximum or the position or the 
signal 's start (see figure 4.23). 
One point to note here is that all result · seem to indicate a best performance at 2000 RPM. This 
is in agreemen t wi th the fact that engine operation wa. very been mooth at thi s : peed , reflected 
by the lowe. 1 PPP variance of all speed sites. 
Performance of Decomposed Signal Based ANNs To get a better understanding of the relati ve 
merits of the di fferent A (s) des igns, the ·ame te ·ts are carried out using the decompo ·ed ion 
current signal. U ing such a design does away with the who le measurant extraction algorithms. 
The idea behind it is that, measurant extraction is a procedure that has to be performed upon an 
ion current signal in rder to produce certain numeric 'handles". In effect, it c mpresses the 
information carried by the signal, thus allowing for a smaller sized input to the A (s). However, 
compress ion is also carried out by wavelet decamp si t ion of the signal. Hence, it might be possible 
to retain a large part of the in formation content through the wavelet decompositi on as opposed to 
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carrying out a measurant extraction. Table 4.5 displays the performance of these ANN(s). 
Table 4.5: ANN performance for each speed site, decomposed ion current signal as input 
RPM ADALINE (%) GRNN (%) 
1500 4.04 (14) 4.02 (15) 
2000 3.22 (13) 3.24(15) 
2500 3.62 (15) 3.5 (14) 
3000 4.04 (16) 4.05 (16) 
3500 3.30 (14) 3.33 (14) 
These results were produced through ANN(s) at various decomposition levels. The ion current 
signal decomposition was carried out using the "db2" wavelet and the levels varied between I 
and 5. The errors quoted are the best results, however, the results did not vary for more than 7% 
across the decomposition levels in the case of these tests within RPM speed groups. The analysis 
of the relation between error, computational time and decomposition level is presented in detail in 
section 4.2.4. 
The tests presented here are only carried out to investigate the capabilities of the ANN(s)s 
on separated sets of data. The most important test, however, is to test performance of a single 
ANN(s) across the RPM range as well. The feasibility of such an ANN(s) can greatly enhance the 
performance of a cycle to cycle control system. 
ANN Testing Across Different Speed Sites 
Having tested that the performance of the ANN(s)s seems promising within single RPM speed 
groups, the next step is to test it across the span of RPM. As in the previous section, the results are 
split between the measurant based and decomposed signal based ANN(s). 
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Performance of Measurant Based ANNs At this stage, the effect of adding operating condi tion 
information to the ANN(, JS is assessed. Tn the first instance an ADALINE and a GRNN are trained 
and tested on the whole of the RPM range. In the second in ranee apart from the ion current 
measurant:, addit ional informat ion is upplied to the A (~)i n the form of the fo llowing: 
I . RPM 
2. Negative over lap 
3. Ignition timing 
4. Airfl ow 
The negati c o erlap i. one way of mea. uring amount of TRG. However, it i~ not dir ct ly 
rqm:sentativc of the actual ma~s of TRG, as this also depends on vo lumetric effic iency. a funct ion 
of engine speed. lt is howc er, an easy way of gelling a handle of the TRG. Simi larl y, the airOow is 
a rough measure of each c cle's energ intake. Since for all these data),= l, logged at WOT. the 
power output is regu lated by the TRG amount (which i. in turn regulated by the negative overlap), 
which has a direct impact on the airflow. 
Again, to account for statistica l error arising from the random nature of the se lection of the 
training and test sets, a seri es of tests have been performed for each case and the average results 
quoted. One poi nt w rth mentioning here i · that care hal> to be taken when qu ting the error acros · 
mixed peed group ·. There are two factor · that can contribute to unequal effects of each group' 
error on the final value. First. is the fact that not all groups have the same amount of log. in them. 
This will be reflected in the overall sample, making groups with larger populati ons dominate the 
re ·ult. Second, is the random selection process of the test points. Despite being superior, the 
disadvantage is that it adds fuzziness to the amount of cycles taken from each group. To address 
these concerns, the test points have been labelled according to the speed group they belong to and 
at the end. errors have been ca lculated for each individual group. The final error quoted is the 
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mean of these, thus each group contributes equally to it irrespective of how many of its members 
make it to the test sample. 
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Figure 4.30: Comparative results of different measurant based ANN(s) 
Figure 4.30 shows the various strategies tested and their associated outcomes. The horizontal 
bars show the errors for each ANN(s) design. The thin line at the edge of each bar shows the 
standard deviation encountered between the successive test performed on each design. The thick 
vertical Line at x=l marks the sampling rate. 
The bars are split into two groups, depending on whether the ANN(s) have operating condition 
information among their inputs. Within these groups, they are further split into ADALINE(s) and 
GRNN(s). Finally, each type of ANN(s) is classified depending on whether the measurant extraction 
procedure employs classic or wavelet methods. 
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Hence, the t p four bars show the cases w here no operating condition informati n is pre ·ented 
to the ANN(s). GRNN(s) outperform A DALI NE(s), while the type of measurant ex traction technique 
(wavelet or clas ic) does not have any significant in Ouence on the results. 
The bottom four ba r~ show that ADALINEhl do not yield any significant improvement by adding 
operating condition information to their inputs. On the contrary, GRN {;,) re ·p nd with a noticeable 
improvement in performance. 
Performance of Wavelet Decomposed Signal Based ANNs The second scric: of tests acros 
speed group inv I es the use of the ion current signal decomposed to ome levelthr ugh wavelet 
decomposition. In thi : case. certa in additional factors need to be taken into account si nce the 
decomposi tion introdu es new parameter ·. 
The fir!> t parameter i ~ which wavelet to choose ror the decomposit ion. In the case of measuralll 
ex traction, the "db I " or " haar .. wavelet gave good resul ts. l n the case of dec mposing the ·ignal. 
i t seems that moving from "db I " to "db2' y ield · slightly better re ults. Thi · i · p ·sibly due to the 
fac t that the ''db 1·· a et t, being in e ·enc a tep funcllon, generates a le ·s faithful approximation 
signal than the "db2' which is a more sophisticated wavelet. When identify ing measurants. the 
rough results of " db I " arc probably best ·uited for the task. However, when using the d composed 
signal as an input 'db2" utperforms " db I ". 
The other parameter that ha · to be determined is the level of decomposition. As discussed in 
ection 4.2.3, a deeper level will take more tim spent on the decompo ·ition itself but les · time on 
the AN (s) since the input layer is reduced in size. learly, a balance has to be :truck . Figures 4.31 
and 4.32 demonstrate these considerations. 
The x-axis on the e figures repre ents the decomposition level of the ion current ignal. The 
lines represent the error, and the times spent on ca lculating the DWT and A (s) response to the 
test input. The y-axi s represents these quantities normalised by dividing by their initial ( i .e. at 
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decomposition level 1) values. 
82 
On figure 4.3 1, which corresponds to the ADALINE(s), the total time spent on both owr and 
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A (s) is clearly dominated by the DWT time. This is because the ADALI E(~) resp nse ca lcula-
tion is a very lightweight process. The error on the other hand shows a clear trend to in rease 
monotonically as the decomposition level increases. 
On the contrary, figure -1-.32 ·hows that, in the GR <~>case. the total c mputational time i. 
dominated by the AN ( J re ·ponse calculation. Meanwhile, the error is not as ·trongly affected by 
the depth of the decomp sition as it was in the case of the ADALINE(s) . 
T hese tests highlight the relative concerns or design within the ANN(,) types . Figure 4.33 
. hows the comparisons between the designs. I n thi s figure, the bars representing errors are black 
and their va lues arc indicated on the bottom x-axis. The white bars repre ·ent t tal time ( DWT plus 
AN 'hl) for each design. These have been scaled by dividing by the maximum va lue among them. 
hence showing their relative va lue:. Their va lues are indicated on the top x-axi-, . 
Starting from the top. the firs t three correspond to designs based on " db I" decomposition. 
They represent two A DALI E(s), one with and one wi thout operating conditions added to the input, 
fo llowed by a GR ' bJ wi th onditions added to the input. Quoted at ·o are th dec mpo:ition 
levels where these design · performed best. 
The . ccond three correspond to designs based on "db2 decomposition. The first one is an 
ADALINE(') wi th penning conditions added to the input. The second and third are an ADALIN E< ) 
and GR (,) where. apart from operating conditions. the details part of the decomposition ha 
been added to the input. In term: of ize, this has the effect of making the input double. effectively 
taking the decomposition up one level. Thus, these ANN(s), both whose decomp sition level is 
quoted as 4, have the same size input layers as ANN(s) whose decomposition leve l is 3. 
The A (s) in this section are trained on all data avail able in the sample since normally there 
is no input measurant extraction process through which to cla ·sify outliers. To compare more 
obj ectively wi th th A (sJ which accept extracted ion current measurants as input (and have 
out liers removed from the sample), a series of trials were perfom1ed where the same cycles were 
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Figure 4.33: Comparative results of different decomposed ion current based ANNs 
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Figure 4.34: Comparative results of different decomposed ion current based ANNs with the same outliers 
removed as in the case of measurant based ANNs 
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removed from both. The results are presented in figure 4.34. The top two bars are the same as the 
4th and 6th from figure 4.33, while the bottom two represent trials of simi lar design ANN(s) with 
the outlier cyc les removed. The removal of the cycle · does nor result in a notable improvement. 
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4.2.5 Summary of ion current use in HCCI combustion 
Two different approaches to ANN(s) design have been described and evaluated here. One is based 
upon extraction of relevant measurants from the ion current signal in order to present them to the 
ANN(s). The other relies upon the reduction in size which i achieved through wavelet decompo i-
tion in order to achieve a small and fast ANN(s). 
The two approaches that have been tried were organised in two different ways. In the fir t 
instance, the data is presented in various groups and an ANN(s) is trained specifically for each case. 
In the second instance data is not classified according to speed but is presented to the ANN(s) as a 
whole, with and without information on operating conditions as part of the input. 
Two types of ANN(s) have been tested, ADALINE(s) and GRNN(s). 
The results from the trials within the same speed groups are as follows: 
Both types of ANN(s) achieve an RMS error between 1.5 and 3 CAD, depending on RPM , for 
the ANN( ) whose input is based upon measurants extracted from the ion current signal 2. 
Both types of ANN(s) achieve an RMS error between 3 and 4 CAD when their input is the 
wavelet decomposed ion current signal itselF. 
The results from the trials where testing is done across all data are as foLlows: 
On ANN(s) whose input is based upon extracted ion current measurants, with no information 
on operating conditions as part of the input, GRNN(s) outperform ADAUNE(s) by achieving an RMS 
error of around 2.2 CAD as opposed to around 3 CAD for ADALINE(s). When information on operat-
ing conditions is added to the inputs, the error drops to under 3 CAD for ADALINE(s) and to around 
1. 7 CAD for GRNN(s)4. 
On ANN(s) whose input is the wavelet decomposed ion current signal , the error always remain 
2Table 4.2 and 4.3 
3Table4.5 
4 Figure 4 .30 
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between 3.5 and 4 AD, largely independent f the type of A (s), the presence of operating 
conditions in the input, choice of wavelet, or removal of potentially problematic cyc les from the 
data5. 
From the abov , it follow · that the ( ·) whose input · are based upon ex trac ted ion current 
mea urant · outperform the A ( l who e input i: the wavelet decompo ·ed i n current ·igna16 . 
Hence. for the parti cular task at hand, it i preferabl to expend the computati nal resource · re-
qui red for the ex trac tion of measurants from the signal if the ANN(s) of choice is the ADALINE(s) or 
the GR t , < ). 
The performance of b th these types of A (s) u ·ing ex tracted mea ·uram inputs is a lithe more 
not \ orthy. con. itl · ring that no averaging takes place and the re ·ults at their be~t performance are 
only 50% above the ~ampling rate (best performance around 1.5 CAD with a . ampling rat of I 
AD). Thus, ei ther of thes AN (s) could potentially be a strong candidate as part of a control 
s stem for the steady state operation of an HCCI ngine. 
' Figure 4.34 
1
'Similar results have been dcmon'>trated in the case of SI combu'>tion. when the predicting AN 'hi ha'> been dc,igncd 
10 act upon the who le ion currcnl signal. 
Chapter 5 
Combustion Analysis 
The available experimental data offer the main bulk of information at the heart of this research. 
The e have been Logged at various different settings covering a broad range of both SI and HCCI 
operation. The information is either in the form of CAD resolved variables (e.g. the ion current 
and pressure traces) or variables which are fixed for a given log (e.g. speed and Indicated Mean 
Effective Pressure (IMEP)). Each log contains several hundred cycles, usually between 300 and 
500. 
While the study of the latter can offer significant insights into various aspects of combustion, 
the main goal has been to be able to investigate cycle to cycle effects. This is mainly because the 
performance of a HCCI cycle is heavily dependent upon the events taking place in the cycle preced-
ing it. This interlinking is at the heart of certain phenomena of un table combustion, understanding 
of the onset of which is desirable for control purposes. 
The most valuable tool in this study is the pressure trace. However, it is by itself a poor 
indicator of the events taking place within a cycle. In order for meaningful characteristics of the 
cycle to be extracted, lengthy post processing has to be carried out. It is through the variables that 
form the outcome of this post processing that the events which occur during individual cycles can 
be understood. 
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Unfortunately, certain limitations come into play which complicate mallers. On one hand. 
hardware limitations have to be identified and, where pos: ible, accounted for. On the other hand, 
unstable combustion oft n resu l ts in very vio lent event ·, placing further strain upon the hardware's 
performance. One strategy i · to identify the ·e cyc le and di: card them, treating on! the " well 
behaved" one ·. Be ause. however un ·table ombustion is a very inrere: ting and important part 
of this research , the main g al has been to try and sa lvage as many of these cyc les a · po ·sib le 
while maintain ing a high level of accuracy. In order to ach ieve this, the post processing method 
employed has been far from trivial and n eds an in depth description in order to b understood and 
the choices made to be ju ti fi e d. 
5.1 Averaged Pressure Trace Treatment 
Th '·raw" pressur trace needs post processing before it can be used as an accurate measurement 
too l. Tn thi s research . two major area that m:ed correction have been identified: peggi ng and 
thermal shock relat d imbalance .. 
Due to the nature of the mea ·urements, th is pr es ing has to be spl it into two categories: 
processing of averaged traces and processing of indi vidual cyc les. The former must be performed 
on a data log lir t b fore the latter is carried out. 
To proceed linearly, the pressure trace would have t be pegged initially. before further po t 
pro essing takes place. nfortunately thi s is not poss ible becau ·e of the following interdependen-
c1e:: 
• Pegging via polytropic exponent. as used in this research, requires estimation of this expo-
nent. 
• Va lue of the exp nent depends upon compositi nand temperature. 
• Given that charge now i. direct ly n::corded, t Lal mixture composition and temperature de-
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pend upon estimation of TRG. 
• Value of TRG depends upon a correctly pegged pressure trace. 
The method employed to overcome the cyclic nature of this problem is being examined in 
detail in the following section . 
5.1.1 Pegging 
While the pressure transducer will respond to changes in pressure, the signal generally needs to 
be calibrated so that the trace is physically meaningful. This can be resolved by either using the 
reading of an extra sen or e.g. Manifold Air Pressure (MAP), or fitting a polytropic compres ion 
curve [84], [85]. 
Using an external MAP sensor has the advantage of trustworthy readings in the relatively small 
range of values it records. A urrung knowledge of the location at wruch the in-cylinder pres ure 
transducer's trace and that of the MAP record equal pressure, the signal for a given cycle can be 
pegged very accurately. 
The drawback of the method is that estimating the location of pressure equalisation is not 
trivial. Even assurrung a thorough investigation, mapping the engine across the required speed and 
load range, HCCI combustion can suffer from violent cyclic oscillations [86] which can, in extreme 
cases, result in a heavy back:ftow from the cylinder into the inlet. Thus, an assumption of a specific 
location of pressure equalisation between cylinder and inlet for a given speed and load site will 
often be inaccurate if no further processing is carried out to determine the effects of individual 
cycles ' performance. 
On the other hand, trying to fit a polytropic curve has the disadvantage of requiring an accurate 
value for the polytropic exponent. These curve fitting methods rely upon the equation: 
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PV"' = (5. I ) 
whereP is the pressure, V i · the vo lume and K . are con rants, to fit a measured unpegged curve 
to a theoretical one. This is becau ·e the compressi n troke is modeled well by Eq . 5. 1. The e 
method are. h we er, sensi tive to small ar iations of the va lue of"' (as shown in figure 5.3 ). 
However, the big advantage is that the oscillations of un table HCCI are les · of an issue and 
thus, more cyc les displaying extreme values can b sa lvaged. Because the characteristic: of unsta-
hie combustion ha e heen a topic of interest in thi · re earch. a polytropic fi ning method ha been 
u:ed for pegging. 
Implemcntalion Issue: 
The idea behind using Eq. 5. 1 is that an unpegged pressure signal will have a constant shirt :::,.p 
from the actual pressur va lue, thu · transforming the equation into: 
(p P )\ K = 
"' - (5 .2) 
where ?,11 is the measured pressure va lue. 
Thus. for a given value of K , two point · of known P,, and V will yield a system of two 
equations with two unknown~. P and C. 
Tune ·ta1[84] points out that u ing only two points make the method ·en ·itive to noi ·e in the 
measured signal. The proposed method solve. Eq. 5.2 for P111 to yield: 
P11 , = V " + D.P 5.3) 
which can be written in matrix form as: 
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(5.4) 
For multiple Pm and V values, the equation is generaJised as: 
(: ) (5.5) 
Since the values of Pm and V are known, this form can be solved using matrix algebra to yield 
values for 6.P and C . 
The main issue behind using this method is the choice of the polytropic exponent, "-· In an 
ideal case, "' = 1 = ~, where Cp and Cv denote specific heat at constant pressure and volume 
respectively. In practice, the values of 1 and "' always deviate somewhat. However, given the 
composition and temperature of the in-cylinder gases, values for Cp and Cv can be worked out using 
the JANAF polynomials [87] as described in Heywood [88]. Hence, if a satisfactory relationship 
between 1 and "' can be established, accurate pegging can be carried out for cycles of varying 
composition . 
The values of 1 and "'depend on composition and temperature of the in-cylinder gases. Ex-
amples of these changes for various gases and mixtures are given in Heywood [88]. In the case 
of the signal that needs to be pegged, matters are complicated by the presence of TRG. This is 
because, unlike normal SI operation, having a non negligible amount of TRG drastically changes 
the composition of the mixtu.re. 
As far as temperature is concerned, assuming an accurate pressure trace, the corresponding 
temperature trace will depend on the amount of in-cylinder ga es through application of the ideal 
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gas equation of state 1 : 
p ' RT (5.6) 
where .V in thi s case repre ·ent · the molar amount of the in-cy linder ga:es. H wever. th is 
amount of ga. e · depends on the pressure trace. This is because these gases are made up of fre h 
charge and TRG . The charge is directly measured, for the case of averaged traces, through ft ow 
sensors. However. the TRG is not directl y measured, but ca lculated through applicati n of this 
. 1 
equauon at Eve-. 
H ence. the final e timated value of the in-cylinder ga es at IVC depends up n the va lue of the 
pressure at E: VC. which <.lcp ' nds upon a pr perly pegge<.l :- ignal, whi h depend upon th value of 
,_._which depe n<.l ~ upon the comp sition an<.! temperature of the in-cylinder ga~c~ . 
This cyc lica l dependence r rces an iterat ive method to be performed in order to accurately 
peg the pressure trace. The idea is to peg with a reasonable initi al value of " ( ay. 1.4) and then 
ca lculate the resulting amount ofTRG and hence mi ture and a!·sociated temperature at IVC. Thi<; 
w ill y ield a new va lue of 1 and hence" and the cyc le can then be repeated until the di fference 
between iterations becomes vanishingly small. 
When uch approximation techniques are used it is usefu l to carry out a sensitivity analys i: of 
the variab les invol ed. Figure 5.1 demon ·trate. the 1 variation of two drasticall y different mix-
1 ote that the gasc~ and condit ions pre en! in the engine do not fulfi l the criteria of ""ideal ga es··. There are 
vari us alternative formulati on ~ or th is law. each of whi h goes one step furth er in addressing the dcpanurc from the 
ideal. However. the correc ti o n~ arc very small in compari ~on 10 the overall uncertai nty of the experimental data. Also. 
nitrogen. which i~ the lllO\l abundant ga. in the cylinder fo llow\ lhc ideal very well. Fi nally, u~ing an alternative 
formulation would add ompuwtional cost to calculation' that need to be perfo rmed in bul k. thu '> '> lowing down an 
llperauon which i already con\ iderably complex. 
1The procedure fo r TRG estimation i ~ presented in detai l in ~c tion 5. 1.2 
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Figure 5.1: Gamma for the two possible extremes of mixture composition for a typical temperature trace 
of a compression stroke. 2000 RPM, 54%volumetric TRG, 2.9 bar lMEP 
tures, one made up completely of fresh (stoichiometric) charge of the type used in this research3, 
the other made up entirely of burnt gas. The calculation has been based upon a typical temperature 
trace from a high TRG HCCI data log. As can be seen in the figure, the value of 'Y remains largely 
unperturbed by the change in composition. The difference between the two traces is of the order 
of 1.6%. 
Having examined the effect of composition upon -y, the temperature effect also needs to be in-
vestigated. Temperature cannot be directly measured and has to be derived from the pressure trace 
through u e of the ideal gas equation of tate (Eq. 5.6). Hence, the amount of TRG plays a role, not 
3Commercial gasoline with H/C ratio of 1.78 
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only as a variable affecting the value of the mixture c mposition but also as a variable affecting the 
temperature trace. The effects of varyi ng the estimated TRG amount by ± 5091 are demonstrated 
in figure 5 .2. The data log used in thi figure (same as for figure 5.1) has the maximum amoulll of 
TRG of a gi en :cries of experiment . Thus th arying f the TRG amount has maximum impact 
within experimentally reasonable number ·. 
1.38 
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- - - TRG overestimated 50% 
1.36 ----- ---
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1 . 26L-~------L-----~------~------~------~----~ 
- 120 - 100 -80 - 60 -40 - 20 0 
Crank Angle Degrees 
Figure 5.2: Gamma for a compression stroke where the t mpcraturc traces ary corresponding to arying 
the e. timated TRG. 2000 RPM , 54~volumetric TRG , 2.9 bar !MEP 
The effect sh wn here is calculated by taking a pegged pressure trace, changing the TRG 
amounr and then calculating the n w temperature trace and hence, the new 1 tra e. Thus, the 
changing TRG has a twofold impact upon on the tinal result. Note that, by looking at tigure 5.1, 
increased amount ofTR , in the mixture composition increases the value of 1· A Is . since temper-
ature increases from right to left as the compression stroke progresses t wards TD , it follows that 
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increasing temperature decreases 'Y· Now, because the temperature trace in figure 5.2 is affected 
by TRG amount according to Eq. 5.6, it follows that increased amount ofTRG decreases the tem-
perature, thus increasing 'Y · However, 'Y is further rncreased through the effect of increased TRG in 
the mixture composition. Still, despite the fact that the two effects add up, the overall effect on 'Y 
is of the order of 4.2%. 
Having established the strength of the effect of mixture composition and temperature on "f, it 
follows that the next variable to be examined is the pegged pressure trace. In this case, K has been 
varied by ± 0.05, roughly the same magnitude as the variation presented in the extremes of figure 
5.2. The result is demonstrated in figure 5.3. The pegging has been done following the matrix 
algebra technique of the polytropic method discussed above (page 91), with a fixed value forK as 
quoted in the legend. 
In order for the fixed K assumption to yield accurate results, a suitable region has to be chosen 
to provide pressure/volume value pairs. The idea is to find a region that will yield some non trivial 
volume/pressure variation while keeping the value of 'Y and hence K largely constant. The chosen 
region for the data throughout this research has been between -125 and -80 CAD. 
As can be seen from figures 5.1 and 5.2, changes in 'Y are minuscule within this CAD region, 
hence making the constant K assumption reasonable. It is also worth noting here that, because this 
region is early in the compression, temperature and pressure have not been increased significantly 
and hence any heat transfer between the gases and the walls is less pronounced than in the latter 
part of the compression. 
Multiple data log method for estimation of the polytropic exponent 
It is immediately obvious from figure 5.3 , that high values of K result ill pegging the pressure 
trace lower. In the figure, the trace to the left of rvc is extrapolated using Eq. 5.1 , while the 
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trace to the right i · the recorded experimental data. By extrapolating to the left of IVC th value 
of mixture pressure at B ttom Dead Centre (B D ) can bee ·tabli ·hed. Thi · i · of course an ideal 
value. as uming that th mixture has been con tant, i.e . di counting the effects of the valve flows. 
However. thi · value i · important because there i · an upper limit to it, that is, ir cannot exceed the 
value ofMAP. Hence. rhis poses a lower limit on rile value of 1-i. 
This result proves to be of great help when trying to estab li ·h the re lationship between 'Y and 
/\.. This is e tablishcd by examining mu lti ple data logs from different speed and load ·itc: . The 
idea here is that. the xtrapolated pressure value at BD wi ll vary according to these two senings. 
The ·imple assumption K = 1 does not yield satisfactory results because certain data logs return 
pressu re values at BD above I bar. This is clearly an error, anributed to the fact that the"' deviation 
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from "/ cannot be considered negligible. 
To account for this, a linear relation /'i, = a x "/ is assumed. Because the pressure traces need 
to be pegged lower, a will have to be greater than 1. 
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Figure 5.4: Estimated BDC pressure of averaged traces 
Figure 5.4 demonstrates the resulting pressure values at BDC for data logs from multiple speed 
and load (TRG controUed) sites. For this research, setting the value of a to 1.05 yields the graph in 
figure 5.4. As can be seen, the points follow trends which correspond to what should be expected, 
offering the best overall fit that can be achieved with the data at hand. Thus, a very modest 
departure from the value of "f, calculated via the JANAF tables [87], corrects for /'i,-"f deviation. 
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5.1.2 TRG Estimation and Pressure Trace Imbalance 
So far, no desc ripti on has been offered concerning the TRG amount ca lcu lation. This is because of 
the cyclic interdependency nature of the variab le · involved. However, pegging and TRG estimation 
are in:eparable due to the effect of the latter n the polytropic exponent of the~ rmcr. The present 
. ecti on describes the method used for TRG e:timation in detail. 
Once an averaged pressure trace is accurately pegged, the next step is to estimate how much 
exhaust gas is being retained as TRG. Applying Eq. 5.6 to EV wil l yie ld this value. The reasoning 
behind this is that , with a pegged pre ·ure tra e and known vo lume at every p int, Eq. 5.6 effec-
ti ely match s the numb r of moles of the cylinder ga · s with the temperature. I f ither i~ known 
at any point. then all variables can be established for that part of the trace. 
I IVC: 
known charge at 
unknown final temperature , 
unknown TRG at 
u known temperature 
EVC: 
unknown amount of TRG at 
known composition 
and temperature 
Figure 5.5: ompari son of IV and EV a. starting poi nt~ 
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The candidate points for such treatment are either rvc or EVC. Figure 5.5 summarizes the 
pros and cons of each of these as a starting point for further analysis. rvc boasts measured charge 
flows at measured temperature. However, these temperature measurements are taken outside the 
cylinder and are not representative of the final temperatures reached by the time the charge has 
been heated whilst entering the cylinder. Also, there is the very important factor of mixing with an 
unknown amount of TRG at an unknown temperature. Clearly, once these considerations are taken 
into account, rvc is not a good candidate for starting the analysis. 
On the other hand, EVC offers a homogeneous mixture (completely made up of exhaust gas) 
and a temperature reading which is much more representative of the temperature inside the cylin-
der, the exhaust gas temperature. This measurement is taken very close to the exhaust valve and by 
the time the valve shuts, pressures and temperatures between the expanded gas inside and outside 
the cylinder should be identical. This might not hold for the whole length of the exhaust, due to 
non negligible thermal losses down the length of the pipe. However, in the close vicinity of the 
valve, bulk temperature and pressure inside and outside the cylinder are equalised soon after the 
exhaust valve opens. 
The major drawback of assuming an equal temperature between TRG at EVC and the exhaust 
gas temperature reading is that exhaust gas temperature, is based upon an averaged thermocouple 
reading. Due to its slow response characteristics, this reading cannot be representative of the im-
mediate temperature value at EVC. However, studies by fast response thermocouples [86] indicate 
a temperature variation under 80°C across the whole cycle for SI and HCCI combustion at 2 bar 
Brake Mean Effective Pressure (BMEP), 2000 RPM. This implies that, taking an averaged value, 
the corresponding error is an underestimation of temperature of the order of 40°C. 
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implified TRG Estimation 
Given that pressure, vo lume and temperature are known, an app lication of Eq. 5.6 at EVC, y ields a 
value for the moles of TRG. 
However, the effects of the averaged thermocouple have to be accounted for at this ·rage. 
Becau e the temp rature as used in Eq. 5.6 is m asured in degrees Kelvin. th temp ratures 
involved are large numbers (generally in the 600 to 900 range). Thus, a va lue shift of 40, as i · rhe 
likely underestimation of the exhaust gas temperature, is a re lati ve ly sma ll variation making the 
re ·ulting overe timation ofTRG qually small. 
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Figure 5.6: Percentage difference between TRG calculated by taking an averaged measu rement and cor-
rccting by a tcmpcra tur ' ~hif"l or •W0 . 2000 RPM, WOT, TRG sweep. 
Figure 5.6 demonstrates the percentage differcn e between TRG amount calculated by taking 
the a eraged e hau~t gas temperature and correcting h adding a -+0°C shift. As can be ·een from 
the figure, the resulting error in TRG is minimal, even in the case of data log with the maximum 
TRG amount. When considering figure 5.2, thi TRG error will have an impact of the order of 0.002 
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on the value of 'Y· 
Because of this negligible effect, the value of exhaust gas temperature has been used uncor-
rected throughout this research, rather than use a fixed temperature correction factor whose actual 
value might be influenced by unknown effects. 
Assuming no sigllificant blowby losses during the compression/expansion of TRG, the same 
amount of TRG present at EVC will be present in the following cycle's combustion stroke. Since, at 
this point, we are looking at an averaged trace for the whole data set, this cycle is one and the same. 
So, all that is needed is to add to it the amount of charge inducted in one cycle (calculated through 
knowledge of the intake flows and the RPM) and the total number of moles and composition of 
the mixture is then known. Applying Eq. 5.6 to IVC (with known pressure and volume), the 
temperature at rvc (and subsequent stroke) can then be calculated. The temperature trace of the 
TRG compression/expansion stroke can similarly be calculated, yielding the TRG temperature at 
IVO. 
In practice, this number of moles for the mixture yields an unrealistic value for the temperature 
of the mixture at rvc. Certain data sets return a higher value for the temperature of the total mixture 
at rvc than the temperature ofTRG at rvo, which is impossible since a hot gas (TRG) is being mixed 
with a colder gas (charge). This is illustrated in figure 5.7. 
The problem might be simply erroneous pegging, resulting in a wrong value for TRG amount. 
The other suspicious value is the exhaust gas temperature which is assumed to equal the in-cylinder 
gases' temperature at EVC. 
However, an analysis of the effects of these variables does not yield satisfactory results. In 
both cases, shifting the values to within a range wider than physically reasonable fails to resolve 
the issue. 
Thus, a different source of error has to be identified in order for physicaliy meaningful results 
-- - - - - - - --------------
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Figure 5.7: Temperature di se r pancy between IVO and !VC 
to be obtained. 
Evidence of Pressure Trace imbalance 
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The probl m potentially l ie · wi th the re pon ·e of the pressure tran ducer to thermal shock. The 
pccification of the non water coo led tran ·duccr u cd in thi s re earch allow for a po. ible I 0% 
error in !MEP estimation on an SI engine. In this ea ·e. a water cooled transducer could not have 
been u ed due to limited space on the experimental engine cy linder head. Furthermore. H Cl 
combustion places a greater strain on the tran:ducer due to the increa ·ed rate of pressure rise 
(typically, max imum rate of rise of HCCI 2.3 times greater than its SI equivalent). 
This becomes apparent when investigat ing the characteri stics of the H Cl eye I through P-V 
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diagrams. A data set has been considered, consisting of data where TRG was varied across its 
possible range (0% to 50% volumetric in that instance) while I M EPgross had been kept constant 
by throttling the inlet. By subtracting the losses of the gas exchange cycle, I ME Pnet can be 
worked out. Finally, through knowledge of BMEP, the value of Friction Mean Effective Pressure 
(FMEP) can be derived. 
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The observed trend was for measured BMEP to rise by approximately 0.5 bar across the TRG 
range, as seen in figure 5.8, leading the calculated FMEP to a drop of the same magnitude since 
FMEP = IMEPnet- BMEP and the gas exchange work that is the difference between 
I MEP gross and I M EPnet did not vary enough to affect the relation. 
While BMEP measurement on a single cylinder engine can potentially be inaccurately related 
to IMEP, an observable 0.5 bar rise in BMEP (1.7 to 2.2 bar) is too big to be dismissed. 
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Rai et al [89] mention that cyclic exposure of a piezoelectric pressure transducer to combus-
tion results in the expansion and contracti on of its diaphragm due to large temperature variations 
throughout the cycle. This causes the force on the quartz to be different to that applied by the 
cy linder pressure al ne. Thermal ·hock affect · all parameter · derived from pre ·sure data. but the 
greate t i I MEP whi h can be affected by more than - I 071. Thermal shock was found to be more 
ignificant at advanced ignition timings. Rai et al [89] derived an equation to compensate for 
thermal shock of a Ki stler 6 125A transducer used on a Ford Zetec engine. Thi s equation is: 
IJ I EPcorr = IJJEPmta.· + (F x Pma.c) +Of f. · I 5.7) 
Where F and Offset are a function of RPM nl . A lthough thi · equation cannot be used here 
directly. what i~ more important i~ that the compensation factor derived is on ly a factor or RPM and 
maximum pressure, incrca:-,ing as they increase. lt follows that HCCI combustion, with its greater 
peak in-cylinder pressures, has a greater effect on the IMEP mea ured by the ·ens r. That i · why. 
although the I \I E P!lro" appears to be constant. BMEP keeps increasing since BMEP has no errors 
introduced with in reasing T RG. But as the peak in-cy linder pressures increase with increasing 
TR and sh i ft towards 1-1 1 combustjon, their difference increases. 
Further eviden e in support of th is scenario surfaces when investigating unstab le combust ion. 
ln these ea es. a mis firing cycle will produce exhau t gases partly made up of it. unbumt charge. 
When these are recompr ssed, during the TRG compression phase, they can sometimes igni te 
]86 ]. Thi s ignition leads to an underestimati on of the descending side of the urve. lt is eas ier to 
appreciate th is in the IVO region because the pressure values are expected to be in the regi n of I 
bar a i demon trated in figure 5.9-t . 
In thi ti gure, th second and fourth cycles mi. lire. Their re pective TRG compression humps 
·• I so discussed on pa c 195 
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are noticeably larger than the average (shown as a thick, dashed line). It is clearly visible that the 
lowest points of their IVO regions are unrealistically lower than their neighbours', in the case of 
the fourth cycle almost reaching a pressure of zero. 
TRG Estimation via Corrected Pressure Trace 
So far, the evidence in favour of a measuring imbalance between the 'hot' and 'cold ' parts of a 
cycle seems plausible. In addition, preliminary tests done by shifting the EVC region, where TRG 
is calcu lated, relative to the IYC region, where the mixture starts the compression phase, yield very 
good results. The next step then becomes estimating how big this shift has to be. 
In order to do this, some further equations have to be considered. What happens during the 
induction is that the hot exhaust gases in the TRG mix with the cold charge. Assuming negligible 
heat losses during this process, the sum of the energies of each must equal the energy of the total 
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mix ture at IVC. i.e.: 
(5.8) 
which is a conser ation of internal energy equati n between charge, TRG and their mixture. 
m 1,.y and m ch are the masses ofTRG and charge respecti vely. 1~nht · T11·y and 1~·h are the temper-
atures of mixture. TRG and charge respecti ve ly. Finall y. C1, 11• >. c,.,. <.1 1 and c,, .1 <.1• l are fll t .r l lrl t .r l 1 (/ I I 'll t 1 t · l / 
the specific heat. of mixture, TRG and charge at their respecti ve temperatures. 
In addition to the abo . Eq. 5.6 forth case of th total mixture at 1 C becomes: 
P".,.1 ',.,. = ( .\ ·,,.!1 .1\.·, .,) f?T,w.rl (5.9) 
In both Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9), there arc two un knowns, the amount of TRG. mcnti ned as ma:~ 
i n Eq. 5.8 and mole in Eq. 5.9 and the fina l temperature of the tota l mixture. 
AI o. ' unknown · i: the pecific heat of the total mi xture (s ince it is at an unknown tempera-
ture) . Howe er . pecific heat change lightl y w ith temperature and it can initially be taken a a 
constant until iterat ive methods yield a precise value. 
The value of the TRG temperature i · only dependent on the pressure va lues and n t the mole 
of TRG a · can bed duced from 
(5.10) 
Hence. by estimati ng spec i fie heat va lues for the TRG, which has a known composition5, and 
the charge, an initial estimate for the pecific heat of the mixture can be made by taking an average. 
Substituting these values into Eq ·. (5.8) and (5.9) yi Id: va lues for both the amount of TRG and 
\ the compo~i t ion of the TRG i'> ca l ulatcd through applying the equation'> for pccies· tr,m•formallon found in 188] 
to the charge, whose compo.,it ion is known through mcasurcmem of the fue l and air fl ows 
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the total mixture temperature. Recalculating the specific beat of the mixture based on the new 
temperature value yields more accurate values and so on until all terms in the equation balance. 
What has been described above is in effect a statement that reads: calculate the amount ofTRG 
at known temperature that, when mixed with a known amount of charge at a known temperature, 
wiii yield a mixture at an unknown temperature, occupying volume Vivc at a pressure F ive· 
However, there is also the initial method of estimation of TRG, based on applying Eq. 5.6 at 
EVC. These two methods should yield the same results . Unfortunately, they don 't, which is where 
the pressure trace imbalance comes into play. 
Hence, the first step in the analysis is one outer iteration whose aim it is to establish the shift 
of the ' hot' and 'cold' regions of the pressure trace. The shifted part has to be the 'hot' (in this 
research taken to be the region between 20 CAD after the combustion TDC and TVO) since the 'cold ' 
region is where the whole trace has been pegged, via the polytropic curve fitting method, and is 
presumably correct. The aim of this iteration is to establish a positioning of the 'hot ' region that 
yields a TRG amount and temperature at rvo that agrees with that predicted through the mixing 
method. 
It has to be noted that the specific beats, used in Eq. 5.8 are composition and temperature 
dependent. Hence, with knowledge of the final mixture temperature arrived at through the mixing 
of charge and TRG, these specific heats can now be accurately established. However, changing 
their values wilJ affect very slightly the mixing equation (5.8). Hence, an inner iteration deals with 
this temperature-specific beat dependency until successive calculations converge to a steady value. 
Once both these iterative methods have been executed, the values for both TRG amount and 
hot-cold trace shift are established. The schematic in figure 5.10 sums up the procedure. 
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5.1.3 Sensitivity Analysis of whole procedure to TRG temperature variation 
As described so far, the proposed pegging and TRG estimation method depends upon various as-
sumptions, the most debateable of which is the validity of the exhaust thermocouple reading as a 
gauge of bulk TRG temperature at EVC. The previous analyses of figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.6 have 
dealt with single effects on certain variables at specific steps in the proposed method. However, it 
is not clear how the overall result is affected by errors in the actual value of bulk TRG temperature 
at EVC. 
To test for this, a sensitivity analysis has been performed on a high TRG amount log at 2000 
RPM. The reasoning behind is this, is that a) at higher RPM, the temperature variability should 
drop, since it is time dependent through cooling of the exhaust gases in the exhaust pipe. 2000 
RPM being close to the low end of the experimental data available (data span 1500 to 3500 RPM), 
it is a perfect candidate and b) a high TRG log exhibits higher sensitivity to variables affecting TRG 
amount. 
The affected variables are both TRG and the whole pressure trace, whose pegging depends 
upon the TRG amount through the temperature/composition dependent polytropic of compression. 
For varying TRG temperature at EVC, the resulting TRG amount is shown in figure 5.11. The thick 
vertical line marks the Exhaust Gas Temperature (EGT) as measured through the thermocouple, 
hence averaged. The dashed vertical line marks the +40°C point6. Thus, the marked region 
contains the likely actual values of EGT and hence TRG. It can be seen that the likely TRG error is 
of the order of 6%. 
Similarly, figure 5.12 demonstrates the dependence of pegged pressure at rvc on TRG temper-
ature at EVC. In this case, the result is even more insensitive, being under 1% for the whole l00°C 
region presented in the figure, let alone the 40°C plausible region. 
6 40°C is the likely underestimation of the actual value of EGT at EVC due to the averaging effect of the slow res ponce 
thermocouple as discussed on page 100. 
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From the above analys i ·, it follow · that, wi thin the expected inaccuracy due to the low re-
sponse nature of the thermocouple, the corresponding errors of pegging and TR amount stima-
Li on are minimal once the whole procedure laid out in figure 5. 10 has been carried oul. Hence. 
the assumption that EGT can b used directly as a mea. urement of TRG temperature at EVC, as 
di . cussed on page 5.1.2, i. j usti tied . 
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5.2 Heat Exchange 
5.2.1 Theory of Heat Exchange Calculation 
Once the pressure tra c has been pegged and TRG estimated, combustion information can be ex-
tracted from the pressure trace. The main feature f interest is the heat release. This is ften 
estimated through variants of the Ra weiler-Withrow meth d [90]. The main drawback of these, 
ssentially g ometric methods is that although robust features like Location of 50% Mass Frac-
tion Burnt (MFB50) are easily established, ·ubtle features like ·tart and end of combustion are much 
harder to identify objectively. Hence in this re!>earch. the combu. tion analysis has been based di-
rectly upon rhermod namic variables. in particular the equation of state, q. 5.6. and the fi r t law 
of thermodynamics in thc form: 
dQ Pd\ dT 
de - de = IIW, , de 
where Q is heat. 111 is mass and c,. is ·pecifi heat at constam volume. 
(5. 11 ) 
The total number of moles of mixture at IV is known because the charge fiow i directl y 
measured and TRG is estim ated as discussed in section 5. 1.2. 
A volume trace is coupled to the pressure trace by making use of the crank slider with pin 
offset equation, which yie lds cylinder vo lume as a function of CAD: 
--- !'OS - [('OS <UTSlll )) 
s s (e) ( . ( ~ sin(e) + PinO.ff.~cl } 
2 2 l 
(5. 12) 
where b is the bore, .~ the stroke, I the conrod length and PinO f f set is the piston pin offset. 
Through knowledge of th number of moles, temperature trace · can be calculated for both the 
mixture and the TRG compression-ex pan: ion strokes by means of Eq. 5.6. This t mperature trace 
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can then be used to calculate the Cv values of the mixture through use of the JANAF tables [87f. 
Hence, through use of a measured pressure trace, a CAD dependent volume trace and a calcu-
lated mole dependent temperature trace, the~ of Eq. 5.11 can be derived. 
The evaluated expression, ~~, represents a heat flow with respect to CAD. Since these corre-
spond almost linearly to time within each engine cycle, they can be thought of as heat flow with 
respect to time, in effect Joules per second i.e. Watts. 
-Pressure 
- - - Heat exchange flow 
_, .. -~--.--ff//1' 
______ .......... . 
Crank Angle Degrees 
Figure 5.13: Typical Pressure and Heat Exchange Flow traces 
Figure 5.13, shows a typical pressure trace, accompanied by the relevant heat flow trace. The 
energy term has been labelled Heat Exchange Flow because it represents the net heat flow between 
the gases and the environment, including heat generated chemically from within the gases. It does 
not represent the chemical heat release, even though it is mostly dominated by it. However, it is 
7The effect of changing molar composition on this calculation is discussed in section 5.3.2 
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the sum of heat both transferred between the gases and the wall · as well as general d within the 
gases through chemica l transformations. Hence, s me further manipulati on is needed in order to 
identify the effects of the heat re lease. 
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Figure 5.14: Breakdown of I lea l Exchange Flow trace 
The analy is of the heat exchange lies in identifying point A and C a hown in figure 5.14. 
typical trace will strongly resemble a bell shaped curve. The important characteristics are the 
start and end of the bell point A and C on the figure. These correspond to the tart and end of 
the chemical heat release into the gases (and their subsequent chemical transformation), in other 
words, the limits of combustion. The curve to the left of A is not in fact a straight line. A 
zoom of this area is hown in the inset of the figure. The rea on the curve drop. i. becau e it 
indicates an increasing loss of energy to the cy linder walls as the gases· t mperature increases 
due to compression by the moving piston. If no combustion occurs, this trend shou ld continue as 
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long as the temperature rises, that is until TDC. However, any energy injection into the gases will 
reverse this trend. Thus, A is defined as the point where there is a turning point in this descending 
curve. By finding A, a very preci e estimate of the start of combustion can be made [91] . Treating 
the curve similarly for C, the limits of the combustion can be derived. 
Once the limits of the combustion have been established, further analysis is possible. The 
curve considered so far is~ . thus the area under it corresponds to energy. At any point, this new 
integrated curve gives the total of the heat exchanged between the gases and the environment since 
the start of the integration. This exchange is made up of the heat transfer between the gases and 
the cylinder walls and the heat injection by the chemical heat release. This is shown in figure 5.15. 
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Figure 5.15: Heat Exchange Flow curve and its integral 
This beat curve is the fingerprint of the combustion. If we assume that heat release and charge 
pecies' transformation are linearly related, then it follows that, scaled between 0 and I between 
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the A and C p ints, the curve corresponds to the Mass Fraction Burnt (MFB) trace. 
Extraction of the MFB curve concludes the combustion analys is of a pressure trace. By using 
this curve as a reference, as well as the precalculated curve of P, V and T, a detai led investigation 
f the combu ·tion e ent can be performed. How ver the ·tep · outlined in this . ection are by no 
means straightforward when it comes to implementati n. What ha been described), far has been 
appl ied to averaged pressure traces which are generally less noisy, do not exhibit great ex tremes 
and for which inducted charge values are direct ly m asured. The main challcng is to be able 
to carry out this pr cedur on a cyc le to cycle basi:- as accurately as possible, while maintaining 
a reasonably low computational load while sometimes having to treat cycles exhibiting extreme 
behaviour. 
5.2.2 TRG temperature sensitivity analysis 
t this point, the pot ntial effect of the error in TRG temperature at EVC must be taken int account. 
To gauge the poss ible impact of thi · effect, a sensiti vity analys is has again been carried out. The 
immediately affected variables are the temperatur tra e from EVC to IVO and TRG amount. From 
the mix ing at IVO onwards to the rest of the IVC-EVO region, the affected variables are the total gas 
mixture amount (due to the affected TRG) and the corresp nding temperature trace. 
On the exchanged heat ·ide however, the calculati n. ba ·ed on Eq. 5. 11 depends on the ~~ , ~~ 
and ~~ derivatives with me,. being a scaling factor of the~~. The pre sure and volum derivatives 
ar unaffected by changing the TRG temperature at EV . Hence the only variables affect d are the 
111 •11 product, 111 through the affected TRG amount and c7, through both the altered omposition due 
to the former as well as due to the changed temp raturc. Finally, the temperature deri vativ term 
i · also likely to be affected though not as much as the temperature trace itself. 
The effect will be most : trongly noticeable at high TRG le el ·. The numbers pres nt d here 
are ca lcu lated from data at 2000 RPM. WOT, ITA=20, TRG set to 55% by vo lume, IMEP=2.9 bar. 
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The TRG temperature at EVC has been increased by 200° K8. This leads to a 24% decrease in 
the TRG amount and a subsequent 16% decrease in the total gas mixture. The gas mixture's IVC 
temperature increased by 92° K. The resulting beat exchange traces are seen in figure 5.16. 
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Figure 5.16: Heat Exchange Flow traces resulting from increasing TRG temperature at EVC by 200° K 
The noticeable result is that, despite a very considerable change in the 1RG temperature at 
EVC, the heat exchange trace is almost unperturbed. Hence, the choice in this research to use the 
exhaust gas temperature directly is again justified as far as the calculation of the heat exchange 
trace is concerned. Furthermore, because the main goal is to extract internally consistent values 
reflecting the dynamic behaviour between individual cycles, the accuracy provided so far appears 
8Because the heat exchange trace is very insensitive to changes in TRG temperature at EVC, as seen in figure 5.16, 
a change much larger than in figures 5. 11 and 5.12 has been required. This requirement further illustrates the point of 
the analysis. 
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more than adequate. However, if more advanced quipment or methodology is at hand. thi · can 
be readily employed in the present algorithm in order to produce even more accurate result ·. 
A ll the pr cedures described ·o far only apply to averaged traces. This is be a use it is on I for 
the ·e that the ital in formati on upplied b the intake ft ow:, and exhau t ga · temperature apply. 
5.2.3 TRG Representation 
Before proceeding, it is worth exp laining in more detai l the concept of mo lar TR estimation. 
Often. TRG is quoted as a ratio of olume at E C to total cy linder vo lume. Thi i · a good tool for 
easy cla i fication of data points but fail s to take into account the effect of the engine's operating 
condi t ion~ on ga:-, dynamic:-,. 
On the con trary, I y ca lculating the amounts of gases present, the rati os of moles or masses can 
be quoted. In this re:earch, m les rather than ma:.se · ha e been used becaus , when dealing with 
ga:es at the same temperature and pre sure, moles directl y relate to volumes. Hen e. qu ti ng a 
number for m lar TRG of a homogeneou mixture, effectively gives the vo lume rati of the ga ·e ·. 
This is comparable to the classic "volumetric" method mentioned above, w ith the added bonus that 
thi s number renects a more accurate rati o of gases. implicitly taking the efl'ects or gas dynamics 
into account. The obvi us drawback is that, in order to calculate it, the procedur s described in 
section 5.1.2 have to be carried out. 
Figure 5.17 highli ghts the relation between the two TRG measuring conventions. It is notice-
able that, in general, molar TRG is higher than volumetric. This is because the exhaust gases 
present at EVC are always at a pressure higher than that of the inlet (due to both exhaust back 
pressure being higher than inlet pressure and low va lve lift of 2.5mm employed in the I gging of 
these data). Hence, when the remaining volume fill!. up with fresh charge with the whole cy linder 
equating with the inlet pr ssure, the TRG takes up mor volume than it did at EV . The effect gets 
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Figure 5.17: Comparison between TRG measuring methods 
more noticeable with increasing RPM. 
AJJ the results demonstrated so far can be calculated from an averaged pressure trace with 
knowledge of inlet flows and exhaust gas temperature. 
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5.3 Individual Cycle Combustion Analysis 
Once the combustion analy ·is for the averaged trace has been carried out, cy le to cyc le analysis 
can be performed. This is because the calcu lated variables of the average trace wi ll be clo ·e, but 
not neces ·arily identi al, to the ariables o f the individual cyc le · within a log taken at a : ingle 
operating condi tion. In the ea e of unstable combustion. where mi fire and other ex treme phe-
nomena are common, these can vary greatly. In thi s section the procedure used for ex tending the 
analy:is to individua l cyc les will be explained. 
The anal si · in this a:e ha · to take into account the small variations between ~ucce ·sive 
cyc le:. In the averaged trace scenario. the beginning and th nd of the cyc le could b as ·um d ro 
touch. In thi:, ca)>e. !>UCCC!>!> i e ·ycle · pa ·: information from one to the other thr ugh the TRG and 
temperature variables. T his mt:ans that each ·yclc 's variables, e.g. 
• The pegging. 
• The initial mi ture compo. ition. 
• The therma l shock related pressure shift. 
• The TRG. 
• The exhaust temperatur . 
need to be establish d for each cycle. A lso, due t the nature of this proce ·s, small err rs can 
easi ly accumulate and damage the final result. Thi s needs to be averted as explained in 5.3. 1. 
The first cycle " inherits" the data of the averaged cyc le as a starting point. [n the following 
text. we will consider the treatment of a random cyc le, graphical ly represented in figure 5. 18. 
Fi r ·t. the cyc le is pegged, using the va lue of" estimated for the a eraged cyc le f r th given 
data et (figure 5.18 (a)). Once the cycle is pegged, th pressu re at IVC is known . This, in conjunc-
ti on with the amount and temperature of TRG passed l'romthe preceding cyc le, the temperature and 
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Figure 5.18: Treatment of individual cycles for cycle to cycle calculations 
composition of the charge and the volume at !VC, yield the final amount of charge-TRG mixture 
at rvc through the use ofEq . 5.8 and 5.9 (figure 5.18 (b)). 
The pegged pressure trace is still not treated for the hot-cold shifL In this research, the shift 
calculated in the averaged case has been applied as a step change in the region between 20 CAD 
after TDC and IV . in 'e there is no way of estimating h w much th is shift varies between cyc le ·, 
a simple technique has been employed. Since the pressure and volume traces are known for 
the individual and averaged cyc les. and the total number of moles has been calcu lated at IVC. a 
temperature trace can abo be worked out for the individual cycle through Eq. 5.6. A s:uming that 
the hift is affe ted m stly by temperature. the shift of the averaged signal i · then . ca l d by the 
ratio of the max imum temperatures of the two traces before being applied to the individual trace 
( figure 5.1 8 (c)). 
The fi nal variab le that is needed i the T RG temperature at EVC. Ln the case of the averaged 
cycle, this is taken to be equal to the exhaust gas temperature. However, when I king at the 
individual yc le:-.. deviations from the a eragc need to be taken into account. These cannot be 
tracked from the reading of the exhaust gas temperature thermocouple since it i~ too slow to record 
them. From Eq. 5.6. it fo llows that this temperature is equal to \·~· Since V at the va lve events 
and R are con ·tarn within a data. et. the variation in this can be tracked by the f. fraction since by 
this : tage both the corre ·ted pre ·sure and the moles of mixture are known . 
This, however, cann t be applied. Using the number of moles of mixture, ·mi.rh into the 
exhaust temperature ·alcu lation, introduces a variable that is inherited direct ly across cyc les: from 
m i:r t . ca lculated at IV of the nth cycle, to the mi.rt dependent exhaust temperature which 
affect · the TRG calculati n of the n 1h cyc le. which is inherited by the n1h + l cy le. In trial . 
this led to runaway re:ult: . Thu ·, the variation in exhaust gas temperature i: being seal d by the 
fraction of pressures only 9 at EVC. 
The operations described above yield all the variab les needed to convert any given cycle to 
one treatable as per th average cycle treatment described in 5.1.2. Know ledge of the number of 
moles in the closed va lve regions. IVC to EVO and EV to IVO, also allows the ca lculati n of the 
heat exchange as described in :ection 5.2.1. 
9c.g. for the 11 111 cycle: ~c ~ - '"1;", 1.,,11 ~ 
"'" ' "''' 
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5.3.1 Safeguards against Erroneous Data 
There are inherent safeguards in this procedure that guarantee results will be robust despite the 
unpredictability of the signal. The main problem of such an analysis is that certain cycles will 
yield wildly incorrect pressure values despite all corrective action performed on the signal. These 
cycle mo t often occur after exceptionally violent combu tion events and often exhibit unrealis-
tically low pressure values that might persist after the pegging procedure. Since HCCI analysis is 
dependent on the fact that one cycle's TRG is used in the next cycle's mixture, such cycles will 
pass on highly inaccurate values. 
The best safeguard for one incorrect cycle destroying the re ults of all subsequent cycle 
that the amount ofTRG is calculated by each cycle at EVC as a function of the directly measurable 
pressure trace only. To elaborate, consider that cycle n has a very inaccurate signal. Its TRG is 
calculated at its EVC and is wrong both as a mass and as a temperature, since the pressure at EVC 
is wrong and the temperature, caled from the average signal's exhaust gas temperature via its 
pres ure at EVO, is also wrong. The cycle following it, n + 1, inherits a wrong TRG estimation, 
leading to a wrong calculation of mixture moles at rvc and wrong results for the beat exchange 
terms. However, the damage stops here. Then+ 1 cycle's exhaust gas temperature will be correct, 
assuming its pressure is correct, since it is scaled at its own EVO by pressure trace ratio only 
(averaged and individual). The TRG calculated for it will also be correct and hence the variables it 
passes on to cycle n + 2. 
Of course, all this can be avoided if wrong cycles can be identified and treated separately. Such 
a safeguard has been put in place, stating that, if a cycle's pressure value at rvc deviates into im-
probable values even after pegging, it should be forcibly pegged to coincide with the averaged IVC 
pres ure10• This will avoid getting too implausible values and potentially salvaging the following 
101n this research a deviation of plus or minus 0.3 bar has been tolerated. 
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cycle. However, in some extreme cases, the pressure trace is visibly damaged along the whole 
length of the cyc le, e.g. yie lding extremely unrealistic pres:ure values in the EVO-EVC region 
even if forcibly p gged at I VC. 
Given that such problems ex i ·t, having effectively a stop at the propagation of any information 
not dependent on the pre ·sure trace at E C, a described in the exhau ·t ga:- temperature ·ca ling 
procedure above, makes for a robust analysis of all cycles. 
5.3.2 Cycle to Cycle Heat Exchange Calculation Implementation 
The procedure · described in the previou · :ections, ai m at supplying a accurate results as po ·sib le 
to the equations used for the ca lculation of the heat e change flows . TI1is theory has b en laid out 
in 5.2. 1. In this se ·tion, the imp lementation technique:- used will be examined in mon.: detail. 
The most imp nant result from the previous analysis is the composi tion f the mixture at IVC. 
In thi · research 5 sp cies arc tracked : nitrogen, oxygen, fuel. carbon dioxide and water. 
From the pre ure and olume trace:. their respe tiv derivative can be extra ted. Given the 
number of moles present at any point, a temperawre trace can also be calculated thr ugh Eq. 5.6. 
Since the specific hea t is a function of compositi on and temperature, thi s can also he worked out 
through the JANA polynomia ls [87]. Substituting these into Eq. 5. 11 yields the gases' heat 
exchange. 
The obviou · que:ti n then to be asked is how to handle the tran. forrnati n of the : pecies in 
this scenario. The heat addition effect is traceable through its effect on pressur but this assumes 
correct estimation or the composition at every CAD. 
Fortunately, the answer to that can be straightforward. I f we exami ne the molar composition 
the molar change between reactants and products is actually very small. This fo il ws from the 
chemical equation for combustion of a stoichi metric oxygen/hydrocarbon mixture: 
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(5.13) 
In the case of this research, where commercial gasoline (which is a blend of various sub-
stances) has been used, the values for x and y are taken to be x = 8.01 and y = 14.3. Hence, the 
equation effectively reads that 1 mole of fuel reacts with 11.585 moles of 02. However, there are 
3. 773 moles of nitrogen per mole of oxygen in atmospheric air, hence the composition of a stoi-
chiometric mixture for one mole of fuel is: 1 mole of fuel, 11.585 moles of 02 and 43.71 moles 
of N2, a total of 56.3 moles. Of these, only the fuel and 02 react From an initial value of 12.585 
mole (1 + (x +~)), they produce 15.16 moles of products (x+ ~). When the43.71 moles of N2 
are also accounted for, the total becomes 56.3 moles yielding 58.87 moles of products, an increa e 
of around 4.5% 11 • 
Now, if we take into account that in HCCI combustion, the charge (fuel, 02 and N2) will be 
itself only a fraction of the cylinder gases, it is obvious that the total number of moles will be 
almo t unchanged by the combustion. This means that the temperature trace, dependent only on 
the ideal gas law, Eq. 5.6, will be largely independent of the timing of the species transformation. 
Although, the extracted temperature trace will be only slightly affected by the choice of corn-
bustion positioning, the effect on the composition and hence, to the specific heats, leading to a 
potential error in the final heat exchange is less easy to visualize. 
To test for sensitivity in such a context, two beat exchange traces are presented in figure 5.19. 
These have been calculated by assuming the pressure traces are correct, composition is fixed to 
either pure charge (plus TRG) or pure exhaust gases throughout the stroke and the specific heats 
have been varied according to temperature at every point Hence, equation 5.11 has been applied 
with Cu varying according to temperature only according to the JANAF Thermochemical tables 
[87] for both extreme cases. 
11 Also, see figure 6.6, page 155 and figure 6. 13, page 164 
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Figure ~ . 19: ompari~on be tween ~~ traces for mini mum (Lop) and maximum (boLLom ) T RG 
The top trace is from a data et with low T RG, 13% m lar ratio, while the b nom has high TRG, 
55% molar ratio . lt is vident that. in the low TRG ca:e, the diss imilarities are more obvious, since 
it contains a higher percentage of transformable ·pecie ·, while the high TRG case yields virtual! 
identical plots. 
In numeric terms, i f we a · ·ume the charge d es n t undergo any transformation. the low TRG 
diagram (figure 5. 19, top) y ield 637 Joule of heat by integration over all data point . ince the 
trace represents Joules per CA D. At the other ex treme or the spectrum, if we assume that the 
cy linder contents are made up ent irely of exhaust gases, the resul ting diagram yields 6 16 Jou les of 
heat. The di fferenc i · less than 4% . 
In the high TR diagram (figure 5.19. bottom), the pure charge case yield. 327 Joule whereas 
the pure exhaust gases case yields 32 1 Joules. a difference less than 2%. 
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It is clear from the above that precise tracking of the species' transformation is not vital as far 
as calculation of the numeric value of the exchanged heat is concerned. However, great accuracy 
in this number, though welcome, is not of great importance in the scope of this research, since the 
main goal is the accurate extraction of the MFB trace. Since the MFB trace is normalised, the major 
consideration is the shape of the heat exchange curve, which, a has been demonstrated, doe not 
vary significantly even among the extreme cases of TRG variation. 
If maximum precision is the aim of research, then the following procedure can be carried out. 
The algorithm can be run initially to extract a "wrong" heat exchange trace, based upon a process 
with no species' transformation (or any another MFB extraction method such as the Rassweiler and 
Withrow method [90]). This will return a reasonably robust trace for the MFB. Then, the algorithm 
can be rerun, only this time tying the species' concentrations to the extracted MFB trace. 
While this will, in principle, return the most accurate re ults available by this method, it has 
not been carried out in this research. The reason is that the sljghtly increased accuracy is not 
worth what is, in effect a doubling of the computational time 12. What has been used in tead, i an 
instantaneous transformation of all reacting species at TDC. 
5.3.3 Cycle to Cycle Investigation Example 
The fulJ power of the analysis comes into play when looking at cycle to cycle results. Figure 5.20 
displays cycles from the same region as figure 5.9. The data is logged from an unstable combustion 
at 1500 RPM, Ignition Timing Advance (ITA)=34, Wide Open Throttle (war), volumetric TRG i 
set to 50%, resulting in an rMEP of 3.47 bar. In order to understand the flow of events, information 
on the foLlowing variables is very useful : 
I. Moles of charge 
12 At the time of the publication, the MATLAB implemented algorithm ran for approximately balf an bour in order 
to process a 500 cycle data set on a Windows 2000, 2.4 GHz Pentium 4 PC with 512 MB of RAM 
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2. M oles of TRG 
3. M oles of total mi xture 
4. TRG temperature (at rvo) 
5. Exhaust gas temperature (at EYO) 
6. Start of ombusti on 
7. Duration of Combustion 
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In order not to overly clutter the figure , onl y parameters 3 and 4 are di . played. The value. 
of the moles of total mi xture and TRG temperature arc displayed as thick bars of different co lours 
over the regions f th ir respecti ve pressure traces. Th thinner bars in the same co lour mark 
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their re pective mean values for the whole data set and act as reference. The addition of standard 
deviation bars would lead to cluttering problems so these have been omitted. It should be noted 
that the temperature variation on the Y axis is larger than that expected on the basis of the mole 
of total mixture as can be seen by the cattering of the respective bars in the figure . 
The leftmost cycle is slightly less energetic than average, having started with a slightly lower 
number of mixture moles (thick green bar) than average (thin green line). It is followed by a 
normal TRG compression hump, at the end of which, TRG has a temperature (thick red bar) very 
slightly lower than average (thin red line). 
The slightly low TRG temperature of the first cycle, leads to a good intake at the start of the 
econd cycle (as the fresh charge is not heated too much), ending up with total mixture just above 
average. The cycle then misfires, as can be seen by the low peak pressure of its first hump. The 
misfire leads to TRG rich in unbumt charge being recompressed during the second hump of the 
cycle. This second compression ignites the TRG [86], leading to a high peak pressure for the 
econd hump and a TRG temperature far above average. 
This very hot TRG now rnixe with fresh charge at the tart of the third cycle. Due to the high 
temperature heating up and expanding the incoming charge, the moles of total mixture end up very 
low. The cycle ignites relatively early, hence the high peak pressure. Then due to the early ignition 
leading to increased heat losses and to the low initial charge, bringing in less chemical energy, the 
final TRG temperature is very low. 
This TRG at low temperature mixes with fresh charge in the final cycle, leading to the highest 
value of total mixture of these four cycles. The cycle then also misfires and ignites during the TRG 
compression as can be seen from the high peak pressure and TRG temperature. 
Thi example illustrates both the interplay of consecutive cycle in HCCI combustion and the 
usefulness of carrying out the described combustion analysis in full in order to be able to investi-
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gate the variati ns of all the representative variable ·. 
5.4 Summary 
Thi · chapter has explained the technique emplo ed in post proces ing the pre~s urc data in order 
to gain a deep r understanding of event: on a cyc le to cyc le basi . The focus has b en on HCCI 
combustion, which poses certain demands not normal ly associated with SI operati n. However, the 
same technique. in a simplifi ed form (no need for TRG estimation. thermal shock not as important 
an issue) can be adapted r r SI data analysis. This has been the ea ·e where er results f r m I data 
have been presented in this re earch . 
The dri\'e for devising such an analysis has cen the nature of HCCI comhu ·tion. Be auo.;e of the 
interlinking between cycles, a close look at the conditions domi nating each individua l cyc le is a 
valuable tool in order to obtai n an understanding of h wand why certain behaviours are observed. 
This information cannot alway · be supplied directly by contemporary sensor and must thus be 
calculated in a. computationally efficient a way as possible. By carrying out the presented analysi 
the following are deri ed: 
I. polytropic of compress ion 
2. pressure trace pegging 
3. pre sure trace shift between hot and cold region 
4. TRG amount 
5. mixture comp siti n 
6. temperature trace 
7. heat exchange trac 
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8. MFB trace 
While stable combustion does not usually exhibit great extremes of behaviour, it is unstable 
combustion that needs to be inve tigated in order to be understood and avoided to the greatest 
pos ible extent. However, it i exactly in the case of unstable combu tion that the mo t violent 
extremes are recorded, leading to recording problems due to ensor limitations. Hence, the meth-
ods so far described have been tested and calibrated over a wide range of operating conditions and 
have proven to salvage most cases of unstable cycles without seriously compromising the accuracy 
of the results. Of course, more advanced hardware, mainly in the form of pressure transducers re-
si tant to thermal shock and fast respon e thermocouples will enhance accuracy and do away with 
many of the assumptions which have been necessary in this research. 
Chapter 6 
Modeling 
While po:t processing of the experimental data as described in chapter 5 is a ital con'>idcration. 
it does not represent the whole picture. Though the ex traction process yie lds the recorded va lues, 
it cannot pre ·ent us wi th inl'ormation on how things might be different under other circumstances. 
T hus, a modeling approach has also been p rfonned. losely ba ed upon the t hniqu de · ribed 
in hapter 5. T he aims of building ·uch a m del ha e b en : 
I . To create a versati le tool for future combustion research. 
"' To be ab le to compare various theoreti ca l cycles wi th existing ones. 
3. To be ab le to predict a ·erie · of cycles purely from the model. 
Since the main re ·earch aim ha been H I. the model is focu ·ed on th lo ·ed valve egment 
(compression -combustion -expansion) of the cyc le and also the TRG compression - expan ·ion. 
However, the model has been expanded to include cyc le to cyc le coupling. This needs to be 
done to add extra functiona lity by making the model predi t Start of Combustion ( oC}. since 
achieving this goa l can lead to a large exten t to independ nee from time consuming and ex pen ive 
experi mental inv stigation. 
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Unfortunately, due to the difficulty in successfully predicting HCCI combustion phasing, only 
the first two goals have been adequately achieved. Given the current state of experimental data, it 
seems that the third goal is only achievable in very general terms but not in terms of cycle to cycle 
prediction to the extent of making experimentation redundant. 
6.1 Software Design 
What has been implemented is a zero dimensional thermodynamic model whose main design goal 
has been to be as versatile as possible through modular design. AU the programming has been 
done in Mathworks' MATLAB environment using standard commands without recourse to any 
particular Tool box. The general idea behind the software design has been to make the code largely 
independent of specialised functions, thus making it robust both in terms of possible changes in 
future MATLAB releases, as weU as reasonably portable to other languages. 
While a zero dimensional model is very timited compared to the many modeling approaches 
discussed in 2.3, building a highly advanced model had never been among the aims of the research. 
The main idea has been controlling HCCJ, aided by experimental data as shown in Chapter 5. A 
complex model like for example, .fine grid CFD, could not have been adequately validated anyway 
using the experimental setup at hand which only supplied a pressure and ion current reading and 
which would be unacceptably slow for control purposes. Hence, the design is focused instead on 
quantities that can be verified with the experimental setup at hand. The results demonstrate that 
insights can be gained regarding the behaviour of non measurable quantities (e.g. charge mix-
ture). From a control point of view, a zero dimensional model is among the least computationally 
expensive, making it a potential candidate for hardware implemented engine control purposes. 
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6.1.1 Governing equations 
There are two usual ways of implementing an internal combustion engine model: u ·ing a poly-
tropic equation f r the c mpre ·· ion and expansion or implementing a conservation f energy equa-
tion based upon the first law of thennodynamics. Tn the ea. e of the pre ent model. the latter ha 
been cho ·en as it allows for an ea ·ier v i uali ·ation of the variab le involved. 
fn the pre ·ent model, the first law or thermodynamics has been expressed in the form: 
dQ Pd~ - dT 
- - - - = III C,. -
d(} dO dO (6. 1) 
where Q is heat, m is mass and c, pccitic heat at con. tant volume. 6, used throughout the e 
equation: . corre: pond~ to · IJ. 
The in-cy linder gas mi xture is assumed to be adequately approx imated as an ideal gas. The 
'econd equati on that then has to be sati sfi ed is the ideal gas equation of state 1 : 
P\ . = .\'RT (6.2) 
where i\i in this case represents the molar amount f the in-cy linder gases and R is the uni versal 
gas constant. 
By inspecti on, Eqns 6. 1 and 6.2 appear to have ight variables: 
P. \ ·. T. Q. m . c , .. X and 8 
Of th . e ari able!>. 8 i the controlling variable everything el e is a function f. 
N is the total number of moles of in-cylinder species. When considering cl os d valve segment 
of the cycle, it remains constant when no combu ·tion ccurs. Thu · it requires tracking only during 
the ombu Li on s gment of the cycle. 
1 Regard ing the U\C of Lhc ideal ga~ equation cc footnote on page 93 
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ev is a function of compo ition and temperature only. Therefore, establishing these will also 
yield Cv· 
m, which is exhaustively described by tracking the composition. It is constant during the 
closed valve segment of the cycle. 
Q is the heat transferred to (e.g. as chemical heat release) and from (e.g. as heat loss through 
the cylinder walls) the gases. In other words, it is heat exchanged, as mentioned in Section 5.2.1. 
V depends on () only. 
P and T are the remaining interlinked variables. 
Extraction of Pressure, Temperature and Volnme derivatives 
If we consider the closed valve segment of the cycle, it is evident that composition changes occur 
only during the combustion. In contrast, volume changes occur continuously. Hence, we can 
separate two driving processes, on one hand continuously changing V(()) and on the other hand, 
for() within the limits of combustion, composition changes giving rise toN(()) and Qhr(()), where 
Qhr corresponds to the chemical beat release. The total heat exchanged, Q = Qhr - Qwall. where 
Qwall corresponds to heat lost or gained through the cylinder wall. 
The good thing about the changes occuring during the combustion is that they are dependent 
only upon the combustion profile. In other words, the only thing that needs to be determined is 
typically a sigmoid describing the shape and position of the MFB. Given this, the composition 
changes and chemical heat addition are exhaustively described. Because of this, the only () vari-
ables that need to be determined are P, T and Cv· To track these it is best to change Eqn 6.2 to 
differential form and solve both Eqns 6.1 and 6.2 as a system of differential equations. Because Cv 
is only dependent upon composition (known via the combustion profile) and T, the problem ends 
up as two equations with two unknowns as is be shown below. 
To get Eqn 6.2 in differential form, take the logarithm of both sides and differentiate [92] to 
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P dB 
1 dV 
V dB 
1 dT 
T dB 
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(6.3) 
Thi form of the equation, along with Eqn 6. 1 contain f0 derivati e · for P. \'. T. Q only2. 
Furthermore. of these \i depend: ·olely upon e. 
Where Q is concerned Q = QhT - Qwall and Q,,. d pends solely upon the heat profile. Qwa/1 
on the other hand, can be estimated via a heat transfer formula such as proposed r r example 
by Annand 193] or W schni 194]. The heat cy linder wall heat transfer formulati n used in the 
present model is described on page 142 however, the important thing ton te here is that these 
formulationsC Eqns6. 14.6. 13)donotcontain ,[1 d ri vatives for P or T. 
Hence, by trcming the #o derivative:-. for 1 , I ·. T. Q as the variables of Eqns 6. 1 and 6.2 and 
noting that in the case or \i and Q, these can be cleanly separated. we can solve for the J> and T 
derivatives. 
The . lution ~ r ',';~· is deri ved straight from 6. 
dT _ T (!.. dP 
cW P d(J 
!._ dV ) 
v cie (6.4) 
2 1t i wonh mentioning here that for this form to hold . an a'>\umption of con tam 1 mu l be made. otherwi e an 
ex tra term of+ ·~~ wi ll abo appear on the right hand ide of 1hc cqu<llion. The con lam 1 hold; everywhere in !he 
clo ed alve region except for !he combustion region. 
However, whi le ~pccies transform during combustion. lhc IOta/ number of mole • • remains mo.,tl y unpenurbed. 
To i llustrate this. consider lhal a purely s1oichiomc1r i mi xlurc (where maximum species· transformalion o curs) corn-
busting changes il!. by um.h.:r 4.5% acros the combu, tion . If inert T RG i> presenl. thi ; pcrccnlagc drop> cven lower. 
Hence, 10 keep compUlali n low. · has been assumed to be con.,lanl even in the combuslion region '" far as 1hc 
equal ion 6.3 is concerned. 
I f. however. ex tra fi ne' c" rcquircd. . and il derivati ve ·:i~ can be calculalcd through lhe ' pccic>" lran\formation 
uerivm ivcs which arc de' ribcd in 6. 10 and 6. 11 on page 140. 
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By substituting 6.4 into 6.1 , the solution for clj; is derived: 
dP = __!:___ [dQ _ (p mevT) dV] 
dO mevT dO + V dO (6.5) 
V is derived from the crank s lider with pin offset equation: 
b2 { s s .§. sin( 0) + P i nO f f set } 
V = Vc + 7f"4 1 + 2 - 2 cos (O) - l cos(arcsin( 
2 l )) (6.6) 
where Vc is the clearance volume, b is the bore, s the stroke and l the conrod length. 
By differentiating with re pect to 0 we get the solution for ~~: 
dV = 1rb
2 { ~ sin(O) + (~sin(O) + P inOffset) (---;====1==~) ~ cos(O)} 
d8 4 2 2 1 - ( ~ siu (O)+~inOffsetr 2l 
(6.7) 
Thus of the derivatives presented here, ~~ can be calculated as is given 0. For the rest, ~ can 
be calculated once c:t; is established. This in turn, requires calculation of~ whose derivation is 
explained below. 
Species' Transformation and Extraction of the Beat derivative 
So far, expressions for the derivatives of P, V, and T have been presented. In order to have a 
complete image of the fo expression (Eqn 6.5), the ~ need to be known. Hence, ome further 
assumptions must be clarified. 
Because Q = Qhr - Qwall• it follows that both the chemical heat release and the heat loss 
through the cylinder wall must be established. The chemical heat release is dictated by the rate 
of pecies' transformation. By introducing a combustion profile, the changing species can be 
tracked during the combustion, along with the corresponding chemical heat release. This profile 
is typically in the shape of a sigmoid, in this instance implemented a a Wiebe function: 
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- <> -" ( n n ) " 
.r( B) = l - t '' (6.8) 
where Bo denot · the start r the igmoid. d is the duration and a and n are parameter · altering the 
:hape of the curve a . een in figure 6. I . 
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Figure 6.1: ·ffcct or varying o (top) and n (bottom) on the shape of a Wicb ·igmoid 
By relating the c mbustion to a Wiebe function , b th the pecies ' transformation and resulting 
heat release can be establi shed. The fonner can be derived through the chemical equati n de ·crib-
ing combustion of a stoichiometric hydrocarbon. The latter is derived through knowledge of the 
calorific value of the hydr carbon in question. 
The chemical equation for combustion of a stoichi metric oxygen/hydrocarbon mixture is 
given by: 
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(6.9) 
What is of interest however, is the changes to each individual species as the hydrocarbon fuel 
(CxHy) reacts with oxygen. The species tracked are Nitrogen, Oxygen, Carbon Dioxide, Water 
and the hydrocarbon fuel. The mole differentials of each of the non fuel species are related to the 
fuel differential through the following equations [84]: 
dn02 ( y) dnCxHy 
-- x+4 diJ d{) 
dnC02 dnCxHy 
d{) - x d{) 
dnH20 ydnCxH y 
d{) 2 d{) 
dnN2 
0 (6.10) --d{) 
By requiring that the Wiebe sigmoid represents the MFB, it follows that the hydrocarbon fuel's 
f6 derivative follows the negative3 derivative of the Wiebe function (Eqn 6.8). 
Hence, by differentiating Eqn 6.8: 
dx (O) = _ dnCxHy =an (8 -0o)n-l -a( 8~8of 
d{) d{) d d e (6.11) 
The above expression relates the transformation of the hydrocarbon fuel and, as a consequence 
of Eqns 6. LO, all in-cylinder species to the Wiebe sigmoid's derivative. This derivative is shown 
in figure 6.2. What must be noticed at this point is the relation between these two theoretical con-
structs and the relation between the exchanged beat and its integral as extracted from experimental 
data, shown in figure 5.15 on page 116. 
The fuel's transformation, as dictated by the Wiebe derivative provides a measure of the chem-
ical heat release through knowledge of the converted fuel's Lower Heating Value (LHV). For a LHV 
3 Negative because the Wiebe sigmoid represents MFB, whose rate of rise equals the rate of fuel depletion. 
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Figure 6.2: The icbc sigmoid and it. fo dcrivati c 
expressed in term: of energy per mass, the equation becomes: 
dnC:r.Hy 
= de x Mol~< ·u/odVcight x LHV (6. 12) 
Eqn 6.12 provides the chemi al heat relea c c mponent of the total q{ff term but does nor 
offer the complete alue. The missing component corresponds to the heat transfer between the in-
cyl inder gases and the cylinder walls. To get a measure of this heat flow, the fom1ula proposed by 
Woschni l941 has been incorporated into the model. This states that the heat exchanged between 
the wall · and the in-cy linder gase · will be proportional to the exposed surface area and temperature 
difference i.e.: 
dQwn/1 _ I A('f. 
de - I !I" " 'J~,.,u ) (6.13) 
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The Woschni formula suggests an empirical method for calculating the h coefficient. It can be 
written as: 
h[W/(m 2 K )] = b[m]-0·2 P[kPa]0·8T[K]-0·55 (U x Sp[m/ s])0·8 (6.14) 
Apart from pressure and temperature, expressed in kPa and K re pectively, variables a , Sp and 
U also appear. a is a constant, traditionally taken to equal 3.62. The U x Sp expression originally 
refers to the average cylinder gas velocity. Because this can be taken to be proportional to the 
mean piston speed [84], this last term includes a constant, U multiplying the mean piston speed 
Sp. 
The Wo chni fonnulation has been developed for SI engines and so is not necessari ly appli-
cable without modification to HCCI combustion. However, it is a good starting point for getting a 
reasonably accurate expression. Hence, the a and U parameters have been introduced in order to 
allow for a degree of tuning of the results. This tuning procedure is described in section 6.1.3. 
By sub tituting the h coefficient ofEqn 6.14 into Eqn 6.13, the heat transfer component of~ 
is e tablished. Hence, by combining this with the chemical heat release component (Eq 6. I 2), the 
final expression for~ is derived: 
dQ dnCxHy 
dO = dO X Mol ecularWeight X LHV - hA(Tgas- Twall ) (6. 15) 
By calculating a value for~. the value of the llJ; and hence fo derivative can be establi hed. 
The only missing value is that of the specific heat at constant volume, eu . This final part of the 
derivative calculations is described below. 
Specific Heat Tracking 
The value of Cu does not appear as a :fo derivative in the differential equations for P (Eqn 6.5), 
V (Eqn 6.7), T (Eqn 6.4) and Q (Eqn 6. 15). It has to be noted here that there are two different 
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ways of ca lculating i ts va lue at a given va lue or e. One is to directly use the expressions used for 
deri ving it as a runction of composition and temperatu re. The other is to diCferentiate them with 
respect toe and derive a ';;;;· expressi on. B oth way. are simi larly efficient rrom a computational 
point of v ie . In the case of this model, c,. ha~ been tracked through i ts deri ative purely for the 
:ake of con ·i tency since the ther variable · are tracked through a differential equati n . o l r. The 
starting poim for both of thee algorithms i the specific heat equations described in Heywo d [88] . 
The JANA F tub les 1871 provide a numerica l method for ca lcu lating molar speci fie heat at 
constant pre ·sure. c,. thr ugh the use of polynomial ·. For gases, the polynomial s take th form: 
(6. 16) 
where a se t of rr coel'ficients corre pond to a given spec ies. 
For fuel , the polynomial becomes: 
( T ) ( T )
2 
(' = ,j ,j, -- -1- 3· --
1' I t - 1000 .l 1000 ( 
T ):s ( T ) -~ 
iJ I l()()Q -1- .-, lQ()() (6.17) 
where the fuel's h drogen to carbon ratio affects the coefficients' value!>. 
The above expressions can be differentiated with respect to temperature in order to l ink the cp 
and T differentials: 
dcp R ( ) ,,. ) ,,·~ y ·1) dT = n2 + :...n;p + :)n J.L - + ln5 · 
for nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide and water and 
for fuel. 
T 
·J ,-J.s--
- , . I 000 ( 
'/' ) 2 ( T ) -:l) 
:L:i, 1000 - 2/3.-, 1000 
(6. 18) 
(6. 19) 
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For a mixture of different pecies, once the individual species' Cp values have been established 
the whole mjxture's mass based Cp value is calcuJated as follows: 
1 
Cpmixt = - '""' niCpi M~ (6.20) 
• 
where ni denotes the number of moles of the ith specie and M is the mass of the mixture. 
By differentiating with respect to temperature, the mixture Cp differential can be unked to the 
temperature differential : 
dCpmixt _ ~ '""' . dCpi 
dT - M~n, dT 
i 
(6.21) 
where each ~· term is directly calculated from Eqns 6.18 or 6.19. 
Since the ft L ni ~~ term can be calculated, multiplying both sides of Eqn 6.21 with f 
i 
connects the derivative of the mixture's Cp with respect to () to the corresponding temperature 
derivative (Eqn 6.4), i.e.: 
dCpmixt = (2_ ~ dCpi ) dT 
dO M~~ dT dO 
• 
(6.22) 
Finally, the value of Cv can be calculated from the value of Cp through the use of: 
(6.23) 
in the case of molar based values. Some care must be taken when mjxjng molar based and mass 
based definitions of specific heat. In the case of the equations as they appear in Heywood [88], in 
the derivation of the mixture Cv value, R must be ruvided by the mixture's molecular weight e.g. 
Cpmixt = Cvmixt + R Z. · 
With specific beat tracked all variables taking part in the fundamental Eqns 6.1 and 6.2 are 
accounted for. The next step is then to implement all the equations into an integrated computer 
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algorithm. 
6.1.2 Model Architecture 
While the equations described ·o far are at the heart f the model. they do not represent the full 
picture. Software design consideration: come into play which mu ·t be addre sed at this stage. 
The main variables have been presented in derivative form in order to all w the problem to be 
treated through a differential equation so lver. In thi s particu lar case. MATLAB 's odc45 function 
has been used. The way the ode45 works is by supplying it with a handle to a functi n which 
calculates derivatives for the tracked variable: at given alue · of the controlling variable (in our 
case 0). Hence. a function must be created by the user which takes into account the equation 
presented in the pn.: ious section and supplies their outcome to ode45. This function w ill be ca lled 
.. derivatives" from here onwards. Because various parameters need to be taken into account. a 
number of other functi ns al:o supply the derivative function with relevant data. The main idea 
at th is point is to separate functionality in order to keep the overall model design modular. thus 
allowing for ea y modifications. 
In order to es tabli sh the control flow inside the function two cons iderations are made. One is 
that, because th ode45 so lver does not always proceed in a monotonic fashion (and as a porta-
bility considemtion th re is no reason to presume other ODE solver will ei ther), care ha · to be 
taken regarding information which has to be preserved between function invocati ns. The ·econd 
consideration regards the types of in-cy linder condition · the function tack les. By and large, there 
ar two main cases for the events happening inside the cy linder, combusti on and lack of it. 
Combustion Type 
Things hO\ ever are m re comp licated. I f combu:tion occur. , it can happen either a: spark initiated 
flame propagation or as auto ignition. There is a marked difference in the speed of propagation 
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between the two as is shown in figure 6.3 where varying MFB traces from a TRG sweep at 2000 
RPM are presented. 
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of typical combustion profiles for different combustion types 
It is evident that a HCCI combustion is a much more sudden event. However, it can happen that 
auto ignition does not start until well into the development of the combustion. In tho e cases, a 
combu tion can advance for part of its Lifetime as a standard flame propagation combustion until , 
at some point, it switches to auto ignition as the remaining unburnt fuel autoignites. This is the 
case with the solid line in figure 6.3 . 
Control Flow for Combustion Type selection inside "derivatives" function 
In order to accommodate the po ible combustion cases, the control flow inside the function has 
to be accordingly constructed. A has been established so far, the main variable which is affected 
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by the combustion is the chemical heat relea ·e term. This is laid out in Eqn 6. 12 where it has been 
connected to the rate of fuel conversion. Thi s is in turn connected to the deri va tive of the Wiebe 
sigmoid a · shown in Eqn 6. 1 I . Hence, the derivatives function must differentiate b tween type 
of combustion and then a:soc iate the appropriat Wiebe curve to all tracked variables depending 
on which part of the combu ·tion is under ·crutiny by the ODE solver. 
The function tracks I I variab les. These are the ~ llowing: 
I . Volume 
2. Pressure 
3. Temperatur~ 
4. Specifi c Heat 
5. Moles of Nitrogen 
6. Moles of x gen 
7. M oles of Fuel 
8. M ole · o f arbon Dioxi de 
9. Mole · of Water 
I 0. Chemical h at release energy 
I I . Heat transferred through cylinder walls 
In order to keep track of its state the derivatives function makes use of persistent variables. 
In MATLAB, persistent variab le · are these which retain their value between function invocations. 
Thus, it is important for the calling functions of derivative to clear it from memory b fore in ok-
ing the ODEs lver or else variables from a previ us invocation wil l confu ·e the utcome. These 
variables store all information that is specific to the reoion being calculated. 
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The ODE solves for the closed valve segments of a cycle. At initialisation of the derivatives 
function, persistent variables are initialised in order to store: 
l . the initial and final values of the fuel 
2. a data structure containing information about the auto ignition bum profile for the cycle 
3. a data structure containing information about the tlame propagation burn profile for the cycle 
4. information about the conditions under which auto ignition will occur in the cycle 
The initial and final values of the fuel are needed in order to anchor the ends of the sigmoid 
to them. The final value is defined as the value after a complete combustion, when all available 
oxygen has been consumed (and is hence 0 for a stoichiometric or lean mixture). The final re-
sult might be further modified by Completeness of Combustion (CoC) considerations as discussed 
further down. 
Items 2 and 3 are needed in order to select the appropriate sigmoid to follow when the solver 
calculates the combustion region. Item 4 is used to determine when and if the auto ignition bum 
profile wj]] be followed. The trigger mechanism can be set to some condition like a critical tem-
perature or pressure or a more complex construct like an Arrhenius [95, 96] integral4 . 
The persistent variables for the burn profiles are initialised but not filled until the appropriate 
moment. Because the ODE solver does not progress in a monoton.ic manner, there is no guarantee 
that once a certain point in CAD has been reached, the next invocation of the derivatives function 
will occur at a later (in CAD) stage. Hence, the use of persistent variables as flags to designate 
certain regions, e.g. if a combustion has occured, is inappropriate. Instead, burn profiles are 
4 ln the ex:pcrimental part of this research no deciding factor for has been e tablished for autoignition. At the time of 
writing, the trigger mechanism for the model has been set to a simple pre sure or temperature condition. However, any 
mathematical construct can be used in il place. 
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ca lculated on the fl y the first time they are needed. Once these have been ca lculated. they are 
stored in the (a lready initialised) data structure. At ev ry invocation, the function checks if a non-
empty burn profile ex ists and if it is applicab le for the AD point for which the ODE solver is 
requiring derivative value ·. Thi · decision making chart i:- outlined in figure 6.4. 
The top ·egment of the chart ·how how p sible autoignition is tackled . An xi:-ting autoigni-
tion bum profile implies that at some tage in the run. conditi on favourable to aut ignition have 
been encountered . Thi s implies that past that point, the burn will fo ll ow the au toigniti on profi le. 
However. j ust be au ·e an autoigniti on profile exi ·t , doe not imply that the present invocation of 
derivatives by the ODE solver occur · after the autoigniti n point. It is possible that the ·olver 
might backtrack and r'que!>t information on some previous point. Hence, a check must be made 
to ensure that the present invocation occurs in the au toignition burn region. 
Tf there is no non empty autoignition burn profile. a check must be made to ensure autoignition 
is not triggered by the condition in the present invocation. If thi · is the ea e, a burn profile i 
calculated on th ni and th d rivati e returned to the ODE olver folio\ thi profi le. 
lf none of the autoigni tion bum condition: are met, the bottom part of the chart is reached. 
ln thi s case, the poss ibility of a spark tiring must be considered. I f no spark is fired there can 
be no burn at this AD value (since the autoignition checks have been negative in order for this 
point to have been reached) so the derivative function return values corresponding to ·imple 
compre ·ion/expansi n with no combu ·tion. 
I f a spark i fired, the fir t thing to establi ·h i · i f it ha occurred before the pre ent AD va lue. 
If this is the case, a fla me propagati on burn m ight be established. The reason for the uncertainty is 
that a spark plug firing establi . he a flame propagati on hum wi th some delay. Hen e. a CAD value 
after a spark is not guaranteed to be in ·ide a fl ame propagati on burn reg ion. lf the derivative 
' Th i · wi ll occur a l moM once for a cycle. After Lhc 1 rofi le vanahles have heen fi ll ed, th i. branch of the chan will 
never be acLiva tcd aga in. 
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Figure 6.4: Combustion selection algorithm 
function finds itself after a spark event it will calculate a flame propagation bum profile once, if 
uch does not exist, then establi h if its present position lies within the flame propagation bum 
region and take the corresponding action. 
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A bum profi le for either flame propagation or autoignti on consists of the AD range over which 
the burn occurs, the corresponding Wiebe sigmoid and its derivative. 
The whole point of the con trol flow inside the derivatives function as demon trated in figure 
6.4 is to cstabli ·hone or th ree final po · ·ibilitic : 
I . an autoignition bum 
2. a flame propagation burn 
3. a no burn region (normally pre burn compres. ion or post burn expansion) 
The differen e b tween the bum (cases I and 2) and the no bum (ea e 3) case!> i · that. in case 
the Wiebe <;igmoi I derivati e and all dependent derivati es (chemical heat re lea:-.e and specie 
transformation) arc 1.cro. The difference between the two burn cases ( I and 2) is that the 1 burn is 
typically much m re spread out6 . 
Overall Flow of "derivatives" function 
Having explained the electi on process of the relevant combustion type the overall fl ow of events 
in the derivatives functi on is demonstrated in fi gure 6.5. 
The top of the chart corresponds to the ini tialisation of the pers istent vari ab les occu rring at the 
firs t function in ocation . 
The ·econd box refers to the auxi liary expressi n: needed to be recalcu lated at each func-
tion invocat ion i .e. mixture molecular weight and the t mperature derivati ve of each species as 
described in Eqns 6.18 and 6. 19. 
" Also, the Wo~chni ha~~.:d heat tranorer coe rfi cicnt ha~ hccn ~c l lO dirrcrent values in the prc>cnt imp lementati on 
depending on the combu~uon type . T111 n:Occ l. tht: dillcrem mechani. m~ or combu. lion prc,aft:nl m each ea. c . Th1. 
i~ explained rurthcr in Section li. I .3 
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Figure 6.5: Overview of "derivatives" function 
The meaning of the combustion types has been explained and is demonstrated in figure 6.4. 
The combustion selection is decisive for the shape of the Wiebe derivative to be used which in turn 
dictates the fuel conversion derivative as in Eqn 6.11, the species' transformation derivatives as in 
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Eqns 6.10 and finally the chemical heat release derivative as in Eqn 6.12. 
Furthermore, because the a and U parameters in the formula of the Woschni heat transfer 
coerfic ient (Eqn 6.14) have been implemented to be dependent upon the combustion type, th is 
selection also affects the value of the wall heat transfer derivative (Eqn 6.13, 6. 14). 
Once both c mponents of the heat derivative ha e been calculated, the total heat derivative i 
then calculated (Eqn 6.15). Now, the vo lume derivative (Eqn 6.7) is independent of everything but 
the CAD va lue.(), hence can be ca lculated at any time. With both the heat and vo lumed ri vativcs. 
the value of the pressure derivative is then established as in Eqn 6.5. 
With knowledge f the pressure and volume derivati e ·. the temperature d n ati e is then 
ca lculated as in Eqn 6.4. 
Finally. through the temperature derivative value. the specific hear derivative is calculatt:d as 
in Eqn 6.2 1. 
Chemical transformation in the burn region 
The bum region , wheth r name propagation or autoigni tion i unique in that i t i on ly within it that 
species transformat ion and subsequent chemica l heat release occur. A ll ther tracked variables' 
derivatives are non zero throughout the cyc le independent of combustion. However, the species 
and chemical heat release on ly come into play inside the bum region which i. why it requires a 
to ·er look. 
The most important consideration when c nsidering the combust ion is its p siti ning and 
rate. The chemical path considered, hyd rocarbon and oxygen forming carbon dioxide and water, 
ignores the complex intermediate steps which are th domain of m re detailed eh mica! kinetic 
based models and concentrates on the physi al quantity of heat associated with the hydr carbon ·s 
combustion. Hence, one more consideration is to what extent the hydrocarbon i~ converted. Thi · 
can be affected by ei ther incomplete combustion r AFR considerations. If insufficient oxygen i 
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present (rich mixture), not all fuel is converted anyway. 
To avoid runaway derivatives giving rise to negative values for oxygen or fuel in non stoi-
chiometric cases, the initial and possible final values (the value assuming a complete bum of the 
given mixture until all fuel or all oxygen is depleted) of the fuel have been calculated at the first 
function invocation and stored as persistent variables. Hence, the Wiebe sigmoid value is tied to 
the Initial-Final rather than Initial-Zero range for fuel values. 
Finally, the extent of possible conversion must also be taken into account since it is not nee-
e ary that all available fuel or oxygen is converted. Generally speaking, CoC is high for lean 
mixture [88] so the default value i set to 0.98, when expre ed as a 0-1 fraction. 
Thus, the final expression for the fuel derivative, derives from Eqn 6.11 and becomes: 
dnCxHy dx (B ) 
dB = - (Fuelinitial- Fuel final) X CoG X~ (6.24) 
and the dependent derivatives, Eqns 6.10, 6.12, follow suit. This process is shown in figure 
6.6. 
The top case of the figure corresponds to a rich mixture undergoing complete (CoC=l) bum. 
By looking at the right hand side of the graph, it is evident that it is the oxygen which reaches 
a value of zero while some fuel remains. The initial values of the mixture have been taken from 
measured data of a 50% molar TRG experiment, hence both C0 2 and H20 start at high levels. 
The middle graph shows a lean burn. In this case, it is evident that it is the fuel which reaches 
a zero value, while 0 2 remains at high levels. 
The bottom graph shows a stoichiometric mixture burning incompletely at CoC=0.8. In this 
case, both 0 2 and fuel remain at the end of the combustion. Becau e of the much greater molar 
value of the 0 2 in a stoichiometric mixture, the fuel trace cannot be hown to a scale which clearly 
demonstrates that it reaches a non zero value, as is the case here, while also keeping the other 
traces in the picture. 
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Figure 6.6: Species' tran:fommtions taking place during combustion 
6.1.3 Wall Heat Transfer Tuning 
The two components of the heat derivative have been introduced in Eqn 6. 15. They arc the chem-
ical hear release (always as heat added to the in-cylinder gases) and the heat transferred between 
the ga es and the wall (usually heat lo t from the gases to the walls). The Woschni coefficient 
(Eqn 6.14}, u ed in conjunction wi th Eqn 6.13 gi es a value for thi heat. 
However, the Wo. chni formulation can be further tuned in order to account for . pecific ea e . 
The coefficients riginally propo ed have been derived empirica lly on 1 engines. In this case. 
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when a mixture of Sl and HCCI is encountered, a slightly more elaborate scheme can be employed 
in order to account for the different mechanisms involved. 
Experimental data fuel fiow is measured directly. Hence, through knowledge of the engine 
speed for each set of data, the average fuel amount per cycle can be derived. This fuel introduce 
a known amount of energy. By carrying out a combustion analysis as outlined in Chapter 5, the 
exchanged heat trace can be derived. As explained in that chapter, this trace gives an account-
ing of the total energy fiow of the in-cylinder gases, including both chemical and waU transfer 
components. 
However, with the model developed so far, it is possible to predict a theoretical curve that wiU 
follow an ideal path with a heat release profile similar to the experimental one. The only thing 
that's required is an MFB curve. That curve can be either supplied by a tailor made Wiebe curve or 
simply taken from the experimentaJJy established MFB derived from the exchanged heat curve as 
defined in figure 5.15 on page 116. 
Figure 6.7 shows the pressure traces of such a trial. The ideal actual pressure trace is shown as 
a solid line. The theoretical curve (dashed line) in this case is created by etting the experimentally 
derived MFB curve and its derivative in the place normaJJy taken by the Wiebe sigmoid. The wall 
heat transfer component has been set to zero, hence all heat exchange is due to the chemical heat 
release, making the theoretical trace an ideal trace. It is evident from the positioning of the abrupt 
increase in the pressure traces that the combustion profiles are indeed identical or at least very 
close. Whatever discrepancy remains between the two can be solely attributed to a difference in 
the amount of heat injection. Since both the total heat is known (through the amount of fuel per 
cycle) and the rate of its release (through the MFB), the di crepancy in heat can be solely attributed 
to heat transfer to the walls. This is demonstrated in figure 6.8. 
Again, the actual experimentally derived exchanged heat trace is shown as a solid line, while 
the dashed line correspond to the ideal case of no wall heat transfer. A point to consider is the 
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Figure 6.7: Pressure traces measured and model d with no wall heat tran~fer 
po it.ive heat now in the initial region of the experimental trace. This is due to the fact that. at the 
beginning of the compress ion, there can be a posi tive now of heat from the wall s to the in-cy linder 
gases, due to the fact that the latter are colder than the walls. The discrepancies between the two 
traces are due to thi . wall heat transfer, hence it is derived by imply ubtracting the two. This i 
hown in the figure a the dotted li ne. 
The final t pi in tuning the Woschni coefficient. ince the formula of qn 6.14 gives an 
expression, the prob lem becomes a matter of curve fitti ng whi ch can be tackled by a variety of 
methods. In MATLJ\8, the fmin family of functions, which perform a minimum search of mul-
tivariable functions can be employed. In this case, the variables are the degr es or freedom of 
the Woschni coefficient, parameter a and , as d scrib d n page 142 and the function is some 
con. truer which scores the fit of the Woschni curvet the difference between the actual and ideal 
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Figure 6.8: Heat exchange traces measured and modeled with no wall heat transfer 
modeled exchanged heat traces. 
What has been found is that it is very hard to get a single set of parameters which will fit all 
data. The tuning has been split into three parts, the non combustion part, the flame propagation 
combu tion part and the autoignition combustion part. The parameters' vaJues are hown for 
reference in table 6.1. 
Table6 1 . 
No Combustion Flame Propagation Autoignition 
u 45 10 See fig 6.9 
a I 2 2 
In the case of autoignition, the value of the U fits better as a TRG dependent vaJue. An empiri-
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ca lly derived -TRG relation ba ed on fitt ing experimenta l data i shown on figure 6.9. 
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Figure 6.9: n example of empirically dctcmlincd TRG dcpei](J nt U pararn ' lcr 
Tt has to be noted that great care must be exercised when tuning the Woschni coeffic ient. 
Because it is an empirical SI formula, the sele tion and interpretation of tuning parameters is to 
an extent arbitrary. This has been made evident in the case of the data at hand as. for example. 
the et of number. given here, tuned for a given serie of experiments. doe not fit the re ults of 
a different :eries of e periment: on the same engine. This i · why the numbers quoted here are 
purely an indication . l t is important that tuning is performed individually on an experimental data 
set. 
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6.1.4 Combustion Profile Calculation 
The model as described so far presents an accurate representation of the mechanisms involved 
when set to replicate a given user defined cycle. For example, given an existing pressure trace 
on which combustion analysis (Chapter 5) has been carried out, the model can yield the corre-
pond.ing ideal traces as shown in figures 6.7 and 6.8. Alternatively, by shifting any parameter, 
such as combustion positioning, duration, heat transfer etc, very detailed results can be derived for 
theoretical configurations. 
While all the above uses of the model are ideal and quite powerful descriptive tools, in order to 
have a truly predictive model, an automated algorithm for determination of the combustion profile 
is needed. As discussed on page 148, the model has been built to accommodate an autoigni-
tion condition, though the issue of combustion profile determination goes beyond the autoignition 
condition. 
To make a truly versatile model, a combustion profile has to be calculated for both flame prop-
agation and autoignition cases. As far as flame propagation is concerned, the matter is relatively 
simple since the combustion is regulated by the spark timing. 
SI combustion profiles 
The pure Sl case has to take into consideration the delay between the spark timing and SoC. In this 
research, Sl experimental data has been available from varying operating conditions. Figure 6.10 
shows a surface of time delays at different pressures at spark timing 7 and >.. 
The results in the figure come from a set of data involving changing AFR, hence the reference 
to >.. However, AFR effects are not within the scope of this research so have been generally 
overlooked. Therefore, when considering the duration of SI combustion, the results are grouped 
7Pres ure al spark timing, ralher than lhe CAD value of spark liming per se i more physically important when 
con idering lhe flame propagation speed. 
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by peed and load a . hown in figure 6.11. 
Each vertical l ine corresponds to the high and low IMEP and respective combust ion duration 
of SI burns at ·peed sites of experimental data. The IMEP value · are shown marked as text. The 
durarions shown in the ligure represent the load . ites demarcating the HCCI envelope at each ·peed 
·ite. While thi figure doe. not repre ent a full mapping of the 1 peed and load pace. it provide~ 
information which is relevant to the regions of interest, regarding possible transitions between SI 
and HCCI modes. Reasonable values for duration can be derived by ex trapolation of these. 
11 Cl combu tion profile 
While the SI cases are r lativ ly straightforward th 11 1 combustion is a very comp lex ea ·e. This 
is because, it involves the full spectrum from flame propagation to full autoignition . While. at one 
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extreme, HCCI is synonymous with pure autoignition, this is not necessarily true of the whole spec-
trum ofTRG values. At high IMEP, low amounts ofTRG are present, making combustion initiation 
impossible without a spark. However, these are not pure flame propagation cases either, because 
the presence of TRG facilitates auto ignition at some later stage in the combustion development as 
is shown in figure 6.3. As IMEP drops and TRG rises, it is possible to enter regions of pure au-
toignition, where the spark can be absent altogether. A fully predictive model should then be able 
to account fo r all of this spectrum and calculate the autoignition condition in each case. 
Unfortunately, this has not been possible throughout this research. Though other researchers 
[95, 96] have proposed the use of Arrhenius type integrals as a simple mathematical construct of 
SoC estimation for simple fue ls, no such construct has been able to accurately predict the behaviour 
of the experimental data. This matter is discussed in more depth in Chapter 7. What is relevant 
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to the mode ling side is that, under table conditions, the IICCI engine i operating with little cyclic 
variation. Theref'ore, a simplistic approach is to require combustion to occur at a given CAD 
value. For a m re sophisticated trigger mechanism, it is possible to require a c 1tain pres ·ure 
or temperature value to be reached before autoignition occurs a hown for example in figure 6.12 . 
The urface in the figure corresponds to a large cale tudy of autoignition temp rature at SoC 
(including a). component). The translucent top and bottom surfaces mark the standard deviation of 
the temperature values at every site. While such an approach doe not offer a physical explanation 
as to why combustion ccurs when it does, it can be used as a ·tatistical based empirical way of 
giving physically plausible result~. 
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6.1.5 Modeling of single SI and HCCI cycles 
With the procedure described up to this point, it is possible to simulate the closed valve segments 
of both SI and HCCI cycles. Apart from a faster heat release and slightly different heat transfer, the 
two types obey the same equations. T)rpical traces from both can be seen in figure 6.13. 
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Figure 6.13: Actual pressure traces and simulated pressure and species output for typical SI and HCCI 
combustion 
The SI trace has been taken from a stoichiometric log at 1500 RPM , 3.62 bar IMEP, ITA=32 CAD. 
The HCCI trace has been taken from a stoichiometric log at 2000 RPM, 3.96 bar IMEP, ITA=20 CAD, 
43% volumetric TRG (54% molar TRG), fixed duration valve strategy. 
The noticeable difference between the pressure traces is the sharper rise of the HCCI case, 
resulting from the shorter combustion duration. This, along with the species transformation traces 
can be seen in the bottom plots. 
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Looking at the t tal mole:, the SI case, which operates throttled, has roughl half the total 
moles of the unthrott led H 1. A s can be seen in both cases, the combustion affects very little the 
total number of mo les. The reason for this can be seen when examining the individual nstituent 
specie . In both ases. the mixture i dominated by , :.! · which remain · unchanged all along the 
event. 0 2 . on the ther hand, get complete) depleted in a ·toichiometric ombustion. Howe er. 
its decline i · partially ffset by a rise in two ·pecies. 2 and H20. The ·e two start from non 
negligible va lues at the beginning of the compressi n in the HCCI case, since they consti tute the 
TRG . On the con trary, in the SI ea e, they are almost zero at the beginning of the combustion (while 
ideally, an SI engine has z ro exhaust gases at I C, in rea lity this is not the case. To capture th is. 
a small amount of exhaust gases has been included at the start of the SI compression). Finally, the 
fuel is hard ly noti ceable before the combustion and depleted by the end of it in u stoichiometric 
burn . This is becaus..:, be ing a large molecule it carries u lot of atoms (around 22 in this case). 
unlike all the other species which carry at most 3. Hence, one single fue l molecule can provide 
the C for 8 C 0 2 mo lecules and the H for 7 JI"l. O m lecule ·. 
6.1.6 Cycle to cycle coupling 
What has been described so far relates to the closed va lve segments of the cyc le, that is the com-
pre.·sion- combusti n - ex pan ·ion (!VC to EVO) and the TRG compression - expansion E c to 1 o) 
of an HCCI cycle. To expand the model to a :eries f cycles, a simple model ha· been added in 
order to string these together into a continuou flow. 
A typi ca l approa h to such a problem is to use imple flow equati ons to model the va lve effects 
as for example in 1971. However, at low engine sp cds it is reasonable to expect straightforward 
pre ·sure equalisation between the cylinder and the inlet/exhaust. The available experimental data 
eo er a range of maximum 3500 RPM. Within this range, a generally well behaved pressure equal-
isation is observed. 
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Also, the employed TRG trapping strategy of early EYC simplifies matters since the exhaust 
gas is not forced into the exhaust and then rebreathed as is often the case. Thus, the simplification 
of assuming a pressure equalisation of the cylinder with the inlet and exhaust manifolds in the 
re pective valve events eems justified. 
Hence, in order to reserve the buJk of computation for the closed valve segments of the cycle8 , 
the equations employed for the coupling have been kept very light. 
Exhaust Valve Event 
When con idering the exhau t valve, there are two effects of interest, the venting of the exhau t 
gases and subsequent retention of some in the form of TRG. To account for these, the assumption 
is that venting is done until pressures between cylinder and exhaust manifold have been equalised. 
The fraction of gases retained is then given by the fraction of cylinder volume avai lable at EVC 
related to the overall volume taken up by the expanded gas. No heat loss effects are taken into 
account, since these events are taking place at low pressure and over a short time. In terms of 
equations the model is described as follows. 
At EYO, the gas expands adiabatically with a polytropic coefficient K exp· This coefficient 
has been extracted from the low pressure (descending part, close to EYO) segment of various 
experimental curves and bas exhibited a correlation to engine speed only (figure 6.14). Hence, in 
this implementation, it is interpolated between these values accordingly. So, given the coefficient 
value, the expansion occurring at EVO can be assumed to follow the adiabatic expansion equation, 
initially expressed in 5.1, in this case yielding: 
(6.25) 
8 At the time of implementation, an IVC-EVO egment is calculated in a minimum of two minute (more if high 
preci ion is required) on a Windows 2000, 2.4 GHz Pentium 4 PC with 512 MB of RAM 
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which give · a va lue for the constant 'e.rw At this point, the pressure drops until it reaches the 
manifold pressure, P mrw at which point the gases will be occupying an unknown volume. This 
new volume, F l'.rp• wil l be given by: 
(6.26) 
The amount of gases retained as TRG will then be given by the rati of the above and the VC 
vol ume a. T RC = 1
1
; ' " where TRG in this case is expressed as a 0-1 fraction. 
1 r11 
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Inlet Valve Event 
The inlet valve event entails slightly more complicated calculations. This is because, a mixing of 
a known amount of TRG at known temperature is performed with an unknown amount of charge at 
known temperature. The ideas and equations are the same as the ones described in Section 5.1.2 
but solved from another perspective. 
The issue of mixing needs to be discussed at this point. The assumption is that mixing of 
charge and TRG is done completely, the gases reaching a uniform distribution and temperature 
during the open valve event. This is not necessarily the case. However, the only way to address 
this question is a CFD study which is out of the scope of this research. The reason why this is an 
issue is because of the way the induction is handled. The known amount and temperature of TRG 
is mixed with an amount of charge. The idea is that, for charge to flow into the cylinder, TRG by 
itself is insufficient to fill up the maximum volume at BDC while retaining a pressure at least as 
high as that of the inlet manifold. Hence, an amount of charge flows into the cylinder to make 
up for the discrepancy. A simplistic way of looking at this is to calculate the volume taken up 
by TRG at a pressure equal to that of the inlet while accounting for its final temperature and then 
calculate the amount of charge which, at inlet pressure wilJ take up a volume equal to the remaining 
volume. Such a formulation will hold true for a two gases with a boundary which is completely 
impermeable by either mass or heat. On the other hand, if mixing occurs, the inducted charge will 
heat up and the TRG cool down, both of which effects have to be accounted for. To compound 
the problem, the specific heats involved wm also be affected to some extent by the changing 
temperatures. Hence, the formulation of the problem has to be somewhat more complicated than 
the impermeable boundary example in order to address these issues. Since there is no way to 
quantify the effect of mixing without a CFD study, the gases are assumed to mix completely. The 
equations are then formulated as in Eqns 5.8 and 5.9 where this time the unknowns are the final 
mixture temperature and amount of charge e.g.: 
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(nLf7·n + 7n,.h)c, 1c·r 1T.ni3'1 ; J ' 111 •1 1/lt ,rl 'l ll.ln 1Ct,, . c·r 1T,.9 + m .,.hr.:-, ,1C'I' 1Tc1, ' 11/ I J' f} i I r' ll (6 .27) 
(6.28) 
where X ch = ~· m,., being the mas~ and li'ch being the molecu lar weight of the charge 
and ·imilarly for TRG . Eliminating Tmi:cl through Eqn 6.28 and olving Eqn 6.27 for the mass of 
charge leads to a etJ·2 {:J. r + 1 quadratic w ith the va lues of n. [3 . ~~ given by: 
.\',, ,/·,.,.,, 1 'f;h)- Cr.,,r , <I Punc \ 'IJJ)(' lt/t.t l 
N.\'1 1'1J ull ,.,1c, ., 11 T1,." - PuJJ( ' \ 'uu('c·, . ,1 1 , 
· • I l l /1 ·y " 111 t/ I U ( 
(6.29) 
The equations an~ solvt:d by requiring that all specific heats are known . However, the mixrure 
peci fie heat c,. 1 1 is actually unknown unti I the equation for charge ha · been sol ed and uur l ( Hl tJ I ._ 
hence a value deri ed for 7;11 , 1. However, ince ·pe ific heat are not too heavil dependent on 
temperature and the temperature does not alter much, a compromi e can be made by requ iring an 
initi al value for the mixture specifi c heat to lie between r., .1 1.1• 1 and cu, . er 1 . Thi s leads to an t I I' ll 1 1/ 11' 11 
initial so lution for 'Ill ,.,, T, , ;.rt, yielding a more accurate value for c,, 1 er 1• This process can be t I d t 
carried on to get arbitrari ly g od preci ion as explained in Section 5.1.2. 
Figure 6.15 d monstrates a ·eries of modeled c nsecutive cycle (da hed line) where the cou-
pling model has b en implemented as described. The experimental trace from which initial con-
ditions have been tak n is shown as a solid line for reference. 
6.2 Example Results 
The example pre em din figure 6. 15 is conveni nt in highlighting how the model an demon trate 
possible underl y ing mechanisms behind observed behaviour. The interaction between cycles is 
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complicated to some extent by the fact that a number of factors come into play during the gas ex-
change processes. An extreme example of this behaviour, recorded experimentally under unstable 
combustion conditions, has been shown in Section 5.3.3. The modeling approach can be used to 
reproduce aspects of this behaviour and explore the underlying causes. 
6.2.1 Simulated instability with fixed combustion phasing 
An example of such a trial is shown in figure 6.16. In this case, the stable combustion of figure 6.15 
has been artificially disturbed by a problematic cycle. While the model starts with a normal cycle, 
the 2nd cycle has had its combu tion phasing delayed by 20 CAD and the CoC dropped to 0.5, thus 
imulating an incomplete late bum. In the corresponding TRG compre sion-expansion, a partial 
combustion also occurs, with a CoC of 0.4. This reflects the heat release of unburned charge during 
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the TRG compression, observed following incomplete burns in cases of unstable combu ·tion [86] 
(discussed in Chapter 7). The heat release during the T RG compression leads to an increased TRG 
pressure and temperature at IVO, which in turn leads to a reduced charge intake. 
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The top of the figure shows the modeled pre ures of the first 4 cycles a thick da hed lines. 
The experimental pressure is al o included a: a referen e against which to gauge the departure 
from " normal" combustion. The pressure trace of the 2"d and 3rd cycles are visibly altered. 
The 2"d cycle has an earlier PPP compared to normal , due to the fact that, in the absence of 
noticeable heat rei as . the PPP i centred at 180 AD. Its maximum pre ·sure is very low. re ·ulting 
simply from the c mpression of the gases. The delayed incomplete combustion can be seen as a 
small bump on the descending part of the pressure trace. In the TRG compression-expansion of the 
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2nd cycle a heat release for 40% (CoC of 0.4) of the remaining unbumt gas takes place, raising the 
maximum pressure to 15.6 bar as opposed to a "normal" 14 bar. 
The effect of this raised pressure and temperature is noticeable in the middJe subplot which 
shows the molar amount of TRG and added charge for the cycles. The convention is that, a cycle 
number's "TRG moles" refer to the moles trapped in the EVC - rvo region of this cycle and not to 
the TRG in the JVC - EYO region. The added charge moles on the other hand are positioned so that 
they occupy positions in between integers on the x-axis, these being the cycles between which the 
charge addition is taking place. Hence, the first point of the TRG moles data corresponds to the 
first cycle's TRG compression - expansion region, while the first point of the added charge data 
corresponds to the charge added between cycles 1 and 2. Thus, looking at the middle subplot, 
the charge addition between cycles 2 and 3 is greatly reduced compared to the "normal" level 
represented by the charge addition between cycles I and 2. Also, it is worth noticing that the late 
incomplete bum of cycle 2, leads to a higher than normal TRG amount, since the end gas at EVO 
needs less venting to equalise it pressure with that of the exhaust manifold. 
The reduced charge intake between cycles 2 and 3 leads to a much lesser available amount 
of chemical energy for the 3rd cycle. Thus, despite the fact that combustion phasing after the 
problematic 2nd cycle has been returned to normal in all subsequent cycles in this modeling run, 
the 3rd cycle reaches a very low maximum pressure. Also, because the combustion occurs earlier 
that in the case of the incomplete but late bum of the 2nd cycle, more of this energy is given as 
work to the piston or lost to the walls, so the final pressure around EVO is noticeably lower. 
The lower heat release of cycle 3 is also noticeable in the lower subplot which shows maxi-
mum temperatures achieved during the combustion. The first point corresponds to the "normal" 
temperature, the point corresponding to cycle 2 is by far the lowest, being the incomplete late bum 
which is hampered both by the incomplete conversion but also by the fact that releasing the energy 
at a higher volume and lower pressure, it reaches much reduced temperature. Cycle 3, starting the 
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combusti on at "normal" phasing (low vo lume and higher pressure) reache~ higher temperatures 
than cycle 2 but is still hampered by the fact that it carries a very low charge amount as has been 
estab li shed by the middle subpl t. 
After the 3rri cycle, the engine lowly returns to n rmal. This i seen in the midd le and bottom 
subplot (th t p ·ubplot nly contai n · 4 cyc le · so as t reduce cluttering). where all value seem 
to be converging to the init ial values. 
6.2.2 Simulated instability with temperature triggered combustion phasing 
The example abo e gi es an insight into mechanism: of the cyc le to cyc le coupling. H wever, true 
unstable combustion ),uffers from one more fac tor which cannot be addre. :-.ed b the pre ious ex-
ample. that is. coml u:-. tion dependence on chemical kinetics. A simplistic mechanism is employed 
in the next example: instead o f forc ing a fixed ph aio.i ng, SoC is triggered by temperature th reshold 
(in thi · case ·ett 30" K). Thus. phasing i affected as well after the artifici al de ·tabili sing cycle. 
The de. tabi l i. ing '1 1111 cy I i: identical as in the pre i us example but this time the reco ery is 
altered. The re ult · are hown in figure 6. 17. 
The lop subplot in this fi gure shows the So timings for each cycle. In this case, the ··normal" 
o occurs around - I 0 AD, wh ile the an i fic iall y late combustion is clearly vis ib le in the 2"d 
·ycle. The recovery however exhibits oscillations which are a very usual phenomenon in unstable 
combu tion (. ee hapter 7 . The ba ic underlying me hani m is that a c cle starting hot wi ll 
acqui re les charge and wi ll end up igniting early producing cold TRG and the ~ llowing cycle 
wi ll acquire more charge, starting at co lder temperature, igniting late, producing hoter TRG and 
so on and so forth. These osci llations usually die out as has been observed in exp rimental data. 
However. in extreme cases. a violent SoC oscillation will result in ea ·cading misfire · which will 
stall the engine in th absence of spark. 
De ·pite the simp le trigger mechanism involved, the modeling run presented in this ea ·e is 
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Figure 6.17: Example of simulated instability with a temperature triggered combustion phasing 
characteristic of the types of instability encountered experimentally. The SoC oscillation is set 
up in cycle 2, has the maximum effect on cycle 3 and is then gradually dampened as the cycles 
progress. Similarly, the moles graphs are exhibiting the overall behaviour encountered in figure 
6.16 but with an added oscillation component which is not easily evident at a zoom level which 
keeps the whole data into view. 
6.3 Summary 
A zero dimensional modeling approach based on the first law of thermodynamics and the ideal 
gas equation of state has been implemented as a research tool. The driving idea behind this im-
plementation is to solve the same equations presented in Chapter 5 from a different point of view, 
where, instead of interrogating a pressure trace about the underlying combustion profile, a corn-
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bu tion profile is assumed and the resulting pres ure trace i examined. Thus. in conjunction with 
the algorithms described in hapter 5, thi s model offers a complete view of the issue. 
The model 's strength lies mainly in comparing it with known pressure traces and noting the 
difference:, ince in this way ery accurate information can be derived, especiall regarding the 
heat transferred between the in-cy linder gasc. and the cyli nder wall . . While a Wo. chni coefficient 
based heat transfer model has been implemented, more complex heat transfer models an be easi ly 
substituted by tweaking the auxiliary functions supplying data to the derivatives function, espe-
cia lly ince the Wo chni model ha proved to be re latively inflexible when u ed over a wide range 
of HCCI operating conditions. 
While the model work' we ll for comparing existing to theoretical cycle~ . in onl ' r to com-
pletely predict a se ri es of 11 • I cyc les, a m del fo r the onset of autoigniti on ha~ tub · imrlcmented. 
Since uetail cd chemistry has nut been the l'ocus of this research simple tri ggering mechanisms like 
temperature or ArThenius rate styled equations ha e been investigated. However. non of these 
has been succe~:fu l in prcuicting the ob:erved experimental data. Thi : appear!-. t be generally 
the case for gasoline autoignition a discussed by Ogink 198] (Chapter 5.2). A fu lly predictive 
gasoline H I model wi ll remain elusive as long as no mathematical fonnulati n ex ists wh ich can 
accurately predict auLOignition under all operating ondi tions. Furthennore, this formulation mu t 
be computationally effi cient if it is to be of any u e for control purpose . 
Still , the existen e f a ver. atile model against which to check variou aspects of H 1 com-
bustion has been helpful and wi ll probably con tinu t b so as future researchers keep expanding 
its functionality. 
Chapter 7 
Autoignition Study of Experimental 
Data 
The algorithms developed for treatment of the experimental data have been analysed in Chap-
ters 5 and 6. Using these as research tools, a long term study has focused on the mechani ms 
behind HCCI. The drive behind the study has been to understand how HCCI combu tion, e pe-
cial ly autoignition, occurs in order to model and hence, control it. However, after research into 
the measurable data from the experimental results, no satisfactory autoignition condition has been 
e tabli hed. This has been mentioned in Chapter 6, since such a condition would have enhanced 
the functionality of a gasoline HCCI model. 
Sti ll , research into various experimental data have yielded insights into aspects of HCCI op-
eration. Al l data presented in this chapter are experimental involving both valve strategies (as 
explained in 3.2) and both "pure" HCCI as well as spark assisted SACAJ. 
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7.1 Search for an autoignition criterion 
Gasoline combustion can be generall y thought of as an oxidation of the hydrocarbon fuel yielding 
water and carbon dioxide as described in Eqn 6.9. While thi , wi ll erve as a generalisation of "tart 
and end states. it is by no mean a comprehensive description of the chemical path of combustion. 
C mmercial gasol ine is a mixture of different compounds, all of which follow their respective 
oxidation paths. A rigorous treatment involving chemical kinetics even where p ss ible is a very 
computationally demanding process. Thus, the research has been focused instead in enquiring 
whether a particu lar empirical lightweight criterion might be derived to account for auwignition 
prediction . 
The o vious candidates for such an investigati n arc temperature and pre:-.))urc. From manual 
investigati on of cycle to cyc le behaviour. such as described in section 5.3 .3. it i), evident that com-
bustion is affected by such mea:urable parameters. Unfortunately. ex ten:ive large sca le analysis 
of autoigniting cyc les fai ls to provide an ad 1uate tr igger mechanism for autoignition. 
Hence. a more complex model has to be de eloped to account for autoignition predicuon. 
To such an end, vari us formulations of Arrhenius integral [99] have been tried. The Arrhenius 
integral is a re latively simple model thus making it an idea l candidate fo r adoption as a lightweight 
trigger condition. 11 is ba ·ed upon the requirement that a continuously integrated expression will 
reach a thre: hold value wh n autoign ition occurs. Various formulations have b en emplo ed by 
HCCI researchers [96-98, I 00] reporting variou degrees of succe · for different setups. In the case 
f the present data however, all Arrhenius-styled formulations have often failed t even produce 
a prediction that yields results more precise than simply taking the mean va lue of SoC at a given 
operating point. 
I though. ·ome re:earcher · [97, I 001 ha e p inted out certain limitations that relate to Arrhe-
nius rate fitting, the discrepancies between experiment and best fit are difficult to account for. The 
exp rimental data in this research exhibit a puzzling behaviour. That is. for operating conditions 
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where the combustion mechanism is pure autoignition, combustion occurs within a very maH CAD 
window regardless of a multitude of changing operating conditions. The results are as follows. 
• For the valve strategy employing constant IVC and EYO, where the highest amount of au-
toigniting operating conditions exist, combustion occurs within a window of 6 CAD, cen-
tred on 4 CAD BTDC, with a standard deviation of 1.5 CAD. This behaviour is generally 
maintained across an RPM span of 2000-4000, a TRG span of 37%-76% (by volume) and a 
lambda span of 0.8 to 1.7. (Only cases where Location of 5% Mass Fraction Burnt (MFB5) 
i located before spark timing are considered as pure autoignition). 
The corresponding temperatures are centred on 1000 K. with a window of 250 K and a 
standard deviation of 65 K. 
• For the constant duration valve strategy, the pure HCCI operational region is much reduced 
due to the effect of reduced effective compression ratio as TRG increases. However, the ob-
served behaviour hints at similar values of autoignition occurring within a window of 4 CAD, 
centred at 2 CAD after Top Dead Centre (ATOC) with a standard deviation of 2 CAD. The RPM 
span is 2000-2500, TRG span is 28% to 38% (by volume) and all tests are stoichiometric. 
The corresponding temperatures are centred at 890 K with a window of 25 K and standard 
deviation of 12 K. Of course, the carcity of the data points in this case makes such tatistical 
metrics unreliable. 
In both strategies, temperature based and integrated Arrhenius rate based predictions yield 
results whose scattering is far larger than the clustering observed by the data. The best predictions 
based on variants of integrated Arrhenius rate formulation give results within a CAD window at 
least double the size of that observed in practice. 
The conspicuous failure of the Arrhenius rate models and data clustering seem to indicate 
that different mechanisms might be at work in initiating the combustion of the mixture. Hence, a 
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more detailed analysi ,· has to be performed in order t investigate the possible explanation for the 
satisfactory behav iour of the engine over so di verse operating conditions. 
7.1.1 Data Analysis 
To get an understanding of the mechani~ms at work, various trace of exchanged heat ac ro · · the 
spectrum of operating points have been examined, generated as de cribed in figure 5. 18 on page 
122. The traces normall y exhibit a Gaussian- like curve of the short duration typicall y associated 
with the ·udden nature of 11 1 combusti n. What is f interest however. is when a trac of normal 
combu tion i compared with that of a misfiring cycle as hown in figure 7. 1. 
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Figure 7.1: Exchanged Heat traces for a normal and a misfi ring cyc le 
Thi figure show the average of firing and mi firing cycles acro s a wide band of RPM I TRG 
values. The dip at the start of both traces is du to increasing heat losses as the gases are warmed 
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up through compression. Similarly, the discrepancy between the two traces in the region after the 
combustion can be attributed to the increased heat losses of the non misfiring case. 
What is less easy to explain is the apparent small magnitude heat addition in the misfiring 
case. It can be argued that the cycles used to create it were not complete misfires. However, all 
individual misfiring cycles observed exhibit a similar heat profile. 
To get a clearer understanding of the mechanisms involved, the NVO region of each cycle needs 
to be investigated. This is done in order to gauge the effect of compression and expansion on a 
theoretically completely inert mass of gasses, as is the case ofTRG during NVO. 
Heat profiles across the TRG range are sampled and the results shown in figure 7.2. 
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Figure 7.2: Exchanged Heat traces for the TRG compression-expansion region over a TRG sweep 
Because the higher amounts ofTRG imply an earlier EVC and subsequently, later IVO, the CAD 
range (x-axis) of each trace differs. The highest TRG trace (75% by volume) is also the longest 
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on the x-axis, while the lowe: t TRG (23~) i: the shorte ·t. The implication is that a source of 
heat is present in the case of high amounts of T RG which does not come into play when T RG i s 
reduced . Other effects like differing blowby are hard to quantify and the difference they would 
make bet een the two ca:e · i · unclear. however, it is unlikely to be the cau:c for :uch a big 
discrepancy in the overall shape of the curve. involved. The curves pre. cntcd in the figure indicate 
very clearly the connecti n between the amoum f TRG and the different profile of heat additi on. 
One more piece f infonnati n is derived through the comparison o f the relati ve magn itudes 
of differem trace a shown in figure 7.3 1• Th i give an appreciation of th ale of heat profile 
ncoumered in a typical mi. fire from unthrottled H Cl , at pical trace at 0 of a high TRG HCCI 
test and finall a mi !> firc from throttled 1 (normally. the two misfires arc located around the T DC 
f the power stroke. whcrca:-. the vo is locateu an>und the ga~ exchange Tl . In thi~ figure. both 
the~e TDCs occupy point 0). 
One point that needs to be stressed here i · that the SI tests in this case have zero overlap. 
Hen e. although th ir T RG le el i · theoreti ally OtK b vo lume, they d retain a certain, low. 
amoum of TRG . Thi s might be relevant to the behaviour exhibited in the figure as ·mall amounts 
of TRG might potentiall y play a role in the development of a trace. 
lt is apparent here that the HCCI misfire yie ld. the most prominent heat profile. whi le the 
throttled SI and T RG at vo are more or less on the same level. It has to be p inted ou t that both 
the throttled 1 and the TRG at 0 cycle · reach lower pressures at every AD than the unthrottl ed 
HCCI, though their starting temperatures are drasticall y different, the TRG being much hotter than 
10ne point that mighl need cl ari ncation here i~ why the misfire of' thro ttled SI trace exhibit~ so much noi se. The 
rca~on i · that thc~c Lr.tcc~ arc averaged over a series of cyc l e~ to climina1e noise. Comprcs~ ion of TRG at vo yields 
hundred> of candidate cycle.,, IICCI mi~firc · arc also m re numcrou because more 11 I data were available during 
the ·c experiment'.. SI data were not a abundant 'o there ' ere le\, cyc le. to average and hence i ron out the cfTcct of 
noi~c . 
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Figure 7 3: Heat profiles of HCCI and SI misfires and TRG compression-expansion 
the relatively cool gases of the SI case. 
Thus, the evidence presented so far seems to indicate the following: 
J. Every misfiring combustion cycle (including SI) yields some amount of heat. This heat 
appears to be more prominent with increasing pressure. 
2. Every TRG cycle above a certain level of TRG also yields some beat, the profile of which 
becomes more prominent with increasing TRG amounts. 
3. TRG cycles below a certain level of TRG exhibit a different heat profile, giving a monotoni -
cally decreasing trace at the lower extreme ofTRG. 
4. These heat profiles, when prominent, are always well developed by TDC, peaking a short 
time afterwards. 
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Tn all of the above ea es, the heat profile · are extremely low magnitude when compared to 
values of heat release expected at a normall y combusting cyc le. However, th persistence of their 
shapes, rather than their magnitudes which are aim st negligible, indicates that there is a physical 
proces . rather than random n i:e behind th m. 
7.2 The question of the heat addition mechanism 
According t this evidence, it appears that some pr cess of heat addition comes into play in all 
ea ·es of compres ·ion. Thus, the logical next question is to establish the nature of the mechani ·m 
behind thi · obser ed heat addition. 
7.2.1 Potential mechanisms 
There are two poss ible ways in which heat could be added to the gases, externally, by heat transfer, 
or internally. by chemica l reac tions (or a combination f the two). Both these me hanisms offer 
me advantage~ and disadvantage · as far a.· e plaining the observed data is concerned. 
If chemica l heat addition is a ·sumed to be the mechanism, a number of questions arise: 
I . Why au toigni ti n onset appears insensitive to both time (RPM, va lve timing) and composi-
tion (AFR, TRG) and 
2. Why d es heat addition. which appear · in every single ea e, not always de elop into a 
proper combustion (figure 7.1 ). 
The evidence points to the fact that au toignition is more affected by CAD than by temperature, 
pressure or time. These arc not normally characteristics of a chemica lly driven process. 
On the oth r hand, if an external heat transfer mechanism is as:umed, similar que:tions arise: 
I . Heat transfer, which is dependent upon th geom trical shape of the cylinder, as well as the 
gases' prcssur and temperature, should be symmetri ca l around TD . This is not the case. 
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2. The gases reach temperatures in the proximity of 900 K by compression. Similar temper-
atures are not to be found on the surrounding material. Hence, conduction is ruled out, 
especially close to TDC, where the heat profiles are very prominent. 
7.2.2 Noteworthy engine characteristics 
With both internal and external heat sources being unlikely to account alone for the observed heat 
profiles, a combination of the two might be able to help. Before proceeding, certain characteristics 
of the engine used in the experiments have to be pointed out which might prove relevant. 
The engine is equipped with hydraulically activated valves. In particular the cylinder head is 
not lubricated, reaching higher temperatures than conventional cylinder heads where oil circulation 
helps carry off excess heat. 
The valve sterns are longer than those of conventional valves, helping the exhaust valves in 
particular to retain higher temperatures than normal. 
The cylinder bead exhibits a squisb zone as seen in figure 3.5 (page 30). As the piston nears 
TDC, this zone can be expected to violently expel a volume of gas towards the centre of the com-
bustion chamber, increasing turbulence at certain CAD dependent phase during the compression. 
7 .2.3 Proposed mechanism 
Based on the facts presented o far, it is plausible that what is exhibited is a combination of both 
internal and external heat sources. 
The main evidence for the chemical nature of the beat addition profile is the asymmetry around 
TDC. The main evidence for a strong effect by external heat transfer is the locality of the traces, 
which seems largely unaffected by changing RPM. 
Hence, what has to be appreciated is that, although temperature and pressure increase as the 
piston moves up, the ratio of the area of gases exposed to the cold cylinder wall to the area of 
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gases exposed to the relatively hotter cylinder head and exhaust valves decreases. Hence, although 
a positive heat tl ow, f rom the surroundings to the gases is imposs ible, it might be possib le that the 
heat Ios ·e · are not as high as wou ld otherwi ·e be expected close to TDC, despite the gases at TDC 
presenting th ir greatest area to volume ratio. The reduced heat lo ·ses, coupled with increa:ed 
pres. ure, might have quite a. ignificant effect on a . low, I w magnitude chemical reaction that is 
always present but not easily noticeable. 
The squish zone mi ght also play a ro le. The gases in dose contac t with the wa lls generall y 
incur higher heat losses. The temperature dependent rea ·tions taking place will, therefore be more 
prominent at the regi ns where fresh charge is in better comact with hot T RG and preferentially 
a ay from the co ld wall~ . s the piston gets closerto TD . the gases in the l>qui\h z ne are expelled 
quite suddenly toward~ the centre of the cy linder, increa:-.ing turbulence ju:-.t a~ peak cumpre~sion 
approaches. Since this eiTect wi ll alway~ happen close to TDC irrespec tive of RPM , i t is possible 
that it also plays a r le in the ob ·erved clustering f the autoignition events. 
One more thing to notic in the case of c mbustion cyc les is th dependency of the heat 
profile upon the pre ·sur . Highly throuled I. exhibit a lower magnitude profil e than H 1. which 
operates unthrott led (tigurc 7. ). Thi s dependency on pressure is a possible cx planarion for the 
observed delay in the c.:ombustion timing of the constant duration valve stra tegy, where, due to late 
inlet valve clo ·ing. lower pressures dominate. 
Moving to the TRG at vo region , similar conclusions can be drawn. The very strong d pen-
dence of the heat profile on TRG has already been demon. trated on figure 7.2. The different heat 
profiles of the low and high TRG cases indicate a very marked difference between the two. most 
likely to be chemically related. 
lt is generally the case that reactions are sti ll occurring after the exhaust gasel> have been 
expelled from the cylinder. What is probably happ ning is this: in H I combu ·tion, Mill rea ling 
TRG is trapped within the cylinder. The main source of heat is this reaction . In the low TRG cases. 
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EVC is very close to the NVO TDC, leading to a low pressure rise due to compre sion. This pressure 
rise is insufficient to reverse the natural trend of the reaction to die out, which is what is being 
recorded (e.g. the 23% TRG trace in figure 7.2). As TRG is increased, EVC occurs further away 
from TDC, leading to a higher pressure rise. This pressure rise gradually becomes sufficient to 
keep the reaction going. 
It has to be pointed out that all these phenomena are very low magnitude and are unJikely to 
be obvious purely by inspection of the pressure trace. However, evidence of this imbalance can 
be derived by looking at the TDC region of averaged log(P) log(V) diagram of TRG at NVO as in 
figure 7.4. 
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Figure 7.4: Evidence of crossovers in Jog(P)-log(V) at high TRG levels 
In this case, there is an obvious difference between the two trace . The lower one with low 
TRG (4% by volume) is a conventional trace of TRG compression and expansion, with associated 
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I sses making the trace lower on the expansion side. On the contrary, the top one with high TRG 
(76% by vo lume), exhibits almost identica l traces in both compress ion and expansion . Closer 
examination revea l · that there is in fact a crossover point before TD , leading the end of the 
expan ·ion segment to be abo e the compression segment. This relatively em;y to perform rest i 
a fi r:t crude indication of hear release in the TRG at 0 region. This i · be au!>e. given no heat 
exchange during the v , the going and returning segment should exactly coincide. In rea lity, the 
returning trace must be lower. Th is is due to heat losses fr m the in-cylinder gases t the cy linder 
walls (as well as mass lo!>se to blowby). So. a trace that actually returns at the same level, not ro 
mention higher is highly uspecr and must be considered as a clear indicari n of h at re lea ·e. 
7.3 Instability 
Having a degre or understanding of the mechanisms involved in the autoignition of the charge. a 
que ri on that then ari ses is that of unstable combustion. While HCCl combustion can exhibit very 
low cyclic variation this i-., n 1 necessaril y true at all operating points. car the upper TRG bound-
ary. combustion can become increasingly unstable ~ r ne of the two va lve strategies tested. T he 
linking o f cyc les through use ofTRG is the key mechanism in this situation and an understanding 
of the effects at play is desi rable in order to avoid unstable regions which can have detrimental 
effect · on the cngin ·!>operation. 
A has been des ribed in the previous · tion. in general combu tion timing is a largely self 
regulating process in this engine, most likely dependent on chemica l and ge metric character i -
ti cs. However, this does not imp ly that it does not have certain limitations. As hinted by the shift 
in mean autoigni tion location between the two va lve strategies (effectively swi t hing compression 
ratios) as wel l as by th different heat profi l e~ of thrott led SI as oppo ·ed to unthrou led HC 1 mi!>-
fi re .. the initial reaction leading the way to autoignition is dependent on at least pre .. urc (which. 
in turn. implies a certain temperature regi me as well. T he relevance of temperature is unclear 
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eeing how SI, with greatly different temperatures to HCCI, exhibits simiJar heat profiles to TRG at 
the NVO region of HCCI) . 
Hence, the upper Limits ofHCCI jn the vaJve strategy of fixed rvc and EYO seem not to be prone 
to instability due to the non varying compression and the fact that high TRG operates throttleless, 
ensuring a roughly similar pre sure rise in all cases. Maximum recorded TRG at 76%, yield a 
remarkably stable combustion with no misfires as seen in figure 7.5, top. 
•o 
Crank Angle Degrees 
Figure 7.5: Example pressure traces of: 
TOP: Very stable combustion at high TRG (76% by volume), fixed IVC/EVO valve strategy, 2000rpm, 1.73 
bar IMEP. 
BOTIOM: Extreme unstable combu Lion at 50% TRG by volume, fixed duration valve strategy, 2000rpm 
1.4 7 bar IMEP 
Ln the vaJve strategy with constant duration and shifting JYC and EYO, the maximum attainable 
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TRG level is decreased t around 55% by volume. since lhe added effect of reduced compre ·sion 
at high TRG c mes into play. The high TRG operating points in this valve strategy are greatly prone 
to in ·tability, resu lting from pu hing lhe autoign ition point too late. Hence, random variations 
(potentially in non rec rdab le physical quantities l ike for example homogen ity) am ng cycle 
can influence certain cycle while leaving other. unaffected. Thi s can have a cascading effect 
often leading to mi fire ·. 
At the leve l of individual cyc le., mi sfires in 11 I are usuall y assoc iated with certain charac-
teristic ·igns. Unstab le I IC 1 combu tion often exhibits great variatjons in maxi mum pressures. 
yielding some cyc le · with uncharacteri ·ticall large alues. Although the on et of in!>tability is by 
and large unpredictable. a closer look at individual cycle~ reveals certain pattern!-> that generally 
characterise un!-ltable combustion . 
The fi rst and most obvious sign is the great overall variation in maximum pressure, an extreme 
case of which i. demon trated in figure 7.5 bottom . 
n intere Ling ob. ervation on this figure i the pres ure drop to negatii'C va lues in cenajn 
place . This i an example of the pressure tran ducer being heavi ly innuenced by thermal shock, 
occurring after strongly knocking cyc les. T he short duration of HCCI combustion, coupled wi th the 
vio lent pressure rises of preignition present in unstable regions, eau ·e tremendous stress on the 
sensor (not to mention the engine) which greatl y undershoots the . ub equent low pressure region 
of the trace (t pica !I the valve opening events). 
The method logy for correcting this kind of measurement error has been discussed in Chapter 
5, section 5. 1.2. However, the extremes of behaviour exhibited in unstable combustion cannot 
be accounted for without a host of extra sens r inputs correcting the major deviati ns of the in 
cylinder tran. du er, leading mainly to uncertainty in individual cycle estimation of TRG amount 
and temperature. 
The instability demon. trated in figure 7.5. bonum, was deliberately eau ed in order to in-
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vestigate thi kind of behaviour. In practice, this kind of operation should never be encountered. 
[nstead, instability will be most likely arise through what initially appears as a normal , stable HCCI, 
gradually deteriorating untiJ the engine stalls. This is illustrated in the pressure trace of figure 7.6 
wruch is based on an experiment designed to test this gradual deterioration. 
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Figure 7.6: Example pressure trace of repeated instability at 38% TRG by volume, fixed duration valve 
trategy, 2400rpm, 3.5 bar IMEP (when not stalled) 
In this experiment, the spark i witched off three times. Each time, the engine runs in nor-
mal HCCl mode, at 38% TRG by volume, 2500 RPM, until it stalls. Having stalled, the spark is 
reintroduced at 30 degrees BTDC, then witched off again and so on. 
A few things are noticeable initially just by looking at the overall pressure trace. The three 
regions where the engine has stalled are c learly visible. AJso visible are three very high magnitude 
pressure peaks at the end of each stalled period. These correspond to the first cycle that ignites on 
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reintroduction of the spark after the ·tailed peri d. Th -se cyc les have expelled all e hau ·t gases 
and are charged with fresh charge at WOT in let pressures. Given a spark (at 30 degrees BTD ), they 
reach much higher pressure · than the subsequent cy le ·, where the charge is di luted with TRG. 
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Figure 7.7: Zoom of the events around the reintroduction of spark 
Looking closer, the fir t piece of information on mi fire. i. given by the ·e cyc les. the three high 
magnitude combusti ns on reintroduction of :park (Figure 7.7). They have very early combu ·tion 
timings. with MFB 5% values at 11 , 13 and 14 degrees BTD , when the average for the non stalled 
part of the log is arou nd 2 degrees ATDC. However, what is more interesting is that all of them are 
fo l lowed either by mi ·fire · ( in the case of the fir t one), or by delayed. weak combustion · (in the 
case of the second two). 
Thi i. the fir t piece of relevant information on the instability exhibited by thi s engine. The 
next step. is t plot the MFB5 values for the cycles in the three regions. The. e are shown in figure 
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Figure 7.8: MFB5 traces near the 3 un table regions 
On all three of these, the blank region on the right is where misfires start. An important thing 
to notice is that in all cases, before the misfires, a large oscillation has been established, the last 
firing cycle of which exhlbits a very early MFB5 value. 
The oscillations established in the above examples are visible, in general, across experiments 
of the econd valve strategy (constant duration, shifting rvc and EYO) at the upper limits of TRG. 
The explanation proposed for them is the following. 
At the limit of HCO, the autoignition is constantly at the threshold of failure (in the experiment 
pre ented here, mean MFB5 for non misfiring cycles is 2 degrees ATDC). When , for any reason, 
autoignition almost fails, a very late combustion occur . If that is the case, the exhaust gas tern-
perature rises, both because combu tion occurring later incurs fewer heat losses, or, in extreme 
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cases, because combustion is still strongly occurring at EVO. Part of these h ttcr than average 
exhaust gases arc then pa ·sed as TRG to the nex t ycl . T hus, at the intake stroke of that cycle, 
less than average air is introduced to the cylinder since the energy of the hotter than average TRG 
expand · the in oming ai r more. Since the inj ctor pu lse remain unchanged, the charge end · up 
slightly rich. Thil. cyc le now starts compre:sion at higher than average temperature. richer than 
average. Because f the increased temperatur . it combusts earl y. This earl y igniti n is not prob-
lematic from a kn eking point of v iew (due t the cushioning afforded by the presence of high 
TRG amounts), but i t ends up robbing the exhaust gases of temperature, incc more time for heat 
Ios ·e is allowed. coupled with the fact that the light! rich mixture doe not have the ufficielll 
amounL o f ox g n t rclca~ all of its a ailablc cncrg . Hence, the fo llowi ng cycle, will acquire 
a higher amoun t of air. w il l end up lean ami ·old. leading to delayed ignition. leading to hotter 
gaseii, leading to an early ignition and so on, unti l eventua lly a misfire occurs. In pure IIC ' I mode 
wi th the park off. a misfire i non recoverable, ince it produces no TRG to ignite the subsequent 
yc les. hence the ea cading mi: fires w itne. :ed in thi. xperiment. 
Having this framework in mind, funher evidence . urfaces when consid ring the TRG ompre -
sion and expansion cycles occurring at NVO. The engi ne us din these test · has been equipped with 
a dedicated ion current probe as described in 3. 1. T hus, the ion current trace can be interrogated 
for po sib le hints of activity during the supposedly inert TRG compre ·ion and cxpan ·ion cycle ·. 
The result are di . played in figure 7.9. 
This figure is the ame as 7.8. di playing th three regions leading to the mi fires, but it ha the 
cyc les where ion current acti vi ty has been recorded at NVO marked with circles. Unfortunately, the 
resu lts are not conclusive. the main reason being that the probe used in the ollcction of this data 
has been de ·igned for collecting a significant ion current signal during the combustion cycle but 
not for the requir ments of the much lower magnitude c cnt: of the TRG c c le. . till, it il> e ident 
that all three instability oscill ation · leading to the cascading mi. fire (the rightmost part of all 
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Figure 7.9: MFB5 traces near the 3 unstable regions with marked ion current activity at NVO 
three traces) have exhibited ion current activity in their TRG at NVO. It is also evident that activity 
has been recorded at least once in other regions even if these did not lead to misfires (top trace of 
figure 7.9). 
The behaviour described above is clearly demonstrated in figure 7.10 taken from a log of a 
similar un table experiment at 30% TRG by volume, 2200 RPM (again spark switched off until 
cascading misfires recorded). 
In this instance, the text above each cycle is the cycle's MFB5 value. Starting from the left, a 
very delayed ignition at 13 degrees ATDC results in the following cycle combusting relatively early 
at I degree ATDC, when the average value for non misfiring cycles for this experiment is 6 degrees 
ATDC. 
The early corn busting cycle is followed by a complete misfire. Looking at the ion current trace 
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however. it is evident that th charge ignites at EVO, most pos ·ibly through contact w ith the exhau t 
gases. This combustion is carried into the NVO region where a highly prominent ion current signal 
is given throughout. Th effects of the TRG combustion in the NVO region are obvious from the 
pre ·sure trace by c mparing its peak magnitude to that of the same feature f the neighbouring 
cyc les. 
The increased temperature of th is region is being evident by the noticeab l dip in the induction 
region just before the compress ion of the fina l cycl e. Namely, notice how the start of pressure 
at the start of that final cyc le touches the base level of the ion current signal (in fac t. it goes 
slightly negati e at 0.006 bar). This is again e idence of thermal ·hock making the pressure 
trace undershoot fo llowing heat release. 1n the pressure va lues usually encou ntered it is hard ly 
noti ceable, however, in the low pressure region of the inducti on, it can lead to suspiciously low 
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values. In this case, the heat release in the NVO region has left no time for the transducer to recover, 
leading to this pronounced effect. 
Hence, the final cycle in the figure gets mixed with very hot TRG, resulting in a lower amount 
of air in the fresh charge and an extremely early ignition with an MFB5 value of 19 degree BTDC. 
The reduced amount of oxygen in the charge is most likely the reason why the combustion fails 
to yield very h.igh maximum pressure. It has to be noted here that these cycles are at the end of 
an unstable region. After the final cycle in the graph, continuous misfires occur until the spark is 
reintroduced. 
7.3.1 Potential use of low tension coil as alternative in-cylinder sensor 
The test presented in figure 7 .I 0 illuminates a few more things not covered by tests of figures 7.8 
and 7.9. Unlike those, where the high TRG limit had been pushed too far, 38% by volume, which 
is a lot for th.is valve strategy, th.is test operated in a more sedate region of 30% by volume. Thus, 
running times between switching off the spark and eventual misfires are much longer, allowing for 
a better study of the unstable pure HCCI region. The picture that emerges from a study of this test 
adds some more information concerning the use of in-cylinder diagnostics. 
The relation between combustion timing and ion current has been explored in Chapter 4. In the 
context of this experiment, the location of the ion current trace in the combustion region of a cycle 
would be the most obvious candidate, had MFB5 (whose estimation requires a pressure transducer) 
not been available. Figure 7.11 highlights their strong interrelation (correlation coefficient of 
0.93). 
The secondary use of ion current, as a diagnostic for TRG heat release combustion in the NVO 
region has been proposed above. However, there is yet another signal lending itself to the same 
task, a simple processing of the trace of the (inactive in pure HCCT) park plug's low tension coil 
voltage. 
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Under normal operation, th is signal describe · th voltage in the pr imary igni t ion c il. In pure 
HCCI, the inactive spark plug acts as a sensor, returning an information poor signal that by and 
large shows a weak response to the combustion. Figur 7. 12 shows average traces from pressure 
and coi l for comparison. 
ormally. the co il trace eems to initially re pond to compression by denecting upward . After 
TD , there is a drop, followed by another drop presumably related to the effects of c mbustion. 
In late combu. ti on, th second drop is less accentu'tted, making the fi rst drop the most domi-
nant as seen in figu re 7.13. While the mechani sm b hind this behaviour is unknown, it is clearl y a 
potentially u fu l diagn stic for detection of in ·tabi li ty during HCCI combustion and a promising 
candidate for further investigation u ing advanced signal proces: ing t echnique~ . 
The potential use o f this signal becomes apparent when comparing the location or its minimum 
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Figure 7.13: Close up of pressure and coil traces for three cycles including one late combustion 
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value within each cycle again 't the corresponding MFB5 values. The re ults are shown in figure 
7. 14. As shown in the figure, the location of the minimum of the co il trace presents a tendency to 
respond to the late combustions present at unstabl regions. 
The mo ·t intuiti e way to i ·ualise the effect described above i · by con. idering the ·ignaJ to 
be made of two de cend ing segments. Instead of relying on how the location of th minimum will 
be ·hi fted, it i · strai ghtforward to derive the ratio f the minimum points of the:e segments. When 
the results cross I . ' I late combustion can be fl agged and p ss ibly the onset of unstable combustion 
as ·hown on figur 7. 15 . 
The ratio f the two segments appears to respond to delayed MFB5. Hence, it is p tentiall a 
cheap and cry computationally efficient method for getting an early warning of th onset of an 
Ulb table region. even 111 th • absence of pressure or ion current sensors. 
7.4 Summary 
A hypothetical mechani m for the ·trong CAD d pendenc f autoignition of ga-,oline 11 I in the 
xperimental engine has b en proposed, based on experimental data gathered over a wide range of 
operating conditi ns. In the process, the effect on autoignition of the two di fferent va lve strategies 
have been evaluated. The proposed autoignition mechanism aims to explain why ·'pure .. HCCI 
operation for this particular engine seems largely insensitive to operating conditi ns. To that end. 
a two effect process, combining a geometric and a chemical process has been put forward as a 
possible explanation . 
Further investigation has revealed possible mechanisms leading to instability in the case of 
high TRG for one of the two valve strategies. A linking of successive cycles through TRG at 
arying temperatures is used to explain the o ·cillat ry behaviour often ·een leading to instability 
and. eventually, to misfires. Evidence of vigorous combustion in the TRG cycles is backed up by 
ion current measurements as well as investigation of P-V diagrams. 
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In this type of engine, autoignition has been witne ed to be le s responsive to AFR, TRG, and 
RPM than to effective compression ratio. In conclusion, it is plausible that an engine with the 
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geometry presented here cou ld operate reliably in HCCI as long as the effective compression ratio 
is not reduced through throttling or unsuitable valve strategies. 
Chapter 8 
Conclusion 
The goal of the work has been to investigate control options for gasoline HCCI combustion based 
upon experimental data. The main problem with HCCI control is that initiation of the combustion, 
though to some extent managed by the spark in SACAl, is by and large dictated by hard to manage 
(and establish on a fast basi ) factors like TRG amount. The u e of feedback signals from in-
cylinder sensors has been inve tigated as a means of achieving control strategies. 
8.1 In-cylinder Feedback Signals 
While a host of sensors monitor the operation of contemporary engines, the important candidate 
for this research have been the pressure transducer and ion current sensor. The pressure transducer 
is a traditional tool for engine re earch, however its high cost makes it unattractive for production 
purposes. Furthermore, the signal produced needs to be post processed to some extent in order 
to extract information that is useable regarding the combustion, an issue that is worth bearing in 
mind when considering control applications. 
On the other hand, ion current i le s costly alternative which can provide more direct infor-
mation on combustion. Also, features traditionally associated with the pressure signal, like PPP, 
can be extracted from the ion current trace. The accuracy of these can be improved by introducing 
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more complex techniques like A ' (sJ. Finally. ion current can provide information on abnormal 
cases of combustion , l ike the mi xture igniting at ·V or during NVO, which would b undetectable 
or at least very hard to xtract using the pressure trace alone. 
A lthough the i n urrenl . ignal i · an inva luable 1 I for combu tion detect i n, i t cannot by 
it ·el f offer a whol v1 w of engine operation. Thi :-, is achieved beuer when both !'l igna! · are u ed 
together. completing or backing up each ther. The area where use of the pressur sensor remains 
invaluable is in extrac ting the heat trace of a cyc le. This process is particularl y complicat d in 
HCCI. due to cyc le oupling through T RG, thus making TRG e ·timation an integral part of the 
proce · ·. 
8.2 Control 
The signals and ex tracted in format ion described above serve very well as diagnostics and hence 
as ·imple too ls of c ntro l. Howe er, high accuracy contr llers will need to pred ict to ·ome extent 
the possible reac tion of the '>ystem to change · in it!'> perat ion. To account for this. a modeling ap-
proach has been a ll · mpt d, based upon physica l principle ·. The model has been found to re ·pond 
as expected to simulated changes, although the uncertainty in the experimental data themselves 
makes absolute numerical verification impossible. 
In order for totally reli able predicti e control to be achieved, a fa 1 and accurate algorithm mu t 
be incorporated in th engine model to estimate the nset of autoignition . Efforts t do ·o have 
been tried, ba ·ed on Arrhenius sty led formulations as well as purely mathematical approaches 
·uch as ANN(~) . These however, seem incapab le of explaining the autoignition behav iour exhibited 
by gasol ine given the data at hand. Still , the experiments indicate that stable ·tcady state SACAI 
and sometimes pure IIC 1 operation exhibit exceptionally constant behaviour. This g od behaviour 
has been observed to be linked to cyli nder pressure being kept high (lhrotl less operation with no 
delayed IVC) . 
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Although the autoignition behaviour has not been explained, the onset of instability (which 
leads to misfires) can be detected to some extent by monitoring the ion current trace 1• This gives 
clues as to when abnormal behaviour takes place (e.g. combustion at NVO) which information can 
easily be incorporated into a controller. 
8.3 Future Work 
8.3.1 Experimental 
Due to the great promise of ion current, there is a Jot of experimental work that could be performed. 
The most interesting areas to be investigated are use of multiple collectors, possibly on the gasket 
and/or multiple sites on the cylinder head, and use of collectors designed to give a better signa] in 
the case of the low magnitude ionisation sometimes exhibited during NYO. 
8.3.2 Theoretical 
The quest for a lightweight (so it can be implemented fast on an engine controiJer) autoignition 
criterion remains a very important goal. While detailed chemistry models might prove useful from 
an academic point of view, a fast algorithm is what is needed if total control of HCCI is desired. 
ANN(s) both for ion current interpretation and for control are still an important area where big 
improvements can be made. While ADALINE(s) and GRNN(s) have been tried in this work, there is a 
large number of possible architectures which might might prove advantageous. It is possible that 
an autoignition criterion might be arrived at through using a suitable ANN(s) as opposed to trying 
to model the extremely complicated and time consuming chemistry involved. 
1 For a cheaper/backup alternative, the spark plug's low tension coil has also been shown to be of u e when operating 
in pure HCCI mode. 
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Appendix A 
Hardware Specifications 
Standard MEXA-7000 Specifications 
MEXA Model 
Sample Gas 
Sam p le F low 
Rate 
Sample In let 
Pressure 
Sample Delay 
T ime 
Purging 
Ambient 
Conditions 
Dimensions 
and Weight 
Power 
7100. 7100H. 7100D 7400. 7400H. 7400D 
7200. 7200H. 72000. 7500. 7500 H. 75000 
D.rect 7 100 
Dolule 720Cl 
Dorect and dilute 7 400 
Two lines direct 7500 
Approx Un11n ior cold systems 
P..pprox 11 Umon for healed systems 
.o\ppro)ll 2 Umm for Tr:acer 
A,pprox 4 Umon for EGR 
0 to 30 kPa for normal lines . 
·66 7 to 0 kPa fo r EGR line 
Maon sample rd = 2 5 s wolh 5-m (16-ft) hose 
(3 0 s loo MPA and CLA(NO>)) 
C02 EGR Td = 3 0 s w ith 5-m (16-ft) hose 
Extern I shop an 
5-40°C. less than 80% as relatrve humod ot y 
He1ght and we1ght depend on configuratiOn Standard 
s ozes include the followrng Others avaolable upon rE•quest 
WM D >< H 
570 X 850 x 1190 I t5{X) I 15621 1785 I 1970 mm 
22 4 • 33 5 ~ 46 I 59 1 I 61 5 t 70 3 I 77 6 on 
Max 350 kg 1772 lb 
1001120120012201230/240 VAC(± 10% Max 250V). 50160 
Hz (± 1 Hz). so ngl phase (to be s pecofoed) 
1 5 kVA to 9 0 kVA (dependong on configurat ion) 
Figure A.l: Specifications of the Iloriba M ex a 7 100 ga~ analyzer. Source: Iloriba orporation at RL 
http://www.cmd.horiba.com/cngmeas/mexa7000/#SPE IFI J\TIO S 
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Tec:hnlsche Ollten Oon nees techniques Technical 0:11a· 
Berelch Gamme R nge bar 0 250 
Kallbrietter Teilbereich Gamme pertlelle etalonniie C..librated parblll ,..._ I>W 0 60 
Obertast Surcharge Ovenoad bor 300 
Emplindllchkeit 8ensil>tlot sensrtlvlty pC.t>ar -16 
EJQen1requenz Fr<lquence propre Natural frequency kHz •100 
uneanu~ le Beretche Un&aril 10U garrmes Unear1ty, I ranges 'lof50 .5 
Besch1eunigunosempfind11chkeit sen Jbihte au.x aooeterations Accelet' t.cm OSitiVIty bar/g <0.0015 
Betrlebslem,_.olurberelch Temp9reture cfutllisation Operating t mperotu"' range 'C -60 350 
Empfindllchkeitslnderung Dtlca oe de 1a oenstbillte Sensitivity shift 
200-t 1so-c 200• 150"C 200< t50'C ... <23 
:101>-t SO"C 200"' 50"C 200• 50"C ... -•1 
Thermoschock Choc thermtque Thermal shock 
~.:~70618 Diner.....,.. Oltfefe,.,., r:~~~. ~~~ 70618 from mterenc:e 70618 bel 1500 rftnln. p.,. = 9 bat 1500rlmln.IMEP =9 bar 
(Konzeildnft) (-<*Jeaucourttemll6l (.,..,..Hime<*'l1t) t>ar <-1.6 
"""' 
btozu fo.Pni juaqo' I MEP UD t\) ... <-10 
o.p,.., bis zu ..,... )usq<l~ ""-UP ... <-'I 
tsotationswklefstand Resistanc:e d 'tsotement lnsuJaDon resistance 
bei20'C IJ:l(]'C .. :10'C TD ~10 
Couple de~ Tightening sensiUvlty 
'""' 
10 
Capecite Cepecttance of' 8 
Polds W IQht g 10 
ecker, KB<amk~solalil< Connedeur, ., .. cl!rarriQue Conneclor, ceramic hsul.ltor 1)pe 1<>32VI-F 
1 r = tOS Pa = 10s N m-2 = 1.0197 01 = 14.503 poi 1 poi = O.llS894 bar . 1 g = 11.90665 m s -.1!_ 1 Nm = 0.73756 lOft , 1 9 = 0 .03527 QZ 
• In I Ktsller documents. the decimal sign Is 
Figure A.2: Data sheet for the Kistler 61 23 piezolectric pre sure tran ducer. Source: Kistler ln trument 
Corporation at URL http://www.ki tler.co.k:rNerl/File/000-024/$File/DB03.6123m-07.97.pdf 
Product 
AG30 
Power 
kW 
(BHP) 
30 (40) 95 (70) 
M a)( 
Speed 
RPM 
12,000 003606 
Figure A.3: Specifications of the Froude Hofmann AG30 eddy current dynamometer. Source: Froude 
Hofmann at URL http://www.froudehofmann.com/producLfamiJy..2.htrn 
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ABSTRACT 
Closed-loop electronic control is a proven and efficient way 
to optimize spark ignition engine performance and to 
control pollutant emissions. In-cylinder pressure sensors 
provide accurate information on the quality of combustion. 
The conductivity of combustion flames can a~ernatively be 
used as a measure of combustion quality through ion-
current measurements. In this paper, combustion 
diagnostics through ion-current sensing are studied. A 
single cylinder research engine was used to investigate the 
effects of misfire, ignition timing, air to fuel ratio, 
compression ratio, speed and load on the ion-current 
signal. The ion-current signal was obtained via one, or 
both, of two additional, remote in-cylinder ion sensors 
(rather than by via the firing spark plug, as is usually the 
case). The ion-current signals obtained from a single 
remote sensor, and then the two remote sensors are 
compared. 
Ion-current signal interpretation was then conducted using 
an artifiCial neural network strategy (using adaptive linear 
networks) to interpret the measured signals, and also to 
predict the associated cylinder pressures. The combination 
of remote sensors with a linear neural network gives a 
more accurate and 'noise' free signal that can be 
processed at greater speed through computationally 
inexpensive methods. 
The computed results agree well with measured cylinder 
pressures under all anatyzed conditions. ll will be shown 
that ion-current signals can be used to directly diagnose 
combustion abnormalities (and as such could suitable as 
part of a closed loop control strategy), even though the 
effects of ignition timing, air to fuel ratio, and compression 
ratio on ion-current were more complex. 
INTRODUCTION 
Electronic control with closed-loop feedback is a proven 
and efficient way to optimize the spa.rk ignition (SI) engine 
performance and to control pollutant emissions (1]. In-
cylinder pressure sensors provide accurate information on 
the quatny of combustion, but alternatively, so called 'ion-
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current' signals can be used to monitor in-cylinder 
combustion performance. The prevailing conditions inside 
the engine during combustion causes Ionization of the 
gases in the cylinder. By applying a voltage (of the order 
of a hundred volts), a current will be produced since the 
ionized gasses are conducive. 
The most obvious way to apply a voltage inside the 
cylinder is to use two existing electrodes; the spark plug 
tips (2]. and a typical trace of data acquired by this method 
is shown in Rgure 1, where the signal has been averaged 
over a number of engine cycles that were acquired with the 
firing plug. lt is unlikely that such a well behaved trace 
would be encountered without averaging over several 
cydes with this method. 
1t can be seen in Figure 1 that the ion-current signal can be 
generally divided into three phases: the first phase consists 
of two sharp spikes located at 30 and 15 degree of crank 
angle (degCA) before top dead centre (BTDC). These are 
due to ign~ion and the measuring circu~ rigging where the 
ion-current is measured most commonly from the low 
voltage side of the coil, and the emf interference causes 
some spikes to appear in the ion-current signal. This 
problem also occurs even when the less common practice 
of measuring from the high voltage side of the coil is 
employed. 
After the first two spikes, the second phase of the ion-
current signal appears as a first hump at around 10 degCA 
BTDC. This is a result of the flame kernel development 
around the tips of the spark plug. The level of the ion-
current within this region is generally high due to Intense 
chemical reactivity in the vicinity of the tips. 
Alter the establishment of the combustion kernel flame 
propagation towards the rest of the mixture starts. The 
intensified heat energy release from the burning '11ame 
balr growing in the cylinder warms the burned gasses 
inside ~ and further increases their temperature. As a 
resuH, the internal energy of the burned gasses increases 
and he ion formation rate becomes strong in comparison 
to the ion recombination rate [2]. Overall, after a short 
period of decline due to the flame front moving away from 
the sensor, the ion signal starts to rise again due to energy 
addltlorJ :rorr "lE s rrou"ldl'lg OJr1!ng nl)(!,re. :nls £l'Ves 
:')1' secord humo tn the 51g:>31. a;)d tT1e t:wo pnase of tne 
l:lf'-c[;rrem SIO'al. As the pIston moves away further tror 
TOC. ::1e vol~ne 0' the co."bus:ion chamber Increases 
ana n-cyh'loer pressure and tempera!ure of the DJrned 
gasses declme. The 10;) reconjlr.atlor rate ncreases, and 
the measurec lon~urrent sIgnal s:arts to deCline. Th:s t'1lrd 
pnase 01 the IDn-CJrren: Signal IS " post-fla"'E or thermal 
lorizatlor indJced s,;;,al [5.6.'.e,9.10j. and i1 15 
prooomonal to t e cyllnoer pressure ::>roduced oy 
comousllon. 
Figure 1 TYPical ion-current Signal (and pressure signal) 
recorded by a central plug [2J 
There are so."e p'oblems associatod With :Jsing the spark 
plug as the Ion-current sensor. FIn;tly, because the spark 
generating voltage IS substantially hIgher than the typical 
vo~ages used in an ion-current measunng circUit. he la er 
has to ::le protected somehow, and no meaningful 
m'orma:lon can be gathered until the ignition cirCUit has 
aumped jown thus the inthal phase of combusaon can 0 
be recorded. The bes siq al therefore denved from e 
ihermal phase 01 tne Signal. but thiS second hClmp IS not 
always very well pronounced thus making i1 a less than 
pe 'eel feedback signal for engine diagnostic and control 
purposes. Moreover. cylinder pressures decrease as the 
engine load reduces, lurther reducing the signal strength of 
this second hump. Consequently. the diagnosable "egion 
01 the engine loads are limited to a minimum of 75% of full 
load. 
In this research. two Ion-current sensors were used In 
addition to a single spark ptug in order to aVOid t"e weak 
Signal expenenced by using a comb,ned spar\< plJg and 
Ion signal se1sor Here. the spark plug was used only as a 
conb:Js Ion Initiator. and the Ion-current sensors were 
located on tile opposite Side 01 the combustion chamber. 
ThiS configuration alio ',s lor the measurement of !Iame 
propagation speeds, since the timl'1g 0 flame arrival at the 
sensors is possible. 
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
A sln::lle cvhnder <1-s~roKe research engine ,,:as .J5ed. anJ 
UI d~;alis-ars ;Jresentec In Tajle 1. Tile end''le leatJrec 
vanable compression ratio. vaflabl" IgnitIon lI"''''g, vanable 
ai' le IJel ra:ic and loJr access pOintS Ir t,e cylmde' head. 
I Bore ! 80 mm 
I Stoke 11 00 mm 
I Inlet Valve O;Jenl1g 20egCA BTOC 
! Inlet Valve Clos"S ___ 64degCA ABOC 
~Xhaust l alve O::lentng I 64degCA BBDC 
EX1aust alve Closrng 120egCA A TOC I Compresslor Ratio 4 5 - 13' i 
I 55aegCA BTOC -
. Ignition Timing 20degCA A TDC 
Table 1. Engine Specification 
Figure 2 Cylinder head fitted with 1 spar 
plug and two remote ron sensor£ 
I 
Figure 2 shows the arrangement of the cyl.rlder head and 
the spark plug locations. The firing plug. which is located 
'lexlto e Inle: valve was used as t'le Igrlltion source w.,'le 
one, or bo:h. of the t\,IIO remote sensing plugs were used 
as the ion-current sensing unrts. One was frtted on the 
other side of the inlet valve opposite to the firing plug 
(sensing plug (1) in the diagra'11) Whilst the other, (sensing 
plug (2)). was fitted next to the engine exhaust valve. The 
distance between sensing plug (1) and the firing plug was 
42mm. an': the distance between the sensing plug (2) and 
the firing plug was 55mm. 
SllIce the mass ot posllllle 10rlS. such as H,O', IS 
approximately 30.000 times larger ttlan tha 0: an electron 
(negative), the light electrons can be accelerated nuch 
more easily awards e posrtllle lec rode tha') tne "€2VY 
Ions when dnven Jy an applied elec:ro~ag'le:ic field i'J. 
The 'ol,age pola:ity at the gap of sensing spark plugs was 
therelore selected so that the small area electrode. t'll: 
centre electrode, was pOSitive, and the large area 
electrode a:ld the rest of the combustlo'l cham':ler were 
negative. This coinCides conveniently Wit;, the spark plug's 
original polarity as i is used 1n most eng1nes where the 
engine block is negative. 
A purpose built DC voltage source, (shown in figure 3), 
was used to power the measuring plugs. The output of the 
voltage divider was passed to a data acquisition (DAQ) 
board as the ion-current signaL The voltage divider would 
produce a voltage that was inversely proportional to the 
sensed ion-current (i.e. 5V for zero ion-current and OV for 
infinite) to avoid the possibility of damage caused due to 
excessive voltage. The signal was inverted during the post 
processing phase. The DAQ sampling rate was one 
sample per 2 degCA. Data were acquired using either a 
single sensing plug (1) or both. When using both sensing 
plugs, these were connected in parallel, as shown in 
Figure 3, which essentially results in the addition of the two 
ion-current signals. 
Vol •o.ge Source Circji t DiagraM 
Figure 3 Circuit Diagram of DC Source 
All experiments were conducted firs1 using the single 
remote Ion-current sensor, and then repeated with both 
remote sensors to asses the ex1ent by which additional 
sensors improve the quality of ion-current data 
When the flame front passes the sensing plug, the gas 
around the plug is burned. The balance between the 
Ionization and recombination of the burned gas 
constituents is then a function of temperature and 
pressure. This leads to a post-flame hump similar to that 
recorded when the firing plug is also used for 
measurement. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH REMOTE ION 
SENSING PLUG{S) 
The ion-current signal was initially measured using a single 
remote sensor, namely sensing plug (1). Figure 4 shows a 
typical measured cylinder pressure and a correlated ion-
current, taken from a selected single cycle, rather than 
from an average of cycles, so that the phase transitions 
are clearly shown. By comparing Figure 4 with the results 
obtained from the firing spark plug shown in Figure 1, ~ can 
be seen that there is a signifiCant difference between the 
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two ion-currenl signals. One sharp spike instead of two is 
recorded during the flrs1 phase when a remote sensor is 
used, because there is no interference from the ignit1on 
circuit. The remote sensing plug detecls the flame front as 
ion-current, caused by ionization within the gap of its 
electrodes, yielding this single sharp spike. Additionally, as 
the flame needs a certain time to propagate through the 
distance between the two plugs, the use of a separate 
sensor allows for this llme to be measured as the delay 
between spark timing and the ion-current spike. 
Crank Angle (deg) 
Figure 4 Single Plug Ion-current and Pressure Signals 
s , .. 
0 
~ 
.. 
a; ' c: 
"' Ui {\ 1\ ~ \ _ __) -. .,___ 
Crank Angle (deg) 
Figure 5 Twin Plug Ion-current and Pressure Signals 
The outpul from the twin remote sensors is combined, to 
give one signal, and it can be seen in Figure 5 that this 
results in additional Information in the form of an additional 
spike between the original spike and hump. This is the 
result of the chemi-ionization ion-current signal produced 
as the flame tront hits the second sensor's electrodes. The 
post flame hump here is the result of the pressure rise after 
the flame has passed both sensors and thus contains less 
information. 
Comparison of figures 4 and 5 show that whilst mos1 of the 
combustion information can be obtained from the spikes, 
the use of two sensors gives a greater insight into the 
combustion process, and provides a wider diagnostic 
window because the signal strength of second hump is 
increased. The drawback is that the use of the two 
additional sensors does not leave a time window for the 
:>es;-f,-mc; 1niormat•o~ 1o be cole:::ted Tne L:SE o' 2 sm~le 
aotii't•ona, se,sot oro 'oes a g .. ea lrr.pr::lV2fT:e'1! ove ..JS1~g 
he s:Ja 'k piJg as ne only senso• w o;re the w&a er 
s•gnals and lower slopes leao to Jnsta:>le an:: 1ncons1stent 
dc.ta . howe er the use of an 10n-curren1 se~sor separate to 
t• a s;:;arK plug can potentially represent a s,gn1f1Cam 
1ncrease 1n cost a;,d comolex1 y, anc a:J::J•tionally d1 ·,cu~:y 
to manJiac urers. 
Tile results also show that the loca on of ne additional 
sensor 1s 1 ::>:>nan: Assum;ng t at a flame ball !S 
generatea by •gm:•on, 1f the 10n-cu•rent sensor is lo::<::ed 
symme:r.cally wn the s;:mrk plug, :>e sa-ne result will be 
recorded Altema:;vely, •on-current sensors can be 
e-nbeaaed 1n the cylinder hea: gaske~ :c overcome sealing 
anc man.Jiactunng problems, and represen the lowest 
cost approach to •nstallal1on of 1on curre:1t sensors 
Howe er. 1n terms of location. the use of remote ion-
ce~rre 11 sensors also represent an 1-nprovemenl cylinoer 
head gasket sensors 125]. bcC<Juse they ca1no: be usec to 
analyze the first •on-curren: sp1ke and ;Jrovide no post 
name data Thus, 1n order to acn•eve the w1dest possible 
maonosl1c wmdow. 1t 1s bet1er to loca:e a sensor between 
the -,g,ilion site and 'le name out site These effects are 
described f.Jrther 1n the follow1ng sec~on. 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
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F1gure 6 The misfire effect on Ion-current recorded by a 
s•ngle remote sensing plug 
IJ!isitre detect1on IS a maJOr SJbJect of on boara diagnostics 
(OBD). Convent1onal c~ankshatt speed fluctuation sensing 
does not guarar,tee misf~re detecticn at h1gh eng1ne 
speeds and low lead conditions. This method 1s 
pamcula1y poor ro~ mu1!1-cyhnder engnes where t e e'fect 
oi m1s!~re of a smgle cylinder on crank s all speed 1S 
masked by the treque'lt and successfJI combustion events 
a the other cylinders. The po:e~llal of io:1-curre11 se'lsing 
or nst1re detecuon has alrea:ly ::>ee'1 repone 
[ 1."2.13.14], a"'d :h1s stJ:ly cunflrrns tat when m1sf1'e 
occurs the 10r-curren: Signal and 11s 1ntegra' are zero. wh.le 
under a'IY other combust•on condr!lon they are non-zero. 
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t~ t& oeT!:::> sira~e: tr FtJLre 6 \'r1e'e : cies - a1:: :; a'e 
"n:sflred. Alt:l~t.Q I. tie st;i:'l=. S'"l:) ... vn ~.ers was o:J:a .... e:::: 
sng ::m: remote sensmg plug 1dsnu: a oerrav1or was 
evtoen: Witi'"' rwc remote sens.19 p• Jg~ 
IG ITIO Tll/.1 G 
-ne e eci o the r;p :t1on- 1m1'19 or b:J:"' o ess ·: ano lon-
cJ·rent can :Je seer rn F1gure 7. A::lvan:e:lumi ~ res.Jits 1 
, 1ghe· 1 -cy.ince• p•essures and earl1ar f1rs s iKes oi e 
•on-cu·rent Sl:;i1C.Is s1nce i'1e ltame prooaga;es earlier T e 
f1a~e s:ar.s eari1e~ but arso :ra,·e.s faster oJe ;o :r, e 
nc·eased pressu·e :>uildup. t, a1"' the; number o' se11sors 
used 1s not cnli:al 1n trus ao;:>li::allon, s 1ce nost 
mlormat•or rs ;,•ven by the loca ro- o~ tne s;artmg poin: of 
he s1gnal. The only advamag~ o~ re:::o,d1ng o' the locauon 
of two s;Jikes from both sensors rs 1ncreased s1gna 
strength. lt is worth noting that the results 1n figure 7 are 
taken from a s1ngle cycle as opposed to an average ol 
Gycles, and the position :Jf peak ion-currenl s1gnal. and 
i'ldeed peak cyh der press:Jre a•e no solely !unc ions of 
•gn1 Ion :ni g. b also ol ignitiOn delay. As such he 
spac1ng be~ween pressure and 10'1-cJrrent pea s are no 
necessanty .e same as the spark advance. but If th s 
corela 10 rs SOJgh· 1 can ~e I'Tl:Jrov&: by Jsrng averaged 
da:a. 
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Frgure 7 19"1HIO:l rCT"Ing Ad.ta1Ce rffe:::t on IOn-curren: a; 
1500 rpm, 50% throttle, 50% load and lambda=O 9 from 
s1ngle cycles 
AIR TO FUEL RATIO 
In the olots shown in Figures 8 and 9, a compar1son 
between the pressJre and the IOn-current s1anal under 
d11!erent AFR vaiLes is shown usrng data" that was 
averaged over ten cycles uSing a s1rgle sens1ng piJg. tt 
can be seen L'lat the'e IS a very good correlation between 
pressure and ion-curren at each air-fuel rat1o. a'ld the lOll-
current s•gnal rema:~eo measurable at all AFR coC~dlh01s. 
In F1gure B. the AFR was swept from a value of i.=0.65to 1 
at half load w •le t e cr-g•ne speed was ~eld co'1s ar. a: 
1600 rpm and the ITA was 30 oeg In Figure 9. the AFR 
was swept irom /..= 1 to 1 .26 under 'le sa·ne engne 
con0111ons. 
F~gure 8 AFR swept from rich to stoichiometric at half load 
and 1600 rpm 
Figure 9 AFR swept from stoichiometric to lean at half load 
and 1600 rpm 
The location of start of iorw:urrent signal and peak ion-
current position are interdependent with the pressure 
signal slope and location cl peak pressure, and all of these 
parameters are a function of flame propagation speed. 
Where mixtures bum fast (at AFR"s that are slightly lean of 
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stoiChiometric), the positions of the start and peak IOn-
current occur eartier, but very lean (and hence slow 
bum1ng) mixtures have the greatest delays. 
The magnitudes of the ion-current signals also correlate 
whh the magnhudes of pressure signals. The mildly rich 
mixtures produce the highest values for ion-current and 
pressure signals. The signal strength decreases at both 
richer and leaner AFR's. For very lean mixtures, as whh 
any low in-cylinder pressure condition, the post-flame 
phase disappears. What looks like a second hump on the 
signal from the leanest mixtures is in fact very late 
combustion. 
Previous research has identified that the behav1or of the 
first slope of the ion-current signal is an indicator of mixture 
strength [14], and this is confirmed by the results in Figure 
10 where the AFR is plotted against the first ion-current 
slope. Each of the seven slope values is an average over 
sixty cycles under the same AFR conditions. The trend is 
for the Ion-current signal to peak near to a stoichiometric 
AFR and decrease for richer or leaner mixtures. Further 
research is required to establish whether the ion-current 
sensor could replace an oxygen sensor, but it is clear that 
the ion-current signal can provide feedback for individual 
cylinder fuel trims in order to equalize cylinder air/fuel 
imbalances. The impact that such a strategy will have on 
the efficiency and emissions of production vehicles is 
considerable . 
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Figure 1 0 Relationship between the slope of the first Ion-
current spike and Air-Fuel Ratio 
COMPRESSION RATIO 
Two sensors were used to acquire the data shown in 
Figure 11. The engine was run at half load and 1650 rpm, 
with the IT A at 30 deg BTDC and an air fuel ratio of 
/..=0.95. Figure 11 shows plots of the in-cylinder pressure 
and ion-current signal for different compression ratios. As 
the compression ratio drops reducing the flame 
propagation speed, the start of the ion-current signal is 
delayed, and the peak pressure is also reduced and 
retarded. 
1: is t'"lo::manl 10 no e t at "1e engn;; •1as e:JJth oetween 
~ac 1es1 1n orae.. to ·a. il"1e: CO'Il:.-ress~::>n raH~ T 5 
·ed_:eo :::Jrr.pressron rat10 woJid have affected the 
eng11e's :hermodyr.amtc elk: en:y. :u hrs was not 
compensated tor rn the experrmems. 
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c:tgure 1 - Compressron Ratto Effect 
LOAD t SPEEJ 
For the load'soeed da:a colleclt:m the load was sweol irom 
0'\o to • ooco and <he speed frort • ::JOC <:J 3000:-::>-n Tne at· 
to 1uel rc:uo vva:. ndd at 0.3 ldr-tbaa, a•d f•gura ·;>show~ 
tne ·esults rec;orded t>y usu\g both I'Jn·currant ~EIIISOrs 
Ftoure 12 shows that as the load tncr~ases rr,e p·essure 
rn;reases ana the peak cylrnde• pressure occurs earl1er 
The ion-current stgnal also increases and the maxtmum 
point appears earlier, but only up lo about 75°·~ load. After 
tnis point the ran-current signal contrnues to occJr ean;er 
but starts to tal' in r1agn• ude. 
~:r~ 
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Figure 12 Load contour graphs 
·~~-.-~ 
nrs effect was also obseNed wrtn a singe ron-cu·rem 
sensor, and no easy explanatton for thts phenomenon ts 
avarlable since the ron fomnalton process ts nol yet fully 
understood. 
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TRA"'SIENT OPE=!ATIO". ?ER=ORI ll.I\Cc 
T·1e oressure a'ld t:Jn-cu·•::nl ~·gnats re:::orosc dJ'!ng 
a:::celeratro are str0wn rn FtgJre • 3. wt1ere tne engrrre was 
accererated from 1000 rpm to 4000 rpm at fJII load. A log 
obtarneo curing oecereratton tS shown 1 Frgure 15. The 
engtne was oecelerated ram 4000 rpm tc rdle speed at 
three aJa-,e-s load. 
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F tgure 13 - Pressure and ion-current srgnafs reco ceo as 
the engtne was accelerated from 1000 rp'Tl c 4000 rom a' 
full load 
In t'1e ::!ata bgs of F1gure 13. :he eng.n:: v.as f;ao: at 1j15 
Jntil the 0.8 x ;O' data uorn;. and nten the thrv:tle w"~ 
suddenly fully openej. 11 rs parttcul8'1y tnterestrng :o note 
'lc·c; that aiihough he press •e rncre ses after u-,at :Jo.n:. 
he ror, -current drOiJS. Thrs rs largely due to the m:Xlure 
leanrng out momentarily at the sudden openrng of ltl& 
thrott,e, but i: may also partly be due a he e ec: oted rn 
:he load'speed sec ton whe e t e magnr ude o the ror-
currer signal droos above hree ouarters foad. ea., a•so 
oe seen tha misfi•e occurs a the poin; where t e ~ottle is 
':'lpened. ' IS iS due tO fuel COn:Jensal!on i, he rnie 
man: ord a d o rnabilt y of t e carbure or ·a s:Js~a• 
stot::r1•ometry dunng trans,e-ts. 
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Figure 4- Accel&rat•on Mtsftre Detarl rem F1gJre • 3 
Figure 14 1s an enlargement of data taken from F1gure 13 
over the cycles where misfire occurs. it can be seen that 
the Ion-current signal is absent on the misfired cycle and 
weak on the cycle occurring directly after the m1sfire: 
s------------~p~,~~·~e __________ __ 
IOf'l-current 
1 
0.5 oe=~~~~~~~~~ 
0 05 1.5 2 2.5 3 
Figure 15 - Pressure and ion-current signals recorded as 
the engine was decelerated from 4000 rpm to 1000 rpm at 
three quarters load. 
The behavior of the ion-<:urrent signal is exactly the 
opposite of the behavior shown during acceleration. 
Again, misfired cycles occur as the throttle is shut off due 
to momentarily over-rich air-fuel mixtures. Figure 15 also 
illustrates that the correlation between ion-current and 
cylinder pressure is very close in the x direction, but is 
much more complex in the y direction as during transient 
performance, as the cylinder pressure decreases, ion-
current actually increases. This may be partially 
understood by examining F~gure 16, where it can be seen 
that the mixture actually ignites after the exhaust valve is 
opened. 
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Figure 16 - A detail of the deceleration log showing 
misfired cycles where the mixture ignited at EVO. 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
Preliminary understanding of the combustion attributes can 
be achieved by examining the signal characteristics as 
described above. In order to be able to extract more 
detailed information, some post-processing of the signal is 
needed. In this section a brief description of how the 
signals were analyzed and the portions of the signals that 
were used to extract useful information is given . 
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Figure 17. - Diagram of relevant pressure signal 
measurants. 
For the curve integration, the start and endpolnts are taken 
at the point where the inlet valve closes (IVC) and the 
exhaust valve opens (EVO) respectively. For the given 
engine, IVC was 116 degrees before the combustion TDC 
and EVO 116 degrees after it. Hence, the areas of the 
pressure curves quoted in this report are all between these 
two points. 
The pressure measurants, as shown in Figure 17, with 
their names and their units are: 
1. The position of the signal peak - measured in CA 
degrees after IVC 
2. The magnitude of the signal peak - measured In signal 
V oHs 
3 The width of the curve at hall Hs height - measured in 
CA degrees 
4 The area under the curve - measured in CA degrees 
by signal Vohs 
For the ion-<:urrent signa l curve integration, the start point 
IS taken as the point where the signal rises above noise 
levels, while the end point is taken as the point where the 
signal drops to noise levels. If the ion-current signal is still 
i 
I 
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s; o,g a· E '0 trle' t' u~ tl> wker. as t'lf, ;,-,d ;>o.nt St;"~:Eo any 
~om:J sn:in ana· ~VO wtL nJ nave a c:>~siaeraole e'iec: 
O'l ne :Jressw'e. 
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~"igure i8 - Dtagram dtsptaytng ion-curre,t stgnal 
•easurants 
-ne m st ust:ful or.-cum::;"~t st~nat measura~;s (sh:>:.n m 
F;Jure ~6)dre. 
The ;:JOst:ton of :h ftrst pont of a stgnal - measured 1n 
CA degrees after 1\IC, and the dtffere:1ce bet •1een the 
two pe<Jks 
2 The posthons of I 'le first and second spike peaks CA 
degrees after IVC 
3 The mag ttude of both sptkcs - Volts 
4 The three areas unoer ne dtfferent regtons of the 
sig'lal -CA dE<grees x lolts 
5 The four slopes of the spikes - Volts / CA degrees 
DATA MANIPULATION 
Jr. order to furtl ter <Jn31yLE> the ion-c~rrent data vta a 1tftcl'l 
:1eural ne works, t'1e press>Jre measurants must e related 
to those of the ton-current, and so graprs of all posstble 
combtnatlons of the 4 pressure measurants were planed 
agains the 13 tOn ·C'Jrrent meascJra-,ts descnbed above 
T e tmP"Jrtant t·ends. 1n terms o :Jressu~e ton-c;Jrrent 
cor elat.on are common under all engine parameter 
changes. n,e results shown here, obtai~ed by arytng the 
tgn uon ttmt'lg, are represen awe o all ested condttrons. 
Results obtatned by varytng the compr~ss10 ra 10, 
load/rpm, atr-fuel ra io and general! parameters t'lat affect 
2 
.a me ~·oc;agat1on see eo, ex t::>lt ;"le sar-,e oe~a,•;:r. a"l: 
t-,~s he '"asJ!:5 ;r::>rn t,e a ... 1er i&Sts are om ~ec 
Tc ftnd me bes~ r1a:ct1es. <: Pearsor correlatron tesT was 
earned out on the data. Th ts 1s a stattsltcal meth:rd the 
measure how well a lrnear equa:,on describes tne relatron 
between wo var.ables tna: are measu·ed or 11e same 
ob1ec!. I! 1s de: ned as he sum o e produc s of he 
standard scores of the two measJres. d1v1aed by ;he; 
de;;vees o: · ·eeoom. A s::o·e o' 1 or · shows t a e data 
hes on a lne W'1ere as a sco'E o' zero s,o.vs rere IS no 
IJro.ea .. -ei::;.· :>""$h1c oe-.. veer E :ap a 1t.-s. 
T e aaia tha. were subtect 10 thiS a'latysts were not 
ave·aged a·•d he iollowtng graoh~ ;:~r<Nl'l ;ne resu:s O'l a 
cycle to cycle basts. The en;Jne was ru a: 1600 lJm. aH 
load. an atr fuel ratto of 0.9 and ne rgn1t1::>n :.:;KIQ actva1ce 
I or was swept from 55 to 50 to 40 to 20 and i1nally to 0 deg. 
Ftgure 19 shows correlatton betwe-er t'le positbn ol t1e 
ftrst peak of the ron-current stgnal aga1:1st the a'e:: J:lder 
the press.Jre cu-ve, and the Pcarson correlatton coefiic,en: 
was -0.96568 showtng an inversely :Jropor.tonal and 
a''Tlos linea· relationship extsts 
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Figure 19 - Area t.njer he pressure CJTVe a;~a:nsi tne 
pOSitiOn of first peak o! 1on-curren stgoal 
The a'ea u der the pressure curve s ltnkej to pea 
pressure magn ,ude, (the htgher pressure results tn a 
larger area under the curve) Both of these measurants are 
closely related lo t11e posttton of the frrst peak of the 10. -
cJrre'lt The same inversely propo tOnal rela ions i;:: exis~s 
for postton of the ftrst peak of the ion-current agarns 
pressure -nagntlude. and the Pearson cor,elauon was -
0.98016. 
The posn•or o: peak pressJr& •S plotted aga1'1Sl tr,e peak o• 
he firstto,.,·cur·ent sptke 1 F1gure 20. ard grves a Pe5·son 
cor·alallon coefllcie1t of 0.97866. Agan. th:s dernonst:ates 
a near linear re'a ronsh1p a ·cept !hi :ir'le 'rte rw 
measJrants are 01reclly oroporttonal. Thts very gooc 
correlation was ex;:>ected as l'le earlter 'le peak pcsrtron 
occJrs the earlter t~e lame reaches our sensor 
Similar correlations were found between the position of the 
start of the ion signal and peak pressure position, yielding 
a Pearson coefficient of 0.97540. The early start o the ion-
current signal means ear1y flame propagation, which 
equates to early peak pressure position. 
110 
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Figure 20 - Peak Pressure Position against the position of 
peak of the first ion-current spike 
If the mixture was trimmed to higher dilution levels, a delay 
in the start and the peak of the spike of the ion signal 
would be noted. However, the slower flame speed would 
also affect the slope of the signal thus increasing the delay 
in-between these two points. So, since most of the 
characteristics are interrelated, it is not surprising that 
similar, aHhough less striking trends were found when 
comparing most of signals' measurants. 
ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK MODEL 
The correlations mentioned above do not lend themselves 
to an analytic solution. No single correlation is strong 
enough to provide direct and robust pressure estimation 
while simplistic prediction algorithms will probably not meet 
the requirements if more than one parameters change 
simultaneously. 
However, Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), (which are 
known to be efficient in dealing with noisy and incomplete 
data) are a good candidate for tackling this kind of 
problem. These are fast computational constructs loosely 
modeled on real neural networks where each artificial 
neuron is a node that takes a number of inputs which are 
weighted and summed. Then the weighted sum is passed 
through a transfer function to give the final output. Their 
role is to summarize the inputs of the neuron into a value. 
There are several network families to choose from when 
designing an ANN, but in the present study ADAUNEs 
(ADAptive Linear NEtworks) [23] were used. In the past, 
perceptrons have been used for position of peak pressure 
estimation through ion-current sensing [17, 18, 19]. Like 
the perceptrons, ADALINEs are among the classic 
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networks used extensively in various mdustnal 
applications. Their basic feature is tha their transfer 
functions are pure lines (y=x). One advantage of us1ng 
them is that their inputs and outputs do not need any 
scaling In order to be used. Another advantage is that, if 
the inpuVoutput sets are known from the start, an 
ADALINE can always be designed with minimized error for 
these sets without need of iterative training techniques. 
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Figure 21 - The average actual pressure and ion-current 
signals, with the predicted pressure in dotted line 
The nets were fed the signals of the logged files, the ion-
current signal as an input set and the pressure signal as an 
output set In addition, the engine conditions (throttle 
position, lambda value, rpm, ignition timing advance, 
compression ratio) were also supplied in log files of 70 
consecutive engine cycles. The ADALINE was trained on a 
small number of these (5 to 15 logs) and was then tested 
on a hold out data set that had not been previously 
supplied to the network, and that had different parameter 
setting than had been used before. On the following plots, 
the perfomnance of the ADALINE is demonstrated. All 
resuHs shown are cycle-to-cycle predictions, apart from the 
average pressure cuNe reconstruction in Figure 21 . 
(Pearscn 0.894, Eias Error -o.019, FM) 0 138) 
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Figure 22- Pressure Magnitude 
For the data presented here, the ADALINE was trained 
using logs under, mainly, varying compression ratio , while 
oas ..,, n ,;arvng loao a'ld s;:>eeo were a·so <.!SEC. T'le ;es: 
'i,; has a soeed. t::,ac and :o'"'l;:>ress.on ratto co'Tl tr.al!on 
r at t'le ne: >"\as eve• seer. before As car be seen f·o 
111e avera:;~e ;:>ressure pred•ctror over tne 70 ::yctes IS rr 
gooc agreement wtth tm; a:tual ave:age pressure shown . 
'N'tn a oo•,t-to-pctn RMS erro• o JUSt 0.003 Volts. 
ne pressure mag.,JtJde predoclton showr. tn FtgL.re 22, 
eX:lt:J s a Rlv'S error oi 0. i 39 anc a B1as error of -O.Oi 9 
volts. or s•. and •• • • . respe:t1vely Tl;e posit1:> of pea 
;xessu•e pred•:~ion of Ftgure 23 has an RII/.S error of 
arouno 3 CA degrees ana a Boas error of around -0.5 CA 
aegrees 
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Ftgure 23- Peak Pressure Pos 11011 
Agatn. the area under the pressure curve, tS a good 
esttmation wtt less than 3.5'1o RMS a'ld less t an -0 2·~ 
Btas errors, as shown in Figure 24. 
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Ftgure 24- Area Under the Pressure Curve 
Ftgure 25 demonstrates t. e eHec o' us;ng less tra1ning 
cyctes on 'le qual y of he econstructed pressJre trace. 
Here. only 7 of the prev1ous des1gn files (less than 500 
oestgn cycles) were supplied, a:Jd mformatton alJout tile 
eng1ne operating condtttons were not su;:>pt.ed to the 
ADALINE. The hold out data set used for testtng was the 
same as for the prevJous tests. 
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Figure 25 - The average pred1cted and actual pressJres. 
along w1th the average ton-current 
In thrs case, the pressure magnrtude estJr'lation RMS err:Jr 
rose to 8.2•,., an •ncrease of a:Jout 4•. over :he prevtous 
results. The Bras error change:J sign. but is still under 2°o. 
Ttte posttion ol peak pressure estlmauon was wnhtn 4 CA. 
an mcrease o around O.e degrees uncer.a1 :y, whi•e the 
bras error remained under ·0.5'o CA oegrees. 
Compa•e:J to the prevtous res.Jits, t. e area under the 
curve prediction accuracy fell to a worst case scenano o· 
less tnan 5~. RMS and less than 1.S•o Btas errors. 
Reasonable resul·s were obtatnea f'Jr all :J•edJct<o s. JM 
s;:>1te the fact ha: '1e only ·nfo·-;"tt:>:-o suppl;sj c :'le 
ADALI"JE was he 1on-curren stgnal In add• ion. 'le 'let 
c·11 ··sa""'' 500 combustton events that where bgged 
under drferent operating cond,trons to the test file. Similar 
prediction accuracies were noted unaer all engine 
1Jperat1 r.g condi1ion sweeps. tncJujtng •gnJtton hnmng, at· 
fuel ratto. and load/rpm. as long as t e destgn flies are 
selected so that the test ftle lies wJthtn the sweep's 
boundaries, thus demonstrating e suiTa~illty o using he 
ton-c.Jrrent signal when combtned wtln a compJtationally 
1nexpensrve A '\1 for gathenng 1n cylinder pressure data. 
DISCUSSION 
!v1tsfire detection hroogh ion-current measuremen 1s a 
robust and rehable method under all opera11ng cond1t1ons. 
even on a multi cylinder engtne because under misfire 
condtttons there is no ion-current s•gnal. If the ion-current 
stgnal were to be incorporated into a closed loop control 
system, mtsftre Judgment could be made by the :tme the 
ptston rs at TDC allowmg the spark 10 be re-f•red and some 
of the chem1cal energy in the c arge could be recovered. 
and more importantly, burning the mtx!Jre before ~ 
r~aches the catalyst, (althoJgh \hiS strategy IS unfeasible 
on standard ignJtJon systems as tne coil cannot be 
recharged 1n ime). Nhen an 1on-curre1t sensor h3t is 
se;:>arate to the spa·k otug is used. m•sftre caused dJe to 
electrode h:J de;:>os1ts can also be detected 
Pre-ig111t1on detection tS also possible, If an 1on-cJrrent 
stgnal rs sensed earlier than it rs expected, for example 
because the miX!ure ignited due to hot surtaces in the 
chamber. Under some conditions. a very mild pre-ignition 
may occur that may not be detected due to the t1me aKen 
for the flame to travel to the remote sensor. For this to be 
confused with normal combustion, ~ would have to occur 
very shortly before normal combustion. so this is not a 
serious drawback to the use of remote sensors. 
The results indicate that there are some linear relationships 
between the pressure and ion signals characteristics. An 
analytical approach might no yield enough accuracy to 
resolve the feedback problem, but with the help of ANNs 
the precision of the predicted values, as indicated by the 
error's RMS and the Pearson coefficient, becomes 
impressive. In real world terms, ff the engine parameters 
are known a PPP prediction should tall within 3.5° C.A. 
Also, the pressure magnitude prediction should be within 
tO%. All 08011 vehicles are equipped with the sensors 
needed to inform the neural network aboul the engine 
operating conditions, but even if these are not known, the 
PPP prediction uncertainty only increases to 4° C.A. and 
the pressure magnitude to 11% total errors. These resuHs 
were attained on a cycle-to-cycle prediction, with a 
sampling frequency of 1 samplef2°CA, and without 
averaging nor information about important engine 
parameters such as coolant temperature, mass air flow, 
manffold absolute pressure etc and with relatively few 
"design" cycles. (Upwards of 50,000 cycles are normally 
used) [7,20,21]. Keeping in mind, that with a linear speed 
versus load table interpolation model, like the ones 
generally used in production vehicles today, the RMS error 
for PPP estimation is 3.3 C.A. degrees and the Bias error 1 
C.A. degrees [8] the ANN performed adequately. 
A further advantage is that table interpolation model 
performance drops considerably with ageing, whereas the 
Ion-current in-cylinder sensor will contain ageing 
information. This is because the ion-current signal will 
decrease as the engine ages and cylinder compression 
decreases. Although no ageing test was pertorrned, this 
effect was simulated by varying compression ratio and the 
resuns obtained promise good ageing behavior. 
Similar issues like fuel additive effects and carbon 
contamination of the sensor were not examined. However, 
other studies (24] have shown that fuel additives affect 
mainly the amplitude and not the shape of the ion signal 
curve. As such, it was reported that they can be ovencome 
through data normalization. Soot contamination, although 
not a major problem in gasoline engines, could be resolved 
through techniques like auto-calibration by measuring the 
resistance of the ion sensor prior to combustion [25]. 
Good estimation capabilities under varying compression 
ralio were also shown. Altering the compression influences 
the flame propagation speed. This can be measured with a 
remote spark plug ion sensor. The main use of this type of 
information is likely to be for correction of load table 
interpolation models as the engine ages. However, further 
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research IS required to establish why he lon-curren signal 
decreased above 75% loaa. 
The effect of changing air-fuel ratio was also Investigated. 
lt was shown, that in agreement with other researchers 
observations, the slope of the first spike of the Ion-current 
is indicative of mixture strength. Although the possibility of 
completely substituting the oxygen sensor Is arguable, n is 
clear that ion-current signals can be used for cylinder 
bal~cing. 1t is known that cylinders on a multi cyhnder 
eng1ne can have an AFR difference of 7% between them 
with the oxygen sensor registering a stoichiometric value. 1i 
the ion-current signal can be used to balance cylinder 
AFR, the overall emissions will drop, the temperature 
vanance be1Ween cylinders will also drop and the output 
torque of each cylinder will equalize improving engine 
refinement. 
The most commonly used technique for rapid catalyst 
warm-up is to retard the ignition at start-up. Manufacturing 
tolerances. equate to differences of AFR, dwell time and 
airtlow between the cylinders and dictate a conservative 
maximum retard that will not sacrifice drtvability, for the 
worst-case scenario. Ion-current sensing will enable the 
maximum retard to be used, under all conditions. 
With regards to the use of the additional ion-current 
sensors, it Is noteworthy that since the measuring plug(s) 
was some distance away from the finng plug, a direct and 
firm relationship under all conditions of flame propagation 
speed and the start of the ion-current measurements was 
recorded. This is a unique characteristic of this 
investigation that proved worthwhile. When measuring 
from the firing plug, since the first peak Is a result of the 
flame kernel created by the plug, it does not carry any 
valuable information. Only the second peak is dependent 
on the pressure and temperature. The problem with this is 
that under low load conditions this second peak 
disappears, since there is not enough pressure in the 
cylinder to cause post-flame ionization. This was, also, 
observed in our investigation, but had no effecl on the 
results. 
The difference in results between one and two sensor 
usage is small, but more measuring points result in higher 
accuracy. Sensors are mostly affected by local events, and 
an averaging strategy through the use of multiple sensors 
1mproves the quality of the data. 
CONCLUSIONS 
In this research, the potential of the ion-current 
measurement as feedback tor engine control has been 
assessed. Data was collected using a single, and the two 
remote ion-current sensors, and it was found that whilst the 
use of a remote sensor remote sensor provides better 
insight than a single spark plug sensor. the is little benefit 
in using two remote sensors other than increased signal 
strength leading to a slightly wider diagnostic window. 
-;- e s:o:;.E and dOJblc rer1o:e se.,sor~ were testae unoer 
j ·emn e"lg~C.e .,pera:tr.g eo .Cillons c om~.r a. !"'s•g'lt 
tnto the benavtor of the 10r.-::urren1 s1gral vhen r.ltSftre 
occurs. a:r-iuel •aito c anges. •gni!tor. tim1ng is advanced, 
and ::orlp•esston ratiO is changed. Tne 1on-ccwent stgnal 
was measura::>le u:1oer all tested conditions. Even In 
cycles where data was no1sy or •••complete. the AI~N 
method was st11l able to pre::ltcl p~essu•e eas rants wil'l 
aaeo •ate acc~.;racy 
Jetec .o:1 of rl~Sf1re 'las been s'low~ a !Je possible 
:1rau:n trMal methods. The 1 -.as a!so a11owea tor 
-nore-cor1;:>11::a eo analysts aoequate ac::t..racy. such as 
1\FR 
1\tsc t:le predrcllve abuiltes of aoapti •e ftnear nel\vork 
designs that take the 1on sensor's outpJl as 1nput and 
calculate PPP. pressure milg'lt •toes, the area under the 
p·essure curve. the wtdth of the curve and a!so reconstruct 
:he whole pressure s1gnal were compared. The resJits 
orove rhat there IS great potentiCll for the use of ANN with 
•on-current stgr.als 1n ctosed loop con~rol. 
T'le ::Jracttcal 1mplementa ton m proaJo:tan ve'"ucles Still 
ocsses a few challenges. The prov151on o supenor 
comov a tonal power 1n e'l;Jtne management systems 
oe1ng one o hem. ard he add·!to:lal cos: and complex1 y 
::/ s1n~ even a Si gle rt:::rcte sens:>r is c.'s:. a1 ~ssJe 
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Computationally inexpensive methods of ion current 
signal manipulation for predicting the characteristics 
of engine in-cylinder pressure 
A Gazis• , D P.dnousaki , R Chcn, and W-1"1 Chcn 
DcJ>anmcnt of Aeronautical and Alllomouvc Enginccnng. Loughborough University, Loughborough , UK 
The manuscripl was acceplecl after reuision for publica I inn on 5 ~\eruember 2()()5. 
DOl: 10.1243/14680874 JER04005 
Abstract: Hcccm research on the use or ion current has rocused on matching the charactet·-
ist ic~ or the in -cylinder pressure. thu; avoiding the us • of a pressure transducer. Thh. paprr 
e~p lore> techniques o r calculating these pressure characteristics Lhrough the use or imple and 
computationally inexpensive anificial neural networks. Two neural networks arc presented 10 
deduce the in-cylinder pressure rrom ion cu rrent mcasur •metHs. where one i • used to prcdttl 
th~ characteristic directly and the otlwr i!. used 10 ca lculate the in -cylinder pre su re cur"e 
Experimental results how that both networks give 'atisfactory results for different purposes. 
Some cngillecring implementation is .. ICS and the further imprm•emcnt or the de\'clopcd tcch -
IIICJUeS arc discussed. 
Keywords: 1011 wrrent. in-C} Ii ll(ler p•c>,ure. anilidal neural ne!\ ·ark> 
INTRODU TIUN 
In the race lm mot·e cnicicnt engine>. convenuonal 
means ol comrol have to evolve in order to provide 
the fines!oe required. 1\ modern engine IS a greatly 
computerized enticy with a host of sensors checking 
a variety of a.'>pccu. of its operation. I lowc,•er. largely 
owing 10 the extreme conditions that it contatns, lllC 
cylinder il>clf ts usually not equ ipped with any 
"'n,or' munttoring it directl). Still. ~nowledge of 
what happt'ns in. idc the cyl inder is highly desirable 
for a modern control system. Most manufacturers try 
to deduce relevant information indirectly through 
kno l ;en;ors. lambd" senso rs, airflow scn ors. etc .. 
and conditio ns inside th e cylinder are pred icted rrorn 
models based on th •se sensors' ou tputs. ra th er tha n 
on direct measured evidence. Thus these arc not as 
suita hl e lor the task as an in -cylinder sensor. 
Cylinder pres ure is one of Lhe most import ant 
variables in monitoring engine performance. The 
most obvious solution is to install a pressure ensor 
in each cylinder. I hi . however, is impractical 
because of the prohibi tively high cost and question-
• Corri!Jpnnthll}!. amlmr: lkiJ(IrtiUI!IJI nf Aeronautlcal aud Auw 
momor Cngmeermg. toughboruugl1 University, Loughburuugh. 
Lerceterjlure lln I 3TlJ. emmL tl.ga.::i.sf!llboro.ac.uk 
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:till · lung-tenn pcrrormancc ol such a device. rhus 
prrssurr !oCnsors arc used lm rc;ca rch purpm.cs. " 
target to h met rather than a soluuon tn th ·m sclve~. 
Ion curren t has long been inv • tiRated "' a com-
bustion diagnostic tooll l - 51. h wurk; a, follows. The 
prev;uling conditions during the combusuon eau e 
tonintion of Lhe gases inside the cylinder. Thi iomz-
ation occur mainly in two phase .. The first phase 
occur> during combustion a; rue! reacts With oxygen. 
ltts defined as the chemtcal phase. !"he second phase 
occurs as the already burnt gas~s are compressed by 
rising pressure created by the fuel farther away from 
the spark plug combusting. lt can therefore be 
defined as the thermal phase. By applying a voltage 
th rough these gases. a current will be observed. it i 
up to th e engine contro ll er th en to decide what ki nd 
of inrormation can be deduced rrom this ion current 
signal 16- 71. 
The potential of ion current ha.' been researched 
and used in production as a means of mt lire detec-
tion (a task that it is well suited for as a misfire pro-
duces no ion cu rrem) and knock detection 18- 101 
More re earch has focused on the estimation of air-
fuel ratio (AFR) from manipu lation of ion current 
signal. l ll - 161 and how to in orporate it tnto a 
closed -loop conuol system 117- 221 
Recent research ha gone runher. tcying to rep ro-
lnt. 1. Engine ltc!l. Vol. 7 
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duce in-cylinder-pressure profile characteristics 
from ion current data 123-28}. U successful, the 
advantages are obvious. The high cost of the pressure 
sensor can be bypassed with just the cost of relatively 
cheap electronics. 
The most obvious way to apply a voltage inside a 
cylinder is to use two already existing electrodes, the 
spark plug tips. This approach has some inherent 
problems. In most engines there is one plug per 
cylinder which has w generate a spark as well as to 
measure ion current. Because the spark-generating 
voltage is substantially higher than the typical volt-
ages applied in the ion-current-measuring circuit, 
the latter has to be protected somehow. This has 
been accomplished for example by either measuring 
from the low-voltage side of the ignition circuit or by 
switching the measuring circuit in and out of the 
.high-voltage side. Both these approaches complicate 
matters, the former because of increased noise and 
bandwidth filtering by the coils, and the latter 
because of the intricacy of such a dedicated circuit. 
Furthermore, all approaches that measure ion 
current signals from the ignition spark plug suffer 
from the fact that no meaningful information can be 
gathered until the ignition circuit has been fully dis-
charged. As a result, the initial stage of the combus-
tion, which corresponds to the chemical phase of the 
ion current signal, cannot be recorded 129, 30}. 
Another significant problem of measuring ion 
current through the firing spark plug is that, since the 
initial stage of the combustion cannot be well meas-
ured, the best signal is derived from the ion current 
signal's thermal phase. This, however, becomes less 
significant with reduced load and can disappear for 
load settings less than 75 per cent, thus severely limit-
ing the usefulness of the ion current signal. 
In order to address these issues, ion current sens-
ing from dedicated sensors can be employed (remote 
sensing), introducing significant advantages. On the 
technical side, signal quality is greatly improved 
since data acquisition (DAQ) does not need to be 
interrupted. This continuous measurement allows 
for acquisition of ion current data throughout the 
combustion process. Thls enables a much a greater 
volume of information to be extracted from the 
signal at higher signal-to-noise ratios. Since this 
signal potentially holds much information to be 
extracted, sophisticated signal processing strategies 
need to be employed. 
On the cost side, this approach offers the oppor-
tunity for simpler, more robust and therefore more 
cost -efficient designs for the measuring circuit, since 
there is no consideration of coupling with the 
ignition circuit to be taken into account. 
1nL J. Enpnc Res. Vol. 7 
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Finally, signal quality is greatly improved using 
remote sensing, thus permitting true cycle-to-cycle 
engine diagnosis and control. Thus. the need for 
averaging is eliminated, which reduces computa-
tional and time requirements. 
It might, at first, seem as a significant complication 
to introduce dedicated ion sensors on mass pro-
duction engines. However, companies that already 
offer head gaskets with multiple ion collectors exist. 
This makes modifications to the cylinder head and 
engine block unnecessary 131, 321 
Thus, this research focuses on the examination of 
the potential of ion current based mainly on the 
benefits of better signal quality, cheaper electronics, 
and use of computationally inexpensive signal-pro-
cessing algorithms that are made possible through 
remote sensing. 
After examining the relations between the ion 
current and cylinder pressure and investigating the 
characteristics of these two signals, artificial neural 
network (ANN) techniques are used to deduce the 
cylinder pressure information from the ion current 
measurement and knowledge of the operating con-
ditions. To reduce the implementation difficulties, a 
simple and computationally inexpensive adaptive 
linear element (ADALINE) type of network is chosen 
for this purpose. Then the networks are trained with 
a number of data sets for different operating 
conditions. The trained networks can deduce the 
cylinder pressure information required for engine 
monitoring and cycle-ro-cycle closed-loop engine 
control from the ion current measurement and the 
operating conditions such as speed and load. To 
verify the effectiveness of the proposed techniques, 
experiments are designed to compare the deduced 
pressure yielded by the networks using ion current 
measurement with the actual in-cylinder pressure. 
ANNs have been used before to interpret ion 
current signals. These are most commonly of the per-
ceptron type, a standard ANN for general usage. 
ADALINEs are networks widely used in industrial 
applications too; however, their use for ion current 
interpretation has not been witnessed by the present 
authors in the relevant literature. ANNs offer a 
promising tool for this type of task, however, for the 
reasons outlined in section 4, ADALINEs are chosen 
as the best candidate. 
2 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
The engine employed in the investigation is a single-
cylinder four-stoke research engine. The basic 
parameters are listed in Table l. It features variable 
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Cyl inder Heo.d 
" Eh 
(a) 
(b) 
~1g. I Cnntigunnion ol cylinder head 
l!ore 
"tioL~ 
( 3flaCit)" 
Table I 
fnl t~ t \::tin· not·mng 
lnlt•t \.th'L' rlu\tn~ 
hhnu!JI \ i.&l n•upl'l111ll-: 
hhi..iU\1 ql\l' du'tn~' 
Cor11prc'i,ifm ra1 1n 
l}tlll l lfltl 11011 1 1~ 
r<.l;tX IIll\ 1111 'fli't•cl 
f\. l i1'< 111ll1111 Jlll\\'('1 
Engine parameter 
UOmm 
IOU mm 
050Jt 
12 helore top dt•ad n·utrt> tin IX 
M aher- bonum dead c·rntn--
M bcturc bull urn J,.,,d ( ~lll rt • 
12 ;Jftcr tup <h.·ad lent re I \1 f)( 4, t- t3; 1 
;,,-, lfl f)( _ 20 IH IX 
11!"11l0 rl!n1n 
lfi hhp 
comprc~s t on ratio, variahlc ignition Liming, variab),• 
\FR. vanahl valve timings. and four access points 
on the cylinder head for up to three spark plugs and 
one pre55ure enso r to be located. 
Hgurc I show~ the configuration of the cylindt•r 
head There arc four acccs points. One wru filled 
with a firing ~park plug (bonom left). The next two 
were equipped with two sensing spark plug (top and 
bottom nght). The ion current was detected by these 
two remotely loca1cd spark plugs. The fourth access 
point wa; fill ed with a pr~ssure uansducer. 
- S 
The lip of [he en ing sparlc plug' were asstgned 
as the positive elecnodes while th · spark plug bod)' 
together with the rest of the comhu lion chamber 
were used as the negative side. Th1s was convenient 
"nee the original engine polarity wa' prcscn cd. 
Th • voltage source •ho\\ n in rig l pmdu ·c, a 
voltage of 5 \', to the DAQ. for an inlinl ll' r<·•btanrc 
b~tween the ion sensor elec trodes. 'I hi' voltage 
n·Uur rl-t in an inversrly proportional lll tiiHH· r to any 
measured ion current signal , build ing in UAQ 
protection. 
In order to reveal rhe true ion cu rrent signal. the 
measure vol tage signal has heen re· lnverted by a 
voltage divider before feeding into the computer 
DAQ board. The DAQ ampling rate was one sample 
per 2 of crank angle (CA) at all engine speeds. thus 
makmg it easily implemented tor mas producuon 
purposes. The ion current "gnal' frnm thL• two 'ens-
ing plugs were fed imo the DAQ board. a shown in 
Fig. 2. Therefore. an ion current ignal from either 
sensor or thei r sum can be presented and analysed. 
Use of this set-up presents the whole llame· front 
r . r 11 .... 
-· 
ov 
.. 
Fig. 2 DC voltage source 
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l'lg. 3 Examples of pressure and ion current logs 
profile as measured while it sweeps past the plugs as 
opposed to measuring the back of it as it recedes 
from the plug in a typical set-up. 
Examples of pressure and ion current logs using 
one or both sensors can be seen in Fig. 3. Results 
obtained using both sensors contain more infor-
mation, thus generally produce higher correlations. 
Throughout the rest of the paper, only results 
obtained using both sensors are discussed. 
3 SIGNAL INTERPRETATION 
The experimental data consist of two signals. The 
first is the in-cylinder pressure, measured from the 
pressure sensor. The second is the ion current signal 
measured from the two measuring plugs. Bpth of 
these signals are sampled every 2• CA. Figure 4 shows 
them together for a typical combustion event. 
The leftmost vertical line indicates inlet valve 
closing (IVQ. The next line indicates ignition timing 
tC and 
~" 
.. 
"" !' 
.... 
Fig. 4 Pressure and ion current signals 
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advance (ITA] . The line at x-axis zero indicates top 
dead centre (TOQ. The rigbtmost line indicates 
exhaust valve opening (EVO). 
3.1 Measurants 
The pressure signal is simpler than the ion current 
signal. In order to describe it numerically, four 
characteristics or 'measurants' are extracred for every 
combustion event. Figure 5 shows a typical pressure 
curve and associated measurants. 
The measurants for the pressure curves are as 
follows: 
(a) the pealc pressure position (x axis); 
(b) the pealc pressure magnitude (y axis); 
(cl the width of the curve at half its height; 
(d) the area of the curve between IVC and EVO. 
The ion current is a mucb more interesting signal. 
Because it is measured from two different plugs at 
different distances from the firing plug. there are rwo 
.. 
.. . " 
---
.. • 
Fig. 5 Typical pressure curve and associated measur-
ants 
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d istinGt spikes. This i• heGause lhe ll ame fron t will 
sweep through the measuring electrode m sli~:huy 
different rime . After the second spike there i the 
hump associated with the po r-flame phase. 
One point 10 consider is how signals from two 
;ensing plugs create a si ngle trace. The circuit used 
stmply adus up lhc rwo signals and so what ts seen 
is the sum of the ion ru rrent on bmh plugs. This 
would lead 10 lhe expectation that the second spike 
ts heavi ly affected by lhc post-flame phase, incc 
both measuring p lugs arc registering m that rime 
(whereas. for the fi rs t spike. lhe name ha only 
reached the fi rst pl ug). degradin g its inform a tion 
content. 'l'h is, however. is nor the case. Figure G 
show~ a c·lnse ur of an ion ru rren t trace wi th nnly 
one measuring plug and the engine operating highly 
throttled so as to minimize the post-llamc hump. 
The e are the conditions that create the most prob· 
le ms when measuring from the firing plug. a is the 
u..ual p ractice. llcllring et n/.1241 mentioned tha t 'the 
post· flamc peak e senrialJy vanishes if the load is les 
than 20 pN cent o f th<' maximum load'. 1t is evident 
from Fig~ :1 and 4 that the first srike onl lasts 
for about I 0 CA. The pust · llame phase is mis•ing 
completcl ~mce &()nllal!un due to Lompre ... ..,mn u 
the gase• '" low owmg {I) th e low- load conditions. 
En1pluying remo te 'en>ing eliminate• the defH'n 
dcncc on the I)(' ' ' flam e signal. Employing twu 
n) rtlOlC' sr nsor~ a dd~ furthrr signal inronnaLinn . 
The thtrd phase lt hcnnal post-flame hump) is a 
lc!>>· lo ·alizcd lower-magni tude e\'cnt. !\!though the 
time window avai lable fur rost-flame s•gnal acqut-
siriun is reduced when using the sum of the signal 
from the rwo scn ors. the results obtained arc 
surerior 
As in lhc pressure curve, some measuranl~ arc 
n · ·rlcd to dc<rrtbc the ion current signal for a corn· 
busunn cvl'nt. In the case of ion cu rrent there art' 1:1 
j t I \ I 
0 \ > 1"1 TOC ~Ot l 
a • C) ~ 
CAdeg 
Fig. 6 inglc plug trace 
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sud1 measuram s. A typica l ion curren t signa l and it s 
associated measurams are shown in Fig. i. 
The mcasurants for the ion currcm signals arc as 
follows: 
(a) the x-axis position of the s tart of the signal : 
(h) the x-axis rosition of th • lirsr sp ike; 
I cl the x-axis position of the second srikc; 
id) the magnirude of the fi r 1 spike: 
(cl rhe magnitude of the ;econd spike; 
(f) the slope of the curve between the s ignal s tart 
and the first spike peak; 
(g) th e slope of the curve between the first spike 
peak and th e minimum be tween th e spi kes; 
lhJ the • lope of the curve b •twecn the minimum 
bell cen the sp ikes and the :-ccond sptkc peak; 
(i) the slope of the curve between the second spike 
peak and a poim on the cur.·c ar the same x-axis 
di ranee as used for the prcvwus lopP; 
(j) the area under the firs t spike: 
(k) the area w1der the second spike; 
(I) the a rea under the rost· flame section. 
(m) I he x-axis position of the end of the tgnal. 
:\her l:omparath:e lC~Is. fhc~ · ntl'asurants were 
t.hu~en a,:, Cdl rier.:t of Jtlequ,llt! info1 nhHion tu 
describe rhis signal. 0 1 thc>e. the \'ittitll" x·axi' 
(lU,it ion' proved the mu" li'Cful. since I hl'l' :.tre 
rela ted to !lame develop menl. Howr·ver. J ll 'elc•cwd 
mrasurams eontribulc lO mcn•asing the ucc..:uracv of 
the results 
3.2 Feawre relations 
Given the measurants extracted. the easies t way ro 
look for rela tions is to plot them agai n t each other. 
Ideally, a s trong relation between an ion current 
Fig. 7 Typical ion curren t signal and a~sociated 
m casu rants 
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measuranr and one or more pressure measurants wiJJ 
senle the case in favour of ion currenL However, it 
is not that simple. There are conclusions to be drawn 
by averaging over a number of cycles, which is the 
technique used routinely in treating such signals. 
These, however, are not helpful when developing a 
tool; this should, in practice, be able to help to con-
trol cycle-to-cycle engine operation, which is the aim 
of this investigation. 
Figures 8 to 10 show some cases of strongly related 
measurams. Ion current measurants are on the 
x-a:xis; pressure measurants are on they-axis. These 
data are logged over a varying compression ratio 
loop, therefore each data point batch corresponds to 
a compression ratio between 4.5:1 and l 1.2:1. 
Figures 8 and 9 are marches for the peak pressure 
position with the positions of the first and second 
ion arrrem spikes respectively. lt shows good corre-
lation with both measurants and that a delayed com-
bustion evem results in a late pressure peak position. 
Another point to note is that delayed combustion 
90 
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TDC 0 0 0 • 
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1st Ion Current Pmk Position (CA deg) 
Fig. 8 Relationship between th.e first peak ion current 
and lhe peak cylinder pressure position 
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Fig. 9 Relationship between the second peak ion cur-
rent and the peak cylinder pressure position 
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Fig. I 0 Relationship between second peak ion current 
and the peak cylinder pressure 
results in a greater uncertainty in the peak pressure 
position. This arises because delayed combustion is 
more unstable, resulting in higher cycle-to-cycle 
variation. 
Figure 10 is a match between peak pressure mag-
nitude and the position of the second ion current 
spilce. lt can be seen that the second peak ion current 
position has a strong relationship with the peak 
cylinder pressure magnitude, too. When the second 
ion current spike occurs late, the flame reaches the 
second sensing plug late, which indicates late com-
bustion. Therefore the peak cylinder pressure magni-
tude is reduced. 
Although the relationships between the first and 
second ion current spj]ces with the combustion evem 
are strong, as can be seen in Figs 8 to I 0, there is an 
uncer1ainty of the order of 10" CA relating to the peak 
pressure position and of the ord.er of 0.4 V relating 
to the peak pressure magnirude. These uncertainties 
are not acceptable for engineering implementation 
of the use of the ion current as an alternative means 
of measuring the cylinder pressure. For this reason, 
a more sophisticated strategy has to be developed 
and employed for ion current signal interpretation 
in order to improve its correlation with the press-
ure signal. 
4 PREDICI'JONS 
4.1 Artifidal neural networlcs 
ANNs are a good candidate for taclding this kind of 
problem (14, 22, 231. These are computational con-
srructs. used in a variety of applications for dealing 
with complicated inputs. The notion behind them is 
loosely modelled on real neural networks. Each arti-
ficial neuron is a node that takes a number of inputs. 
JER04005 0 IMechE 2006 
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These ar · wl'ighcc.l a nc.l th en summec.l as illustratec.l 
on the left -hand side of Fig. 11. 
The idea is that an input with a strong relation to 
the output will have a relatively large weight associ-
ated with it. Thus. llucruations in important input~ 
will re ult in significant changes to the weighted sum 
h nally. the wctghcd sum ts then passed through a 
tra nsfl'r function to ~ivt> the linal output. Thrrc an• 
various traditionally u ed transfer functions. some of 
which are hnwn in Fig. 12. 
Their role is to 'summarize' the inputs of the 
neuron into a value. The simple form of Fig. 12(a) is 
a step fu nction which basicall y translates to on and 
off states for th e artificial neu ron. Figures 12(a) to 
(d) a rc varia tions on th e sa me theme, making a 
smoother transition so that information is not lost 
in the grey area whcr the weighted sum do •s not 
translat clea rly into the on or off a reas. 
A collection of artificial neurons is what i termed 
the artificial neural network as illus trated in Fig. 13. 
The inputs ar ·taken in by th input layer of artificial 
nrurons. Thesr arr thrn processed through succrss-
1\'C layers un til they reach the final 'output ' layer. 
The ma111 taok> 1\ hen designing an 1\ N is to 
dectde upon the ard111ectut be;~ ;uited to th ta>k. 
c.~; . numb ·r of layt•rs and l)1lC of transfe r funt·uon , 
and then tn tunc its parameters. e.g. th • variou> 
weights. Th ·re ate many dillcrem types ur u·a ining 
Input 1 
Input 2 
IIW3 
ltlll44 
Fig. tl Schematic representation of an artificial 
neuron 
±.± 
0 T 0 
a) 6) 
~ L 
B) n 
Fig. 12 Sample transfer functions 
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algorithm for th is task. Most of these arc recursive 
where a ncrwnrk is prese nt ed wit h successive sets of 
inputs: small a lterations arc made each ti m<' accord-
ing to its response compared with the desired values 
until at some point tuning is decided to be adequate 
for the task. 
In the cas of this experiment , the following con-
idcrations a re taken into account 
!'ir t, the network has to be as uncomplicated as 
possible_ If the model is to be u able on a cvclr-to· 
cycle basis by an engine con troller. all co mputations 
ha\'C to be completed uffidcntly rapidly to provide 
time!) 1"-'Uit> for the next Lyde for e\er) ~lind e r. 
The s impler the ncrwork rha t do<'s thi, , thl' less 
demand there is on the signal - proce~!',ing electroni c. 
tha t will carry our those cnmputalion~. 
Srco nd. the network or some further algorithm 
bchtnd it must produce co nttnuou> ou tput. Th ts 
b important as th • measurants arl' number> that 
cannot be represented by an on off sta te. To code 
for such states using step transfer fu n lions requires 
a large amount o r output artificial neuro n> for each 
output. 
Thi rd. the network must be ea.y to train with a 
rcasonahl) small amount of data. In cngmecnng 
applications, it is impractical to rcqutre a vast 
amount of data to train a neural network owing to 
th e cost and time needed to collect these. The goal 
wao to uoe a few as 70 comhuMion event> per engine 
operating condition. 
There a rc several network fami li es to choo. e from. 
Keeping the above points in mind , DAI.IN Es were 
chosen. These i\ DAI .IN F. are among the dassic types 
of /\NN. /\n i\DAUNE neuron takes a weightec.l 
sum or its inputs but, instead of passing it through 
a tran fer function, sends it tratght to its output. 
·n,is is also helpful fo r producing co ntinuous output 
since a single output a rtificial neuron can produce 
any real value. The main li mitation or AD/\U i 
tha t they will tackle lin<'ar relations bu t will not hP 
very u eful beyond these. Looking at the da ta in Figs 
8 to 10, both linear and non -linear rela tionships arc 
lnt. 1. Engine Res. Vo l. 7 
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indicated. However, the window of engine operating 
conditions tested is strongly exaggerated compared 
with normal operation. Despite this and the fact 
that linear approximations were used, the obtained 
results are weU within the scope of closed-loop 
engine control implementat:ion. In addition, the 
range of operating conditions spanned by a pro-
duction engine is such that the data produced would 
be in relations even more adequately modeUed as 
linear. 
FinaUy, for training purposes, ADALINEs can be 
trained using the least-mean-squares (LMS) algor-
ithm. This is a very important considerat:ion given 
the low-data-volume requirement. The strength of 
the LMS algorithm lies in that it competently handles 
this case where the data are limited. The way that 
LMS trains the network is as foUows: given a set of 
inputs and a set of desired ourputs, the error is 
defined as th.e difference between the actual ourput 
and the desired output LMS minimizes the average 
of the sum of the square of these errors. Since this 
is a quadrati.c function, it will have at most one mini-
mum. Thus, for a given set of inputs, LMS wiU tune 
the network so that their averaged squared errors are 
minimized. In this research, two sets of networks 
have been developed and tested. To test these, some 
data sets were set aside and used afterwards to assess 
performance under unknown inputs. 
4.2 Measurant-predicting network 
The first network is the smaUest in terms of artificial 
neurons. lt is a layer of four artificial neurons 
(ADALINES are single-layer networks), each of which 
takes the 13 ion current measurants as inputs and 
produces one of the predicted pressure measurants 
as an ourpuL Each input is mult:iplied by a weight 
factor and aU weighted inputs are then summed in to 
what becomes the output 
Figure 14 shows the network architecLUre. The 13 
ion current measurants are the set nf circles at top 
!==-
Fig. 14 Schematic representation of the network 
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left The set under them, JabeUed 5 Conditions is a 
string of numbers (constant for each input file) that 
describes the operating conditions of the engine at 
the time. These conditions are throttle position, 
engine speed, engine load, APR. ignition timing 
advance, and compression ratio. 
Training is carried out as foUows. When data were 
logged. one of the aforementioned operating con-
ditions was varied and a number of files logged for 
various values of that condition with everything else 
kept the same. This created 'families' of files, the 
compression ratio family, the ignition timing family, 
etc. Of these families, one member is selected to be 
the 'test set', the set of values to be shown to the 
network after training to test performance. The rest 
of the family is then used to train the network. Thus, 
when testing the network, it is given values not en-
countered during its training. By choosing the test 
set to be somewhere in the 'middle' of the variable 
condition range, the network arrives at the correct 
results since these lie within its training window. The 
results of this process can be seen in Figs IS to 18. 
The entries on the x axis are the measured values 
of the measurant, and the entries on the y axis are 
Fig. IS Predictions for peak pressure position 
1.1 
12 1.4 1.& u 
Measured 
Fig. 16 Predictions for peak pressure magrtirude 
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fig. I R Prct!l t:lions for pn.: sure curve Wldlh 
the pretlicwtl value>. Thu>, a perfect prctliction 
would pl111 a diagonal lone. This is the ' tdeaJ' line 
memioncd in the keys and is used fo r reference. The 
•olid line indicate> the data mean. it often coincide~ 
to a great c~1e111 with the ' ideal' line, which indicates 
a ~ood match between measurements and predic-
tions. ·nw two uutcr doll •d linc.s indicate the stan 
da rd dPviations (. Os) of the data. In the. P four 
figures. the network performs so well that the mean 
of the prediction and the d iagonal a rc almost ident -
tcal. The on I figure in which they can be seen >cpar-
ately is Fig. 16. 
or the fo u r outp uts or th e ne twork. th e mos t 
important arc the peak pressure posirion a nd peak 
rn•s•u re magnitudc wh ich give the x and y co-
ordinates respectively of the pressure curve's peak. 
Figure 15 shows the predictions for peak pressure 
posi tion . The mea n of the pred icted values is shifted 
by 0.062 from the mean of the actual values and 
the standard deviation of the prediction is 2.55 . A 
similar degree of accuracy was obtained for the re t 
of the in cylindrr pre. surc measurant predictions. 
Given that the ion current signal is sampled every 2 
CA. this result is sati factory. 
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The predicti ons in these fih'llrcs arc calcu lated 
from a mixed training set. The familie used are the 
compres ion ratio family with various compres ion 
ratios and the speed and load families with various 
peeds and loads. The compre sion ratios for the fi r t 
famil a re 11.2:1 , 7.6:1. 6.2:1. 5.2:1, 4.7:1, and 4.5:1. 
I he speed- load setung fo r the second famtly are 33 
pN cent at 1400 r/min, 7~ per rPn t at 1400 r/ min . 
\\~de -open throttle a t 1400 r/min. 33 per cent at 
1750 r/ min , and 75 per cent at 1700 r/ min. The test 
set is a member of the compression rauo famil)' with 
a compression ratio of5.6:1. Ignition timing for these 
was kep t constant at 30 RTDC. 
What is wonh noting is tha t the n ·twork gives 
bettrr resu lts when thr famil ir.s arc mix('d mgrthcr 
than when the training is performed on each individ -
ual family. This is a sati factory result , demonstrating 
how the network can interpola te and select the right 
predictions fo r the test set, the operating conditions 
that it has not encountered at all dunng training. 
4.3 Curve-predicting network 
Gtvcn the satisfactory performance of the •imple 
ADALI E in tackling the 13-input bv fou r-output 
mcasuram pred ictions. a nrw nrtwork wa tcstrd 
('lrCUICtlllg the whole pressure CliiVe. i\gam an 
1\ 111\I.INE was usctl , hut this time with the whole ion 
CU IT•nt signal as the input n11tl th e whole p res>ure 
signal as the ourput. More spcdlilally. each cycle " 
exami ned be tween IVC and EVO. Given the sampling 
ra te and the valve ri ming. this gives a data stri ng of 
11 7 elements fo r both io n current and pres urc. Thus 
the network consists of 117 aruftcial neurons. each 
of which is connected to all inputs and which pro-
due~ one output. corresponding to a potnt on the 
predicted pressure curve. Figure 19 bows the meas-
ured and predicted preM.urc curve~ rc>tliung from 
,.., ., ~ r. I .. . 
·r 
Fig. 19 Averaged actual and predicted pr urc curves 
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this nerwork averaged over the whole of the test set. 
The training set and test set are the same as for the 
previous nerwork. 
Again, the averaged ADAUNE follows the target 
quite closely even though the compression ratio of 
the test data has never been encountered in its train-
ing. However, the measurants extracted from the pre-
dicted curves are not as good as for rhe previous 
nerworlc.. Figure 20 shows the actual and predicted 
values for the peak pressure position. The mean of 
the predicted values is shifted by 1.69° (compared 
with 0.062 for the previous networlc) and tbe stan-
dard deviation is 5.45° (compared with 2.55 for the 
previous nerwork) . 
Similar results are true for the rest of rhe measur-
ants, with uncertainty increasing roughly IWofold 
compared with rhe previous nerwork. 
This neiWork is created with the task of matching 
the curve point to point. The objective of training 
the networlc is to minimize the average difference 
between the actual and predicted curves, which may 
result in the fact that the error beiWeen tbe predicted 
and actual in -cylinder pressure peak positions is not 
minimum. 
5 DISCUSSION 
The results reported here showed how ion current 
data can be treated using simple techniques to pre-
dict various features of the in-cylinder pressure. Of 
the IWo neiWodcs presented, the most tilcely to be 
suitable for the task of engine control is the first 
(measurant prediction). This is by far rhe cheapest 
computationally and is specialized in predicting the 
most important aspect of the pressure curve, the 
location of its peak. This should be a welcome result 
for the further development of engine control sys-
tems striving to employ fast and simple algorithms 
60 
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for changing engine parameters on cycle-to-cycle 
timescales. One drawback of this approach is that, 
even though the neiWork used is itself extremely 
simple, its inputs are the results of some data pro-
cessing since the ion current measurants used are 
themselves the product of various operations. Even 
though these operations are well within the capabili-
ties of modem electronics, they can be more expens-
ive computationally than the operation of the 
nerwork itself, a factor that will have to be taken into 
account when designing such a system. 
Another feature to take into account regarding 
measurants is the y-axis data of the ion current 
signal. All the measurants strongly affecting the 
pressure curve results were those on the ion current 
signal x axis, in other words related to the timing, 
and not the magnitude, of the ion current events. 
Figure 4 shows an ion current signal. What should 
be noted is the sharp slopes leading up to the two 
peaks. In some cases, there could be two to four data 
points from bottom to top of the ion cu.rrent spike. 
Therefore, the ion current signal might contain fre-
quencies which are too high for our sampling rate. 
This might be an additional factor to explain why 
ion current magnitudes never showed any strong 
relation to any pressure measurants in the measur-
ant-to-measurant plots. 
The ADAUNEs employed in this research manage 
their predictions based mostly on x-axis ion current 
measurants. It might be possible that higher sam-
pling rates can improve the results further as the sig-
nificance of y-axis ion current measurants will be 
talcen into account. However, other researchers (29] 
have pointed out that large cyclic fluctuations are a 
typical problem with ion current measurements 
anyway. Thus, by not relying on ion current magni-
tude but rather on ion current timing (made easy by 
measuring from tbe remote plugs) this problem can 
be avoided to some extent 
Apart from the most important position of the 
peak of rhe pressure curve an ADAUNE has been 
found to be able to tackle quite competently the task 
of predicting the pressure curve itself. Norrnally, such 
tasks are best left to more specialized (and more 
computationally expensive) tools such as radial basis 
functions. An important point to consider in this 
second nerwork is that the input is passed to it 'raw' 
as it were, with no need for preprocessing to extract 
ion current measurants. There is a cost to pay at the 
output as pressure measurants are extracted from 
it but it is a much simpler task as rhere are only 
four measurants involved in the pressure curve as 
opposed to 13 in the ion current signal. However, this 
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nelwork is nol as e ffc ·1ivc in locating the peak of lht· 
pressure u rve. 
lr might seem 1o be a logical srep 10 d esign an 
ADALINF acccpling a 'raw' ion currem s ignal and 
prod ucing p ressure curve measurams as ourpu1. 
Varia1ions nn this have been tried with poor resul1s. 
11 cems thal. for thtS kmd ot task. s1mple networks 
>uch as 1hc ADAI.I:\F can no longer keep up. 
Finally. no1 all da1a are necessarily io linear 
rcla1ions. Figure I 0 is a n example of two mcasuranls 
1ha1 seem 10 indicale ra1hcr s trongly that a non-
linear relation exis ts bcrween dJCm . Modified nm-
works have been 1ried 10 sec whether pe rformance 
can be improved by passing the inputs through a 
function, thus making tlw curve rrsemb l!' a morr 
li near form . The mos1 im ponam measurams. peak 
pressure posi lion a nd magniiUde. sometimes im· 
proved by as liltle as 2 3 per cem. This is no1 a par-
licularly s1rong case for adding computational cos1 
10 the sys1em 11 ;cems 1ha1. given the uncenaim in 
the da1a and the shon segmem of curve in ques1ion. 
a linrar approximation is best uited 10 d<'a ling 
1\ilh il. 
6 CO CLUS ION 
T he re;ult; of llli> I'C>earch dcmonstralc the f•a> ibil · 
iry of bypa"ing lltr U~C of a p ressure lran , dtt ccr ;tS 
a means of in-cylinder da la gathering. 
r h rough 1hc use of the Ion currcnl s1gnal . manipu -
lm~d by cnmpulnlinnally inexpensive s , the prak 
pressure r osi1ion has been predicted 10 a best reso· 
lu tion of 2.55 CA a l a sampling ra te o f o ne sample 
pe r 2 CA. 
Coupl ed with 1hc robusrness and ignificamly 
lower co;t of the ion-currem-sensing appara tu , 1h1; 
performance is indica1ive o f th e imponancc of ion 
curr<'nl srn>ing a' a 10ol in 1he d evelopmenl offulurr 
cl used · loup con 1ro ll e rs needing 10 acquire fas1 cycle-
per-L-yclc cumbus1iun information. 
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ABSTRACT 
Homogeneous charge compress1on tgnitton (HCCI). 
comoust1on has the potential to be h1ghly eff1c1ent and to 
produce low NOx carbon dioxide and particulate mat!er 
emiss1ons but expenences problems with cold start 
runntng at idle and produc1ng high power denstty ;. 
solution to these IS to operate the engine tn a "hybnd 
'T10de'. where the engine operates tn spark 1gn1tion mode 
at cold start tdle and htgh loads and HCCI mode 
elsewhere dunng the dnve cycle demanding a seamless 
transition between the two modes of combustion through 
spark assisted con rolled auto 1gnrtion. Moreover. HCCI 
requires considerable control to maintain consistent start 
o combustion and heat release rate whiCh has thus far 
limited HCCrs practical application. 
In order lo prov1de a su1 able con rot me . od. a eed ac~ 
s1gnal 1s reqUired. Th1s paper wrll inves gate he use of 
an 1on-c rrent sensor in HCCI combustion m order to 
extract and quantify combustton measurants. With 
particular reference to control applications. A 
presentat1on of results of ton-current sensing fo r 
monitoring combustion under steady state operation, 
over a vanety of speeds and trapped residual gas 
amounts is made. The results show that est1mation of 
cylinder pressure parameters through the ion signal With 
prom1s1ng accuracy IS shown, and ion-current is proven 
o be a cost effective and adequately infonmahve 
feedback s1gnal for both SI and HCCI engine control. 
INTRODUCTION 
Homogeneous charge compress1on 1gn1llon (HCCI), has 
the potential to be highly efficient and to produce low 
NOx. carbon dioxide and parttculate matter em1ssions. 
but experiences problems w1th cold start. running at idle 
and also at produc1ng high power denshy. A solution to 
these problems is to operate the engine in a 'hybnd 
mode·. where the eng1ne operates in HCCI mode at low 
and med1um toads wh1le sw1tch1ng to spark ign1tion {SI) 
mode at a cold start 1dle and h1gher loads. In order o 
2:'i l 
ach1eve acceptable dnvablh v a seamless rans1tP:>r> 
between the two modes of combustion must be attained 
In addition, HCCI reqUires considerable control to 
maintain cons1stent start of combustion tSoC) and heat 
release rate (dO). espec1ally dunng rans1en 
perlormance. Because no cost effiCitlllt control method 
nas been found that would allow the aforementioned 
problems to be solved. HCCI"s pracucal applications 
i1ave been limtted. 
In order to provide a suitable control method, it is clear 
that a feedback signal is requtred but ex1st1ng production 
eng1ne sensors are inadequate for th1s task. The most 
straightforward answer would be to use a cylinder 
pressure sensor. but there are 1ssues of high cost and 
low long-term reliability with h1s method Alternatively. an 
1on-current sensor could be used as lt IS the most cost 
effective m-cylinder corn bust1on sensor available 
Ion-current signals have long been investiga ed as a 
combustion diagnostic tool [1-6]. In SI engines the 
prevailing conditions during combustion cause IOnization 
of the gases tnstde the cyl inder. This IOnization occurs 
mainly in two phases. The first phase occurs during 
combustion as fuel reacts with oxygen, and is defined as 
the chemical phase . The second phase is defined as the 
thermal phase. and occurs due to compression of burnt 
gases when fuel further aw<Jy from the spark plug 1s 
burned [7]. By apply1ng a voltage through these gases, a 
current w1ll be produced since the ion1zed gasses are 
conductive and further 1nformat1on can then be deduced 
from h1s ion-current s1gnal [6. 8]. 
he most ob 1ous way to apply a vo ltage inside he 
cyi1nder IS to use two existing electrodes; the spark plug 
tips: but this approach has some tnherenl problems. In 
most eng1nes there is one plug per cylinder, whtch must 
generate the spark as well as measure the ion-current. 
Because the spark gen erating voltage IS substantially 
higher than the typical voltages used in an ion-current 
measuring circuit, the latter as to be protected 
somehow. Furthermore: all approaches that measure 
ion-current s1gnals from the 1gmllon spark plug suffer 
from the fact that no meaningful information can be 
gathered until the Ignition circuit has been fully 
discharged. Consequently, the initial stage of 
combustion, which corresponds to the start of the 
chemical phase of the ion-current signal, cannot be 
recorded (9, 1 0]. This becomes even worse at hrgh 
speeds where less time is available for the coil ringing to 
'dump down' [11). Another significant problem of 
measuring ion-current through the firing spark plug rs 
that since the initial stage of the combustion cannot be 
well measured, the best signal is derived from the 
thermal phase of the signal. However, this becomes less 
significant with reduced load and can disappear for load 
settings less than 75%, thus severely limiting the 
usefulness of the ion-current signal. 
All this becomes even more exacerbated by the fact that 
for HCCI combustion, the signal acquired displays only 
one peak. Given the relatively low engine cycle 
temperature, the ion-current from this type of engine is 
thought to come mainly from chemi-ionlzation [12]. Since 
in HCCI there are low concentrations of NOx , the ion-
current signal results from ions in the reacting gas, i.e. 
when the electrode gap is in the reaction zone. The 
reaction zone might be created either due to flame 
propagation, (low TAG%), due to auto-ignition, (high 
TAG%), or a combination of the two in medium TAG%. 
Provided these problems can be overcome, ion-current 
becomes a suitable and computationally inexpensive 
means of acquiring data from the HCCI combustion 
process. 
This paper wil l investigate the potential of using an ion-
current sensor (in a separate location to the spark plug) 
in HCCI combustion in order to extract and quantify 
combustion measurants, with particular reference to 
control applications. A presentation of results of ion-
current sensing for monitoring combustion under steady 
state operation, over a variety of speeds and trapped 
residual gas amounts is made. The results show that the 
ion signal is suffrciently high to be used during HCCI 
under all speeds and loads. Estimation of cylinder 
pressure parameters through the ion signal with 
promising accuracy is shown. Overall, ion-current is 
proven to be a cost effective and adequately informative 
feedback signal for both SI and HCCI engine control. 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 
The engine employed in this research was a single 
cylinder, gasoline port fuel Injected, 4-stroke research 
engine based on a GM Family One, 1.8L series 
architecture. shown by the photograph of Figure 1. A 
standard 4-cylinder head is mounted on top of a water 
cooled barrel, with a custom made bottom end. Only the 
front cylinder of the head is operational. A fully variable 
valve timing system named Active Valve Train (Avr); 
manufactured by Lotus Engineering; was fitted to allow a 
variable valve timing strategy. Variable quantities of 
trapped residual gas (TAG) can be captured in this way. 
For this investigation, the CA was set at 10.5:1. (it is 
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worth noting that rntake air temperature was maintained 
at a room temperature of 20 degrees Celsius) 
Figure 1. Single-cylinder research engine with A VT 
system 
The engine was connect.ed to a Froude AG30 30kW 
eddy-current dynamometer. A redline ACAP data 
acquisition system from DSP Technologies Inc. together 
with a Kistler 6123 piezoelectric pressure transducer and 
a Horiba MEXA 71 DO DEGR emissions analyzer. Port 
fuel injection was employed, managed by a conventional 
Lotus VS engine controller. High speed data were 
sampled at one degree crank angle intervals. This 
sample rate is sufficiently high to obtain the salient 
features of the ion-current signal (as a combustion 
performance indicator), whilst coarse enough to be 
realistically used as part of a real time engine control 
strategy that is compatible with conventional car 
electronics. 
Three combustion regimes were investigated; SI, HCCI 
and SA-GAl (which occurs in transition regions between 
SI and HCCJ) and where a spark is used to position heat 
release in the correct time window. This region is not the 
same as HCCI where ignition occurs due to 
compression. To enable this investigation, the valve 
strategy involved two separate profiles, one for CAVHCCI 
and one for SI operation. The CAI/HCCI profile had a 
fixed lift of 2.5mm and fixed duration but variable 
overlap, which was changed from positive to negative in 
variable step sizes until the misfire limit was reached. For 
high power SI operation a high lift (8mm), long duration 
valve profile was used. During HCCI operation the load 
was controlled by changing the overlap, so the engine 
manifold was unthrottled. During SI operation an 
electronic throttle was used to adjust load. The throttle is 
also responsible for controlling the engine load during 
immediate transitions from SI to HCCI and back to SI. 
In order to acquire the ion -current signal an ionization 
probe was located in the four-valve cylinder head 
between one of the inlet and one of the exhaust valves 
as shown in Figure 2. The probe was electrically isolated 
from the cylinder head by means of a ceramic sleeve. 
The d1ameter of the sens1ng elemen was sughtly less 
than 1 mm, and the tip protrusion into the :ombust1on 
cnamber was approx1mately 3.5 mm. 
.J.•' •. 
Figure 2. Photograph of cylinder head show1ng the 
location o the tomsallon probe 
Since the mass of posttive ions. such as H30 ... , ts 
aoprox1marely 30 000 ttmes larger rhan that of an 
e,e:;!ron 1negat1 e charge). he lig"tt electrons can ~ 
accelerated much more easily towards the pos1t1 ·e 
electrode t an the heavy tons [13], when dnven by an 
applied electromagnetiC fteld Th& vonage polanty at the 
gap of senstng spark plugs was therefore selected such 
tha1 the small aren centre electrode was pos111ve , ond the 
rest of the combustton chamber was negat1ve . Th1s 
cotncides conveniently w1th the original eng1ne polanty 
"here the engtne block is negative 
I I 
-~ 
1 
_L 
r 
Figure 3. Voltage source CirCUit diagram 
A one-off DC voltage source shovm in Figure 3. was 
used to power the measunng probe. The DAO board 
was fed the cutout of the voltage divider as the ion-
current stgnal whtch was tnversely proportional to the 
sensed ton-current (1 e SV for zero ion-current and DV 
for infinite) to avo1d the possibil ity of damage caused due 
to excessive voltage. The signal was then inverted during 
he post processtng phn:;e. 
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Issues like fuel addtttve eff ec:s ana carbon 
contamtnation of the sensor were not examtned. 
However. other stud 1es 111] have sliown that fuel 
adoltives affec: matnly the amplitude and not the shaoe 
of the ton signal curve As such. 1 was reported tha they 
can be overcome through data normalization. Soot 
contamination, although not a maJor problem in gasoline 
sngtnes. coulo be resolveo rougr> tee n1ques li e au.o-
calibra ton by msasu•ing he res:s Jnce of he ; r sensor 
prior o combustion [14] 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
HCCI COMBUSTION 
The fuel used throughout this experimental study was 
commercial gasoline (950N) having a carbon to 
hydrogen ratio of 1.79 whtlst t e AFR was kept at a 
sto1chtometric ratio . The engtne was 1nt!1all tested under 
conventional SI operatton mode Then TRG quantity was 
gradually increased. thus movtng rom pure flame 
propagation. o SA-CAI , and then to HCCI as s~m·m 1 
Ftgure 4. 
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Figure 4. Typical pressure stgnals and valve profiles at 
vanous TRG levels 
The amount of TRG noted tn thts paper IS the molar ratio 
of lresh charge to exhaust gasses. 1t was calcula:ed 
usmg a zero dimensional thermodynamic model and 
equation (1 ). 
, Chargt• _ Molt .\ i rRG = x iOO 
1 Charg e_ .\1o/c.1 ... I RC_ .\1(1 /o) 
(1) 
Charge is calculated th rough measurements of the atr 
and fuel mass flows. TRG IS calculated through the 
apprtcation of the ideal gas law PV = RT at exhaust 
valve closure. P and V are both known, while 
temperature is taken from a reading of the exhaust 
gases, and N in this case is the amount of TAG moles . 
The slow response nature of the thermocouple and the 
effects of the expansion into the exhaust imply an 
underestimation of the temperature, and hence an 
overestimation of the number of moles of TAG. 
However, its usage without any correction factors 
guarantees the production of nominal values which still 
correctly capture the changes among TRG levels without 
suffering the problems that plague NVO-related methods 
(which, for example, neglects speed). 
The maximum amount of TAG that the engine will accept 
depends on the engine speed. Thus an amount of TAG 
that is on the edge of HCCI at one speed might be in the 
middle of the operating region, at another. As such, it 
does not always make sense to speak in absolute terms 
of TAG%, especially as TAG tolerance is a very engine 
specHic issue. In this paper, TAG% will be described as 
tow, medium or high, rather than assigning absolute 
values that cannot be extrapolated to different research. 
The entire HCCt and SA-CAI operating range was 
investigated varying the speed over a range between 
1500rpm to 3500rpm. In the area surrounding this range, 
SI operation was used. Fogure 5, shows the speed and 
load, (in terms of IMEP), and the corresponding amount 
of TAG that was used for load control, where negative 
valve overlap (NVO) is limited by zero TAG and misfire. 
1t can be seen that NVO, the controlling parameter of 
TRG, can't be the same in all speeds, and that the JMEP 
with HCCI can't be the same a1 all speeds. 
.. -· :• 
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Figure 5. HCCI operating range 
ION-CURRENT SIGNAL INTERPRETATION 
In a gasoline engine operating in dual mode, four groups 
of parameters must be known in order to control the 
combustion process. These are; misfire and preignition 
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detection (so that operating conditions leading to 
unstable combustion can be avoided); calculat•on of 
TAG levels (as load is controlled in HCCI mode through 
TAG); combustion performance parameters {so that the 
engine performance can be monitored); and finally ITA 
(which is used for engine control outside the HCCI 
envelope). Each of these groups will now be examined. 
Figure 6. Cylinder pressure trace and corresponding ion-
current signal 
In order to control a gasoline engine operating in HCCI 
mode, a number of features must be monitored on a 
cycle by cycle basis. The simplest of these are misfire 
and preignition detection. In Figure 6, three consecutive 
cycles are shown during unstable SA-CAI operation. In 
the first cycle where the ion-current signal starts after 
TDC, the peak pressure of combustion is within normal 
levels and position. In the next cycle a misfire happens 
and no ion-current is present, {providing a simple way to 
monit?r the engine for this event). However, during the 
following TAG compression and expansion, the mixture 
ignites, and is manifested by the presence of ion-current 
signal during that period [18]. Additional mixing of the 
charge and TAG during expansion and exhaust stroke 
(or at least the part of the exhaust stroke that the 
exhaust valve is open) results in ignition during TAG 
compression, due to better mixing and increased time 
history of high pressures and temperatures that break up 
the fuel. In the third cycle, the ion-current signal starts 
before TOC since an early combustion, an elevated in-
cylinder pressure and early peak pressure position {PPP) 
occurs. After a TAG compression and expansion that 
experiences heat release, it is usual for early combustion 
to occur in the next cycle, due to the very high 
temperature of the TAG gases which resu~ in early 
ignition of the fresh charge. 
COMBUSTION PERFORMANCE AND ION-CURRENT 
SIGNAL 
Although important conclusions regarding the 
combustion process can be drawn by inspection, and 
s1mole diagnostiCS ea be periormed directly throug the 
1on-current s1g:~al , more detailed analysis Ylelds greater 
hsight In order to do this , four bas1c charactenst1cs of 
the ion signal curve were extracted and compared to 
combustion parameters. As shown in Figure 7. these are 
the Signal Stan. the Signal slope. the ion-current 50°o 
position and the sig'1al pea . I has to be noted here that 
the s1gnat peak includes wo measu:ants, the signal 
strength, and the signal peak pas 10n (X and Y 
coordinates) . 
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Figure 7 Signal Me<~surants from 10n-current s1gnal 
ton-cur:eC~t can also be used to determ1ne PPP or 
Similar combustiOn p<~rameters like MFB50 and 
'11ax1mum ra e of heat release (dO AX\. Derermmmg 
:m) oi these 1s 1mport3n m ony eng1:1e however 1n HCCI 
where control of SaC and heat release rate are 
'10tonously difficult ), it is almost essential. lt has to be 
1oted here that rn gasoline HCCI engines, combustion 
modes change from flame propagation only (low TRG•o) 
to flame propagat1on w1th end-gas auto ignrtion tmed1um 
TRG 0 o) and 1nally bulk auto 1gnition (h1gh TRG 0 o). As 
these modes change, different relationships occur 
between PPP. MFB50 and dO MAX. 1n contrast to SI 
eng1nes where the~r correlation 1s far s1mpler . 
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Figure B. Start of ion-current vs. combus ion 
charactenst1cs 
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The second method IS to correrate the 50"c 10 -c rre ; 
s1g al as sJgges ed o (1 5]. and he t,rro memod IS c 
correlate the pos11i0n of s1gnal peak. In all three 
metnoos . a linear correlatron rs used and the result1 :1 g 
PPP estimation has an RMS error of less than 2 CAD. 
However. the est1mauon 1s rmproved when using me 
peak ion-current positiOn as the s1gnal IS stronger ana 
thus the signal to noise rat1o tS Rl IS better. F1aure 9 
and Figure 10 show the S0°c and peak -signal 
correlations with PPP respeCtively. <~gam at 3000rpm 
medium TRG 0 c 
.. 
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Figure 9 Position of S0°o ion-current vs. PPP 
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F1gure 10. Peak ion-current pos1tion vs. PPP 
Although a linear estimation is a simple technique and 
yields acceptable results. lt becomes more difficult to 
1mplement when a greater range of engme operation is 
exammed. such as varyrng amounts of TRG F1gure 11 
shows the average start of ion-current signal and PPP 
averaged from 500 cyc les across he whole HCCI 
operatmg region betv,een 1500 rpm and 3500 rpm, and 
from SI to mruomum TRG 0 o (m1sfrre limit) . The same 
trends are repeated if so•• ion-current or peak ion-
current were plotted i stead of start of ion-current 
(..orrel!ltl0f1 CoetltC•Iml 0.873-4 • RMS error 1 ,()8,541 
22 
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Figure11 . Start of ion-current signal and PPP at various 
speed 
11 is obvious that the estimation accuracy reduces if the 
same linear equation is used for the whole TAG 
spectrum. regardless of the correlation parameter 
employed. This is because combustion modes change 
with varying amounts of TRG thus affecting the signal in 
more than one way, so estimation precision could be 
further increased through the use of more advanced 
signal interpretation techniques correlating more than 
one ion-current characteristic to PPP, such as ion-
current slope. Nevertheless; correlation coefficients 
remain high, even with the simple linear approach. This 
indicates that ion-current could, if computational power is 
an issue, be directly/linearly correlated for combustion 
analysis purposes. 
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Figure 12. Cycle to cycle peak ion-current vs. PPP 
On a cycle to cycle basis and considering the whole 
HCCI operating envelope, the graphs seem a lot less 
attractive. Figures 12 and 13 show the correlation of PPP 
to peak ion-current position and highlight the problem 
that early peak cylinder pressures show on the zero line. 
This can be overcome by using a different measurant 
(e.g. MFBSO), but for a real time control application, it is 
quicker and more straightforward to extract signal peaks. 
Despite these issues, the correlation coefficient is still 
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high, and the RMS error is only increased to 2.64 deg 
CAD. 
Figure 13. Cycle to cycle peak ion-current vs. PPP 
Transforming the acquired signals on time domain, (by 
dividing them by RPM) provides a better insight into this 
problem as data from different speeds are better 
separated. As can be seen in both cycle to cycle figures 
however (Figure 12 and Figure 13), there is a "leg• of 
data points that breaks off the main diagonal correlation. 
Although not easily identifiable on the graph, analysis 
showed that the percentage of data points on this "leg" 
are relatively small (<5%), so this is not a major source 
of error. 
A possible explanation for this feature might be that the 
different knocking modes, that result in different acoustic 
or oscillation modes that may occur in a combustion 
chamber depend on mixture distribution, which can vary, 
even under the same operaling conditions [16]. These 
modes can vary between circumferential and radial and 
also have different shapes, within their domain. More 
advanced interpretation technique will Improve results by 
taking in account more than one ion-current parameters, 
i.e. by not looking at peak position of Ion-current alone. 
However, the only way to radically improve accuracy 
would be to use more than one ion-current sensor. This 
would give a more complete, and less localized, picture 
of the combustion process. 
From the foregoing discussion, it becomes apparent that 
ion-current lends itself to an easy and cost effective 
solution to combustion diagnostics, during HCCI 
operation. A simple integration of the signal can reveal 
misfires, while the position of the start, SO% or maximum 
of the signal can be used to determine more intricate 
combustion properties like peak pressure, MFBSO or 
dOmax positions. Its strength or slope can determine 
dilution levels. Irregular positioning of the signal, like very 
early or very late in the combustion cycle, can reveal pre-
ignition or partial late combustion, and its absence 
indicates misfire. 
Using a simple linear relationship between the ion-
current measurants and combustion parameters will 
:>re 1:1e fas and comput?.tlonall ·easlble pred1c 1on 
:apao1ht1es of adequate prec1S1on wh1:h could be used 
111 a cycle to cycle control st·ategy Results of 1ess than 3 
CAD RMS comoust1on pred1ct1on error w~.ere obtained 
For comparison. a cu rrent map based igniti on system for 
SI eng1nes 1S capable of controlling PPP to about the 
same alue. on a ne" eng1ne. 
TAG LEVELS AND 10 -CURRENT SIG AL 
For combustion phas1ng w1t 1n a reasonable opera mg 
w1ndov. tas employed 1n a commerc1al eng1ne). a qUite 
1mportant feature of the slope o the ion curren s1gnal 1s 
that n can be used to determine tne TRG• o. The 
positioning o the combust1on phasing can be nmmed by 
varymg ITA and venf1ed us1ng 10n-current start peak (or 
other chosen measurants) as a feedback signal. I IS 
worth emphas1zmg again that during all but a few ·pure-
HCCI' operating points, a spark was used to position 
heat release during t11e des1red t1rne window. The PPP 
values for the data 1n figures 14 and 15 ranged over 8 
CAD. thus within tl11s relatrve ly small operating window. 
both s1gnal strength and slope of ion-current s1gnal show 
a very good relat1on to TAG levels. 
In practice this IS h1ghly 1mportant because variauon of 
mtake air temperatures, mamfold absolute pressures, 
coolant empera ures, a1r humid. y and a hos of o he 
unknowns such as eng1r.e wear might change the 
amount of TAG. n th is is lff1cult to express With 
mathemaucal models and knowledge o valve 11mmg. By 
having an in-cyhndel sensor. what can be termed as the 
etfect1 e TAG" can be determined v1a one of two s1mple 
methods. 
~u,• .. 
Figure 14. Ion-current signal strength as a function of 
RG 0 c at 3000rpm 
The first method of findmg TAG level is by measuring the 
ion-current signal strength, shown 1n Figure 14 . 
Increasing TAG quantity results in a decrease 1n the 
measured ion-current signal. and a linear correlation is 
exhibited between the two parameters it is important o 
note that 1n sp1te of th1s decrease. the 1on-current signal 
always rema1ns w1th1n measurable range Moreover, 
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h1gher sersor voltages or s1gnal amplrt1cation ouic be 
used 1n aoplicallons where s1gnal stre gt oecomes an 
ISSUe. 
The second method of determlnino the effective TAG 
levels is tnrough the acquiSI!IOn of the 1 0n-curren~ s1gnal 
slope. Agam. the slope decreases as the TAG amount 
1ncreases. although not m a linear fash1on. as she ·m 111 
F1gure 15 By assum1ng a s1mole model that cons1ders 
the s1gnal start as the pomt of wh1ch the 10 -c rren: 
sensor de ects any •on achvny :11th1n a c1ose range of ns 
'ICinitv and the srgnal peak as e oo1n of ·.h1c t. 
act1 ny 1s apparent. the slope becomes a measure of the 
1me ta en oetweell these wo events. ' rth thiS Ill m1nd " 
can be in erred ha fast combus ion will be presen ed as 
a steep slope wn11e slow combus lOll wtll g1ve ilae 
slopes. As such, TRG amounts hat resul in ias 
combustion will g1ve the steepest slopes Th1s nappens 
half way between pure S I and ou re HCCI operation. the 
exact po1ni depend1ng on ctc•rs such as cornpress1on 
ratio and combustion chamber des1gn Pure SI operauon 
is slow because it IS solely deflagration and pure HCCI 
operation is slow because of he h1gh dilut1on. The reg1on 
between sparl< ass1sted SA-CAI and HCCI IS the reg1on 
where the exhaust gasses have very h1gh temperatures 
and are of adequate quanllty to induce large sca1e o· 
complete. vrgorous aetonat1o 
it has to be noted here that other parame ers afiecrmg 
the speed of combustiOn. ma1nly AFR. will also affect me 
10n-current slope . so the AFR should be held collstan for 
the ion-currem slope to be onl a function of TAG. lr 
add1t1on. the effect of TRG on the slope of 10n-current IS 
not as pronounced 11 the s1gnal is normalized agamst its 
max1mum value This implies that the TAG effect on 
slope IS amphiied due to the dependency of the s1gnal 
strength on TAG be ore normalization. 
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Figure 15. Ion-current s1gnal slope as a function of 
TRG 0 o at 2000rpm 
ITA EFFECT ON ION-CURRENT SIGNAL 
Since spark assistance is used to control PPP in all bu 
the fe v pure HCCI cases. it is importan: to determrne the 
eff ect that the ignit1on t1ming advance (ITA) will have on 
the SoC and thus PPP and ion-current signaL SI 
operation is directly dictated by ITA. while in pure HCCI it 
has a minor effect. 11 is thus logical to show here a mid-
way TAG% scenario. In Figure 16, the effects of an 
rgnition trming sweep are shown against start of ion-
current signal and PPP at 2200rpm with medium TAG%. 
Once again, a close correlation of pressure to ion-current 
measurants can be seen. As PPP delays in crank angle 
terms, as ITA is retarded, the ion-current signal start 
delays too. 1t is clear that the IT A does have an effect on 
both p pp and ion-current signal. Both are retarded as 
ITA is retarded in a close correlation. 
A 'cross over' point appears when IT A equals -1 0 CAD-
BTDC, (where combustion is delayed beyond the point 
that would be observed in practical applications). A 
possible explanation of this phenomenon is that when 
the spark is delayed enough to allow the fuel time to 
chemically break up and auto-ignite, the result is a 
sharper pressure rise and hence advanced PPP. On the 
contrary, if the spark is early enough to consume a 
considerable portion of the combustible mixture, before 
auto-ignition pressure rise will be gentler. This 
explanation is plausible if the mixture is considered as 
inhomogeneous. 
According to the mrxrng model of [17] referring to a 
gasoline HCCI engine with almost identical valve 
strategy, the charge around the spark plug is less diluted 
with EGR, as there is a higher concentration of 'fresh 
charge' near the top of the combustion chamber, 
whereas TAG will be mostly concentrated at the bottom. 
If this is so, it will be the fresh charge near the spark plug 
that will combust most vigorously once auto-ignited. 
However, if the fresh charge is consumed by SI flame 
propagation, the heat release will be slower during both 
the flame propagation phase and the auto-ignition phase 
that will occur at the more diluted end gasses. 
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Figure 16. Ignition timing effect on start of ion-current 
and PPP 
HCCl engines are complicated in that the load has to be 
controlled by the amount of TAG and with load varying 
almost continuously; the automotive engine must have 
the flexibility to adjust TAG whilst also controlling 
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combustion timing. Effectively, when the engine is 
operating in the HCCI region , the throttle pedal angle 
needs to be interpreted to a torque requirement. This 
requirement will then command an increased or 
decreased negative valve overlap, translating to an 
appropriate TAG%. The ion-current measurants during 
these transients can be used to control combustion in 
terms of timing, through ignition timing advance (ITA). If 
SoC is too late, the ignition can be advanced and vice 
versa. During steady state operation, rr A has enough 
control over the combustion event to time i1 
appropriately. However, during transients it might be 
necessary to use other means of control. There exist two 
possible events when a sudden change in torque 
demand occurs. 
1. In the case where there is a decrease in 
demanded torque, more TAG will have to be used. This 
will mean that hot gases from a low or medium TAG 
combustion will suddenly be used in larger amounts 
leading to early combustion. Retarding ITA might help: 
except where earty auto ignition occurs regardless of 
ITA. In this case the valve timing transition has to be 
delayed. 
2. Where an increase in torque is required, cold 
TAG from highly diluted combustion will be required to 
combust with a lot more fresh charge, since a decrease 
in TRG will be necessary. Late combustion might be 
prevented by advancing IT A and lower amounts of TRG 
equates to higher combustion control through the spark. 
If this measure proves inadequate, switching to SI 
operation can rescue the situation. 
So under all conditions the ion-current signal can be 
used by an engine control system to decide on 
advancing or retarding IT A; or if this strategy is 
inadequate, to adjust valve timing. By using the Ion-
current signal, all this is possible on a cycle-to-cycle 
basis with no averaging requirements. This is especially 
helpful during transients, or unstable combustion. 
CONCLUSION 
An experimental study of ion-current sensing in a 
gasoline HCCI engine was conducted. From these 
experiments, it can be concluded that ion-current can be 
used to monitor HCCI combustion events. Ion-current is 
an attractive proposition for a cost effective sensor, and it 
has been shown that the s ignal can be processed with 
adequate accuracy and speed for feedback closed loop 
control. 
Results of monitoring combustion under steady state 
operation, over a variety of speeds and trapped residual 
gas amounts were discussed. The resuns show that the 
ion signal is suffteiently high during HCCI under all 
speeds and loads. 
Misfire detection, pre-ignition detection, and estimation of 
TAG% were shown possible with trivial mathematical 
approaches. 
PPP I.AF850 and dOmaY were all determined w1th RMS 
;!rrors less tnan 2 deg CAD when a spec1f1c eng1 e 
operaung conditiOn was cxammed. When a linear 
relationship tnat would cover the whole HCCI operating 
spectrum . from o•o TAG to max1mum TRG. was denved, 
te~e max1mum error rose to 2.64 deg CAD rema1mng 
accurate enough 1or feedback purposes. 
A straigntforward monitoring of the effect of IT A on PPP 
IS poss1ble hrough 10n-c:.men• s1gnal monrtoring 
o,·a:all. 10n-current \\as proven o be a cost affec ve and 
a:ieauately informative ieed ack signal or both SI and 
HCCI sng1ne con ol. 
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Abstract 
The control of Homogeneous Charge Compression 
Ignition (HCCI ) (also known as Controlled Auto 
Ignition (C.IU)) has been a major research topic re-
cently, since this type of combustion has the poten-
tial to be highly efficient and to produce low NOx 
and particulate matter emisgjons. 
l on current has proven itself as a closed loop control 
feedback for SI engines. Based on previous work by 
the authors, ion current was acquired through HCCI 
operation toO, with promising results. However, for 
best utilization of this feedback signal, advanced in-
terpretation techniques such as artificial neural net-
works can be used. 
In this paper the use of Lhese advanced techniques 
on experimental data is e>.-plored and discussed. The 
experiments are performed on a single cylinder cam-
less (equipped with a Fully Variable Valve T iming 
(FVVT) system) research engine fueled with com-
mercially available gasoline (95 ON). The results 
obtained display an improvement in the correlation 
between characteristics of ion current and cylinder 
pressure, thus allo\\·ing superior monit.oring and con-
trol of tbe engine. Peak pressure position can be 
estimated with sufficient precis.ion for practical ap-
plications thus pushing Lhe HCCI operation closer 
t.o its limits. 
KEY\VORDS: Homogeneous Charge Compression 
Ignition, Ion Current, Artificial Neural Networks 
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Abbreviations 
AFR Air Fuel Ratio 
ADALINEs Adaptive Linear Elements 
ADl\LINE Adaptive Linear Element 
ANN Artificial Neural Ketwork 
A.NNs Artificial Neural Networks 
AVT Active Valve Train 
CAD 
CAl 
CR 
DWT 
EGR 
EVC 
FVVT 
GRN.Ns 
GR.NN 
HCCI 
MLP 
ppp 
R.BF 
R.BFs 
RPM 
SI 
TRG 
Crank Angle Degrees 
Controlled Auto Ignition 
Compression Ratio 
Discrete ~avelet Transform 
Exhaust Gas Recirculation 
Exhaust Valve Closing time 
Fully Variable Valve Timing 
Generalised Regression Neural 
Networks 
Generalised R egression New·al 
Network 
Homogeneous Charge Compression 
Ignition 
Multi-Layer Percept.ron 
Peak Pressure Pogjtion 
Radial Basis Function 
Radial Basis Functions 
Revolutions per minute 
Spark Ignition 
Trapped Residual Gas 
1 Introduct io n 
T1u: u.;-:~f• 1Jf 101 cun ''nt a.s a C'CJnlbUStiv!. dihgnc,::;· i<: 
tL>ol hill 1, e. loa • Jll\'t.;tigated '1. fo~ a \'ariet~· of 111· 
LeruaJ rombusl; 11 ll!dne l\).l).lliGe<tiou ::!. :l. -1: Tlu• 
deeodir.• of tl1 infurmatk•l• itther-,n; in it ::;icni:tl lw · 
been illlplclllt-JJ!t-d in \':Jriou~ \'.'11~ - s- 0 7he,,. mf'lh-
,.j, 1 ht- uc., of A rti firi;J r·u ral . -Pl " .n;.<; • A:\ ~I 
IS Ping oft n ust·d \\'ith promisit:g rL•:mll. b~ re· 
,,·archer. 5. GJ. 
P2.st re<;; ·arch h\· :.h(' t•ut hnr has demon~ I r:.r.ed t i1 E' 
possibilit} of usi ug \WY iiglml'ciglu A\~~i> to Lri::~t 
the iut• eurrcut signaluu. I 'l•giJ,es ;-;-}. 'J hi!> rr·~p·uo·h 
inte!IW ;.o expand on t!JP :;;o_:ne idea on Homu<>t>-
neotJs 'h:'lr~c Con prt-. :io1. ]l(nition ; HCCJ • r·ng:ne~i. 
\\'l.at i~ being ,m ·e:-t ig- tcd is he "trate<!Y he hind 1 hf' 
huildiu~; of u ,.pt?cifir "l!!C>ril.hUJ for extrarrir.g ,. m-
hu.,:• ion iHf rn ,;>f iw. fmlll I !Je iun <'UffPIIl 'igwJ of 
1!:: HC'C'l cngi.nc-
The ide11$ pre~emc-d lt·r· (cl' l;ased ou dtt' follov:ing 
dt-sign cmena. n the hardware side. lh iun cUJ-
rem sig al is g11·en a dedic<J.L•d circuit. Thi · ensur , 
a good quali ty ;ignal t!J..roughout a cycle. with noae 
-Jf rhF problems 11$~ c:h.ted with using a spark plug 
;.s an 1un currcnr S<-n.o;or. 
On t!.e soit\\'are sirlr. thf' nlgoril hm mu . t b imple-
ment.Pd un a cyclf:' (• cycle bi\Sis "·ir h no ;,vcr<tging 
mvoh-ed. The n•\.iuna.le i. lo eYaiua e t he perfor-
mance of the algorit ltrns a1 a dt>manding I vel. 
The next cousid r(l.tion are Lhe algoritlnns tltem-
seh·e.. The nse of th Ad~pti\·e Liucar El mPn s 
ill.-\LL 'F:.-} 1y;w of Ar% ial :\'eur: I • · I\\Ork 
:\;-\~I llils b en used uy the r..ut],ors in I lte pP->L 
" 'ith good reMilt <;, w ir i~ & (:andidal e as it i :.. 
"r:'- Jig!. I ''f'ight, mhiJSt A-:\ dcspi:e it being Ull-
<:ut. plicatt·d. !I n>lll!IIOII.ly u~ d _-\...,1" for ;his kind 
ui ask is 1l.c l\1 lti-L>tycr Pcn:cp1ron (~ ILP J 1 J· In 
;.f-St pussibl r "l1 f'flll11 ivPs ro t h lllLP thi · paprr f 
•·uses <J il thP u~" nf AD.\ Ll l\Es as a s art irt!r puin1. 
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aJ, !.er. ex;>lNe; · he u:; u; G 1 <eri:U~eC: Regres:.iul . 
- · ~ura.. !'\ c wo:-b 1 GH:'\' _ -sI. 11tt ;-<JYall <-.-"5 u:· bot i . 
. '\DALI:'\E~ and GH\'. · ]jp, 111 ~~ • relath- sim;..>lk-
ity f rltei..J an:h;t.e ·t urf'. whic11 oti·E-rs litde rr.om fa 
- tllUi'u 'ty o,·e~ tl.t: nptin,wn d.-~ii(rt. GRF\:\._ a:-~ 
\ ·0· simih,r t u Rac:a l Ba<:ie rct ctic..us RB Fs•. For 
hE' da13 used iJ, Lib r":-e·<rf'h. GRI\':\'> !.!l"lle!'alJ.,- out -
P'~rfo:·niPO RBFs :-;(_, \\ ••:- t·ltu Pl1 iu.stt c-&.(J 
flle hJ.a) consict.,r& iull i < ht- d.oic·( .,J jJr"procf-Ss: t,~ 
tt-c·1miqut>s. \ c · -_ ·c appru<~d: i~ lt U~f-' ;,ip.al pn~­
LeJSlll0 a.:gor it]JliE in urd r t.o extnct \'arious char-
liCLerist-ic m e:;:surants from thE' ion current signa: to 
he· ust>d uo inpu to Lhf A.t\c'\s. To tld:-l f' lld . tlJP us 
')! "·a, PI t ?Jgori: hms ha~ b<,cn ,., "lulit- d. \ \ 'ap]ets 
are a si al proce::..;ill" 1 ol t 1t: tt is being used in 
a vnrie y of applic;-.1 iOJJS [91. i111. "ITfl'llT ~·g-nal pro-
' ·-<siug being an ideal candida t? _Jn_ .. -\11 imerest-
tng a<J,·amage of wa\·eiets b that 1] e ; r":tit=d si"'t•al 
( au be r<:-duced in •ize. ;.hus makinn tit~ U~<' o he 
\\'Wf'lc-t uu put dtre(;l \ ' illlo 1l,p A:\. a pus,i ility. 
rlti" ;:pprnac:b !... ab( im·,'sti,: .• •··rl. 
2 Ex perimental S tup 
The engine cmplo_,.~ !n thi - re~"arc.h was a sin-
gle cylinder. ga.>ulin pt J'T fud inj -..,\. ~- mk( re-
Si"arrh 11gi e ba:;Pd on a ,::\J hunily Oue. 1.~L series 
nrchi ect ure. as shown by t.he plool C>grnph in figure l. 
lt h;-o,: a production pi 1 111 and s1 ro:e. wi th a ~ran­
lard 4-cylinder he::t.d on top of a water coolf:'d barrel 
a11d a custom IWLde I ot t.um en d. Ordy the from 
cylinder of h head is openticmal. A Lorus Engi-
neeriltg Fully \'ariablr \ ''l] \-e- Tir.ling ,F\ '\'T) system 
nnrr:f'd Active \':1hr· Tra;n.h· he \'ahe Tmin _\VT) 
b fttt<:d t.o allo\\' a \':tri"ble ,·aln~ timiu~ sLr<>-tegy. 
\'a.ria.ble quamities of Tr<t ped Residual Gas 1TRGl 
c-an J,.. ap .u :--d in thi. way. lt. !.as to h poi11ted 
0111 here ~hat. _.\_\' J' ~j\'('S the I :q>:Jbilit~ of !.rapping 
rJ, IC'Sidual gas in the c_l'liJtrkr -ltiutl!;h ear~y Ex-
h,,ust. \'1\lw C losin" Lim (E\ 'C') ~.s pposPd ro re-
circulat ing it tl:J·ou~h t hl i nle . B c1l US!' tiiis ~L r<'t -
egy has been emplo~·ed throughout this research, 
the Trapped Residual Gas (TRG) is being used as 
opposed w the commonly employed Exhaust Gas 
Recirculation (EGR ). For this investigation, the 
Compression Ratio (CR) was set l.o 10.5:1. 
Figure 1: Single-cylinder research engine \\.jth AVT 
system 
The engine was connected to a Froude AG30 30kW 
eddy-current dynam.ometer. A redline ACAP data 
acquisition system from DSP Technologies Inc. was 
used, together with a Kistler 6123 piezoelecmc pres-
sure transducer and a Horiba MEX.A 7100 DEGR 
emissions analyzer. Port fuel injection was em-
ployed, managed. by a conventional Lotus V8 engine 
controller. 
In order to acquire the ion-current signal an ion-
ization probe was located in the four-valve cylinder 
head between one of the inlet and one of the exhaust 
valves as shown in Figure 2. The probe was electri-
cally isolated from the cylinder head by means of a 
ceramic sleeve. The diameLer of the sensing element 
was slightly less than 1mm, and the tip protrusion 
into the combustion chamber was approximately 3.5 
mm. 
Since the mass of positive ions, such as H30+, is 
approximately 30,000 times larger than that of an 
electron (negative charge), Lhe light electrons can 
be accelerated much more easily towards the posi-
tive electrode than the hea11' ions [11], when driven 
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Figure 2: Photograph of cylinder head showing the 
location of the ionisation probe 
by an applied electromagnetic field. The voltage p<r 
larity at the gap of sensing spark plugs was t herefore 
selected such that the small area centre electrode 
was positive, and the rest of t he combustion cham-
ber was negative. This coincides conveniently with 
the original engine polarity where the engine block 
is negative. 
A one-off DC voltage source shown in Figure 3, was 
used to power the measuring probe. The DAQ board 
was fed the output of the voltage clivider as the ion-
current signal, which was inversely proportional to 
the sensed ion-current (i.e. 5V for zero ion-current 
and OV for infinite) to avoid the possibility of dam-
age caused due to excessive voltage. The signal was 
then inverted during the post processing phase. 
Using a dedicated probe and circuit, avoids the prob-
lems of circuit switching, bandwidth filtering, circuit 
ringing and so on which are common vvith other ion 
current measuring techniques [12, 13 14). 
The data was sampled once per Crartk Angle Degrees 
(CAD). 
The data used in this research are bMed on stoi.chi<r 
metric, HCCI combustion using 95 ON commercial 
gasoline. 
--.--·· 
3 Iou UlT nt Signal and 
Tr atn1ent. 
T:•~ ion cucre n signal in bot.h ' I rmd H '( '1 " •ISU· 
Jly in h" r, nn .. r a shhrp spike. rnPt ime. follo11E'd 
b:- a hump fi:;ur~ ~ ). The opike i~ ;.s ·<>ci<•' f'd wi b 
·l-e flame .rrinngiu :lu_•,·icinilyoith >ens r , d,~m­
.t.. tJ iot..i...a:h1t. . lt b iL~ Ht05t uG\·ivu~ ft~i ·:t v: d, 
:e,r::rl a1orl i: al11 '-'"~ pre~em if rornhu tk•n " r urs 
:u tl,E: rh.unl.•t>r, Titt- bump i.o :"~,_,rh Kl 11'i! I 'l1e 
::a:r• o.~ t ·tl tc-nqJ•.riltHJ •"'~ •~nd pn--:=.sun·~ follo\':in~ ~he· 
, ,,,nhlbt.un ttllf"'fll"ltll hJ!Ji:;atiou hnrl :! hence a ~V4...•c:.l 
,ndirmor nf f'('"k l'Tfos~ure Position rJ'PP i. llnw-
... t' .... },t-'t.~ll:-.(~ of the newJ for inrrr--nsHi tenapt·n a ~ar ~ 
rnd pr . ~•u...,. i i~ most prominPnl in Wg;lt ioo.d I. 
Ju t.J1 ·lu\H'!" }t,;.td~ utd IC'tnperalUICS ~- udtH I \\Jlb 
i!CU upt-1'<1 iuu. r!J.s feature i, gready ~upprt. 
~ t1H' tlai~ P"'-P('r fu'-·t;~f.S un l:it'C'l cc,whust ;on. \\'J1e: 
l.i~ fe,tlur i. h~t7diy nr>rice;,b]e as seen in he figure. 
nul~ 1 h<· initiru spike is l'ousidem:l. F0r Llri~ i!Jti;tl 
spike I o bc> properly recorded under :.11 conditious ~· 
c!e l k;~tf·d C'iH u1t i!:' nt·,•tlt•tl. 
T'ht' ttt• .• im ·nt. of th<" bh;na1 :-t~u i r.:. certain <•'-'<.'r~ 
lt.ions to he P"'rfornoPd upon it in urdcr 10 extr:ret. 
u r~aiu cha:-H<"1 C':--iftk ;neasura.nt!> t.bat will Le w·Ki 
.u r,:Jt·r lCJ qa~trlt lfy it~ ff"at ~~~- Thi~ p1 OC( S."' ts, iu 
··!ff'Cl. n t·onllJ!"f"'SS:I..m r.f the i.It..foruwtion CltJH .t.iiH:ti 
1n :h ign~t) in10 ~~ "lh:til nutnher of kPy , .. ,riah~(--!". 
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F!gurt -1 : Typical H ' 'I iou t rrem s: nal 
Th b 11 <:1,.:) thl' aJ \·anl~tP,t' ll1at. in 1111 fi rst i.J"JsL~UJn• . 
· hey t.an be- dirC'•"dy illYPR t igatrd f ,r C'Orn·latiou r) 
1 'l)rrt.~punding Ilif'tc::Ur .. \ ll t~ c.A lu prt .. ~ ... tll\' tr· ,ce e.~ 
pcP.k p~.-ssure l''-"'" iun 1 ~ nd abo 1 hat rht">;~ can hf 
=*<..1 r~ a mudt :tcluc·, .. d da ta IJW<.t wla.·u siu~ fur-
ther ,,lgorithms. tc.g -\ ;\"'\;,_ 
3.1 Ion Curre ttl 
tion 
1 ·a uraut Exll·ac-
nle hrea~\dt•\\"11 of tla .. tllf-" -·1JJ ;~liT!' ("X r~teed f:c1n• 
t hP ir,n ('"urrent sign·t.l H.r~ ~hown it~ ftg,uc !l . 
---~-
' 
~· l ~ 
... -_') 
Cran• A.rglft t..-v,.._• 
Figure 5 Tltt. ior: curn·ut r.lPaf:ur:-ua:~ 
These are: 
l. The stan of the signal 
2. The slope of the signal 
3. The maximum of Lhe signal 
4. The position of the ma:xlmum of the signal 
The easiest to ;tract and one of the most infor-
mation rich is position and magniwde of the spike's 
peak, which is simply eA""tracted by means of a max-
imum search. The timing of thls has been shown 
[7] to be a good approximate indicator of combus-
tion timing, having a strong relation with pressure 
roeasurants such as PPP. 
Another important ion current measurant is the po-
sition of the start of the signal. Coupled with the 
coordinates of the peak, it can lead to an estimation 
of the slope of the spike. Previous research on SI 
operation has established a correlat.ion between this 
slope and Air Fuel Ratio {AFR) 115, 5, 16]. In HCCI, 
thls effect is further complicated by the presence of 
TRG but still slope information can be a valuable 
tool. Thus, in order to acquire it, an estimation of 
the start of the signal is required. 
Figure 6: Example of sudden spike rise 
While the spike's peak is very straightforward to ex-
tract, its start can be more problematic. Thls is 
mainly because the base of the ion current signal 
can be a very noisy region. Added to that, is the 
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f~<et th .. t . because HCCI combustion is very sudden 
compared to SI, the spike can rise in a ,.ery short 
time. Lypical values can be as low as 3 data points 
(data is sampled E\'ery 1 degree C.ill) as is dernoll· 
strat ed in figure 6. Hence, an Ullcerta.inty of even 
one or Lwo degrees can hav a big effect on t he final 
\'alue for the spike rise duration and hence the slope. 
Matters are complicated further by the fact that the 
start of the signal can be concealed b • noise as is 
shown in figure I . This should not normally be a 
problem as the spikes are usually high enough to 
easily rise above the noise. However, to guarantee a 
safe detection through a simple technique such as a 
static t rigger level for example, comprom.ises have to 
be made that will erroneously classify certain cycles. 
Figure 7: Detail of noisy region before spike 
Another problem is that the ion current signal can 
suffer from a noticeable base drift, an extreme exam-
ple of which can be seen in figure 8. Coupled with 
Lhe problem of noise and potentially weak spikes, 
Lhls makes the use of a static trigger inappropriate. 
To counter these problems, two different techniques 
have been tried out. One, designed for maximum 
speed, is based on classic concepts and employs a 
dynamic trigger t o judge bow to classify each candi-
date point. The other, designed as a more rigorous 
approach, is based on wavelet analysis and classifies 
points by processing the high frequency part of the 
- -,.--.--~---,-
_,!atM- Jm9'e O&glee!. 
Fi~ 1 Ex:tmult ,,f b~.- rlrif: 
inn c u'·n-:tt :;:~!l'tl JJ,Ah ;J,(.~C :ec-l.t1iqu~ .:1n• ''ut 
i:J 11·1! it 1 f ~~, f Hrtwi ~~~ ~11('1 iO!). 
3. 1.1 las;,i Estimation o f S ign a l Start 
Tl!t cla~sir aJ>proa<:l! is baseci upon c ;.:;,in a.s»Wllp-
ion• whkh work ""11 for th ryp<' o sig:~al !'nrowt-
r-=rt"d duriug tlt.is re:.t'i:tn:h. Tl.ese are th,tt th .. rc ili 
f.!{• (. ntO '::>tivu in th .... f~r~t u<t G·1-a p••itl!... :thJ ttt. t 
che bnse drift ib uot fast enough LO aff et 11,,. s1g-
ual within n cvcl . The> aJoorithm mpio~·td ll~f'~ 
the initial lUO cl(t.ta poiu:s of each eye! to work oul 
th nuue for th, hab r t,l.e signal and 1-0 go.uge its 
b:tcl:grounc! noiH' by a king their standard devia ion. 
.-\ t!~·namic tri •ger level eau then be t . blishecl hy 
· tt.ing a t.ol<'n•nce w'nclow around the ba.:.e Je,·el tin 
till< rbca.rd and t..>:- litis sig1 al. set to ,!1 stall lard 
df',·iation!' 
llu.· al~u~ i 11111 111 n :-.td.rt. frun1 t.lH.:. JJV!::iltiuo ~.A t ht· 
~;>ik<''s pPak ancl g_Of'$ b?.t·kwards towar · · th cyd<'. 
~tart. Tit • <.:I it •rion for t:lassifyin~ a point 'IS he 
~;•ik<'·., ~~ a.rt i~ f0r it to h~,·e drop, d \\'il hin Jl,c· t0l-
err.nc windo\\'. The· YaluE> of •Pn st.ancl:::.rd dt•,·i;clion.,q 
quut ·d mir;J t seem ~ \Ul(t.Ccep allv hi!;h 11'"''""'~. 
due 10 tl1 .ktrp111'S.~ of tbc spike. this q.J · b;.• 1J<'l·l1 
numl to ],p ,cpp 1 r•pri~•t 
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uo hf·r ,·arja ion uf ili t-'(·hnif)11 · eRn ·oHsiaPr x 
rolliug,w:.ndt..•Wi!l~1t·ttl ,f~in l~ pr,i!•s TiJ~be!--i~t-1:­
i·dl.'· th .. :;:~tTLf' cu11<.t )l. l< •(•t\..itn! 'tt im.t!,jJu.tl i)•J!nl~ 
'J:lri,'.'''t~d~ :n,nJ ;,, .. ;l!kt ':-- !t • .~.xillli. .• :n. It :.iJE ~;­
u;~ri(l I O\'. \'er. the i:\YPr:-1.~ \~Jut H:ld >'i anJ<trcl ilf--
,· iatit•ll uf c.llth poims previous ll• the pu:rn bdu~ 
, o~iJerecl i:o beiJ_g es; ima\.,·d ntl us ·' '" a e:rt:-
non. rhis Yorht lt•n i<l~n ~--:-=1' goc•. rr,sults. How-
t>Yer. Fin cc. bo h • he var:ution, C?.-D he uned -o 
-·i Id almost identical rtsuJ s. only ·he firs on Kill 
be disc·lJShed here · it is vb\·i JU ly 1 h f;,..~' ~of l he 
Tlte advantage nf this eciutiquP i• hat. bera • th 
pr cessing 5;;arts at ; hE' pt>nk r.f rh signal. it u.suall:; 
tPrn1il1al.f'.0 after ('OIISicl rillg \·er~· f~W pOilll.~, gh·en 
tl1a the~ · art (l.nd p rtk are Jt<.mnaUy \·er~· dose l .~.r 
l!,ether. It can !'le furrher sp ('dt'<l up h~· r-ons;de ing 
f<-'wer in~l.~al point~ in on~ r ·o t~liUlAl"" ·1 dy~uunic 
b:l. e aud rig;:. er 1 ., ~~1. 
The dis~-tc..h·antaP", is that it !J ed$ !o ) presen'·' c 
wi:l tll(: wLole Si~n·U .,.iw.·c ~· H:'~f:!" ·o -s• hlbl thP 
po.,i:.ion of tlw spil:e·s p< al' 'trst. Thi: is '< prohlf'lll 
wlwn r.unsidering real -;m . cycle t.o rydf' imp]P1ne:t-
tatton on a work ing Pnginf'. llowc,cr. 1l1C UC<l"'nitu c• 
o: the ~pike for~ non ntisiiril•g eyrie i n rrr.ally surh 
1ln• t . · ·vl'r. a si Tip lis: it~~'' i · rigger :~pprCiath sbodtl 
1 i<k !t out of he noby 'i""n"l la:;~unt.iw~ rl.e qua i-: 
of the signal can remain sjmilar to that encountered 
in this research, during real time implementation). 
If that is given, the processing for the estimation 
of ~he st.art of the spike can start immediately after 
&he trigger Je,,el has been reached, even if the acrual 
peak has not yet been recorded. 
3.1.2 Wavelet Based El>1.imation of Signal 
Start 
The second technique used for estimating the start of 
the ion curnmt sign.al is based on wavelet decompo-
sition. Wavelets are a very promising t.ool for liignal 
analysis which has been implemented in the con-
t.e>.'t of ion current interpreta~ion [10] . Given this 
particular problem, their strength lies in being able 
tO establish t.he exac& loca&ion of various frequency 
components of a complicated signal. The results de-
scribed in this research have all been implemented 
using the Wavelet toolbax in MATLAB. 
'Iraditionally, a wavelet transform works by taking 
a given waveform (wavelet) scaling it to different 
wavelengths and comparing it to the signal across 
the signal's lengYl.. This analysis gives a very thor-
ough oveniew of the signal composition. However, 
it is unrealistically time consuming for the task at 
hand. Thus, a faster algorithm can be employed, 
the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DV\"1'), which in 
essence works by splitting the signal into a high and 
low frequency part, where the choice of wavelet acts 
as the kind of filter to be used. In wavelet analysis, 
these two low and higb frequency components of the 
signal are often referred LO as approximation and de-
tails. Through a process called d""'DSalllpling, these 
are reduced t.o approximat.ely half the length of the 
original signal. 
Although, this process can be repeated to decompose 
the signal to deeper levels, in this case we are only 
interested in the high frequency, details, part and 
one level of decomposition is adequate. 
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Figure 10: Original ion current signal and DWT gen-
craLed details 
Figure 10 sbows the original signal zoomed in before 
the start of the spike, occurring around 20 CAD, 
along wiLh its details after one decomposition. It. is 
obvious how &he details easily mark &he start of the 
spike. 
This behaviour lends i !.self to very easy identifica-
tion of t.he spike start by simply working backwards 
from the ma.ximum value of the details signal unt.il 
reaching a "calm" region (implemented by checking 
that all members of a fixed size window are below a 
static trigger value) without need for a dynamic trig-
ger. A major advantage, visible in figure 10 is that 
the details are not affected by the base drift since 
the lat~r hM very long wavelength. This is why a 
static trigger can be successfully implemented in the 
case of the algorithm employing wavelet decornposi· 
tion. 
Of the available wavelets, the Daubechies and Symlet 
families produce results t!uu; most readily resemble 
the results of the classic algorithm. In fact, the best 
agreement comes from the Dauhechies 1 (also Haar) 
wavelet, where the average error between Lheir re-
sults is less than 1 CAD. It has to be pointed ouL 
though &hat the results of the classic algorithm are 
not. necessarily a "correct" target to be met.. In most 
of the ambiguous cases, the precise start of the signal 
•J:;..JtJ. tCJ in ,. p:E"i ~'-''or. e t .. !l "~:" a. ht:rnau HaY iJJg, 
:)ecr t ne flrs: I u \, cl~' dope<!, tl,c· cliJ-5 ·ir :1 g.o:·ittun 
],as be n L ,e one nhJSl ciust'l.'· t. t.n ·ci to return agr-f--
·Jl>lr bull: result.~. H •; t~·e. a·•rf'C·mcn: ,,·ich it is" goucl 
in<lica;.or of p rfo ·mnnce bu j, by 110 me.<.TL~ a def.ni-
h·e teST :.i:Jct: thE' ~tlgor;~Juu ccwt ttlll'a,·s b t.m..-d tc• 
:-·!eld ,.,,n .. bL•ttt:r .. r,..,, ! ·~for;, !JM icular W< ·.Plt't. 
T!tb '•'TY e!l·~allt iLtplen,e:t ;:.;iot, Udes · hr major 
processing tloat is done- 1,ehind he se li<":S b.' rat-
tlbcre;e 1•:aYei l t.r:~Hsf,Jrm. .How ,·er. a r aJ tintl 
i.:npienJelll<•Lion of ;;url a , .eclt.nique cRto putt.:ntiaUy 
br O)'l i!Jlbt"d fo r tloe t :" k \(J (Ill f':\1 er.t llJltCh !IT ;1 ; ,('f 
t hat• "~.._, d< llof' in I hi f . rf'sr·"rdt 111. rf' P'<odil.' '" .<il-
·,hle. gc•uf'nL purpr,~P fnn.:tions from t.ltf' 1\L\TL.\B 
wa,-e]et tvl!llko:-. l'et . t.:.ed. In ,,dcU:ion. dtr; imple-
llH.:ntatiuu a·ull ;,11d ilou<·rd tuu:.t. be na.nuwcd down 
to a spe 'i c ,,·iudow vf inter t il. a realtinte ~mpk­
mcnt at ion. ln t hi;.. c·;"~ re~ted flS proof of tut c pt 011 
-he ~~-ltol lc·nt:th of 1 E- sign·J. it perioruoL•d ''PJJI )..-
'·n~ ~f>}~ :2 I • itJtl:o ,j o\·. E-1 ! ]':<n . !u: cJa:;-.ir :~]gcoritJ.:n. 
, .. h'dt i, "~~ -IJ •I•• ·d d ''' n pro -... dun: aesignt"ci ~1-rinly 
i'or iJeutil'yin~ tltl ,jgmd s~<d1 .• \~ point ·cl out tJOW-
.:Yer. this is nut by O.ll) :h an~ rf'presemat:ive of dte 
relativ< cowpuLutiot a. spL·t-d a purpose built ,,._,,.,.fer 
bc..-,Pd <dg,oril hm could ·1chi ve. For a r C1l ~irne . cy-
de tO c~cle- imp! 1 cnta ion. the major concern has 
o be ·pee-d and at his point, this particular impl 
men ation of wa\·elets seems ~o oe at a disadYantag 
Howtver. the ;:>os,;ibUit~ of trea~ing <>dclitional infor-
mation inherent in the v:~t\'r>]e d camp :ed . ignal, 
couplfd ,,·ith 1 hE:' ability to process the reduced size 
O!'Pm:rnnolion and clt•Jails sio-nals mak \\·a,·el ts a 
promising :.ool fur wad:,~is of lh · ion curr('ll signal 
<~is dcscriio cl be;ow. 
3 .2 Th \\-avele t D compositiou uf 
th e Io n urrent Signal Procedur 
A major skr-Jl!:!,l h of t h wa\'t·let drtomp,..,sitiou lie· 
in the n•du ·tiun ill oi)2.nal Hi be. I he rnea.'surant ex-
rrac ion mli'thuc dc~nihr!d previou ·Jy. cxplicilly rE'-
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Cuu:. ... 1 h vr:gir.~-al i.=, 1.:1 1 to aft:\', 11un~b r:: Je~c·ibt::; 
~Pona~t.r.c·a: U!..anLc.·• t::·::- 1(:~. llc•\' t-ver. c .. l ~... or:.;.>os · l. 
:lw siguai rhwug.u L'mp!oyi1 1g t he D""f ;;tlgomhm. 
re-du ,,~ the signal w d re ai;-.i t.g significant inror-
nta:i n. fia'..lre 1 ~lwws :1.!1 ion ntrr(·~ll ::;igBPJ hllC: 
I he St. bseq I nt '[\\'()le\ ·b of den>:nposilk•r .. The n~­
un· hi.;hli;;;ht, itO\ ,.,, yi:t lC'1eb of clecol! pos:,;m: 
rHh ~!w s:;r.hl 'f-~:- •L 11 ·i·til t> rc>:air iu~ :lie rm:.i!. 
ft ·a: l!"b .. . 
-- -----
Figure ll: Example of lw len•b ,,f wm·elet decom-
posiTion of im: currcn si~nal 
By redU<.:in the -ign<L si?,e in this wa.~·. an Al.\.- can 
be rlt·~igned wh se inpu: layer will br much s!1on.er 
than would be n~:ed(•d if tll ,._J,ule ~ig:.al wa..~ o b 
sed a:; an iJJput. TlrJs, dl(: r~cluced size ANN w:ll 
hP muc-h fa<;t er. H ,w,·er. decJJ<'r levels of decom-
pnsitioll take more l.im • O lJ tlw D\\.T. AbCo. deeper 
decomposi tion of th · ::i<•n;d cnn po eat ially deg:-acle 
hP .-\ ~~ ntl1 ;mt.. 
Hence. t.hcr is a trad off lwt W<" n t lme pen on 
th D\YT. ime 'Pm ,_. n dw A a11d the 01e:-
aU pcrlunnance. .'\11 thi-S istiue ut d o ;}r <-.ken 
in:o iiCcount when df!'ign.i.ng a s~· tP'11 that shnuld. 
in priJ ciple, l,e a~)lc· 1.o pr cess c:;r]e n c_,·r Je i!uor-
ma iron from the iot. turrenl <gH ,:. 
4 Artificial ural Network 
Based Predictions 
4.1 Types of Input 
In order to test the feasibility of a control system 
ha,ing ion currem based informat ion for the pres-
sure measurants, the daLa e.xtracted by the proce-
dures described previous!~· are presented to various 
different ANNs. The aim is to get. the best predic-
t ions possible from as uncomplicated AJ\:~s as pos-
sible for a great range of operating condit.ions. Tbe 
two types of .1\..1\INs investigated are .A.DALIN'Es, and 
GR.N"'Ns. These have been implemented through the 
correspondillg functions supplied by the M/u'Llili 
Neutal Network Toolbox. 
ADALTh'Es are classic single layer A ... 1'iNs, which use 
a linear transfer function. Their strength lies in their 
Least Mean Square training rule, which will always 
miniJDjse the error of data presented in the training 
set, thus avoiding the ambiguity over the complete-
ness of training that might be an issue with other 
ANN training algorithms. Their weakness lies in 
that Lhey are, in effect, a system of linear equations 
and are thus not well eqwpped to respond to non lin-
ear relationships. Prev:ious research by the authors 
on the ion current signal on SI engines indkates that 
A.D.A.LI!'{Es responses for handling ion current data 
seem satisfactory for their strengths to compensate 
for their weaknesses. 
GRNNs are two layer . .o\NNs, with a Radial Basis 
Function (RBF) first layer and a linear second layer. 
Initia.l trials demonstrated that GR.lllNs give promis-
ing results. The question is to establish if t heir in-
creased comple.'\ity, which incurs performance penal-
ties, is worth their possible performance benefits. 
The ANNs fall into two categories, depending on 
what kind of inputs they accept. On one hand, the 
inputs consist of the e).."tracted measurants as de-
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scribed in section 3.1. In this case, the . .o..NN input 
layer size is the 4 e:\."tracted ion current measurants 
plus any additional information on engine operat-
ing conditions such as RPfl/1. On the other hand. the 
input consists o!the \vavelet decomposed si a-nal. nor-
ma.lly the approximation, plus any engine operating 
conditions. In this case, the input layer is variable 
d pending on t h decomposition level. 
In ~he case of the e>.."tracted measu.rant data, certain 
additional tests have to be carried out. Before the 
data is presented to the ANKs, it goes through a 
.final selection process. The data is organised in ma--
trices where a set of inputs and corresponding set of 
outputs take up a row. Certain rows may represent 
cycles where one of these numbers has not been es-
tablished, most likely because of a misfire, in which 
case ion current information is unavailable. In that 
case, the whole cycle is removed by deleting the re-
spective row in the matrix. The other part of the 
selection involves outliers. Again., cycles which are 
problematic for any reason can either fool the extrac-
t ion algorithms into returning unrealistic va.lues or 
the cycles themselves have w1characteristic values. 
This is treated by doing a histogram of the data and 
identifying the left and right edges at which points 
a certain percentage of the total data is present (set 
to 1.5% in this research) . Data outside the region 
specified by these edges are discarded. 
It has to be noted that none of these techniques have 
to be employed in a real time implementation. Cy-
cles that return no ion current signal up to a cer tain 
point can be quickly classified as misfires anyway. 
Similarly, predefined triggers based on the opera.-
t.ional conditions for the allowable range of va.lues 
can be employed on the e>..""t,racted measurants to de-
cide very fast if a cycle is to be considered as normal 
before proceeding with the processing of its data. 
In the case of the ANNs using the whole decomposed 
signal as an input, no such processing is carried out. 
This can be considered as a. token of added robust-
ness, since there is no intermediary algorithm, other 
T!H· (J'l'j' 1 .,r :hf .-\..:·. ·~ ~ £-.lwa;-~ PPP l.u rt·~._:\. 
- u u i.. tu. sr ut pn~~lU~ re! at-ea ::u ... :1-.;u.r t..r.l!. !.!.~~; 
1• ~ 1 ._tt; ~,.n , d t:u:r. b !-'r~-=r:o :!"&.l.t .. ':Ut ._. • ~rl 
v: t· ,JJJI• .-cni.""Jl. \O.ll1J t:l;vr dur~,_~jr,u c~L. Hv.\r-\•:r. 
P!-'1 ~~ pw'rrr·d ul a·:_~f ::~ ~=-::r,r•:t•'• Cs,rt;-i·Lw. 
wilH I ~~ :-.·ntpl~· ,.J,,1'-:iu:~t!. poiu1 - arch. i.:- .;iJIIi-'lt" 
r• th pvaJtl c,t i.'Uar~UJ't'ed J..'L'.!'~~::ct :u:·c~.rn.L:~ 'l1:a~. 
i ... llllJI<..tnmH P:11<·c t hen~ i:; tmcc;rt<-.inl.\ or. r.lu it1~ 
J •lll ~adt"', ,•s,nl.' .. ·dl~ \\ht•!(· d1e ll.•'-i•Sli''•1IH t'"'.n·u Lt..•ll 
\:~onolu.~ ,lft' n•!l\,:t"'lltt'\L -\.t.:•2i!·.g w .. • n~nn' ,,:. 
tlH• Coll! I'Hll idc la Ulo~~- usi.11g :: h&.!"dcr t-<• t-'''-~:'a ·1 
:nf-'a~ur~ttl!". ud. a .. ~ ... la:-t t•f lX.Jihhunioll furl· U':J 
p:•.· \\i.U .'·' J, r .. ·ltl "':h:1l aH"::11U!\ :.Jr-l•~JJTt.....,,•:,:_~tti\ ,:. . 
:'iu<r the ~<••t,.J• ·it :.i. ... F~ ... ?"-!'Ch ~ t.t1 (':t .. J~·~c· h< r;h. 
t: t· rut:rit:.u!'diffcttut l*t:hr.:f!U · h chvSd.u.:tpul 
u~ .v r:1: --~~ ... w i:-- PPP. h h~-~ ·.o r_..., ?Pint~--d .w 
.:j •) .. ~ " · 
TlJt: f:.r ' JJ d qf 1.ht :t o he re:u.:-d CftllSbi • o: tf.ady 
'-"'r.trt •i ~";1 r,,Jlt'<·tffi ~•t difere!lt ec~nf .. ~.1;. 1R(; 
"''H'IJS 11rP r<rm-d out at e:.cn s;>'-•.-<1 •. \ll ar~ \\OI. 
with 1 'p·,rk '\(l\ .. •nrP ,-arif"S araCJJU: m~o-:!llwrs nf 
thf' .tfltl' ti i•<"l'1.., :;it.t:. ll.e H.c\vJuriu!t.'t (•t::r Htlhl."r 
1 HP~1 "'1.Jtgt' ro\t·r(-d b from 1-WO to 3:)0[1. 
TtJ 1• ..... 1 r•Ptf,,:·ln.1rl('e of thP algo:·ithms dt. ril·rd 
01ho\t~. tht uutLt.l \.(~\ i!'i done '"'it nin tiu·· m ml·~~::. oJ 
ea<h t Jif't·d ( itt•. "l·l , t~ rt.;.~~o. ing i~ :hCt l. a t dn· \t•I,V 
h~i-\. ... 1, 't c Pill r(•l qst,..m swia·h::tg ht-twc·en :\~"\:"\ , 
r:lrh m~r •r·,·n· d for ~~ cccai::l RP2\1 :-r~ior~. t·an hp 
iwplr-u.,·•,•rd :ur :r r~.ci.~ c;: a:£> opcrativn1• 
:.\ ~ ll ,J, ::,~,: ~!ll arL-.c ht.:r(' L:: ,\1'' 1,~..,-..tf\ lltl .... ,l<t 
tJ .•• ;. l\o I 1':..' •• d loO: TRC. TI.i. :'C.:l.!olR :~ l!l.,a_T, us:(:,.• 
_:.~p .1 IRG 11 ,, d.h . .,.;th ~e~uWle ha a iti l·n ~to • 
..,... tin:, f.• , llg..fl' "all Lrap a ddf< ''Il! ~•:-~" mt of TRC: ~~ 
c.~ff..--:•~' KJ- '•1 \:.,u t.t .. t .n Ll•;~ ~ro~Ltc:~ vaht ua1 
lo·t! ~ d'Wjll.."+l t! Id 1 P.(o L•.Jh.'- -:.lll :U":.t l .. lG r-e~. I 
, 411i .h• nt t t"' JX d uni I • • :--p .. 
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CiLf I. nt:IIiltg puin1 c· J;-:·cs;.•o:,d~ i(• 11 c \'d• T:~~ 
d :rrh p•!.ll~. lt:"f' :-dllar;,::Ll.' '-jJJt 111 <• b ·:·.-uHi:l~ ,1!. 
a u ~· 2;:-:..:..:p \\i:.!-1 ~ht:' t ::- ait.u!:~ ':f" UP • .-:..i.Hc up _ ... , .. -
l.'f' ·h~ ····~u c..ar.t?~e. Tltt- 1.....\~ · .. , i,·u ·f- ... _, 1~ 
,,... · .... . r. p'r. ,,-bci. :_c- rut.n~ t,;p •I • .,._.. ~ ... :-:1~ C .. • 
will 2 ~ tl..r 5~n£ :-rt._lt F-J' !l .. .T •r t..·· 11 _,, 1 '··I~ 
he~ qu.)tKi 1 urm~gh·· ··Jt tL .. i.!: r~.-u tcl . rr· ~~n·; t. ('"' ,f 
muhiJm: :t::st~. Th.k ~d,t-me l.kb lwt:ll :u\ullH:-d un·-
-,lmpltJ V!".-' • :-;uch <.~~ :.ak.i:.~ ·tu. h:-f-1 .! tl". of r\ 1H1 
!'l••ll"' t•urh rlw~ !o~ for t"Xhl:lJ'!'· I'J,,. H'o~-.r•U 1 •T rlll:-
ll .. lt, 1:1 i<J}!;S w·,;.ch ..:-·.; .. hi:Ht ~rta:. oJ •t d• c-<J b•-
}:a\ ;CJur. s d.~ a ..... tt 5f.!ric..g vf ":JL ... t ... llt: c.;n,, • ·j to-:.• 
!:Ill' la• Jlnl l,t- :-<.U!tpl ... d. vr p •r ...... ,h;t!,otl ... , ;' n·p .--
•·:,· .~ th t- :t·:'\( ~ i<,n. B •:• t•:.r t h._ :'of ~t' t •'''· r tUfl.u:: .. 
d.t ~t:-;t ::;mlple is s.;-Jrt':-td .. -!ll\' n\ ... 1 ·!u. \~'ht..•l(. &~ 
t!:P d;:urt. 
\ AU ll1f' i•,..n· :J\.,t'=.t" t-:'rt1r-., '!1 111 4 d l'i•!t··s·,,,tll.i -., 
t!tt Jlt·rtr-~I UH.:,I'I..>flh • · ~-rn.r -1.' t f: itl\:ttH ••I L• 1'1J'.'t''uL 
p· t td •.1 t la• --tc' U~b •:al·.t"":-- ,J! T l11 ~'l·il•· ., 
-1.2.1 Perforrnanre of 
.-\); ..• 
I Fas urnnt Ba~ed 
J ,. -•.• wl:: , ... rt:::,t=Htt-· ...... ~,.rt -;:e :1.,. •u t .. , • .; ~ S 
t;J.k;hJ;.. "">.1nu.:ft:'Ci ion c-urrent lll~COlour,,h'"' lllJ.>t. ... l"' 
Th<~··· ini1 i.-1~ t:-:~.s cio n0t ::Oll;>ply t h .. A. 'J\ Wit!.. 'k 
f•..tlllta. i<m or. ;--~II,\' utllrr t•l•t..rHI ir.~.;. luJ,J:t iu:'l!-
Tit.-. pc·riHrtttl-tnr·(>oflht".\ l.lA I INFc"'A'I I tt~difiP I I~:Jt 
. Jlf-t:d ~If<~~ is pr~·n .c'\1 (In· tthlr- I w!:w .IJI1li.'Lll"'P ... 
r.h r>;rc,rl:; for PPP for alh f'ng;nf ~pt-t-cl. Thf' "Frrc•r 
('I.L~·.;;jcr iil'!d "Ern•r \·\'a\'E'lE't" rt .. ;,.. .. ·n tl-tr ( · \f.t rr·r·r 
for r}w !>-'> <t"ll e;rou;>. ~PpPHdirH! •l 'J w ·+-·) C'::- c :.... t\;c 
4•: '' ,,f'kt 't"(·J&J._· quf:-'-. tre • "' 'u +- r·ut t .... ,crt 
f't<.:rPn~ IHP~U~"l:l <. TLo? ll~:nb .. all :u:l.•·l-- i~ ·I.~ 
r .... .:p('(·:i\ r· pc:-(e!l' at:.P. r--ror 
Table 1: ADALil\""E performanc for each speed sit;e. 
onh· ion current measurant inputs 
RPM Error Classic (%) Error Wavelet (% j 
1500 2.34 (8) 2.35 (9) 
2000 1.46 (6) 1. 71 (8) 
2500 2.19 (9) 2.23 (9) 
3000 2.56 (10) 2.26 (10) 
3500 3.08 (13) 3.53 (15) 
The same trials carried out on GR~s are displayed 
on t.able 2. 
Table 2: GRNN performance for each speed sit;e, 
onlv ion current measurant inputs 
RPM Error Classic(%) Error Wavelet(%) 
1500 2.31 (9) 2.42 (9) 
2000 1.46 ( 6) 1.40 ( 6) 
2500 2.42 (5} 1.50 (6} 
3000 2.14 (9} 1.86 (8} 
3500 2.28 {10} 2.57 {11) 
These trials demonstrate any differences between 
both the wavelet and classic ion current measurant 
extraction techniques as well as the relative petfor-
mance of ADALINEs and GRNNs. The differences 
between classic and wavelet measurant extraction 
methods generally appear small enough to be negli-
gible. As far as the A..~s are concerned, the GRNNs 
seem to offer a slight advantage as well . However, it 
has to be noted that the GR.Nf\ takes approximately 
7 times as long to process the same input. 
Table 3 is aimed at gauging the performance im-
provement of ANNs over conventional methods. The 
prediction method in this case is a simple linear fit of 
the data for an ion CW'Tent measurant against PPP. 
The error quoted in the table prediction is based on 
either of two measurants which exhibit good correlar 
tion with PPP, the position of !.he signal s ma'rimum 
or the position of the signal 's start (see figure 5). 
One point to note here is that all results seem to 
indicate a best performance at 2000 .RPM. This is 
in agreement with the fact that engine operation has 
been very been smooth at this speed, reflected by the 
10'-Yest PPP Yariance of a.lJ speed sites. 
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Performance of com·entional linear fi t Table 3: 
h d ~ met o lQLtwo ili~ ts erent ion current measuran 
RPM Signal Ma..' Pos. Signal Start P os. 
1500 2.96 3.19 
2000 2.21 2.64 
2500 2.50 2.53 
3000 3.70 3.62 
3500 2.93 I 2.95 
4 .2 . 2 P erformance of Decomposed Signal 
Based ANNs 
To get a. better understanding of the relative mer-
its of the ilifferent ANN designs, the same tests are 
carried out using the decomposed ion current signal. 
Table 4 ilispla) s the performance of these .J\NNs. 
Table 4: ANN performance for each speed site, d~ 
osed ' t. al C0ll!E' IOU Curren Slgn as mput 
RPM ADALll\"E (%) GRNN (%) 
1500 4.04 {14) 4.02 {15) 
2000 3.22 (13) 3.24 \15) 
2500 3.62 (15) 3.5 {14) 
3000 4.04 (16) 4..05 (16) 
3500 3.30 {14.) 3.33 (142 
These results were produced through A..NNs at vari-
ous decomposition levels. The ion current s ignal d~ 
composition was carried out using the "db2" wavelet 
and the levels varied between 1 and 5. The errors 
quoted are the best results, however, the results did 
not vary for more than 7% across the decomposition 
levels in the case of these tests within RPM speed 
groups. The analysis of the relation between error, 
computational time and decomposition level is pre-
sented in detail in section 4.3.2. 
The tests presented here are only carried out to in-
vestigate !.he capabilities of the ANNs on separated 
sets of data. The most important test, however, is 
to !.est performance of a single ANN across the RPM 
range as well. The feasibility of such an ANN can 
greatly enhance the performance of a cycle to cycle 
control system. 
.:1.3 A. -~ Te ·t ing Acro 
p d i i c: 
Diff r ·ut 
'' ~ ue:-:· st~p i!:: U..• 1 t ·<.;t i ~H ro~ I ht- :-p~th v! RP J \~ 
.~~ ht: ',rr•\ ''"''J"' .... e• ti'-•I •. 11,( !.·null .. h.:, .o..pli' 1 •. 1\\ ''t'J 
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.r •. • ,u.~t :or• :\D. Ll: E .·.uC: '' L.Jc,:-.; .uc ~rc.i:, .... m.! 
r..-ct~ct •t• t.ltC' whr.h• ,f rhP H f.'~d r~H!!P. It· t h< .>P<"r•n .I 
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Figure 12: Cornpara:h·p rc~ul s uf dilft':-~:rt m <c:ur-
am h<c<td A:\\s 
Flgu:e ~ ':! shows ~he 't',rh)ll. ·t r~ttt 0h ..... tt·..':ti.l'd ;."lnd 
lll ir d.'>SOCiatcd OlllC'>iflf-::;. Tht hnrize>n all.a::s show 
-hP errors for ,.,.,.h -\.. 1 ' cl,-sjg n Tr.P t.hill liue at 
I l a~ rdgt> of c ..ach IJ.tt r :,iJuW& the- f.lt,ndtlPi df"\ ihtion 
1 lll'OI!llt<:: C'd l;wt\H· n 1 hf• !-.ll<'c'P!-t~., e l(·M pl·rformt:d 
on each desi<(rt. Tlt l.' thic-k 1crti<·"l .iu~ ,,: ~:~ 1 ma~ks 
r ll f srcupli11~ rn~ •. 
The bars are split into two groups, depending on 
whether the .'L"i!\s have operating condition infor-
mation among their inputs. \~'ithin these groups, 
they are further split into ADALLI\"Es and GRN. s. 
Finally. each type of A. \IN is classified depending 
on whether the measuraut extraction procedure em-
ploys classic or wavelet methods. 
Hence, the top four bars show the cases where no 
operating condition information is presented to t he 
AJ'·.l~s. GRJ\"Ns outperform ADALII\"'Es, while the 
type of measurant e.'\:traction technique (wavelet or 
classic) does not have any significant illfl.uence on 
the results. 
The bottom four bars show that .-'\DALII\'Es do not 
yield any significant improvement by adding oper-
ating condition information to their inputs. On 
the contrary, GRNNs respond with a noticeable im-
provement in performance. 
4 .3.2 Performance of W ave let Decomposed 
Signal B ased ANNs 
The second series of tests across speed groups in-
volves the use of the ion current signal decomposed 
to some level through wavelet decomposition. In this 
case, certain additional factors need to be t-aken into 
account since the decomposition introduces new pa-
rameters. 
The first parameter is which wavelet to choose for 
the decomposition. In the case of measurant e.\.-trac-
tion the "dbl" or "haar" wavelet gaYe good results. 
In the case of decomposing the signal, it seems that 
moYing from "dbl" to "db2" yields slightly better re-
sults. This is possibly due to the fact that the "dbl " 
wavelet, being in essence a step function, generates 
a less faithful approximation signal than the "db2" 
which is a more sophisticated wavelet . V\'hen iden-
t.if0ing measurants, the rough resul Ls of "dbl" are 
probably best suited for the task. However. when 
using the decomposed signal as an input, "db2" out-
performs "dbl". 
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Th other parameter that has to be determined is 
the level of decomposition . As discussed in section 
3 .2, a deeper level ,.;u take more time spent on the 
decomposition itself but less time on the A_ ~K since 
the input layer is reduced in size. Clearly, a balance 
has to be struck. F igures 13 and 14 demonstrate 
these considerations. 
Figure 13: Breakdown of .-'\DALINE design param-
eters 
The x-ax..is on t hese figures represents the decom-
position level of the ion current signal. The lines 
represent the error, and the times spent on calculat-
ing the DWT and ANN response to the test input. 
The y-axis represents these quantities normalised by 
dividing by their initial (Le. at decomposition level 
1) values. 
On figure 13, which corresponds to the Adaptive 
Linear Element (ADALINE), Lhe total time spent 
on both DWT and ANN is clearly dominated by the 
D'WT t ime. This is because the AD ALINE response 
calculation is a very lightweight process. The error 
on ihe other hand shows a clear trend to increase 
monotonically as the decomposition level increases. 
On the contrary, figure 14 shov.-s that , in the Gener-
alised Regression Neural etwork (GRNN) case, the 
total computational time is domin ated by the ANN 
response calculation. Meanwhile, the error is not as 
s trongly affected by the depth of tl1e de<:omposition 
as it was in Lhe case of the ADALlNE. 
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r i;un· l6: Cm•Jp:uati\"L' ffM-:Uil~ lJf ciitll :< nt de< ro-
J.H..A'Jt'Ci i n currt!lt h;....s<'Ci A-" :'\',:, 
Ht.ih,h .r· ' fi t".E' '" Ct lll piP iJ.Ll llvr: :__ t'-11 l !.P: t- ;~ !.0 
inpu n•easuran: extnnion process urough wuch 
o ,,;~_<sJ.!\ outliers. To comparP n . r,r~ r,l Jecti\"~ly 
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11nprcH"e:n nt. 
5 Conclusion 
Two diffru:em approaches to ANN design have been 
described and eYaluated. On is based upon e:-..·uac-
tion of relevant measurants from the ion current sig-
na.! in order to present them to the A..'\'N. The other 
relies upon the reduction in size which is acllleved 
through ·wavelet decomposition in order to achieve a 
small and fast A.l\""N . 
The two approaches that have been tried were or-
ganised in two different ways. In the first instance, 
the data is presented in various groups and an AJII""N 
is t rained specifically for each case. In the second 
instance, data is not classi£ed according to speed 
but is presented to the A.l\i. as a whole, with and 
without information on operating conditions as part 
of the input. 
Two types of ANNs have been est.ed, AD.-'\Lll'!Es 
and GR.l\i""Ns. 
The results from the trials "'ith.in the same speed 
groups are as follows: 
Both types of ANN achieve an RMS error between 
1.5 and 3 CAD, depending on RPM, for the A.,""[Ns 
whose input is based upon measurants extracted 
from the ion current signal 2 . 
Both types of ANN acllleve an R.l\I!S error between 3 
and 4 CAD when their input is the wavelet decom-
posed ion current signal itselfl . 
The results from the trials where testing is done 
across all data are as follows: 
On AJ>~""Ns whose input is based upon extracted ion 
current measurants, "'ith no information on oper-
ating conditions as part of the input, GRNNs out-
perform ADALIKEs by achieving an JU.-iS error of 
around 2.2 CAD as opposed to around 3 CAD for 
AD.-'\LINEs. Wben information on operating condi-
2'fablcs 1 and 2 
3Table 4 
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tions is added to the inputs, the error drops to under 
3 CAD for AD.-'\LLN"Es and to around 1.7 C.A..D for 
GRJ\Ns4 • 
On A! Ns whose input is the wavelet decomposed 
ion current signaL the error always remains between 
3.5 and 4 C.W, largely independent of the type of 
ANN, the pr ence of operating conditions in the 
input, choice of wavelet, or removal of potentially 
problematic cycles from the data5 . 
From the above it follows that the ANNs whose 
inputs are based upon extracted ion current mea-
surants outperform the ANNs whose input is the 
wavelet decomposed ion current signal. Hence for 
the particular task at hand, it is preferable to ex-
pend the computational resources required for the 
e."\.'"traction of measura.nts from the signal if the 
of choice is the .Wi\LINE or the GRNN. 
The performance of both these types of Al'i""N using 
e>..'"tracted measurant inputs is all the more notewor-
thy, considering that no averaging takes place a.nd 
the results at their best performance are only 50% 
above the sampling rate (best performance around 
1.5 CAD with a sampling rate of 1 CAD). Thus, 
either of these ANNs could potentially be a strong 
candidate as part of a control system for the steady 
state openwon of an HCCI engine 
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